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Pukhtunistan A movement of the KK to form an Independent Pukhtunistan 

state 
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Qadiani/ Ahmedi  A person who believes in Ghulam Ahmed of Qadian as his/ her 

religious leader or the prophet and does not believe in the 

finality of the prophet hood of Muhammad 

Riwaj A Pashtu term used for denoting customs, traditions and    

Unwritten law 

Shariat/ Sharia Islamic legal System based on Qur’an, Hadith and Sunnah 

(Traditions of Prophet Muhammad) 

Shariatization The application of Shariat/ Sharia laws in a society 

Unanimity  Unison or unity in beliefs, ideas or actions of individual group, 

community, groups and various communities. It has been used 

interchangeable with unity in this study  

Tehrik Khatm-e- Nabuwwat  A movement launched by the Islamic religious scholars 

(Ulema ) of Pakistan in 1952-53 and in 1974 in antagonism to 
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Tehrik-i- Nizam-i-Mustafa  A movement launched by PNA in 1977 for the 
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UDF United Democratic Front, formed in 1973 
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Abstract 

The claim of Ulema in the political affairs of Indian Muslims in pre-partition and later 

in Pakistan’s polity is very crucial. The debate about their role in politics has been 

continued even to the present 21
st
 century. However, this debate initiated in the early 

of the 20
th

 Century when Deobandi Ulema transformed and involved in Indian 

Muslim politics through the platform of Jamiat-ul Ulema-i-Hind (JUH) formed in 

1919. Afterwards, they became active with reciprocated strategy of constitutional 

struggle in the politics of North-West Frontier Province (NWFP), now Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa, under the banner of Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Sarhad (JUS) formed in 1927. 

The latter aimed and articulated unanimity, collaborated with Ulema and the masses 

for the reformation of the Pukhtun cultural riwaj in pre-partition period. The Shariat 

campaign of 1930s in NWFP launched by the JUS for the legitimacy of the Muslim 

women rights was translated by the provincial legislature in to the Shariat Application 

Act of 1937 and passed as Muslim Personal Law Act. In early 1940s, the Frontier 

Muslim League (FML), a local branch of All India Muslim League (AIML) was busy 

in promoting the idea of a Nationalist Pakistan among the Pukhtuns on the one hand. 

On the other hand, the Deobandi Ulema from JUS, the local chapter under the 

influence of JUH led by Maulana Hussain Ahmed Madani were brawling for the idea 

of composite Indian Nationalism in NWFP. However, to help the AIML, a section of 

Deobandi Ulema came forward under the leadership of Maulana Shabir Shabir 

Ahmed Usmani and formed All India Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam (AIJUI) in October 

1945 at Calcutta.  

After Pakistan’s achievement in 1947, All Pakistan Jamiat-ul UIema-i- Islam (APJUI) 

was formed at Karachi and in spite of its organizational activities, it initiated the 
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Islamization of Pakistan. As the constitutional debate progressed in the country, the 

Deobandi Ulema from JUS and newly formed Jamaat-i- Najia in NWFP also 

articulated their public demand for  supporting and institutionalizing the Shariat 

principles in Pakistan which resulted in the passage of Objective Resolution in 1949. 

Though, JUS endeavored for the solidarity of its Islamic agenda and Pakistan’s 

security through its involvement in various religio- political movements such as 

Pukhtunistan, Karachi Ulema Convention and Tehrik-i- Khatm-i- Nabuwwat (1952-

53). However, despite their pro- Pakistan sentiments, Ulema from JUS were tortured 

and dispersed by Khan Qaiyum’s provincial government. Resultantly, these Ulema 

remained dormant and they could not unite themselves on a single platform till 1955. 

Eventually, the Ulema from JUS re-organized themselves under the banner of 

Markazi Jamiat-ul Ulema-i-Islam, West Pakistan (MJUIWP) popularly known as JUI 

in a convention held at Multan in 1956. The promulgation of Ayub’s Martial law in 

1958 transformed Ulema from JUI and they established a new organization of Nizam-

ul Ulema. Later, that organization involved in electoral politics and Maulana Hazarvi 

and Mufti Mahmud were sent to the parliament by the BDs from the Frontier region 

in the elections held in 1960. During the entire period of Ayub’s regime, JUI 

manifested its anti-podal politics, however, in the early of 1969, it joined the 

opposition’s Democratic Action Committee (DAC) to oust Ayub’s government. 

Surprisingly, in the election results of the first general elections of Pakistan, held in 

December 1970, JUI became prominent in Frontier’s politics as it appeared the third 

largest party in the National Assembly of Pakistan.  

In post 1970s, JUI emerged as a mature political party and manifested its vote, office 

and policy seeking behavior for its Islamic project in Pakistan, in general, and in 

NWFP, in particular. Due to JUI’s broadened support and potential for alliance 
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formation, it remained successful in the formation of coalition government by joining 

hands with NAP in NWFP and implemented its afore-mentioned Islamic agenda. The 

researcher has assumed and has applied the three rational models of the Strom’s 

Behavioral theory of competitive political parties, augmented by normative factors to 

JUI for its post-1970 politics in the country. Under the alliances of United Democratic 

Front (UDF), Pakistan National Alliance (PNA), and Movement for Restoration of 

Democracy (MRD), JUI struggled to influence the national politics in the subsequent 

years ranging from 1973 to 1980. The MRD coalition was important as the Pakistan 

Peoples’ Party (PPP) was socialist and JUI was with its Islamic orientation, however, 

the interaction and collaboration of these parties, later fashioned Pakistan’s polity to 

ordain Islamic socialism and Islamic democracy respectively. Though, these 

Deobandi Ulema tenaciously struggled for unity within their own circles, however, 

due to personality centered politics and impact of internal and external normative 

factors, JUI suffered from frequent factionalism. Likewise, after the demise of Mufti 

Mahmud, JUI got split into two factions, the JUI (F) and JUI (Darkhwasti, later 

Samiul Haq). The current two factions JUI (F) and JUI (S) with their respective 

family centered politics in Khyber Pukhtunkhwa (former NWFP) are the descendants 

of JUI. 

The present study  aimed at: to highlight the emergence, growth and development of 

JUS in the politics of Frontier province in pre-partition period; to evaluate the 

formation of All India Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam (AIJUI) in 1945 and its capacity in 

the final phase of Pakistan Movement; to bring on record the role of JUS in NWFP 

during 1947-55 with reference to its stand on major national and provincial issues; to 

highlight how the Ulema from JUS reorganized themselves under the banner of JUI in 

1956; to figure out the role of JUI in Ayub Khan's era, in the General Elections of 
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1970 in NWFP, its predominance in the administration of the then NWFP and its 

handling of provincial affairs; to ascertain the Islamic scheme of JUI and socialist 

position of PPP and their respective activism from 1972 to 1977; to examine the 

factors that resulted in the factionalism of JUI into factions like JUI (F) and JUI (S) 

and finally, to analyze the political standing of JUI in Pakistan’s politics from the 

Pukhtuns’ perspective since 1947 till 1980 in NWFP (present Khyber Pakhtunkhwa). 
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Introduction 

The Ulama of Deoband operationalzed [the traditionalist] 

framework and in doing so demonstrated the viability of the 

traditionalist approach to politics in the modern world.
1
 (M. 

Hamid, 2005)  

Generally, in South Asia, religion is considered as the main nexus to which both the 

religious scholars and the masses are attached. The Muslim religious scholars called 

Ulema
1
 emerged as a “formal and constituted class”

2
during the Muslim Abbasside 

period (750-1258).
3
In Indian Sub-continent, the Ulema became prominent during 

the latter Mughal (1526- 1857) and British (1858- 1947) periods.  

The legacy of Shah Waliullah Dehlvi 
4
(1703-1762) endeavored to reestablish the Muslim 

sovereignty in 1857 however, the thwarted attempt transformed these Ulema towards the 

preservation of Islamic values and principles under “Deoband”
5
 religious educational 

movement as “their sole concern was to preserve the religious heritage”
6
in British 

India. The involvement of Deobandi Ulema in unsuccessful attempt of Tehrik-i- 

Reshmi Romal (Silk Letter Movement)
7

during the First World War (1914-1918) 

transformed them towards their organizational transition and they interposed in the Indian 

Muslim politics with an entire modified approach of non-violence (contrary to their 

previous strategies of jihad)
8
.  That transition of Deobandi Ulema was resulted in their 

active participation in the 11
th 

annual session of All India Muslim League (AIML) held in 

December 1918 at Lucknow.
9
 

The North- West Frontier province (NWFP)
10

 has served as a crossroad for both, the 

militant and religious cum political resistance movements throughout its known history. 

Various religious sections, like Mujahideen,
11

 Sufis, Pirs and Ulema, particularly the 

Deobandi Ulema
12

 have greatly influenced and mobilized the Pukhtuns for the cause of 

religion. 

                                                           
1
 The italics are added by the researcher. M. Hamid. The Political Struggles of the Ulama. (2005): 38 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org (Accessed on  June 20, 2019) 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/
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Here, the researcher argues that the Deobandi Ulema from NWFP first under the banner 

of JUS and later under the banner of JUI aimed and articulated for their organization, 

unanimity,
13

 collaborations with other religious organizations, with the masses and other 

political and regional organizations. That organization and collaboration was for the 

shariat and for the reformation of Pukhtun society in their destined Pakistan. 

Interestingly, though the organizational transition of these Deobandi Ulema was 

perpetual, however, their ambitions of supporting the Shariat principles, their quest for 

collaboration and combined efforts towards the constitution of the 'concept of the finality 

of the last prophet hood'  or 'totality in faith'
14

 outlasted imperforate during that period. 

The "Khilafat Movement" launched by the Indian Muslims was both an expression of 

their religious affiliation with the „Khilafat‟ institution of Ottomans, Turkey and to offer 

sacrifices in order to safeguard their religion. That movement further aimed at bringing 

the Ulema from various schools of thought (without sectarian biases) at single platform 

of All India Khilafat Committee (AIKC). The Ulema‟s articulated unanimity under the 

previous religious organizations of “Nadwat-ul Ulema”
15

 and “Anjuman-i- Khudam-i- 

Ka‟ba
16

 further motivated the Deobandi Ulema
17

 and Ulema from FerangiMahall
18

 to 

organize them on one platform; thus, 'Jamiat-ul Ulema-i-Hind' (JUH) was established in 

November 1919.
19

 

The local historians like Wiqar Ali Shah (b. 1961), Lal Baha (d. 2011)), Allah Bakhsh 

Yousafi (1903-1968), and Sultan-i- Rome (b. 1959) hold consensus that the political 

activities were the direct implication of Hijrat and Khilafat Movements
20

 in the Frontier 

province.
21

Sultan-e Rome has asserted that although,“ the Khilafat Movement 

brought miseries to the inhabitants of the North West Frontier Province not only during 

the Hijrat movement, but also aerial spray, tortures and detentions at the hands of the 

Government in later years. It, however, proved a milestone in the politics and a turning 

point in the history of the Province.”
22

 

The above mentioned movements transformed the Pukhtuns, in general, and the 

Deobandi Ulema, in particular, and they involved in the religio-political reformation of 

the Pukhtun society in the province. The religiosity of the Pukhtuns and their anti-
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establishment tendencies were appreciated by Shah (1999), that, “religion in the frontier 

was combined with a specific Pashtoon identity and this mix gave rise to regionally 

specific political movements against the Raj”
23

 This blend of religious spirit with specific 

Pukhtun identity encouraged to bring the Pukhtun cultural nationalists and the Pukhtun 

Deobandi Ulema close to each other. 

Meanwhile, the main political forces in the province, the pro- government local Khans 

and the anti-establishment Pukhtun nationalists represented by Sir Sahibzada Abdul 

Qayyum Khan (1863- 1937) and Abdul Ghaffar Khan (1890- 1988), respectively urged 

for the extension of political reforms in the province. JUH had affiliation with the Indian 

National Congress (INC) in the centre therefore; it seemed one of the potent Muslim 

political organizations which had the opportunity to voice for the political rights of the 

Pukhtuns from the Frontier province. 

After the establishment of JUH throughout India, the Pukhtuns Deobandi Ulema in the 

Frontier province also motivated to develop unanimity among the Ulema and the Pukhtun 

masses on the platform of the local Jamiat. Therefore, Maulana Shah Rasul Deobandi 

(1259 A. H-1349 A. H i-e 1930) in 1924 at Shahbaz Garhi Mardan encouraged the local 

Yousafzai Ulema “to form a Jamiat under the patronage of JUH with a view to 

awakening the ignorant Afghans (Pukhtuns).”
24

 On the suggestion of the local Khilafat 

Committee and others, the 8th Annual Session of JUH was convened at Peshawar, from2-

5 December, 1927. The “Ulema‟s Conference”
25

demanded the extension of the political 

reforms in NWFP on the one hand and formally organized the local Deobandi Ulema 

under Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Sarhad (JUS) on the other.
26

 

In 1920s, the British customized the Hindu extremist movements of “Shuddhi and 

Sangathan” which aimed at the political maneuvering and exploitation of the Muslims.
27

 

However, “Gandhi was quite critical”
28

 of these movements due to their worst 

implications for Hindu-Muslim unity. Meanwhile, in 1929, the British Indian authorities 

encouraged various bills claiming for women rights regarding “better provisions for 

certain heirs, especially with respect to Hindu women…[and] their rights of 

inheritance.”
29

 It was followed by the „Hindu Law of Inheritance‟ Bill which was 

augmented by „Hindu Widow‟s Rights of Inheritance‟ Bill.
30

 However, the „Child 
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Marriage Restraint Act ‟introduced by Rai SahebHarbilasSaradah on September 26, 

known as under the “Sardah Act”
31

 and aimed its application to all subjects in British 

India including the Muslims from April 1, 1930. That situation alarmed the Deobandi 

Ulema as the latter considered the act against the principles enunciated by the Shariat.  

The attitude of both the British Indian government and the Hindu extremists transformed 

the Deobandi Ulema and the latter reclaimed the preservation of Muslim identity as well 

as the reformation of the Indian Muslims.
32

 

In the end of 1929, JUH launched “Sardah Agitation” under numerous committees of 

„Namos-i- Shariat‟ and demanded special constitutional arrangements for the Muslims of 

India under the “Muslim Personal Law.”
33

 Maulana Abdul Hakim Popalzai (1284 A. H- 

1348 A. H)) and Maulana Abdur Rahim Popalzai (1890- 1944) reciprocated that agitation 

under the JUS and established local Namos-i- Shariat committees in the Frontier 

Province.
34

 On the other hand, the Pukhtun nationalists were also struggling for the social 

reformation of the Pukhtuns and their organization which they had established in 

September 1929 under the title of the Red Shirt or KhudaiKhidmatgars Movement 

(KKM).
35

 The united and collective agitation of the JUS and KKM was harshly 

responded by the British provincial authorities. The police and army troops opened fire 

on those workers which resulted in „QissaKhwani incident in Peshawar.
36

 Eventually, the 

KKM and JUS workers launched a „Civil Disobedience Movement (CDM) in 1930. As 

JUH was allied with the Congress in the Centre, therefore in Frontier province, the JUS 

also became an ally of the local Congress Committee; thus a nexus was developed 

between these three organizations, the KKM, JUS and local Congress and they 

collectively endeavored during CDM. After that movement, these Deobandi Ulema 

launched a campaign for the institution of rights of Muslim women under the “Shariat 

Bill” to be passed in the Legislative Council of NWFP as Muslim Personal Law from the 

platform of JUS in 1932 which lasted for about three years.
37

 

Before the introduction of Majlis-i- Arar in NWFP, there were various committees and 

organizations like Anjuman-i- Tahafuz-i- Shariat, (Association for the Protection of 

Shariat) Anjuman-i- Saiful Islam (Association for Defense of Islam) and Anjuman-i- 

Islah-i- Rasum, (Association for the Reformation of Traditions), that remained busy 
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against the Qadianis.
38

 The mentioned organizations were later on merged into Mjlis-i-

Ahrar-i-Islam as the latter was extended to NWFP in 1935.
39

 

Maulana Abdul Qayum Popalzai (1912- 1983), Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi (1896- 

1981) and Maulana Yousaf Benuri (1908- 1977) became instrumental for the propagation 

against the Qadianism/ Ahmedism in NWFP.
40

 

The long demanded reformations in NWFP were embodied in the Government of India 

Act 1935, under which the elections were proposed to be held in the early of 1937. 

However, the JUS got divided on the question of whether to support the KK- Congress 

alliance or the Independent Muslim candidates
41

 as the latter had supported the “Shariat 

Bill” in the Legislative Council of NWFP. 

The provincial elections of 1937 resulted in Congress led government in the NWFP. The 

atrocities made by the Congress governments in the Central Provinces in India fostered 

differences in the circles of JUH. The passage of Lahore Resolution by the All India 

Muslim League (AIML) in March 1940 further escalated these altercations. 

Consequently, two factions developed at the centre and, likewise, the JUH got divided 

into two groups, i-e (JUH and JUI). Interestingly, the JUS had got divided before the 

„Lahore Resolution‟ of 1940 in the Frontier province. In 1937, the pro- government 

Ulema
42

 of JUS from Mardan and Nowshera joined hands with Sir Sahibzada Abdul 

Qayyum Khan as JUS anti-Congress whereas in 1939 the JUS pro-Congress was formally 

inaugurated by the local Deobandi Ulemaand got approval from the central JUH.
43

 

To support the Muslim League in the elections of 1946, the JUH formally got split into 

two factions and a new religious party, the All India Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (AIJUI) was 

founded in a conference held from October 26- 29, 1945 at Calcutta
44

 where Maulana 

Shabir Ahmad Usmani (1885- 1949) was elected as its president. The immediate cause of 

the formation of JUI was to propagate the Pakistan‟s scheme outlined by the AIML. 

Therefore, soon after its formation, the leadership of JUI campaigned for the candidates 

of Muslim League in 1946 elections. The other faction led by Maulana Hussain Ahmad 

Madani (1879-1957), a staunch supporter of non-partition (his struggle for united India 

was also termed as Composite Indian Nationalism), joined hands with the Congress.  
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In North- West Frontier Province, the Deobandi Ulema such as Maulana Sham-s-ul Haq 

Afghani (1900-1983), was also a founding member of JUS, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus 

Hazarvi (1896-1981), Maulana Abdul Qayum Popalzai (1912-1983), Maulana Yousaf 

Benuri (1908-1977), Maulana Ayub Jan Benuri (1912-1998), Maulana Mahmud (1919-

1980), later he got popularity as Mufti Mahmud, and Maulana Gul Badshah (1915-1973) 

supported the JUH‟s scheme, remained in the “Madani” faction and stood along with 

their Pukhtun Nationalists from 1927 to 1947. Before the announcement of 3
rd

 June 

Partition Plan, Maulana Gul  Badshah, President of JUS was a staunch supporter of the 

KK‟s scheme of Pukhtunistan as was evident from his participation in the „Pukhtunistan 

campaign‟ launched in the southern areas of the province.
45

 However, to develop 

unanimity with Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani, Maulana Mufti Kifayatullah (1875-

1952), their previous mentor at Deoband, directed Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, and 

other Pukhtun Deobandi Ulema to support the Pakistan scheme.
46

 

Iqbal (1986) has observed that after Pakistan‟s creation “emphasis of the theory of the 

Islamic state came from quarters who were not indigenous to Pakistan such as Shabir 

Ahmed Usmani, Syed AbulA`alaMaudoodi (1903- 1979), Sayed SulaimanNadvi (1885- 

1953), Zafar Ahmed Ansari (1908- 1991) etc”,
47

 however, the Deobandi Pukhtun Ulema 

in NWFP were voicing for the institutionalization of “Shariat” principles since long. For 

helping AIML in the referendum campaign in NWFP, Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani 

had asked Muhammad Ali Jinnah for surety about the status of Islamic Shariat principles 

in Pakistan, whereas Amin-ul Hasanat (1923- 1960), popularly known as Pir of Manki 

Sharif, a pro- Muslim League activist based in Nowshera had also sought written 

guarantee from Quaid-i- Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah about the status of „Shariat‟ in the 

new state of Pakistan.
48

 Thus, for Ulema‟s unanimity, JUS transformed from its early 

stance about „composite nationalism,‟ also leaving aside the KK‟s brawled Pukhtun 

nationalism in the form of independent Pukhtunistan and accepted Maulana Shabir 

Ahmed Usmani‟s scheme of Pakistan. Therefore, to avoid any rift among Ulema in the 

Frontier province, the local Deobandi Ulema implicitly supported Maulana Shabir 

Ahmed Usmani in his Pakistan‟s scheme during the referendum campaign in July 1947. 
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 The politics in NWFP in post-Independence period was mainly dominated by Khan 

Abdul Qaiyum Khan (1901-1981) led Muslim League government which imposed 

various restrictions on political opponents and refrained the KhudaiKhidmatgars and JUS 

to take part in provincial affairs. Maulana Gul Badshah (b.1882), the president of JUS 

remained in the prison for seven years (during the entire tenure of Khan Qaiyum‟s 

provincial government). To dismantle the Ulema from the defunct JUS and other Ulema, 

Khan Qaiyum exploited the issue of „Pukhtunistan‟ and hundreds of Ulema including the 

workers of KK were put behind the bar. A new organization of pro-government Ulema 

was formed under the headship of Fazal Akbar, popularly known as Badshah Gul-I. 
49

 

The Deobandi Ulema stood united on various issues in the newly established state of 

Pakistan. They were; the issue of Pukhtunistan, the aggression of Indian army troops in 

Kashmir, Ulema‟s struggle to support the „Shariat‟ principles into Pakistan‟s constitution 

and the issue of Ulema‟s collaboration which was however, achieved first in Ulema‟s 

conference at Karachi in 1951 and later during the „Khatm-i-Nabuwat‟ movement in 

1953.  

From 1948 to 1954, the Ulema in NWFP and across the borderland in Afghanistan, 

manifested nationalistic politics with religious fervor on the issue of Pukhtunistan. The 

Afghan government utilized the central organization of Ulema, Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- 

Afghanistan (JUA) for its political designs. JUA further established Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- 

Pathanistan (JUP) which carried out a vigorous propaganda against Pakistan and war 

(jihad) in Kashmir. In NWFP, the JUS, JUI and other Ulema individually and collectively 

challenged the designs of Afghanistan government regarding its geo-political adventure 

for Pukhtunistan. Here, the religious actors on both sides exhibited national centered 

politics instead of their previous trans-national ties during the early of the 20
th

 Century.
50

 

Regarding Deobandi Ulema‟s united front in Pakistan, Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani 

wanted to bring all the Deobandi Ulema including Ulema (from former JUH) in NWFP 

into the fold of JUI. However, due to his preferred object of „Islamic Pakistan,‟
51

 he could 

not concentrate on the re-organization of JUI during his life time and JUI was formally 

re-organized in December 1952 at Multan where Maulana Ahmed Ali Lahori   (1304 A. 
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H-1962) was elected as the President and Maulana Ihtesham-ul Haq Thanvi (1915-1980) 

as General Secretary. 
52

 

The collaboration and unity achieved among Deobandi Ulema and other various religious 

groups from 1951 to 1953 could not survive longer and Justice Munir‟s Commission 

accused the Ahrars and the Deobandi Ulema for permeating violence and breach of peace 

during the anti- Qadiani movement of 1952- 53.
53

 Ulema, in general, and Deonadi 

Ulema, in particular were dispersed and due to political turmoil in the country, could not 

re- unite on one platform till 1956.  

Maulana Mufti Mahmud
54

who had been involved in the organization of JUI in 1952 

came forward to take steps for the organization and involvement of Deobandi Ulema in 

Pakistan‟s politics. Maulana Gul Badshah, President of JUS, after his release in the early 

of 1955 had also restored JUS in District Mardan, NWFP. So, Maulana Mufti Mahmud 

and Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi under the guidance of their previous mentor, 

Maulana Ahmad Ali Lahori, decided to re-organize JUI and hence; invited some 500 

Ulema to a convention held at 'Qasim-ul Uloom' Multan from 7-9 October, 1956. There 

Maulana Ahmad Ali Lahori was elected as Amir (President), Maulana Ghulam Ghaus 

Hazarvi as Nazim (General Secretary).
55

 Soon, JUI emerged as an organized religio-

political party in Pakistan, in general, and in NWFP, in particular. It was a milestone in 

the political history of these Deobandi Ulema as since 1945 it was for the first time that 

the stalwarts of former JUH could assemble under the fold of JUI.
56

 With the 

promulgation of Ayub‟s Martial Law in October 1958 in Pakistan brought the political 

parties and their leaders under the political restrictions and they were restrained from 

active politics. However, JUI transformed and became active under its new title of 

“Nizam-ul Ulema,” and its two members made their way into the parliamentary affairs 

for the first time through elections held in 1962. After restoration of political parties in 

the country, the Combined Opposition alleged that the Ulema under JUI favored Ayub 

Khan during presidential elections held in 1965, however, JUI, after its restoration, had 

vigorously resisted the anti-Islamic acts of the military junta. In 1968, JUI transformed 

and came forward with its anti- establishment program. However, on the eve of 1970 

general elections, there emerged an ideological rift between two groups of Deobandi 
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Ulema, the Markazi Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam (MJUI) based in Karachi and JUI 

(Hazarvi).
57

 The fatwa politics
58

 also instated during that period and reached to its climax 

when backed by MJUI and Islamists, 113 Ulema issued a decree as 

MutafiqaFaisala(unanimous decision) declaring the Ulema of JUI (H) as pro- socialism 

and; thus infidels.
59

 Interestingly, JUI achieved collaboration and unity, both among the 

local Deobandi Ulema and the Pukhtun masses alike and bagged larger number of seats 

in the said elections of 1970 in the Frontier province. JUI, in collaboration with the 

National Awami Party (NAP) formed coalition governments in two provinces i- e., the 

NWFP and in Balochistan. It was indeed a challenging moment for JUI in lieu of Zulfiqar 

Ali Bhutto's coming into power with a Socialist agenda in Pakistan.
60

 

Due to peculiar political conditions in Pakistan, in post-1971 crisis, JUI endeavored for 

developing collaboration and political alliances with the opposition parties. The Frontier 

Ulema of JUI were instrumental for establishing the making of these alliances. United 

Democratic Front (UDF) and Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) achieved its objectives, 

[though partially] such as the institutionalization of Islamic provisions into the 

constitution and sacking the Bhutto's government respectively. However, it proved 

devastating for democratic and political process in Pakistan, as the movement against 

Bhutto in 1977 culminated in the promulgation of third martial law which proved as the 

longest in Pakistan's political history. 

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 

Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (JUI)
61

 has remained a prominent religio-political party in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa (former NWFP) and the Pukhtun areas of Balochistan. Interestingly, though 

the militant struggle of the Pukhtuns has been widely discussed both by national, 

international historians and political scientists hence; there is a vast literature available on 

the above subject. Likewise, the non-militant or non-violent movement of the Pukhtuns 

under KhudaiKhidmatgars (KK) has also drawn attention from local and international 

scholarship. However, there exists a neglected but important aspect of the Frontier‟s politics 

i-e the involvement of the Pukhtun Deobandi Ulema in Deoband‟s political and 

constitutional struggle under the local branch of Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Sarhad (JUS) in British 

NWFP and later under JUI in post-independence period which could not attract the local, 
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national and international scholars and academicians. As, there is no considerable research 

study on the role of JUI in the politics of the Frontier province from Frontier‟s perspective. 

Therefore, the present study will fill this gap by focusing on the role of Ulema in the field of 

politics, the role of Frontier‟s Deobandi Ulema in British NWFP and the genesis of JUI in 

pre-partition period. The study will also bring on record the role of JUI in the politics of 

NWFP during the post-partition era, the efforts made by the Ulema of the Frontier province 

for the re-organization of JUI and its role for governance in NWFP. The study will also 

highlight the internal organizational structure of JUI and its leadership from the Frontier 

province, its struggle for the promotion of democratic principles and the inclusion of Islamic 

laws and principles in the Constitutions of Pakistan (1956, 1962 & 1973). It will highlight 

the overall contribution made by the JUI towards the development of democratic, Islamic 

principles in Pakistan‟s polity and the constitutional development in the Frontier province 

and the country. Lastly, the study will make an assessment of those factors due to which the 

JUI got split into two factions - the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (Maulana Fazl-ur Rehman) and 

Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam (Maulana Sami-ul Haq). 

II. Significance and Scope of the Study:  

The proposed study is significant because the activists of JUI in pre-partition period were 

mainly aligned with Dar-ul-UloomDeoband, a seminary constituted during the 19th century 

in continuation of Shah Waliullah‟s educational cum military struggle which aimed at the 

renaissance of Muslim state and society in the Indian Sub- Continent. The existing religio-

political factions, the JUI (F) and the JUI (S) are the descendants of JUI, having also their 

religious association with the same school of thought, the Deoband. The Pukhtuns are 

emotionally and psychologically sensitive to the religious matters, thus, having a long 

history of active participation in the religio-political movements initiated from time to time 

during the20
th

Century in the region. In this study, the pre-dominant features of JUI politics, 

their articulation for Islamic legislation and developing unanimity among Ulema and other 

regional and national political parties have been analyzed which clearly elucidate the 

contemporary ethno-religious spectrum in the Frontier politics. It is, therefore, significant to 

canvass research work on the role of JUI in the politics of NWFP during the post-

Independence era stretching from 1947 to 1980. 
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The study is delimited to the demise of JUI‟s leader Maulana Mufti Mahmud in 1980 

that gave way to factionalism in the party. The present role of Ulema under the JUI (F) 

and JUI (S) in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province of Pakistan is beyond its scope. 

 

III. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES: 

The study seeks to achieve the following objectives:  

1. To explore the emergence and role of Deobandi Ulema in the politics of British NWFP 

under the banner of JUS (1927-1947);  

2. To examine the genesis of JUI (AIJUI) and its role in the final phase of Pakistan 

Movement; 

3. To analyze the role of JUS, later JUI in NWFP during 1947-55 with reference to its 

stand on major national and provincial issues; 

4. To evaluate the role of JUI in Ayub Khan's era, in the General Elections of 1970, its 

ascendency to power in the then NWFP and its handling of provincial affairs; 

5. To determine the pattern of relationship between the JUI and PPP in the context of 

Islamic agenda of the former and the socialist orientation of the latter (1972-77); 

6. To analyze the factors that led to the factionalism of the party into JUI (F) and JUI (S) 

groups. 

VI. RESEARCH QUESTIONS:  

The study will seek answers of the following questions:  

1.  What motivated the Deobandi Ulema to establish JUS in 1927 and what was the role 

of the latter in the politics of British NWFP till the emergence of Pakistan in 1947?  

2. Why JUI (AIJUI) was formed and what was its role during the last phase of Pakistan 

Movement?  

3. Why was the JUI less visible in the post-independence politics of the Federation of 

Pakistan, in general, and that of the NWFP, in particular? 

4. What circumstance led to the transition of JUS and the revival of JUI in October 1956 

at Multan Convention?   
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5. Could JUI organize itself adequately to fit into the new political environment of 

Martial Law period and the new pattern of politics emanating from the General Elections 

of December 1970?  

6.  Could JUI widen its support base after the results of General Elections 1970, JUI's 

forming governments in two provinces (Balochistan and the NWFP) in collaboration with 

the National Awami Party (NAP)?   

7. What were the main issues that led to the division of JUI into two factions, the JUI (F) 

and JUI (S)?   

IV. JUSTIFICATION:  

This study, by identifying key junctures at which the politics of the JUH and JUI evolved 

or adopted new strategies and objectives will usefully expand our understanding of the 

development of NWFP Deobandi politics. The topic has covered the most crucial years of 

Pakistan's history and the role of JUI in the post-independence religio- political affairs of 

the NWFP. The JUI played a pivotal role for transforming the Pukhtuns towards 

referendum held in NWFP (West Pakistan) in July 1947. The immediate post- 

independence period was marked by political insolvency in Pakistan, however, the 

democratic and religio-political forces having their support among the masses positively 

responded to fill the political vacuum during the military rule of Ayub Khan (1958-1969). 

The period from 1970-1980, is momentous in the context of the democratic and military 

rule in Pakistan as it has witnessed the shifting of power from military to civilian and 

again to military rule. Another importance of that period lies in the emergence of the 

traditionalist and religious leaders in the public offices of the NWFP. During the 

subsequent years, the Pakistan‟s state and society has borrowed on one way or the other 

from the public domain of those Ulema. The present hike in armed resistance, religious 

sectarianism and other ethno-regional conflicts in Pakistan and particularly in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa could be interpreted appropriately with the help of the present study 

because majority of the problems have their roots in the period stretching from 30 to 40 

years of the post- independence era.  
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V. METHODOLOGY:  

The study in hand is historical and descriptive analysis of the political history and the 

political role of JUI which it had manifested in NWFP within a particular time frame i-e 

from 1947- 1980. To answer the question, how Deobandi Ulema became involved in the 

politics of Indian Muslims as well as the political affairs of NWFP in pre-partition 

period? The researcher first went through the available published literature on the subject. 

To understand the present study comprehensively, the researcher consulted and analyzed 

the available archival documents including intelligence reports of Special Branch, Deputy 

Commissioner‟s day to day situation reports, the foreign diaries of intelligence agencies 

particularly from Afghanistan, the official reports of the election commission and 

personal history sheets of Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi and rare 

letters of Ulema were the main focus of the researcher. Moreover, as JUI was the 

successor of JUS, therefore, for qualitative analysis of the above mentioned primary 

sources, the researcher has adopted various techniques for handling, selection, analysis of 

the available historical data and other techniques of qualitative research methodology. 

For the description of JUI‟s activism in Frontier‟s as well as Pakistan‟s politics, the 

researcher has mainly drawn from various periodicals including the official organ of JUI, 

the Weekly Tarjuman-i- Islam, various newspapers, books and research carried out by 

Ulema, scholars and academicians. As the research is mainly descriptive in nature, 

therefore, the gaps have been filled through the conduction of semi- structured Interviews 

from the prominent Ulema and politicians including Maulana Fazl-ur Rehman, Maulana 

Sami-ul Haq and Begum Nasim Wali Khan. 

VI. Primary and Secondary Sources: 

As the study in hand is about the political analysis of JUI in NWFP since pre-partition 

period, and its nature is historical therefore, the archival record in the form of special 

branch police reports, intelligence reports, daily situation reports about the activities of 

JUS from deputy Commissioners of the British Government in NWFP, foreign diaries of 

Intelligence agencies about the issue of Pukhtunistan, Personal History Sheets of 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Ghualm Ghaus Hazarvi, the official record 

available in the Directorate of Archives and Libraries, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar 
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served as primary sources. Further, Quaid.eAzam Papers and files on JUI in National 

Archives and National Documentation Centre (NDC), Islamabad are some other official 

primary sources. Further, the official history of JUI, biographical and research work on 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, Maulana Abdul Haq, 

Maulana Ihtesham-ul Haq Thanvi, Maulana Shah Ahmed Norani, numerous issues of 

JUI‟s periodical published since 1959 to 1983 and the official organ of Jamia Haqqania, 

Akora Khattak, the Monthly “Al- Haq”, also served as primary sources.  

The researcher has benefited from the libraries of various institutes including Library of 

Provincial Assembly, Historical Society (Islamabad,), Peshawar Public Library, Record 

and Research Section in Directorate of Libraries and Archives, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 

Peshawar, Archives and Library of the National Assembly, Islamabad, the National 

Archives, Islamabad, collections and library of Maulana AjmalQaderi, Khanival, (ex-

chief editor of Tarjuman-i-Islam) Library of Maulana Abdullah, Bakkar, Punjab, Library 

of Jamia Haqqania, Akora Khattak. Also, personal original letters of various Ulema in the 

personal collection of (late) Maulana Sami-ul Haq. Other than local and national libraries, 

the researcher as IRSIP scholar has visited the Library of University of Massachusetts, 

Boston, the Library of Congress, Washington D. C; USA.  

For better understanding the dynamics of JUI‟s politics in NWFP, changing patterns of 

the party policy and lastly, to fill any breach of information, the researcher held 

interviews and discussions with relevant experts and prominent Ulema including, 

Maulana Abdullah (Bakkar), Maulana Abdul Hakim Akbari (D. I. Khan), Ex. Senator, 

Qari Abdullah (Bannu), Sahibzada Qari Khalid Jan (SkhaKoat, Malakand. He is an ex- 

Senator of JUI and nephew of Maulana Abdul Bari Jan, the late Provincial Secretary 

General of JUS, later JUI), Maulana Shahabuddin Popalzai (the present orator of Popalzai 

family at Masjid Qasim Ali Khan, Peshawar), Begum NasimWali Khan (Charsadda. She 

is the daughter in law of Abdul Ghaffar Khan and wife of late Abdul Wali Khan), Mr. 

QiblaAyaz, Ex. Vice- Chancellor and present Chairman Council of Islamic Ideology 

Pakistan, Islamabad. 

The primary official material in the archives is in English, whereas the other primary data 

including books written by various Ulema, Ulema‟s diaries, letters, the official organ of 
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JUI, the Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam (1958- 1980) are mainly in Urdu language and cover 

the period from 1919- 1980. However, literature available in Pashtu was also utilized for 

the study in hand. Moreover, there are various books, research articles and dissertations 

available on the subject as secondary sources, both in Urdu and English languages. 

Numerous local, national and international newspapers in Urdu, English and other 

secondary material from libraries in the form of unpublished Master, M. Phil and Ph. D. 

thesis, and dissertations. Finally, the researcher has also drawn from and has 

complimented the important published research works of Sana Haroon
62

 and Farzana 

Skeikh about these Deobandi Ulema, politics of JUS and JUI.  

VII. Literature Review: 

A considerable research work has been done by various scholars on the pre-partition politics 

of NWFP in which the role of different political parties including the cultural Pukhtun 

nationalists, Muslim nationalists and the Ulema have been highlighted as well as the 

divergent attitude of those groups towards the demand of Pakistan. JUI and its affiliated 

Deobandi Ulema (JUS), brawled implicitly towards Muslim nationalism (the idea of 

Pakistan) articulated by Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani and they eventually, played a key 

role in the success of 1947 referendum in the NWFP and afterwards during post- partition 

period, these Deobandi Ulema articulated for the organization of Ulema on unanimous 

platform the JUI stands neglected in these studies. Moreover, there is no single study 

conducted on JUI's political standing in the politics of NWFP during the post-Independence 

period, particularly since 1947 till the demise of Maulana Mufti Mahmud in 1980. 

The present study is going to integrate, analyze and conclude that neglected portion of 

history of the province in the subsequent pages. A review of some outstanding books 

written on the subject is presented below:  

(i) The British and Pakistan's Archival Record about the Role of Ulema in British 

and Pakistan's NWFP, 1927- 1980.   

The British intelligence (Central Investigation Department (CID) police, district 

administrators, deputy commissioners and commissioners used to compile the day to day 

events in various files. A large number of that public documentsabout the administration 

of the Pukhtun area are available at Record and Research Section in the provincial 
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directorate of archives and libraries, Peshawar. Though, the Pakistan's administrators and 

bureaucracy also followed in the footprints of the British officers. However, a limited 

public record about Ulema's role in the provincial politics is available at the above 

mentioned section. The researcher has gone through the concerned data available in 

various files and bundles, i-e personal history sheets of Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, 

Mufti Mahmud (Bundle No. 10), files about JUS, (Nizam-ul Ulema)JUI and Muslim 

League ranging from Bundle No. 46- 79. Though the researcher has extensively 

borrowed from those public documents, however, the researcher has also benefited from 

the following scholarships for the present study. 

(ii) Scholarship about Ulema cum Pukhtun’s Resistance Struggle in Colonial 

NWFP. 

There are important studies in which the Pukhtuns‟ political struggle is highlighted by 

describing either their participation in jihad under militant organizations for their 

freedom or their involvement in anti-imperial resistance through non- violent 

strategiesunder KhudaiKhidmatgars (KK) and JUS.  

Haroon (2007) has canvassed the expression of the traditional, religious cum militant 

temperament in her scholastic work which is mainly an account of local Pukhtun Mullahs 

and their military resistance against the British forward policies in the Federally 

Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) bestriding the boundary of Pakistan and Afghanistan 

during the colonial period till the birth of Pakistan.  

Shah (1999) has mainly focused on the development, growth of the Pukhtun cultural 

nationalistic movement of the KhudaiKhidmatgars (KK). Although he has given some 

glimpses of religious‟ “centrality”
63

 in the Pukhtun society but has mainly narrated the 

“nationalist” Pukhtun struggle and has deserted to mention the Ulema‟s (JUS) campaign 

for the passage of the “Sharriat Bill” in the Legislative Council in 1935, its impact on 

provincial politics and the religio-political concentration of AIML and JUI during the 

referendum campaign in 1947.  
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(iii). The scholarship about Ulema’s role in politics in British India and in Pakistan. 

There is a vast literature on the emergence and religio-political role of Ulema in the 

South Asian history. Some important research work is described as under: 

Faruqi (1962) has narrated the transformation of the armed struggle of Ulema into 

religious educational movement of Deoband. The study is mainly confined to the 

description of Deoband School and the composite or joint nationalistic views of its 

scholars and Ulema. It contains no material of significance related to JUS, JUI and the 

politics in the Frontier province. 

Qureshi (1972) has discussed the role of Ulema in politics starting from the reign of 

Akbar, the Muslim Indian period down to the birth of Pakistan in 1947. The study 

highlights all the major religio-political movements including the Khilafat and 

Hijratmovements; however, it has ignored the role of Ulema of the Frontier province 

during the freedom struggle.  

Khan, (1985) has narrated the political events revolving around the Ulema during the 

early of 20
th

 Century. He has canvassed the introduction, development and apex of 

Ulema‟s politics in Indian Sub-Continent. It is a detailed account of Ulema‟s politics 

stretching from the early 20
th

 century to 1940 and has discussed the genesis, development 

and growth of JUH as a religio- political party till its split into two factions, pro- AIML 

Ulema (JUI) and the pro- Congress Ulema (JUH). Although it is an encyclopedic work 

on the Ulema‟s transition from jihad struggle to religio- educational movement, then 

back to anti- Imperialist resistance and finally adopting the political and constitutional 

avenues to the Indian politics during the pre- partition period. The latter developments 

under the Pakistan Movement and Ulema‟s transition during post- partition period in 

Pakistan are beyond and out of context to the study as it is limited to1940. 

Iqbal (1986) has examined and traced the discourse and initiation of Islamic Sharia in 

Pakistan from Sir Syed Ahmed Khan (1817- 1898) to General Zia-ulHaq (1924- 

1988).The author has analyzed the Islamic provisions of the Constitutions of 1956, 1962 

and 1973. He has also incorporated the Islamisation process of General Zia-ulHaq 

through amendments into the 1973 Constitution. Although, the Ulema‟s ambition for an 
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Islamic Pakistan, blended with their demanded share in the spoils of office by creating a 

Ministry of Religious Affairs was ignored by Quaid-i- Azam but could not restrain by the 

latter politicians and military leaders for a long time and surrendered to the popular 

demand of Islamic provisions into the subsequent constitutions.  However, this scholastic 

work is technical in nature from its legal perspective and has not covered the struggle of 

JUI as a political party from the Frontier‟s perspective.   

Pirzada (2000) has narrated the role of JUI in the politics of Pakistan from general 

perspective. It is a valuable work pertaining to the most crucial period of Pakistan's 

political history and covers important topics from JUI‟s politics during pre- independence 

period as retrospect. He then concentrates on post-election (1970) developments. Further, 

he has analyzed the role of Jamiat as an opposition party when it retaliated after the 

abdication of provincial ministry in NWFP. JUI‟s confrontation with Bhutto worsened 

due to the latter‟s „autocratic policies‟ and Jamiat came to lead the PNA movement on the 

ground of the alleged rigged elections in April 1977,  but its canvas is broader as the 

author has also discussed Jamiat‟s perspective from International relations and has 

explored the JUI‟s concept of Welfare State. Moreover, the author has analyzed the 

ideological standing of JUI in Pakistan‟s polity and has observed its deviation from its 

Islamic stance to secular stance. However, it has limited information about political 

developments as well as political standing of JUI in NWFP and its role during the 

immediate post-independence politics of both, Pakistan and the Frontier province. 

Mian (2001) has described the pre- partition history of JUH in his scholastic work, Jamiat 

Ulema Kia Hain? (What is the Association of Ulema?). The said work is a detailed 

account of the genesis, growth of JUH in pre- partition period. Mian (2005) has described 

the emergence and role of Ulema in Indian Sub-Continent in his commodious book 

having four volumes and is titled as: "Ulema-i-Hind KaShandarMazi' (The Glorious Past 

of the Indian Religious Scholars). It is also an excellent work as it contains a detailed 

account of various Ulema starting from Sheikh Ahmed of Serhind popularly known as 

Hazrat MujaddidAlifthSanni to Maulana Mahmud-ul Hassan and other latter Deobandi 

Ulema. However, the study provides sparse information about the political role of 

Deobandi Ulema in the Frontier province.  
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Diyan's (2001) work is though valuable and a general survey of the subject as he has 

canvassed a detailed account about the political services endeavored by a vast number of 

Deobandi Ulema in NWFP, however, it lacks a scholastic approach about JUI as an 

organization of Ulema. It has also neglected both, the religio- political standing of JUI as 

a political party with its agenda and its role in the politics of NWFP.  

Jawed's (2001) work "deals mainly with Islamic political attitudes in pre divided Pakistan 

(1947- 1971)"
64

 and discuses the contemporary Islamic political culture prevailed in 

Muslim World since postcolonial period. It defines the ideological, legal and institutional 

"Islamization" in Pakistan. The study also seeks to define the prominent Islamic political 

attitudes like "National" Identity, purpose of the state, desirability of the Islamic state, 

compatibility of Islam with democratic principles and Islamic fundamentalism through 

the responses of varied intellectual Muslim classes including Ulema through field survey. 

Though, the study throws light on the intellectual interpretation of the above mentioned 

various terms and concepts, it however, ignores the organized efforts of Ulema(as a 

group) from JUS, later JUI towards the collaboration of the religious class and the masses 

for their common goal of institutionalizing the shri'at  principles.  

Haroon‟s (2008) post-doctoral study has analyzed the predominance of Deobandi Ulema 

in the area, their organization during their post- transition period when they entered in to 

non- violent and constitutional politics under the banner of JUS during colonial NWFP. 

Although, her analysis about the Deobandi Ulema under JUI, that, “they never been able 

to dominate parliamentary politics on their own strength; and that Deobandi Islam has 

come to define the politics and public life of the NWFP more than any other political or 

social movement”
65

 are commendable, however, she has not analyzed JUI‟s national and 

provincial political status in Pakistan and in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. She was concerned 

more to trace the emergence of Deobandi Islam in the Frontier province. Importantly, she 

has ingeniously highlighted the personal role of Maulana Mufti Mahmud, Maulana 

Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi and Maulana Abdul Haq in the provincial politics of the 

province; however, the study has not appreciated the potential of unanimity among the 

Deobandi Ulema under JUI, as neither religio- political party nor its regional influence in 

the politics of Frontier province has been highlighted. 
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Qasmi (2014) has traced and narrated the historicity of the Ahmedi/ Qadiani problem in 

colonial Punjab and other areas of the British India is mainly from official, administrative 

and bureaucratic perspective. For the analysis of the "final solution to 90 years old 

problem,"
66

 it has mainly focused on the proceedings, record and events complied by the 

court inquiry commission constituted by government of Punjab popularly known as 

Munir- Keyani report. The study has canvassed the role of Ulema, Majlis-i-Ahrar and 

Majlis-i-Amal during the 1953 and 1974 Khatm-e Nabuwat movements, respectively. 

Moreover, it has also highlighted the origin of the ideological conflict on the 

interpretation of the Islamic notions between the modernist educated Muslim class of Ali 

Garh school and the traditionalist Ulema (Mullah's concept or Mullahism).However, the 

historicity of this lasted  issue from Pukhtun Deobandi Ulema's prospect is beyond and 

scope  of the study. 

Mujahid (2017) has scholastically outlined the political 'ideals'
67

 of classic Islam and its 

application in the complex contemporary modern polities in the Muslim World 

particularly in Pakistan. The author has traced the development and evolution of both the 

Islamic political thought and the Islamic political culture. He has further analyzed the 

interaction, collision among the diverse ideologies of the 'traditionalists', revivalists and 

the secularists in the context of the current political culture in Muslim World countries, in 

general, and in Pakistan, in particular. Moreover, the author concludes that the current 

political instability and civil military tussle in Pakistan's polity is consequent to the 

incompatibility and lack of reconciliation between the traditionalists (Ulema) and the 

revivalist cum secularists. However, the author has not discussed in detail the potential of 

the re-conciliatory politics of the traditionalist (Mufti Mahmud, leader of JUI) during the 

politics of 1970s. 

Haq (2019) has scholastically described the growth, evolution and interpretation  of  

Sharia principles in Pakistan's polity.
68

 She has further elaborated the development and 

codification of those principles as set of "rigid laws" within the context of the State of 

Pakistan. Her examination of the Blasphemy laws from its historicity to the current 

consequence (from Ghazi Illum Din to Mumtaz Qaderi) could be interpreted through the 

lens of Islamic, socio-political and legal studies. Though, she has intelligently canvassed 
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the misperception of the blasphemy laws and the Western liberal values about freedom of 

expression and has traced its roots in British colonial India in the context of religious 

legitimacy for ease of governance on the part of British authorities. However, the study 

does not extend to encompass the constitutional struggle of the religio-political parties 

such as JUI for the institution of its promised shariat principles into Pakistan's 

constitution from Frontier's perspective. 

It is evident from the above review of the available relevant literature that there is no 

prominent academic research work emphasizing JUI‟s role in the politics of Pakistan 

from Frontier‟s provincial perspective as well as the standing of JUI in the politics of 

NWFP since 1947 till the demise of Mufti Mahmud in 1980. Therefore, thematically the 

present study is original and has attempted to bring the neglected aspect of JUI‟s 

provincial politics of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (former NWFP).    

VIII. Definition of the Terms Used in this Study: 

1. Ulema: There are various categories of Muslim religious scholars like “Muffasir” the 

expert of 

Qur‟anic sciences, “Muhadiss” the expert in traditions of  prophet Muhammad (SAW), 

“Faqeeh” an expert of „Islamic Jurisprudence‟ but they are collectively termed as „Ulema‟ 

(singular „Alim‟) derived from „Ilm‟, the Arabic equal for knowledge. 

2. Unanimity: Unanimity means unity of opinion, working together or Consensus and 

collaboration among the Ulema. It could be traced in the third Islamic source of 

jurisprudence of “Ijma” or Consensus, a sanction instrument “whereby the creative jurists, 

Mujthahids‟ representing the community at large are considered to have reached an 

agreement as it requires a jurist to read and rely on what previous legal scholars have 

written.”
69

 “Ijma” also means the collective opinion of the jurists about the underlying 

matter of Islamic Shariat.  

Here, the researcher has used the term unanimity or collaboration among Deobandi Ulema 

which they used to develop among themselves and with other groups of Ulema belonging to 

various Muslim schools of thought i-e Barelvi, Ahl-e Hadees and some Shia sects. 
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Moreover, the term collaboration has been also used interchangeable with unity, unanimity, 

working together or partnership in this study. 

3. Shariat Principles: Here the researcher refers to those principles extracted by Ulema or 

Islamic legal experts from Qura‟an and Sunnah translated into rules and regulations related 

with state‟s affairs. These include the Islamic laws related to Islamic sovereignty, governing 

a state, Islamic principles of governance, social justice, equity, equality and other related 

socio-economic issues, the women rights related to marriage, divorce, succession, 

inheritance, and other such routine Muslim rituals, etc. 

4. Institutionalization or Supporting the Shariat Principles: 

Here, it means inclusion or drafting of the above mentioned Shariat principles into the 

state‟s apparatus of the country i-e constitution of Pakistan. The “Objectives Resolution” 

passed in 1949 by the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan (CAP) which states, “..the 

principles…enunciated by Islam shall be fully observed.”
70

 Later, the principle of Shariat 

inserted into the constitution in 1973, were later termed as „Islamic Provisions of the 

1973 Constitution of Pakistan.‟ 

5. Shariat Bill: 

A bill drafted by the legal experts under the guidance of an Alim or Ulema which embodies 

the Islamic principles of Shariat in the form of a statutory bill. It may be presented for its 

legislation and passage from the house or assembly concerned.
71

 

6.Ulema’s Articulation: 

As the Pukhtuns were educationally backward and mainly illiterate, therefore, the Deobandi 

Ulema from JUI (JUS in pre- partition period) devised a mechanism for the propagation of 

their agenda through verbal articulation in their meetings, Friday‟s congregations, gatherings 

and conferences at Masajids(sing. Masjid) Mosques and other places. 

7. Totality in Faith:  

I. H. Qureshi (1974) has quoted Iqbal, who has concluded in his famous lines that 

“Muhammad (SAW) is the totality of faith.” 
72

  Throughout Muslim history, the finality of 

the last prophet hood of Muhammad (SAW) has remained the basic element of Islamic faith. 
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The Deobandi Ulema has rendered valuable services to establish and safeguard the totality 

in faith long before the Indian partition in British India and later in Pakistan through the 

involvement of the former against Qadianism/ Ahmedism.   

JUI is an important religio-political party in Pakistan, in general, and in NWFP, in 

particular. To analyze its political career in NWFP,  the researcher has proposed the 

rational theories integrated with the Behavioral theory of Competitive Political parties 

developed by Kaere Strom (1990), which emphasizes on the integration of previously 

developed three rational models, Down‟s model (1957), the vote-seeking party, the 

office-seeking party developed by Riker (1962) and Leiserson (1968). The policy seeking 

party, developed by coalition theorists such as Axelrod (1970) who has theorized that 

coalition could be formed only between those parties “connected or close to each 

other.”
73

 The researcher here assumes that JUI in NWFP was the successor of JUS which 

had aimed for the institutionalization of the Shariat principles into the British Indian 

State‟s apparatus. Here the researcher will apply Strom‟s behavioral theory models to the 

political development of these Deobandi Ulema under JUS. However, as JUI was a 

religious cum political organization in its early phase of inception, therefore, due to 

certain restrictions of election rules like limited Electoral College due to education, 

property and other constrains, Deobandi Ulema mainly focused on coalition formation 

with its close or likeminded partners, e.g.; they opted for the election alliance of 

Congress, Khudia Khidmatgars (KKM), Majlis-i-Ahrar and JUS in Frontier province. 

Their main concern in those days was to safeguard their Muslim identity on one hand and 

to bring reformation in the Pukhtun cultural riwaj and social values on the other. Another 

very important feature of Deobandi Ulema‟s politics was their organizational transition 

and personality centeredness which had the potential to be   easily influenced through 

normative factors. Thus; the researcher has to integrate the above mentioned rational 

choice theories under Strom‟s unified behavioral theory which is further augmented by 

“theory of institutionalism or organizations as institutions” presented by Lynne G. Zucker 

(1987) which provides that, “organizations are influenced by normative pressures both 

external and internal.”
74

Keeping in view the above assumptions, the researcher will 
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analyze JUI‟s political standing in the NWFP through the application of the above 

integrated model. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Intervention of Deobandi Ulema in the Politics of North-West 

Frontier Province (NWFP), 1927-1947. 

―The history of the rise of the Deobandis in the NWFP is 

marked by two contradictory realities: that the Deobandis 

have never been able to dominate parliamentary politics 

on their own strength; and that Deobandi Islam has come 

to define the politics and public life of the NWFP more 

than any other political or social movement.‖ (Sana 

Haroon, 2008) 

In this chapter, the researcher argues that the emergence, organization of Deobandi 

Ulema under Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Sarhad (JUS) in Frontier‘s politics was a conscious 

attempt. On the one hand, these local Ulema adopted various strategies from the 

platform of JUS; they regularly toured and visited the masses, held "Shariat 

Conferences" for the reformation of the Pukhtun Riwaj
1
 (customs) and campaigned 

for the legitimate Shariatisation under their ‗Shariat Bill‘ project in British NWFP. On 

the other hand, despite their divergent views about the partition of India they 

transformed and developed collaborations and partnership with Maulana Shabir 

Ahmed Usmani's Muslim nationalist scheme that encouraged the Pukhtuns to decide 

in favor of Pakistan in the referendum held in 1947. After Pakistan‘s achievement, 

these Deobandi Ulema continued their religious struggle under JUS and besides the 

Pukhtun reformation, they claimed for the Islamisation of Pakistan‘s State and 

society. 

1.1. Emergence of Deobandi Ulema in the Politics of NWFP: 

Deobandi Ulema had special acquaintance with the area of the Pukhtuns as they had 

been involved against the British Raj during the early of the 20
th 

Century for liberating 

India and reviving Islam in Colonial India. These Deobandi Ulema had launched the 

―Silk Letter Movement‖
2
 embodying the jihad

3
 struggle on the Afghan borderland 

against the British Imperialism, however, that could not be materialized.  The 

unsuccessfulness of the above militant strategy transformed the Ulema from Deoband 

and FarangiMahall
4
 and they became active in ―Khilafat agitation with changed 

methodology. Importantly, the subsequent unanimity of the Ulema, under All India 

Khilafat Committee (AIKC) and JUH motivated them ―towards the quest for a society 
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and state governed by religious leaders through the colonial period ….And[later] in 

Pakistan.‖
5
 

In 1924, the abolition of the ‘Khilafat’ institution in Turkey activated the Ulema from 

JUH to organize and establish its local branches throughout India. These Ulema 

articulated unanimity to safeguard the rights and interests of Indian Muslims through 

the institutionalization of the ‗Shariat‘ principles as Muslim Personal Laws. Further, 

JUH also cooperated with the INC for the broader objective of the Indian freedom 

struggle.  

In order to calm and involve the Indians in local government during the post-war 

period, the colonial powers on the recommendations of Montagu-Chelmsford report, 

introduced a new form of ‗diarchic government in India-however it was not extended 

to NWFP.
6
 Meanwhile, after the failure of Bray Committee, the British Government 

was deploying the ‗Simon Commission‘ in the near future to sketch out the draft of 

the constitutional reforms for the whole India including NWFP. Further, the 

government was also willing towards the introduction of the political reforms in the 

province as the frequent expeditions against various Pukhtun tribes had constrained 

the public exchequer of the government. The longitude of Pukhtuns‘ suffering 

increased the demand for the introduction of those constitutional and political reforms 

in the Muslim majority province of NWFP which had already been implemented in 

other provinces of the British India but the All India National Congress and the local 

minority organizations were indifferent towards the extension of those reforms as 

Muslims were the sole recipients. Interestingly, there was no such Muslim influential 

organization to voice for those reforms; Abdul Ghaffar Khan led Khudai Khidmatgar 

Movement had not been formed yet and AIML was also suffering from its 

organizational issues.
 

Though, the Deobandi Ulema were respected in the Pukhtun society however, they 

were not active in the politics of the Frontier province at grassroots level yet. Rather, 

they were in transitional stage towards their role in politics because the electoral 

politics in those days was limited to the court of Viceroy and drawing rooms of the 

pro-government Khans and landlords.
7
At that time there were only two main political 

forces in the province, the pro-government local Khans and the anti-establishment 

Pukhtun nationalists, e.g., Sir Sahibzada Abdul Qayyum Khan
8
 and Abdul Ghafar 

Khan
9

 were two important figures who represented these two groups 

respectively.
10

Sahibzada Abdul Qayyum Khan was an experienced civil servant cum 
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politician, therefore, to get the support of Ulema on the one hand and to make it 

acceptable for the Pukhtuns and other minorities in the province on the other, the 

former sought the support of the local Ulema, the local Khilafat Committee and other 

notable politicians including Arbab Dost Muhammad Khan and Abdul Ghafar Khan 

who were also eager towards the extension of those reforms in the constitutionally 

neglected province. Hence, they jointly decided to host a conference of JUH in the 

end of 1927 at Peshawar. 
11

  Maulana Ahmad Saeed (1888-1959) of Delhi, the 

General Secretary of JUH, was asked to visit the province in the early of 1927. On 

January 16, 1927 the latter supervised the elections of the ‗Reception Committee‘
12

 

for the conference.
13 

Maulana Ahmed Saeed toured the southern parts of the province during the months of 

October and November along with Maulana Abdul Hakim Popalzai (1284-1348, 

A.H), Maulana Abd-ur Rahim Popalzai (1890-1944), Maulana Shams-ul Haq Afghani 

14
(1900-1983) and some local Khilafatistsfor the propagation and fund raising of the 

conference. The opponents of the Conference criticized the local Khilafat Committee 

for its monetary corruption. They further alleged that as the Khilafat Committee had 

lost its prestige in public, therefore, it acquired the services of the loyalists to ensure 

the governmental support for the success of the Conference.
15

 

1.1.1 Eighth (8
th

) Annual Session of JUH at Peshawar, 1927. 

The ‗Reception Committee‘ approved the agenda
16

 for the ‗conference‘ on November 

29, 1927. The first session
17

 of the conference was opened by Sir Sahibzada Abdul 

Qayyum and presided over by Maulana Anwar Shah Kashmiri (d. 1933).
18

 The 

welcome address was delivered and distributed in written among the participants 

emphasizing the need of the reforms and to repeal the extraordinary laws in the war 

ravaged Frontier Province. Maulana Muhammad Ali (1878-1931) and Maulana 

Hussain Ahmed Madani (1879-1957) also spoke in favour of the reforms whereas 

Maulana Zafar Ali (1873-1956) viewed that the Royal Commission should not be 

received and should be boycotted.
19

 The Conference adopted twenty-five resolutions
20

 

and it also urged the necessity for establishing an Arabic Madrasa for religious 

education under the guidance of the Dar-ul Uloom Deoband and appealed to the 

Pukhtuns to observe the laws of the Shariat instead of Riwaj (local Customary Laws 

It was during the 7
th

 sitting of the JUH Conference that Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Sarhad 

(JUS) was formed through a resolution
21

 proposed by Maulana Ahmed Saeed with 

local Ulema as its office bearers and members.‖
22
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The ‗conference‘ proved very significant and successful for the stakeholders in the 

following views: 

i. It was productive for the Khans and other pro-government elements as the extension 

of reforms meant more opportunities in the government enterprise. Reetz has traced 

interesting connections between the product of the reforms and their beneficiaries as: 

―In 1922, the hearings of the Bray Committee made it clear that there existed a 

loyalist group of khans‘ favored constitutional reforms for the Frontier.” He has 

further pointed out another significant fact that, ―only few people in the British India 

could hope to become provincial ministers or legislators. It was basically the English-

speaking elite that stood to benefit from these constitutional movements.‖
23

 

ii. To cultural nationalists, the conference strengthened their anti-establishment stance 

against the government. 

iii.To Ulema, the Conference concluded the support of the Pukhtun nationalist Abdul 

Ghaffar Khan and his followers and religious sentiments of the Pukhtuns for the 

reformation of the Riwaj law. Similarly, the branches of JUS were also extended to 

the southern and northern districts of the NWFP. Moreover, the Ulema‘s interaction 

during the ‗conference‘ paved way of cooperation of Ulema and Pukhtun nationalists. 

In 1929, the formation of Pukhtun Nationalist organization, the Khudai Khidmatgar 

Movement (KKM), its affiliation with the local Congress resulted in a nexus among 

the Ulema from JUS, the local minority groups and the workers of KK.
24

 

The outcome of the ‗Conference‘ was a success as both the major political parties 

(AINC x)Indian National Congress (INC) and AIML endorsed the demands of the 

conference. Later, the British government also approved those reforms during the 1
st
 

and 2nd Round Table Conferences held in London from 1930 to 1931 and were 

embodied in the Government of India Act 1935.
25

 

1.1. (The Institution of Shariat Principles) The Muslim Personal Law and its 

Background in British India: The ‘Shariat Bill’ Campaign of JUS in NWFP, 

1929- 1937. 

Before analyzing the involvement of JUS in Shariat Bill campaign and its passage 

from the provincial legislative council in NWFP, here the researcher wants to 

highlight the background, emergence and development of Muslim Personal Law in 

British India. 
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1.1.1. A Brief Survey of the Muslim Personal Law in British India. 

With the arrival of the British legal system primarily in Bengal in 1765 the Muslim 

legal apparatus working through Qazi was gradually aborted, however, the Qur‘an for 

Muslims and Shaster for Hindus remained as text of reference for the English Jurists. 

In 1772, a written memorandum was issued for the guidance of the courts that Muftis 

in case of Muslims and Panditsin case of Hindus would serve as interpreters of the 

source in question in ―all suits regarding inheritance, succession, marriage and caste 

and other usages and institutions.‖
26

 Rankin asserts that in 1773, Hastings expressed 

the need for ―a well-digested codes [of] laws compiled agreeably to the laws and 

tenets of Mahomedans and Gentoos [Hindus].‖ 
27

  Following this, the English jurists 

like Sir William Jones (d. 1794) and Henry Cole Brooke (1765-1837)... to Sir Thomas 

Strange (1756-1841) were directed to learn Sansikrat and Arabic, the main languages 

of the respective sources. However, the codification of the indigenous texts as the 

―complete digest 
28

‖ of fixed and authoritative text of reference
29

 was delayed as other 

English administrators like Thomas Babington Macaulay (1800-1859), perceiving the 

indigenous legal system as ‗doubtful, disarray and uncertain.‘ The second Law 

Commission for India concluded that, ―in the present state of the population of India, 

it is necessary to allow certain great classes of persons to have special laws 

recognized and enforced by our courts of justice with respect to certain kinds of 

transactions among themselves.‖
30

 However, the 1857 victory, when the British 

crown became the sole sovereign power of India, encouraged to cease their 

dependency on the local legal scholars and to bring uniformity
31

 in the Indian legal 

system. The main concerns of the British officials resulted in the introduction of the 

―Anglo- Muhammadan Law‖
32

 in 1862 which not only terminated the Muslim 

criminal legal system but the muftis and pundits also lost their positions in the courts. 

The Ulema continued to serve as muftis for the domestic issues in which people 

would seek the Islamic legal urgency, however, in civil cases and other succession 

issues particularly of women in rural areas, as Rankin has asserted the observation of 

Sir Michal Dwyer (1864-1940), ―that the efforts of muftis and pundits to impose the 

doctrine of Koran and Shastras have been withstood alike by Mahomedan and Hindu 

whose customary law regarding land is based on the succession through males, the 

root principle of village community‖.
33

 The Bengal and Punjab were predominantly 

Muslim majority provinces however; the administrative tools employed by the 

government had not only encouraged Chaudehrism, Waderaism and Khanism in rural 
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India including NWFP but had also patronized the laws based on the prevailed 

Customs or Riwaj in those areas. 

1.1.2. Deobandi Ulema and Hindu Extremism: The Safeguarding of the Muslim 

Identity through their Non-Violent Discourse in Colonial India. 

Deoband-i-Ulema believed in unity among the Indians including Muslims and Hindus 

for their absolute freedom from British colonialism. Therefore, they joined hands with 

INC ' to achieve that very objective. To discourage the Hindu-Muslim unity, the 

British Indian government encouraged the Hindu extremists under the movements of 

the ‗Shudhi
34

and Sangathan.‘
35

 However, such attempts of the British government 

transformed the traditional religious identities into modern political ones.
36

 Moreover, 

to develop communalism and religious tension between various Indian communities, 

the British Indian government imposed various legislative Acts which further 

aggravated that tension. 

In late 1920s, Deobandi Ulema came to know that, ―to get rid of their unlikely 

husbands, many ‗Muslim women apostatized‘
37

 in Punjab. As there was no legal 

alternative in the British Indian law for Muslim women to dislodge their marriage and 

also no restrains which could keep them not to apostatize. That tendency of Muslim 

women‘s apostasy alarmed the Ulema from JUH and they initiated a campaign for the 

institutionalization of the Islamic principles related to marriage and divorce issues of 

Muslim women. Reetz (1999) has traced that the Ulema were, ―…participating in the 

campaign of 1922-23 against the Arya Samaj, an activist and reform-oriented 

religious Hindu organization, trying to reclaim [the]Muslim converts to the Hindu 

faith, [however], Deobandi [Ulema] focused on preaching and discourse rather than 

on violence.‖
38

 

In 1929, the British government imposed the ‗Child Marriage Restraint Act‘ and 

―Sardah Act‖ 
39

 popularly known as Shardah Act introduced by HarbilasSaradah 

(1867-1955) were severely responded by Muslim organizations throughout India 

whereas JUH termed the ‗Act‘ as anti-Shariat. Mufti Kifayatullah (1875-1952), 

President of JUH, directed the provincial and the local organizations to stage a 

vigorous agitation against the Act. Maulana Abdul Hakim Popalzai, President of JUS, 

launched a protest campaign.JUS formed various Sub-Committees under the title of 

―Tahafuz-i- Namus-i-Shariat.”
40

 On November 29, a complete ‗strike‘ was observed 

in Peshawar, Kohat and Bannu. A protest meeting held under the auspices of JUS and 

Khilafat Committee at Shahi Bagh, Peshawar under the presidency of Maulana Abdul 
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Hakim Popalzai.
41

 Mufti Kifayatullah categorically denied the allegations that JUH 

was pushing the Indian Muslims into the camps of Congress.
42

 The Majlis-i- Tahffuz-

i-Namus-i-Shariat and JUH were merely protecting the rights of Indian Muslims and 

indicated towards the necessity of Muslim Personal Law.‖
43

 Maulana Abdul Hakim 

Popalzai, Fazal Samdani (d.1929), Abdul Salam (1884-1969), and Ghulam Rabbani 

(1899-1974) became instrumental during the campaign against the ‘Sardah Act‘ in the 

Frontier province which later transformed to a mass movement due to QissaKhwani 

Bazar massacre. 

Efforts were coordinated among the KhudaiKhidmatgars,
44

 JUS and the Congress 

under the ‗Civil Disobedience Movement‘ (CDM) announced earlier by the JUH in 

March 1930.
45

  However, the ‗CDM‘ was launched by the KhudaiKhidmatgars and 

supported by the local Ulema from JUS in response to the oppressive moves of the 

provincial administration as the latter opened fire on the unarmed protestors.
46

 

The Pukhtun Deobandi Ulema, Ulema from Jamiat Ulema-i-Afghan (JUA)
47

 and 

other organizations in collaboration with KK played a key role in making the ‗CDM,‘ 

a success in the Frontier province.
48

 

1.1.3. JUS, the Pukhtun Cultural Riwaj and the ‘Shariat Bill’ Campaign in 

NWFP. 

JUH, in general, and JUS, in particular aimed for the institutionalization of its policy, 

the Shariat principles into the British Indian constitution. For this purpose both JUH 

and JUS sought help from their coalitional partner, the Congress. At that stage, the 

JUS was manifesting its policy seeking behavior.
49

 

After bearing torture, molestation and imprisonment
50

 for one year during the Civil 

Disobedience Movement, the local Deobandi Ulema revived JUS in April 1931 at 

Masjid-i-Qasaban[Qasaban Mosque] Bannu, due to imposed restrictions in Peshawar. 

Maulana Abdul Rahim announced the establishment of JUS and maintained that the 

organization was established for the social welfare of the local Muslims.
51

 A 

committee of Ulema was formed to function as Shariat court where Maulana Abdul 

Rahim encouraged the local Muslims that instead of going to English courts, they 

should bring their cases for settlement in accordance with Shariat. In the next meeting 

held on April 24, 1931 the office bearers of JUS were elected.
52

 In the mid of 1931, 

Abdul Hakim Popalzai and Abd-ur Rahim Popalzai convened a meeting of Ulema at 
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Masjid Qasim Ali Khan where various resolutions were passed.
53

 In one such 

resolution, the Ulema stressed that the destruction of Muslim community was due to 

their ignorance towards the ‗Islamic Shariat‘ and that the English laws were 

impracticable for the Afghans due to the lengthy process and the heavy expenses in 

the name of justice. Therefore, the Ulema unanimously demanded from the 

government that, ―…the natural and simple laws of Shariat-i-Muhammadishould be 

implemented.‖
54

 That demand of the Ulema further paved for the mass movement 

launched by JUS under the ―Shariat Bill‖ which pioneered the Shariatisation drive in 

the province. 

After the introduction of political reforms in NWFP, the first political enterprise was 

the elections to the Legislative Council, held in 1932. ―The restrictive property 

qualification minimized the Electoral Collegeto only four percent of the total 

population.‖
55

 Two lawyers, Pir Bakhsh and Malik Khuda Bakhsh won the elections 

from Peshawar and Kohat-Bannu urban constituencies, respectively.
56

 As discussed 

earlier, the legal drive for the rights of Hindu women and its codification through 

various constitutional Acts,
57

 during the recent past and the religiosity of the Pukhtuns 

motivated the Deobandi Ulema towards their demands for Shariatisation in the 

Frontier province. Thus; in 1933, a document drafted by legal experts with the help of 

local Ulema under the guidance of Mufti Kifayatullah (President of JUH),covering the 

Islamic Inheritance Laws, the marriage and divorce laws and other incapacities in the 

customary laws for the Muslim women. It was termed as ―Shariat Bill‖ and was 

presented by Malik Khuda Bakhsh
58

 () for its passage in the Legislative Council of 

Frontier province.
59

 

JUS devised a plan for convening ‗Shariat Conferences‘ and meetings in the province. 

The two mosques in Peshawar, the Masjid Qasim Ali Khan,
60

 Masjid Mahabat Khan 

and Sufis’ ‗shrines‘ at various places in the province served as propaganda spots for 

the next three years (1933- 1935).
61

 Apart from the above centers, the office of the 

society of JUS also served as the venue for meetings, consultation and planning 

various strategies about the ‗campaign.‘
62

 

The Working Committee of JUS decided to hold the ‗Shariat Conference‘ at Bannu 

before the commencement of the next session of the Frontier Legislative 

Council.
63

The Ulema from JUS also motivated the local masses for thesettlement of 
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their disputes through the application of ‗Shariat laws instead of British Courts, local 

customary laws or Riwaj Act and formed sub-committees of Ulema for the settlement 

of the civil disputes of the local Muslims in the light of ‗Shariat‘ principles.
64

 The JUS 

branch in Bannu followed and established the committee of Ulema which started their 

judicial activities in 1933. 

The local Ulema in Peshawar were also motivated to send their representatives to the 

Legislative Council for the guidance of the council members in Islamic 

legislation.
65

The Ulema along with the Red Shirts and other Muslim organizations 

vigorously mobilized the Pukhtun masses in favour of the Shariat Bill. They rallied, 

toured
66

 and convened meetings in order to convince not only the Muslim members of 

the Legislative Council but also to request the government for the passage of the Bill. 

Sub-committees of JUS 
67

 were formed to intensify the propaganda for the Shariat 

Bill in various cities of the province, on one hand, and to counter the evangelism of 

the ―Ahmedia‖, on the other. Maulana Abdul Qayum Popalzai, Maulana Shakirullah 

(), Maulana Abdul Wadud Sarhadi (1900-1980), Maulana Lutfullah (1908-1983) and 

Maulana Ghulam Ghaus were instrumental in creating awareness among the Pukhtuns 

for the Shariat Campaign in the province.
68

The JUS invited Ahmad Saeed, the 

General Secretary of JUH and other Ulema to participate in the ‗Shariat Conference‘ 

held at Peshawar before the introduction of the ‗Bill‘ in the Legislative Council.
69

 

The ‗Shariat Bill‘ was discussed in the Legislative Council on November 8, 1934. 

However, Sir Sahibzada Abdul Qayum Khan demanded its circulation for eliciting the 

public opinion about the ―Bill‖ in the province.The JUS condemned the policy of 

creating obstacles in the proclamation of the Quranic laws and intensified their 

struggleto popularize their demands.
70

 

To achieve the required public support for the ―Shariat Bill‖ as popular public 

demand the JUS formed different delegations of Ulema and were consigned to tour 

the entire province for earning the public support in favour of the ‗Shariat Bill.‘ A 

Reception Committee was also established under the headshipof Maulana Abdul 

QayumPopalzaiand the latter launched a campaign in order to convene the proposed 

‗Provincial Shariat Conference‘ at Peshawar.
71
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In January 1935, a meeting was held at the office of JUS where Maulana Abdul 

Wadud Sarhadi (1900-1980), Maulana Mir Sahib of Shahab Khel in Peshawar Tehsil, 

Maualana Muhammad Israel (1885-1979) in Charsada Tehsil, Maulana Muhammad 

Yunas in Swabi, Maulana Abd-ur Rauf and Maulana Abdul Hanan (1871-1961) in 

Nowshera, Maulana Fazal Haq and Maualana Abdul Qaiyum Popalzai in Pabbi area 

were given the task to propagate in favour of the ―Bill.‘ Maualana Ghulam Yahya 

became instrumental for the campaign in District Hazara and letters were sent to 

Malik Faqira Khan of Malikpur, and KhanAbdulQayum Khan (1901-1981) MLA for 

cooperation. In southern districts the sufishrines became the main venues where the 

‗Sharait Bill‘ was propagated. The Shias in southern districts were also requested to 

supportin order to develop unanimity over the ‗Bill.‘ 

The ‗Shariat campaign‘ was reinforced by the incident of Masjid ‗Shaheed Gunj‘ in 

Lahore. The anti- Qadiyanis elements in the provincce staged protest in Mardan, 

Nowshera, Peshawar, Shabqadar condemning both the Sikhs and the government 

alike.
72

 

The ‗Provincial Shariat Conference‘ was convened by the JUS at Masjid 

MuhabatKhanwhere the central leadership of JUH, the other prominent and local 

Ulema, Khans and Pirs participated.
73

Abdul Qayum Popalzai, the President of the 

Reception Committee of the ‗Shariat Conference‘ welcomed all the participants 

including the Ulema who came from the down country. In their speeches, Ulema 

stressed the importance of the Quranic Laws and urged the passage of the ―Shariat 

Bill‖ as the personal law for the Majority Muslim province of the NWFP.
74

 

Though, the passage of the ‗Shariat Bill‘ was supported by the members of the 

Independent Muslim Party (mainly the ex-Khilafatists) in the Legislative Council as it 

was passed on December 6, 1935 as the ‗Muslim Personal Law Act‘
75

 yet, it lacked 

theapproval from the governor of the Frontier Province.
76

The NWFP provincial 

Assembly constituted after the elections of 1937 facilitated the passage of the ―The 

Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1937‖ from the House. It was 

followed by the ―Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, in 1939, which brought unity 

among various Muslim political groups towards their ‗Muslim Identity‘ in British 

India.
77

 Moreover, the above mentioned Acts helped the Muslim women to enhance 

their social status and to get judicial relief from the courts. ―The Act established that 
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women could obtain a divorce if they could prove fault—that is, that if their husbands 

met one of the eight grounds provided by the Dissolution of Marriages Act 

(DMA).
78

 It was a ―victory‖
79

  for Deobandi Ulema towards the institutionalization of 

their articulated ‗Shariat principles translated into ‗Shariat Acts‘ which further laid the 

foundation for the Islamization process during the post-partition period in ‗Islamic 

Pakistan,‘ on the one hand, and on the other due to the campaign of the JUH, the 

apostasy of the women which was open earlier before the enactment of Muslim 

personal law was abandoned. 

The attitude of various Muslim members in the passage of the ‗Bill‘ had a great 

impact on the Muslim masses of the province, in general, and the Ulema, in particular. 

The masses and the Ulema realized the importance of their representation in the 

Legislative Councils for Islamic legislation. Later, inspired from legislation of 

‗Shariat Application Act‘ in the colonial period, both Ulema and the Pukhtun masses 

continued their efforts for ‗Islamisation‘ or ‗Shariatization‘
80

 in the Provincial 

Assembly of NWFP and in Pakistan‘s parliament.
81

 

1.2. JUS and the Anti-Qadiyani Movement in NWFP: The 

Formation of Frontier Majlis-i-Arar-i-Islam, (FMAI), 1935. 

The last prophet hood of Muhammad (SAW), as the totality in faith has remained a 

sensitive issue in the entire Muslim history since the caliphate period. Deobandi 

Ulema considered the prophecy claims of Ghulam Ahmed Pervez
82

 of Qadiyan (East 

Punjab, India) as fallacious and spurious; therefore, to command the totality in faith, 

Maulana Anwer Shah Kashmiri initiated the anti-Qadiyani movement in India. The 

―All India Majlis-i- Ahrar-i- Islam 
83

 was founded in 1929 in Lahore and reflected a 

unique blend of religion and politics in…Punjab.‖
84

 Its first meeting was held at 

Lahore under the chairmanship of Maulana Afzal Haq where Maulana Attaullah Shah 

Bukhari was elected as its president.
85

 The main objective of the Majlis-i-Ahrar was 

topropagate against Ahmedism. 

Before the establishment of Majlis-i-Ahrar in NWFP, the Anjuman-i-Tahafuz-i-

Shariat and Anjumn-i-Saif-ul Islam were such other organizations under JUS that 

were active against the nefarious designs of Qadiyanis and Ahmedis. A meeting was 

convened earlier on October 22, 1933, (the proposed ‗Tabligh Day of the Qadiyanis) 
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at Islamia Club, Peshawar, where Maulana Yousaf Benori,
86

 dejected the beliefs of 

the Qaiyanis and requested the government that as various groups of Qadiyanis had 

been ousted by JUS and JUH from the fold of Islam, therefore, ―Muslims‘ rights 

should not be conceded to them on account of their being Non- Muslim just like 

Hindus, Sikhs, Christian and other communities.   

A branch of All India Majlis-i- Ahrar was inaugurated in a meeting held after the 

‗Shariat Conference‘in Peshawar at ShahiMehmankhana.
87

 The meeting was attended 

by prominent Ulema
88

from India, members of the local Anjuman-i-SaifulIslam and 

Anjuman-i-Tahafuz-i-Shariat; the latter organizations were merged with in the new 

association of Frontier Majlis-i-Ahrar-i-Islam and the new office bearers were 

elected.
89

 The leadership of [Frontier Majlis-i-Ahrar-i-Islam, FMAI] warned the 

Pukhtuns about Qadiyanism in the province and motivated the Sunni and Shia Muslim 

to enroll as members of the society.
90

 The Anjuman-i-Shoba-i-Tabligh and Frontier 

Majlis-i-Ahrart jointly launched anti-Qadiyani movement in the province. A plan was 

scheduled to establish the local branches of the FMAI in the entire province and the 

first meeting in that connection was convened at Zaida, Swabi in April 1935. The 

Ulema urged the public to refrain from participating in the ―Silver Jubilee 

Celebrations‖ of the British Government.
91

The following resolutions were adopted 

after the meeting; in the first resolution, the appointment of Chaudhry Zafrullah Khan 

as member of Viceroy‘s Executive Council was remonstrated on the plea that the 

latter was a Qadiyani, therefore, he could not represent Muslims;
92

 in the second 

resolution, the removal of a local Qadiyani from service was demanded; in the third 

and last resolution government was asked to probe into the Karachi incident. The 

FMAI remained active and struggled against the Qadiyanis in the province till the 

birth of Pakistan and the issue was resurfaced in Pakistan during the early years of 

post- partition. A mass movement in antagonism to Qadiyanis was observed in 1952-

53, which was more ardent in Punjab and mild in Karachi, NWFP and other parts of 

the country.  
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1.3. Elections of 1937 in NWFP: JUS Split into Pro- Muslim League and Pro- 

 Congress Factions, (1937- 1947). 

After the promulgation of Government of India Act1935, the announcement of 

general elections brought a dissention in the circles of JUS on the question of their 

support during the elections. 

1.3.1. The Elections of 1937 in NWFP: The Rift among the Ulema. 

The Frontier Muslim League was inaguarated in NWFP in 1936 during Jinnah‘s visit 

which was a recent event. As Muslim League was not a popular political party in 

Frontier province yet. Therefore, the members of the local Muslim League (mainly 

the ex-Khilafatists) were contesting the elections under its previous banner of the 

Azad (Independent) Muslim Party. Those independent members of the previous 

Provincial Legislative Council had contributed towards the passage of the JUS 

supported ‗Shariat Bill‘. Interestingly, though the central leadership of JUH had 

formed an alliance with AIML in other Muslim majority provinces, however, in 

NWFP the provincial JUS was directed to support the defunct KK and local Congress 

alliance.
93

 

Therefore, the Ulema from JUS split on the question ‗whether to support the Congress 

alliance candidates, the Independent Party‘ and other influential independent Khans.
94

 

Moreover, the Ulema of the province, in general, and the Ulema of Bannu, in 

particular, were disappointed in case of Islam Bibi
95

 and they were not favouring the 

defunct KhudaiKhidmatgars for their alliance with the Hindus and Sikhs. 

The JUS had a political coalition with the KK during the past years, however, some 

Ulema of JUS were now looking towards the ―Independent Camp‖
96

 for their efforts 

in passing of the ―Shariat Bill‖. Interestingly, to decide their local affiliation, the 

Ulema convened a meeting of JUS, on December 7, 1936 at the shop of Asmatullah in 

which Maulana Abdul Qayum, Maulvi Muhammad Shafi, Maulana Muhammad 

Hussain, Maulana Abdul Wadud Qureshi and few others participated and condemned 

Maulana Abdul Wadud Sarhadi for his assistance to the defunct Red Shirt candidates 

without the Party‘s formal approval. However, due to the absence of the latter, the 

decision of the party‘s cooperation to other groups could not be entertained.  

Another meeting was held on December 17, where Maulana Abdul Wadud Sarhadi
97

 

favored the Congress candidates on the plea that Maulana Ghulam Ghaus was 
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contesting elections on the Congress ticket,
98

 therefore, the Ulema should support the 

Congress alliance. Maulana Lutfullah supported the candidates of Independent Party 

on the plea that the latter had supported in the passage of the ―Shariat Bill‖ but the 

meeting ended without any conclusion.
99

 In Mardan and Swabi,
100

 the local group of 

Ulema also parted ways with provincial JUS and independently supported their 

favorite candidates.
101

 In the above mentioned circumstances the Ulema in Peshawar 

were in favour of those candidates having affiliations with religious organizations. 

As,― the secular stance of Ghaffar Khan, leader of the KhudaiKhidmatgars, 

disparaging the role of religion in government and social leadership, was driving a 

wedge between the ulama of the JUS and the KhudaiKhidmatgars, irrespective of the 

commitments of mutual support between the JUH and Congress leaderships.‖ 
102

 

Therefore, Maulana Abdur Rahim Popalzai
103

 made efforts and requested Mufti 

Kifayatullah, central leader of JUH for the support of Abdul RabNishtar (1899-

1958).
104

  The election results were mixed
105

 as no single party was in position to 

form the government. However, Sir Sahibzada Abdul Qayyum Khan managed to form 

the government with the support of Independents and a few ex-Red Shirts but it could 

not sustain longer and Dr. Khan Sahib, the representative of Congress in Frontier‘s 

provincial assembly moved a no-confidence motion in the House which achieved its 

desired goal for ousting Sahibzada Abdul Qayum Khan as chief minister of NWFP.
106

 

The Ulema from JUS were concerned about the rift among themselves; therefore, to 

reconcile the matter, they convened a meeting after the elections on April 28, 1937 in 

a mosque at Nowshera under the chair of Maulana Shaista Gul of Mardan.
107

 It was a 

private meeting and public was not allowed to attend. The objectives of the meeting 

were to diffuse differences between the pro and anti-Congress groups within the 

Jamiat and to discuss the advisability of holding a Waziristan conference. But the 

meeting could not succeed in resolving both the issues. 

1.3.2. Factionalism in JUS: The Formation of Pro-Congress and Pro-Muslim 

League Factions. 

In post-1937 elections, JUS was divided into various groups of Ulema, all using the 

title of JUS for their respective organizations in their own capacity. None of them 

could, however, get recognition from JUH.‖
108

 However, the most influential and 

learned Ulema among them had joined the Congressand only this group was 
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preaching the tenets of the party and following the directions of theJUH‘s Central 

high command to influence the Pukhtun masses in NWFP. 

From 1937 to 1947, there existed mainly two groups of Ulema in NWFP, the 

pro- Muslim League and the pro-Congress. The pro-Congress JUS, supported by 

their Deobandi mentors from JUH remained dominant.
109

 Therefore, in the 

elections of 1946, though, the Muslim League claimed as the sole political 

organization representing the interests of all Indian Muslims including NWFP. 

However, it could not materialize that claim in the Frontier province due to the 

alliance of KK and pro-Congress JUS.
110

 

1.3.3. The Pro-Congress Ulema and the Formation of Pro-Congress JUS. 

The Ulema of this faction belonged mainly to ‗Deoband school of thought‘ such as 

Maulana    Abdul Latif, Maulana Yousaf Benori, Maulana Abdul Qayum Popalzai, 

Maulana Shams-ul Haq Afghani, Maulana Sayed Gul Badshah, Maulana Muhammad 

Ishaq, Maulana Muhammad Irfan, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, Maulana Abdul 

Haq, Maulana Abdul Bari Jan, Maulana Ayub Jan Benori and Maulana Mufti 

Mahmud. The mentioned Ulema later became the stalwarts of JUI in Pakistan‘s 

NWFP. From 1942 to May 1947, these Ulema followed the programme of Central 

JUH in NWFP. As the JUH had an alliance with the Congress at Central level in 

India, therefore, the JUS followed the policy outlined by that alliance in the Frontier 

province. JUS actively participated in ‗Quit India Movement‘ in 1942
111

 as co-partner 

of the KhudaiKhidmatgars and the Congress. Later, in the general elections held in 

1946, the JUS supported the candidates of the alliance under the banner of the Jamaat 

Ul Ahrar. Although, Abdul Qayum and Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, the two candidates of 

the Jamaat Ul Ahrar from Peshawar and Hazara, were defeated respectively, however, 

Allah Nawaz Khan, another candidate from D. I. Khan, remained successful. 

Likewise, when the ‗Pukhtunistan‘ stunt was coined by KK on the eve of the 

referendum, Maulana Gul Badshah, the president of JUS not only accompanied the 

delegation that toured the southern areas for propagation of the issue among the 

Pukhtuns but also participated in the ‗conference‘ of Frontier Provincial Congress 

Committee which adopted a resolution in favour of ‗Independent Pukhtunistan‘. 

However, afterwards the available record does not provide any evidence of the 

participation of Ulema in the campaign of KK in the province.
112
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As discussed earlier, there exited the influential sections of Ulema who had tied 

themselves with the policy and methodology of JUH. Maulana Lutfullah (1908-1983) 

informed Maulana Ahmed Saeed, the General Secretary of JUH,that in May 1939, the 

Ulema of Peshawar formed an organization of JUS.
113

 In order to popularizeand to 

extend the new established organization to other districts in the province, a delegation 

of the JUS, comprised of Muhammad Yousaf Benori, Abdul Qayum Popalzai, Sayed 

Abdullah Shah (b.1896)Mazara (Charsadda),
114

Lutfullah and Abdul Hakim, and they 

toured the southern areas tomobilize the Ulema and public alike.
115

 During the same 

year, Maulana Syed Gul Badshah
116

(1915-1973) an activist of JUH, also established 

Jamiat-ul- Ulema at Mardan and affiliated it with the Central JUH in Delhi. 

In April 1940, Maulana Lutfullah (Peshawar) invited Maulana Ahmad Saeed, General 

Secretary of JUH and other Ulema from different parts of British Indiato attend the 

Provincial Conference of JUS.
117

The Jamiat-ul-Ulema Conference was held on 14-15 

May 1940 as the 1
st
 anniversary of JUS at Silver Jubilee Park, NimakMandi, in 

Peshawar city where Maulana Hifz Ur Rehman and Maulana Asmatullah from Delhi, 

Maulana Ahmed Ali Lahori (18870-1962) Khudam-ud-Din from Lahore and Wahab-

ud Din, leaders of Majlis-i- Ahrar participated. At the end of the Conference, Maulana 

Abdur Rahim Popalzai was offered a tribute on his imprisonment for his spawning 

awareness among the Pukhtuns. He also condemned the asperous treatment of the 

Governmental authorities in NWFP. Moreover, during the first sitting of the 

Conference, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi moved a resolution and was passed by 

endorsing all the resolutions adopted in the Azad Muslim Conference held on April 

30, 1940 at Delhi. 

During the second sitting of the Conference, the office bearers of JUS were elected 

for the year of 1940.
118

The newly appointed provincial cabinet ofJUS expressed their 

confidence on Maulana Hussain Ahmed Madani as their mentor and president of 

JUH.
119

 

Here the researcher will analyze those factors which lead to the segregation of JUS 

into two main factions. The main factors were:  

a. On the eve of the elections of 1937, the JUS was a defunct organization like 

KhudaiKhidmatgars. The provincial government banned both the organizations due to 
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their involvement in the CDM and consequently, they could not participate in the 

elections from their respective platforms. 

b. The JUS lacked a definite policy whether to support the Muslim League or 

Congress candidateson provincial level in NWFP. AtCentral level, the JUH had 

entered into an alliance with the Muslim League in various provinces in India, 

however, in Frontier province, the JUS was directed to enter the KhudaiKhidmatgars 

and Congress alliance.
120

 

c. The local Ulema and the leadership of JUS had serious reservations about the 

attitude of certain members of KhudaiKhidmatgars in the proceedings of the Shariat 

Bill in the Legislative Council.The members of the Independent Camp had shown 

more interest for the passage of the ‗Shariat Bill‘than the former in the Legislative 

Council. Moreover, during its ministry, the leadership of KK had shown reluctance in 

Islam Bibi case in Bannu whichwasdetestedby the local Ulema. Sir Sahibzada Abdul 

Qayum Khan also encouraged some local Ulema from Mardan and Nowshera to 

inaugurate the Muslim League in NWFP in a meeting held at Abbotabad when the 

Congress had sacked his government in 1937.
121

 

d. Finally, after the adoption of Pakistan‘s Resolution in March 1940, the leadership 

of AIML encouraged the local Ulema to popularize the Pakistan‘s scheme among the 

Pukhtuns and thus, the pro-Muslim League JUS became active in the politics of 

NWFP. Similarly, pro-Congress JUS was revived by the leadership of JUH and 

established a local branch of the latter inMay 1940.
122

 

When JUS was split after 1937 elections there were mainly two factions of Ulema, i-

e. the pro-Muslim League and pro-Congress Ulema. The prominent Ulema among 

those factions were:  

1.4.4. The Pro-Muslim League Ulema and the Formation of Jamiat-ul  Ulema-i-

Ahnaf Sarhad (JUAS). 

The Ulema had a considerable influence in the Frontier‘s politics, therefore, when the 

government of Sir Sahibzada Abdul Qayyum was sacked by the Congress in the mid 

of 1937, the latter motivated the Ulema to revive Muslim League in the province.
123

 

The following Ulema were pro-Muslim League; Maulana Midrarullah, Muhammad 

Shuaib (Mardan), Muhammad Ishaq (Hazara), Abd-ur Rauf, Shakirullah (Nowshera) 

and various Pirs including Pir Shehensha, Pir Zakori and Pir of Manki Sharif. 
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The pro- Muslim League Ulema became involved in Frontier‘s politics to popularize 

Muslim League in the province till ―Pakistan‘s Resolution‖ was adopted in 1940.
124

 

To popularise the Pakistan scheme among the Pukhtuns, these Ulema on one hand, 

formed a new organization
125

 of ―Jamiat-ul Ulema-i-Ahnaaf Sarhad (JUAS) in 

1941and, on the other, during the 2
nd

 World War crisis, they supported the 

government
126

 policies and the ‗Khaksar Movement‘ in the province.
127

Maulana 

Midrarullah, Maulana Abdul Wadud Sarhadi and other pro-government Ulema 

intensified their efforts to get the support of the Pukhtuns and Ulema in the Frontier 

province for the Jinnah‘s scheme of Pakistan. These Ulema utilized the 

dailyShuraoffice and Masjid Mahabat Khan as their centers for mobilizing the 

masses.  

1.4. The Disintegration of JUH and the Genesis of All India Jamiat Ulema-i-

Islam (AIJUI).   

After the schedule of 1946 elections was announced, the JUH held a meeting of its 

Central Executive Committee from September 16 to19, 1945 where the leadership of 

JUH also called All Muslim Parties Conference in order to develop unanimity among 

various Muslim organizations. Numerous Muslim organizations such as, Muslim 

Majlis, All India Momin Conference, KhudaiKhidmatgarsfrom NWFP, Independent 

Party of Bihar, KarshekParchar Party, Bengal and the representatives of Muslim 

Nationalists of Assam and U.P.
128

  A political coalition called Muslim Parliamentary 

Board (hereafter, MPB) was formed.
129

 The conference also adopted a unanimous 

resolution declaring that, ―Our aim is the absolute freedom. The Muslims would be 

entirely free, within the national‘ context of India, their religion, culture and 

civilization will be entirely free. They would not accept such laws and rules which 

would not be based on such freedom. It was also stated that all Anti-Shariat Acts 

passed by the previous assemblies such as the Sardah, Civil Marriage, the Teacher 

Bill, Hajj Bill etc will have to be repealedas the representatives of Muslim League 

were pro-West and that only ‗Ulema could be the custodian of Islam and Shariat in 

India Therefore, the ‗Ulema should fetch this responsibility in the elections scheduled 

for 1946 under the banner of Muslim Parliamentary Board (MPB). 

Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani, a leader of JUH had dejected the pro- Congress 

policy of the party during the last years since ‗Pakistan‘s Resolution‘ and had 
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boycotted to attend its meetings.
130

 Therefore, he did not attend the conference. AIML 

was also seeking the support of Deobandi Ulema. That antagonism between pro- 

Composite Nationalist Ulema and the Muslim separatists Ulema resulted in the split 

up of JUH. Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanwi, the mentor of Maulana Shabir Ahmed 

Usmani was antipathetic towards the diplomatic politics of INC. The earlier wanted 

that the Indian Muslims should strengthen their own political organizations.Therefore; 

Maulana Thanvi launched a programme on the pattern of Shah Waliullah, to guide 

Quaid-e Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the President of AIML to be a true Muslim 

leader. For that purpose, the earlier formed an organization ―Dawat-ul Haqq‖ to bring 

about Islamic reformations in Muslim masses, in general, and to Islamize the 

Westernized Muslim class of Muslim League, in particular. Therefore, he sent a 

Muslim Tablighi (missionary) delegation of Ulema, under the headship of Maulana 

Shabbir Ali Thanwi, to guide Jinnah about the Namaz (daily five times prayers a 

Muslim offers before Allah) and other Islamic rituals, long before the annual session 

of AIML at Patna in December 1938. Further, he also wrote letters to Quaid-e Azam 

for personal modification towards Islam.
131

Moreover, Maulana Thanwi encouraged 

the inclusion of Muslim masses and ‗Ulema into the annals of AIML. Consequently, 

to support the Muslim League, the followers of Maulana Thanvi formed a new 

organization called, All India Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam (AIJUI) headed by Maulana 

Shabir Ahmed Usmani. The other faction JUH, led byMaulana Hussain Ahmed 

Madani remained active in Indian politics with its approach of Composite 

Nationalism. 

1.5.1. The Establishment of All India Jamiat-ul Ulema-I Islam (AIJUI) and its 

Impact on the Politics of NWFP (1945- 1947). 

The first step towards the formation of JUI was the origination of Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- 

Islam, at Calcutta formed by Maulana Azad Subhani as its President. He also 

established Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Bangala. Maulana Azad Subhani, a former member of 

JUH, was a staunch supporter of Muslim League, therefore, he delivered speeches 

from the platform of the above organizations, bitterly criticising the political strategy 

of JUH that ultimately led to the lowering support graph of the party in Bengal.
132

 

Maulana Usmani and other likeminded Ulema organised a conference in collaboration 

with Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Bangala and Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam, (Calcutta) at 
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Muhammad Ali Park Calcutta.
133

 The Muslim League‘s Bengali leaders, Khawaja 

Nazim-u-Din and Hussain Shaheed Soharwardi were assigned the supervision of all 

matters whereas Maulana Azad Subhani and other Ulema along with AIML helped to 

bring Ulema and scholars to Calcutta. The conference continued from 26 to 29 

October 1945 wherein the foundation of Kul Hind Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam (All India 

Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam, AIJUI) was laid down.
134

 Maulana Shabbir Ahmed 

Uthmani was elected as its President in absentia, Maulana Zafar Ahmed Usmani, Pir 

Sahib of Sarsina Sharif, Allama Muhammad Ibrahim, Sialkot and Pir Ghulam 

MujaddidSirhindi as Vice Presidents and Maulana SayyidQureshShamsi as its Nazim 

(General Secretary).
135

 

Maulana Shabbir Ahmad could not attend the meeting and Usmani‘s Message was 

readout by Maulana Muhammad Mateen. In his message, the Muslims were called 

upon to support the Muslim League. He maintaned that if Muslim League failed, 

Muslims would have no chance to grow up in the country for a long time and that 

they were supporting Muslim League in order to preserve, protect their faith and 

identity.
136

 Moreover, it was urged that Muslim League should free itselffrom from 

such elements who could cause hindrance in the imposition of Islamic Shariat. 

The establishment of JUI was very helpful for AIML as the Ulema‘s support was 

imperious for the candidates of Muslim League in the elections held in 1946.
137

 

1.5.2. The Pro-Muslim League Ulema and the Elections of 1946: The Role of JUS 

in NWFP. 

Before the elections of 1946, the bye- elections held on November 27, 1945, in 

District Muzaffar Nagar and Saharanpur changed the voting behavior of the Indian 

Muslims in favor of AIML.
138

 

As the elections of 1946 were crucial for both the parties, the INC and the AIML, 

therefore, on All India level, Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani was pre-occupied over 

the ideas of strengthening the Muslim League and mustering the victory during the 

elections of 1946. Thus, to support the Muslim League‘s election campaign in Punjab, 

JUI held a grand meeting in 1946 at Islamia College, Lahore.At that time, Khizar 

Hayat was the premier of the Unionist‘s Government in Punjab. But the 

argumentative speech of Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani changed the political 
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environment in favour of AIML.The AIML also encouraged the‗Deobandi Ulema‘ to 

propagate ―a separate Muslim state for the Indian Muslims‖ as an election slogan 

during that campaign.
139

 

On discordant, the Deobandi Ulema in NWFP, were following the scheme of Central 

JUH, therefore, the Frontier Muslim Parliamentary Board convened the ‗Jamiat-ul 

Ulema Conference held at Abbottabad, on 23-24 October 1945 under the auspices of 

JUS. The conference held in four sessions where the workers of Congress, Frontier 

Majlisi-Ahrar-i-Islam, and the local Ulema from JUS gathered under the leadership of 

Maulana Hifz-ur Rehman, Secretary, JUH. The prominent participants were, Faqira 

Khan, MLA, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus, Hakim Abdul Salam (Haripur) SardarIshar 

Singh and R. B. Mehr Chand Khana (Peshawar).
140

 Maulana Gul Badshah, President 

of JUS urged on the importance of Ulema, their guidance to the Indian Muslims since 

1857 and the significance of the conference. Majority of the speakers pressed on the 

unity of Muslims and Hindus for the cause of freedom. The president during his 

speech spoke in the same lines and demanded the Frontier Muslims to bless the KK, 

Jamaat Ul Ahrars and Nationalist Muslims during the coming elections. During the 3
rd

 

session, Maulana Abdul Hanan, Secretary, JUH also addressed the audience and 

stressed on the sacrifices offered by the Ulema, Maulana AbulKalam Azad, Maulana 

Hussain Ahmed Madani, Mufti Kifayatullah, Maulana Muhammad Naim and others 

during the struggle of Independence in collabarotion with their co- country men, the 

Hindus. He also criticised the policy of Muslim League of condemning the Ulema. At 

the end of the 3rd meeting, he appealed to the participats to follow the policy of the 

Jamiat-ul Ulema. The 4
th

 meeting was also held as Maulana Hifz-ur Rehman in chair, 

during which the participants voted for the election of Muslim Parliamentary 

Board:
141

 

The JUH convened a series of conferences at D. I. Khan, and Abbottabad to support 

the Congress and Jamaat Ul Ahrar candidates in the coming elections. Maulana 

Hussain Ahmed Madani, President of JUH, also visited, D. I. Khan, Bannu, Kohat, 

Charsaddah, Nowshera, Mardan and Peshawar districts of the Frontier province in 

early 1946 for election campaign.
142

 Although, majority of the Congress candidates 

were successful in the elections of 1946, yet the Muslim League could secure 17 

General Muslim seats and two candidates of FMAI and pro-Congress JUS could win 
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their provincial seats. Importantly, the Congress alliance was in position to form the 

government in NWFP after its victory during the elections of 1946, however, Muslim 

League achieved 17 out of 38 General seats, which was an indication that due to 

various factors, Muslim League was getting popularity among the Frontier Muslims 

as well. The local khans were strengthened by the inclusion of Khan Qaiyum Khan 

who was an ex- Red Shirt and was aware about the dynamics of provincial politics as 

he had been a part of KKM from 1930s. Further, Muhammad Ali Jinnah had 

concentrated on the students of Islamia College and had also visited them which 

boosted the students and they vigorously campaigned for the candidates of Muslim 

League. The influential khans were also switched to Muslim League enhancing the 

political concentration of that class. However, the presence of Deobandi Ulema under 

JUS in their antagonistic camp worried the leadership of FPML. 

1.5.3. The Formation of Frontier Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam (FJUI): 

As discussed earlier, a section of Ulema
143

 under the leadership of Maulana 

Midrarullah
144

 had been busy in the promotion of Muslim League since 1937 and 

later, since 1941 under the banner of JUAS.
145

 However, due to the hold of prominent 

Deobandi Ulema in the Frontier politics, the influence of the earlier remained limited. 

It was in early 1947 when the formalinauguration of the Frontier JUI was convened 

during the last phase of Pakistan‘s Movement.
146

 

A joint meeting of Ulema and Pirs was held under the headship of Abdul Shakur 

Bacha of Bam Khel, (Swabi),
147

onFebruary 7, 1947 at Spin Mosque, Mardanwhere 

Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam of Frontier province and Tribal Territory (T. T.) was 

formed.
148

 The Pir of Manki, the Faqir of Shiva, the Mullah of Bootan, Sahibzada 

Abdul Latif (M. L. A.) of Zakori and Haji Abdul Malik were some of the important 

attendees.
149

 The Pir of Manki spoke on the importance of the Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- 

Islam, Frontier chapter and after passing various resolutions;
150

 the office bearers of 

Frontier JUI were also elected.
151

 

An important aspect about the political standing of the newly established Frontier JUI 

could be perceived from the fact that no central leader of AIJUI was present on the 

occasion of the formation of the Frontier JUI. The main personalities behind these 

efforts were Maulana Ab-ul Hassanat, Pir of Manki Sharif, Maulana Shakirullah, 
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Maulana Midrarullah and Maulana Muhammad Shuab (the two brothers from 

Mardan).  

On the other hand, in the pro- Congress camp the majority of Ulema had received 

their education at madrasa Deoband. Therefore, the ‗Deoband‘ factor was infused 

only after a realization that without the support of ‗Deobandi‘ Alim the Pukhtuns 

could not be mobilized for the Pakistan‘s scheme. Eventually, Maulana Shabir Ahmed 

Usmani came to the Frontier province just two weeks before the holding of 

‗referendum. 

1.6. The Activism of Maulanaa Shabir Ahmed Usmani (JUI) and the 

Referendum Campaign in NWFP. 

When Referendum was announced in the Frontier Province, the Central and local 

leadership of Muslim League were looking towards the Ulema and Pirs for support on 

account of their following in the Pukhtun masses. The leadership of Frontier Muslim 

League (FML) was aware of the fact that peoples‘ support could be achieved more 

effectively through mobilizing the Ulema into the referendum campaign, therefore, 

even in early 1947, Qazi Matiuddin of the Kohat District Muslim League Committee, 

informed Muhammad Yousaf Khan Khattak (Peshawar) that the former had selected 

Abdul Hanan, Miraj Gul and Mian Ghufran Shah for touring the northern areas and 

stressed that a maulvi should accompany them. Hence, Mian Shakirullah and Mian 

Abdullah Shah, from Mazara (Peshawar), accompanied those touring teams.
152

 

On the eve of the Referendum in the Frontier Province, M. A. Jinnah requested 

Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani, Pir of Manki and Pir of Zakori at Delhi for 

accomplishing victory in the polls.
153

 On release from prison, Pir of Manki with the 

collaboration of Ulema from Frontier JUI started an active movement in favour of 

Pakistan and motivated the people of the province to vote for Pakistan in the 

forthcoming Referendum. On the return of the Pir of Manki on 13
th

 June, after 

attending the meeting of Muslim League Council at Delhi,
154

 a strategy for 

referendum was devised by the Frontier PML in consultation with Pir of Manki, and 

local Ulema of JUI. The propaganda parties and teams with an A`lim(singular of 

Ulema) as a member were launched for touring in the rural areas of the whole 

province however, the FPML  
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was not sure of their influence.
155

 It was that anxiety which Jinnah shared with 

Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani and Maulana Zafar Ahmed Usmani during their 

meeting at Jinnah‘s residence on June 11. Both the Ulema visited him to express their 

apprehension about the future and security of the leftover Muslims in India.
156

 

Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani arrived in Peshawar on 23
rd

 June and was warmly 

received.His main objective of his visit to NWFP was to strengthen the pro- Pakistan 

campaign and mobilize the public opinion through his impressive speeches.
157

 On 

June 29, 1947 Maulana Usmani addressed
158

a huge gathering at Cunningham Park 

(present Jinnah Park) in Peshawar. Five hundred volunteers of Muslim National 

Guard
159

 along with 70- 80 volunteers of Ghazi Pukhtun were assigned security duty. 

The other speakers were, Raja Said Akbar, (Punjab), Maulana Muhammad Shafi and 

Bashir Ahmed Afgar, (Lahore).
160

 The campaign lasted in the province till the month 

of July as the ‗referendum‘ was scheduled to be held from July 6 to 17, 1947. 

Regarding the issue of Pukhtunistan, all the stakeholders of the province including 

Abdul Ghafar Khan, Dr. Khan Sahib, the Chief Secretary and other civil officers, 

except the Frontier Muslim League, were of the opinion that peaceful referendum 

could be held only if the third choice of Pukhtunistan was inserted in the plan. The 

demand was however, turned down by the Viceroy declaring that such provision was 

excluded in all the provinces on the request of Congress.
161

 

The Frontier Province Congress Committee (FPCC) as a protest, decided to boycott 

the referendum as the question of Pukhtunistan was ignored. Therefore, the FPCC in 

pursuance of its policy of boycotting the referendum, its provincial leaders toured the 

entire province in order to convince the masses to boycott voting in the referendum. 

In this connection, the FPCC organized a large meeting at Peshawar where about five 

thousand red shirts gathered on 7 July to solemnize the ‗Pukhtunistan Day‘ where 

large processions were taken out urging the Pukhtuns to refrain from voting in the 

referendum.
162

 

The political transformation of the Frontier people which became evident during 

‗referendum could be adhered to the mobilization of Ulema
163

 as, Maulana Usmani
164

 

with his Deobandi‘ background could influence both the Pukhtun Ulema and masses. 

Eventually, on the directions of Mufti Kifayatullah, these Ulema-i- Deoband did not 
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disappoint him for the rift among the Ulema and implicitly supported towards the 

scheme of Pakistan.
165

 

Conclusion: 

To demand for the extension of political and constitutional reforms in NWFP brought 

unanimity among the various political forces in Frontier province. The JUH, which 

had special cognizance with the Pukhtuns and their area responded positively. Besides 

JUH‘s political ties with the local forces, it encouraged its scheme for socio-religious 

reformation of the Pukhtuns in the area. The Deobandi Ulema, the pro-government 

Khans and anti- government Pukhtun nationalists came close on the platform of 

‗Ulema‘s Conference‘ held in December 1927 and later achieved their above 

mentioned desired goal and the reforms were embodied in the Government of India 

Act 1935. JUS, a local branch of JUH was also established in 1927 and the Pukhtun 

Ulema articulated the agenda of its mentor (JUH) among the Pukhtuns for the 

reformation of their cultural riwaj in the Frontier province. The activism of Deobandi 

Ulema in provincial politics developed a nexus between JUS, the local Khilafat 

committee and KK in the province. The collective agitation of the above mentioned 

groups matured in the ‗Civil Disobedience‘ and other resistance movements. The 

imposition of Sardah Act challenged the Muslim Family System in India, in general, 

and in NWFP, in particular. It transformed the socio-cultural reformative movement 

of JUS into a religious movement. The local Pukhtun Ulema from the platform of JUS 

claimed the institutionalization of Shariat principles under the guidance of JUH, and 

launched its campaign for ‗Shariat Bill.‘ The victory of Ulema (JUS) in the passage of 

the ‗Shariat Application Act of 1935, 1937 encouraged them towards their active role 

in Frontier‘s politics. JUS, since its establishment was more interested in the 

application of its religious policy, therefore, it sought to influence the public support 

under the coalition of Congress alliance. These Deobandi Ulema developed unanimity 

under the movement for the preservation of the finality of the prophet hood of 

Muhammad (SAW) under the anti-Qadiyani/ anti-Ahmedi movement launched by the 

Majlis-i-Ahrar organization in India, the latter was extended to NWFP in 1935 and the 

existed local anti-Ahmedi organizations were merged with the Frontier branch of 

Majlis-i-Ahrar. The elections of 1937 brought a dissention among the Ulema from 

JUS due to the attitude of the legislative members towards ‗Shariat Bill‘ in the 

previous Legislative Council. After the elections of 1937, JUS got divided into pro-
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Congress and pro-Muslim League factions. The pro-Congress Ulema were mainly 

Deobandi and they exercised a great influence in southern, central and northern 

NWFP. On the other hand, the pro-Muslim League Ulema mainly allied themselves 

with the khans and the Khaksars‘ with limited influence in Mardan and Nowshera. 

However, when the Pakistan movement got momentum after the ‗Pakistan‘s 

Resolution‘ at Lahore, the pro-Muslim League Ulema intensified their struggle for 

Pakistan. The formation of JUAS was culminated in the formation of JUI Frontier 

province, following the disintegration of Central JUH in 1945 when AIJUI (JUI) was 

formed under the headship of Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani. However, the 

influential group of Deobandi Ulema, the pro-Congress JUS followed the agenda of 

Maulana Hussain Ahmed Madani and supported the KK and Congress alliance in 

NWFP. Although, the local branch of JUI influenced the elections of 1946 in Frontier 

province, yet the Muslim League could not get power in this Muslim majority 

province. After the announcement of partition plan, though, the pro-Congress JUS 

was supporting the Independent Pukhtunsitan stunt. Yet, the leadership of Muslim 

League sought help from Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani, the president of JUI, to 

intervene in NWFP for the support of the coalition of FPML and the local branch of 

JUI under the headship of Pir of Manki Sharif. As Maulana Usmani was a teacher of 

many influential Ulema from JUS, therefore, when the former visited NWFP, these 

Ulema implicitly consented towards the accession of the province into Pakistan and 

parted ways with the KK due to the alignment of Afghanistan with the stunt of 

‗Independent Pukhtunistan.‘ Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani involved in the politics 

of NWFP and the pro-Congress JUS reviewed its policy and implicitly supported the 

scheme of Pakistan.  

The alliance of Maulana Shabir Ahmad Usmani, conspicuously, Maulana 

AbulHassanat, Pir of Manki Sharif along with some prominent Pir’s families not only 

revitalized Muslim League in the Frontier province but also felicitously succeeded in 

the ‗Referendum of 1947 with promised demand of the imposition of ‗Shariat‘ in 

Muslim nationalist Pakistan.
166

However, interesting discourse emerged in the 

immediately post-independence period, when Ulema in Pakistan, in general, and in 

NWFP, in particular, demanded their promised ‗Islamic principles‘ through the 

apparatus of the constitution. However, the establishment (civil and military 

bureaucracy) supported by some ambitious politicians not only responded but 
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dislodged both the religio- political and regional forces in such a way that they could 

not organize themselves for quite some time. 

Thus, based on the above historical evidence, it can be fairly argued that the Pukhtun 

Ulema in British NWFP under the JUS (as the successor of JUH), transformed from 

Pukhtun nationalism and brawled for Muslim nationalism to preserve the Muslim 

identity and legal rights of Muslim women conferred in Shariat principles. Moreover, 

in post-independence period, these Ulema resumed to practice their previous 

strategies within the new reality of Pakistan and maintained their struggle for the 

Islamisation of both the Pakistan‘s state and society. 

End Notes of Chapter 1: 

 

                                                           
1
Riwaj means those Pukhtuns‘ cultural customs and traditions derived from Pukhtun code of life called 

the    Pukhtunwali. Islam, however, does not recognize those collective cultural customs known as 

riwaj. 

2
 It was a detailed plan sent on Silk Handkerchief from Maulana Ubaidullah Sindhi to Maulana 

Mahmud-ul Hassan, popularly known as Shaikh-ul Hind. The ‗Silk Letter Movement was subdivided 

in to four categories, (1) Jamiat-ul Ansar was under the supervision of Shaikh-ul Hind and Maulana 

Ubaid-ullah Sindhi and its main aim was to support the ‗Mujahidin at ‗Yaghistan (the Pukhtun tribal 

area now merged with the Khyber Pukhtunkhwa) and Afghanistan, (2) The Finance Committee was 

under the charge of Dr. Ansari and Hakim Ajmal Khan (3) The Faculty of Propagation,  the 3
rd

 faculty 

was engaged in the propagation of ‗Jihad and the last category, (4) The ‗Hizb-ullah was the actual 

organization of the ―Mujahidin. The Mujahidin were organized by Haji Sahib of Turangzai. Aziz 

Javed, pp. 95- 135 

3
 The ‗Hizbullah‘ under the leadership of Haji Sahib of Turangzai was the militant sub-organization of 

the ‗Deoband‘s ‗Silk Letter Movement of jihad in 1915. 

4
 The Madrasa of ‗FarangiMahall was established in Lucknow by Maulana Qutbu-Din in the eighteenth 

Century, who was an ‗alim of Mughal court and had participated in the  compilation of 

‗FitawaAlamgiri. This institute of Islamic learning was the forerunner of Dar-ul Ulum Deoband. 

Medcalf, pp. 29-35 

5
 Sana Haroon, The Rise of Deobandi Islam in the North- West Frontier Province and Its Implications 

in Colonial India and Pakistan 1914- 1996. In Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (vol. 18, no. 1, 

2008), pp. 47-70 JSTOR, http://=www.jstor.org/stable/27755911 (Accessed on September 29, 2016) 

Parenthesis are added by the researcher.  

6
 The geography of NWFP compelled the government to designate it as the garrison province for the 

objective of its defense and security. Therefore, to restrain the revolutionary sentiments in India and 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/27755911
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particularly in the NWFP, besides the prevailed 40 FCR and the Public Safety Act, the government 

imposed the Rowlett Act of 1919 which proved more oppressive for the Pukhtuns. For details see 

Sayed Noor Ahmed. Martial Law Sey Martial Law Tak.(Lahore: Dar-ul Kitab, n. d.), pp.137-147 

7
 During Khilafat movement these Ulema had issued a decree ―fatwa‖ to boycott the elections to the 

central and provincial Legislative Councils for their ‗Civil Disobedience Movement‘.  

8
 He is also known as ‗Sir Sayed‘ of NWFP for the educational services rendered by him for the 

Pukhtuns of the area. It is interesting to note that Sahibzada was the grandson [from the daughter side] 

of Akhund Sayed Mir, popularly known as the ―Kota Mulla‖. Kota Mulla was the disciple of Sayed 

Ahmed of Barely and had worked as ‗qazi‘ during the administration of the latter. Sahibzada Abdul 

Qayyum was aware about the importance and influence of the Ulema in NWFP. [Moreover, he also 

wanted to bring the Ulema close to the British administration, on the one hand, and to the local khans 

on the other. Therefore, he managed the hospitality of these Ulema in the ‗government guest house‘ 

called, ‗ShahiMehmankhana‘ in Peshawar. See Ghulam RasoolMehir, ―Jamaat-e Mujahidin (Lahore: 

KitabManzel, n.d.) p-283 

9  A staunch Muslim Pukhtun who had jointly initiated an educational movement by 

establishing various ―Azad Islamic Seminaries‖ in Peshawar valley for the educational uplift 

of the Pukhtuns along with Haji Sahib of Turangzai on the advice of Shaikh-ul Hind, Maulana 

Mahmud-ul Hassan (rector of Deoband madrasa) but due to the migration of the former to the 

tribal areas for launching military struggle against the British Raj and later during the crucial 

years of Khilafat and Hijrat agitation, the movement gradually declined. However, during the 

post-Khilafat and Hijrat period, Abdul Ghafar Khan revived the socio- reformative movement 

of the Pukhtuns by establishing ‗Anjuman-i- Islah-ul- Afaghana’ on April 1, 1921. However, 

Abdul Ghaffar Khan was imprisoned during the same year of 1921 for his unlawful political 

activities in the Frontier province. After his release, Abdul Ghafar Khan continued his 

struggle for the social reformation of the Pukhtun society, on the one hand and to promote and 

encourage the commercial activities among the Pukhtuns, on the other hand because business 

and other commercial activities were concentrated in the hands of Hindus in the entire 

province, therefore, to encourage business in the Pukhtun society, Abdul Ghaffar Khan 

―started a Gur Mandi (sugar depot) at his home town, Uthmanzai.‖Shah, ibid,  p-24 

10
 Both, these personalities were inspired from two prevailed Muslim educational systems, the ―Ali 

Garh‖  and ‗Deoband‘ respectively. They endeavored for the educational betterment of the Pukhtuns 

by establishing modern educational institutions and madrasa schools in accordance with their 

respective  educational vision. 

11
 SBR, File S. No. 920, Bundle No. 54(B), (1927) List. II, Record and Research Section, Directorate of    

Archives and Libraries, Khyber Pukhtunkhwa, Peshawar. 

12
The following were nominated as office bearers of the ‗Reception Committee‘. Sir Sahibzada Abdul 

Qayyum Khan was elected as the President, Nawab Arbab Dost Muhammad Khan (Tehkal), First-Vice 

President, Nawabzada Arbab Muhammad Akram Khan (Landai Peshawar), Second-Vice President, 
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Sethi Karim Bakhsh (Peshawar), Third-Vice President, Maulvi Abdul Hakim (President the local 

Khilafat Committee of Peshawar), Fourth-Vice President, Agha Sayad Lal Badshah-General Secretary, 

Hakim Abdul Jalil Nadvi- Secretary. The 14 members were: Karim Dad Khan (Hon. Magistrate and 

President Muslim Association Bannu). Maulana Ahmed Gul, (Secretary Khilafat Committee, Kohat). 

Khan Bahadur NawabSaifullah Khan (Presidnet Muslim Association, D. I. Khan).Qazi Muhammad 

Azam Khan (Anjuman-e Islamia Hazara). Qazi Mir Ahmed Khan, (Vice-President Muncipal 

Committee). Hafiz Muhammad Ishaq (Abbotabad), Haji Ahmed Yar Khan Sadozai (D. I. Khan), Haji 

Fazal Illahi, (Honorary Magistrate, Peshawar).Sayed Muhammad Ashraf Shah (Vice-President, 
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Chapter 2 

Government, Politics and Deobandi Ulema (JUS) in NWFP (1947-1955). 

 “As the debates over the constitutional identity of Pakistan began 

in 1948, the Deobandi ulama across the country began working to 

strengthen the interior domain of Islam.” (Sana Haroon, 2008) 

In this chapter, the researcher argues that the Deobandi Ulema during the immediate 

post- Independence period (1947- 1955), took a number of initiatives to ensure that 

the idea of an Islamic Pakistan, as was enthusiastically advocated by the founding 

fathers stands materialized. During this period a number of issues such as 

Pukhtunistan, the Kashmir War, Karachi convention of Ulema in 1951 and the 

challenge posed by the Qadiani sect resulting in the anti- Qadiani Movement in 1952-

53 essentially attracted the attention of religious platforms. Importantly, from 1947 to 

1954, the Deobandi Ulema from JUS and JUI manifested their national centered 

politics rather their previous trans-national designs on the Pak-Afghan border land. 

These Deobandi Ulema from JUS and Majlis-s Ahrar-i-Islam
1
struggled for their 

unanimity, collaboration with local Jamaat-i- Najia and JUI and involved in various 

issues as these Ulema from various organizations wanted to get those issues settled 

once for all. 

2.1. The Pukhtunistan Issue and Ulema’s Involvement across the Pak-Afghan 

Borderland: The Role of Deobandi Ulema (JUS) and Frontier-JUI in NWFP.  

On the eve of the Indian partition, the leadership of KK exercised power in NWFP. 

When the Partition plan was announced they demanded for an „Independent 

Pukhtunistan‟ in order to get Pukhtun‟s regional identity within the premises of 

Pakistan.
2
 However, the Indo-Afghanistan‟s involvement complicated the issue and 

facilitated Khan Abdul Qaiyum, the  first chief minister of NWFP, to exploit the 

matter by suppressing both the ex-copartners, the nationalist KK and the Deobandi 

Ulema from JUS, despite the fact that the latter had abstained from „Independent 

Pukhtunistan‟ in the referendum held in the province in 1947.  

2.1. The Historicity of the Pukhtunistan Issue: 

The demarcation of Pukhtunistan 
3
 can be traced as early as May 1879 when the 

„Gandamak Treaty‟ and, later, the Durand Line 
4
 Agreement in 1893 were signed 

between the two countries, the British India and Afghanistan. On the eve of the 
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partition of India in 1947, the Afghan government defied the Durand Line Agreement 

and its legal status. Further, the Afghan Government, on the one hand denied the 

referendum in NWFP arguing that it was imposed on the Frontier Pukhtuns in 

response to their demand for separation 
5
 but, on the other, it favored the AINC and 

Nehru‟s pantomime of referendum in the hope that „some Pathan area‟ might be 

absorbed in Afghanistan.
6
 Moreover, Afghanistan challenged the Durand Line while 

ignoring the later treaties of 1905, 1919 and 1924 with the British India.
7
 

The Afghan Government came forward and launched a systematic socio- cultural and 

religious propaganda in the support of „Independent Pukhtunistan‟ articulating by the 

Pakhtun leadership of KK in NWFP. Schools were opened at Jalalabad and Kabul to 

spread the ideology of Pukhtunistan stunt to the Pakhtun children of the tribal 

territory. Further, a Tirah branch of Pukhtunistan National Assembly (Parliament) 

was announced by Maulvi Ghairat Gul through Radio Kabul.
8
 Moreover, poets, 

journalists, writers and other literary persons of Pashtu language were encouraged to 

intensify the publicity of the issue.
9
 The Afghan government was successful in 

mobilizing the religious class, the Jamiat-u- Ulema-i- Afghanistan (JUA). Later, JUA 

established a specialized branch of Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Pathanistan (JUP) for its 

propagation among the Pukhtuns across the border which was bitterly opposed by 

both the groups of Ulema, the JUI and JUS. Therefore, when the KK and, afterwards 

the Afghan government and the Afghan Ulema, launched their movement for 

Pukhtunistan, it was not only rebuked by the Frontier Ulema in unison but the merger 

of Pakhto speaking areas of NWFP with the Pukhtun areas of Afghanistan was also 

rejected. 

2.1.1. The KK’s ‘Independent Pukhtunistan State’. 

In June 1947, a grand meeting of the KK was held at Muncipal Park Bannu presided 

over by Ayub Khan, Hathi Khel. 10  Abdul Gaffar Khan explained the issue of 

referendum to the audience and advocated Pukhtunistan as an autonomous body 

within or out of Pakistan as the latter was antipathetic towards the Punjabi 

domination.11  Mirza Ali Khan, popularly known as Faqir of Ipi (1897-1960), a 

Muslim fighter in the Waziristan territory also extended his support for „Pukhtun-

istan.‟
12
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The propaganda was publicized through posters circulated in various cities including 

Peshawar encouraging the Pukhtuns towards the Pukhtunistan scheme where Islamic 

Shariat would prevail.
13 

Posters bearing the claims of introducing the Islamic Shariat in Pukhtunistan were 

significant because the KK claimed itself beyond any sectarian and religious fervor. 

However, it had certain common things with the Pukhtun religious class, therefore, 

the former struggled to influence them through their propaganda but the Deobandi 

Ulema did not yield to it and they opposed the Pukhtun istan issue due to its cultural 

affinities of sectionalism.  

Begum Nasim Wali Khan (1933- 2021), daughter in law of Abdul Ghaffar Khan, 

argues that,“Abdul Ghaffar Khan‟s Pukhtunistan was a deliberate attempt to preserve 

theidentity of Pakhtuns within the geographical limits of Pakistan.”
14

  Moreover, she 

added that the Pukhtunistan stunt was miss-interpreted by different elements. 

Afghanistan took it for its own interest and pancake; it was rather, Afghanistan‟s 

propaganda which it carried during the 1950‟s. Pakistan‟s perception was also 

fallacious regarding the KKM‟s, later NAP‟s connection.
15

 The KK or NAP never 

supported the stand point of Afghanistan on the issue of Pukhtunistan. The lady 

Pukhtun politician strongly negated the allegations about the KK or NAP connection 

with Afghanistan on the question of Pukhtunistan. To her, neither Abdul Ghaffar 

Khan nor any other leader of KK talked of Pukhtunistan after the outcome of 

referendum. Whenever, Abdul Ghaffar Khan talked about the issue, it was just a 

demand for the Pukhtun identity. However, the KK leaders (later the NAP), were 

blamed mainly by Khan Qaiyum (provincial and central, from Qaiyum Khan to 

Bhutto) for anti- Pakistan designs.
16

 The military establishment at Islamabad also 

doubted the allegiance of the former towards Pakistan.
17

The issue re-emerged in 

the1970‟s when the JUI- NAP coalition government was sacked in Balochistan and 

Mufti Mahmud had to resign from chief minister ship of NWFP expressing his 

solidarity with the leadership of NAP. 

2.1.2. Afghanistan, Ulema and Pakhtunistan Issue: The Activism of Jamiat-ul 

Ulema-i-Pathanistan(JUP) in Pakistan’s Tribal Territory. 

The Ulema and Mullahs have always played an important role in the mobilization of 

the Afghan people due to its tribal-cum-solicited Society. Interestingly, though 
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Pukhtunistan was a Pukhtun ethno nationalistic movement however, to intensify the 

propaganda, the Afghan government hired the religious class, Ulema to preach anti-

Pakistan sentiments. The propaganda team of Afghanistan argued that to the Pukhtuns 

of Afghanistan and of the Tribal Territory, Pakistan was not an Islamic country. The 

Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Afghanistan (JUA) was a central organization of the Ulema in 

Afghanistan. When the Afghan government intensified its propaganda in favour of the 

Pukhtunistan issue, it encouraged the clergy of Afghanistan to form branches of the 

above association to achieve the desired goal. The exact date of the formation of 

Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Pathan- istan (JUP) though could not be ascertained, however, it 

was active in the propagation of the Pukhtunistan stunt from 1950 to 1963, in general, 

and in the tribal areas of Mohmand, Khyber Agency, Tirah, Kuram, Waziristan and 

Bajaur Agencies, in particular. Two branches of JUP were established in which one 

was formed at Qandahar, under the Rais-i- Tanzimiyya, Gardez, Southern Province 

while the other under the Rais-i- Tanzimiyya Eastern Province of Afghanistan.
18

 

Maulana Mir Abdul Hai, member of JUA and Maulvi Qiyamud-din Khadim, member 

Pashtu AdabiTolana, exhorted the people in support of Pukhtunistan and appealed for 

funds.
19

  Maulvi Faizullah of Qandahar became the President (Rais) of JUP.
20

 The 

JUA devised a propaganda plan and the Rais-i- TanzimiaSouthern province had to 

preach the mission in Qandahar, Khost, Matun, Logar, Gardez and Arghun in 

Afghanistan and Waziristan,Kurum and Tirah in the Tribal Territory of Pakistan. The 

other branch of the association was given the areas of Jalalabad, Kunar, Nuristan in 

Afghanistan and Khyber, Mohmand andBajaurthe tribal areas of Pakistan. Maulvi 

Mian Gul Jan was the president of JUP in its Eastern Branch.
21

 In the mid of 1950, a 

conference was held in Kabul under the chair of Afghan premier for the re-

organization and acceleration of Pukhtun istan campaign.
22

 

The government of Afghanistan intensified the movement from 1951 to 1954 and 

various tactics were employed to enhance the propaganda in favour of Pukhtunistan. 

In the early of 1951, the „Pukhtunistan Conference‟ was held in Delhi, India where 

delegations of Pakhtun tribes from Afghanistan and from some Agency headquarters 

of the tribal territory in Pakistan also participated.
23

In the mid of 1951, the Afghan 

government further motivated to install the cabinet for Pukhtunistan.
24
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The Pukhtunistan propaganda was further extended to the main cities of the NWFP 

during the next year.
25

In the end of 1953, Sardar Amin Jan, the brother of Afghan 

monarch, Amanullah Khan, formed the Afghan Democratic Party and became active 

in the internal politics of Afghanistan, motivating the Afghan masses to raise their 

voice against the atrocities of the present Afghan Government and the Royal Family 

in different areas especially in the Southern Afghanistan. Therefore, various groups of 

JUP were designated by SardarDaud‟s government in different cities to launch a 

counter propaganda contrary to Sardar Amin Jan and his supporters.
26

 

In early 1954, a delegation of Ulema headed by Maulana Muhammad Zahid Khan 

went to Urghun in order to convince the supporters of Sardar Amin Jan to stop 

supporting the Sardar. Other Ulema of the contingent were; Maulvi Abdullah Khan, 

Maulvi Ghulam Haider of Shah Krohi, Maulana Sayed Muhammad Umar, Bigrami 

and Maulana Sahibullah, Khost.
27

 Faqir of Ipi supported Afghanistan and its scheme 

of Pukhtunistan in Waziristan Agency. Further, it was propagated in the tribal area 

that the Afghan government would reward the tribesmen for various anti- Pakistan 

activities such as blowing up of bridges, cutting of telephone wire, hitting government 

buildings with bombs, damaging the schools, kidnapping the government officials and 

disturbing the law and order situation in Pakistan‟s territory.
28

 

2.1.3. Pukhtunistan Issue and the Role of JUS and Frontier-JUI in NWFP. 

During the immediate post- partition period, both the JUS and JUI opposed the 

Pukhtun- istan scheme propagated by Afghanistan. In 1942, even long before the 

Indian partition plan, Maulana Sayed Gul Badshah (Toru, Mardan), President of JUS 

and Mualvi Muhammad Ayub Jan Benori (Peshawar), Secretary of JUS (pro- 

Congress) had rejected the views of Badshah Gul-I
29

 about merging of the Pukhtun 

area to Afghanistan.
30

 Though, Ulema from JUS had endorsed the idea of 

„Independent Pukhtunistan state‟on the eve of referendum on the provision of Sharriat 

Law in the new independent state.
31

However, the involvement of Mufti Kifayatullah 

for a unanimous approach towards Pakistan in NWFP, these Ulema remained aloof 

from „Pukhtunistan stunt‟ and implicitly supported Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani, 

during his Pakistan campaign in the province. Haji Muhammad Amin (1895-1958), 

founder of Jamaat-i- Najia
32

 also advocated the Pukhtunistan movement, procuring a 

considerable financial support from Afghanistan but deserted, when Pakistan came 
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into being and especially when the Afghan government declined to recognize the war 

of Kashmir as Jihad. 

Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani (President of JUI) while addressing a gathering at 

Cunningham Park (present Jinnah Park), Peshawar in June 1947 during referendum 

campaign, falsified the demand of Pukhtunistan on religio- economic and political 

basses.
33

 Further, in the early of 1948, a delegation of the Ulema from Frontier JUI 

including Maulana Shakirullah, Maulana Abdullah Shah and others tried to mediate in 

the issue of Pukhtunistan and held meetings with the Frontier Premier, Abdul Qaiyum 

Khan as the latter declared the matter as central.
34

 Later, the delegation also met with 

Maulvi Tamizuddin, the President of Constituent Assembly of Pakistan however, their 

efforts were frustrated without success. The Frontier JUI condemned the Pukhtunistan 

issue through posters
35

 circulated in March 1948, at Peshawar.
36

 Similarly, the 

Frontier FJUI remained active against the issue and dubbed the Royal hierarchy in 

Afghanistan as Idol sellers, thus; ultimately injured the religious sentiments of the 

Pukhtuns.
37

 

The other Pukhtun organizations and Ulema were also against Afghanistan‟s designs 

about the area. Maulvi Nasir-ud Din Ghorghashti of the Jamaat-i-Najia deprecated the 

Afghanistan‟s propaganda and other such activities against Pakistan. The Pir of 

Manki also denounced the claims of Afghanistan with reference to Pukhtun istan.
38

 

Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- North- Waziristan (JUNW) also circulated signed posters in 

Peshawar and tribal territories. The posters maintained that the Afghan Government 

and Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Afghanistan were being convicted for the creation of a rift 

among the Pukhtuns through the promotion of the idea of Pukhtunistan.
39

 

This indoctrination of Pukhtunistan was organized by the Afghan government from 

1947  to 1963 but more intensely during the regime of SardarDaud as premier of 

Afghanistan from 1953 to 1957. The Afghan government utilized all the modern 

tactics and tools of  propaganda for the promotion of the cause with the financial 

and moral support of India and the USSR. 

George Montagno, who was a visiting professor of American History at the 

University of Karachi, also observed that for years after Pakistan‟s birth, the Afghan 

agents operated within the Pakhtun areas and were “distributing large amount of 

money, ammunition and even transistor radios to sway loyalties from Pakistan to 
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Afghanistan.”
40

 Moreover, these agents distributed the Pukhtunistan‟s flags to the 

tribal people for hoisting at their houses, hujras and other public places which resulted 

in clashes between the rival tribal groups.
41

 

The Afghan government also tried to exploit the imprisonment of various Ulema in 

NWFP and Punjab. Moreover, the arrest of Maulana Maudodi in Karachi during the 

anti- Qadiani movement of 1953, the Afghan government tried through its clergy to 

fabricate the evangelism of the Pukhtunistan stunt.
42

It was hoped that those moves 

would convince Pakistan‟s masses that their country was ruled by the infidels and 

thus Jihad was justified against Pakistan, these moves, however, resulted in failure 

due to the involvement of JUS, JUI towards the education of the Pukhtuns about the 

Indo- Afghan designs in the area. 

2.2. The Kashmir War of 1948 and the Deobandi Ulema: The Retaliation of 

JUS, its Affiliated ‘Jamaat-i- Najia’ and other Ulema in NWFP. 

According to the Indian Independence Act of 1947, about 565 princely states were to 

decide accession to the concerned dominion in accordance with their socio- cultural, 

lingual and geographical affinities.
43

 As the Muslims constituted majorityin Kashmir   

and the State was also strategically webbed with Pakistan, so its accession with 

Pakistan was obvious. Moreover, the Nizam of Hyderabad was Muslim and state‟s 

accession to Pakistan was retaliated by the Indian Union on the plea that State‟s 

subjects were Hindus in majority, therefore, their self- determination was solicited 

while ignoring the demands of Muslim Majority in Kashmir. This attitude of the 

Kashmiri origin, Pandit Nehru was augmented by the atrocious behavior of Hindu 

landlords towards its Muslim peasants of Poonch area in October 1947. The news of 

Indian invasion irritated the Pukhtun masses and they became, “inflamed by the 

media reports and volunteered to help them [the Kashmiri Muslims] in liberating 

Kashmir from Hindu control.” 
44

 Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani declared the war in 

Kashmir as jihad and issued the fatwa in that regard.
45

 

The affected Muslims migrated to Pakistan which further aggravated the situation. 

However, to help their Muslim brethren in Kashmir, various official and non- official 

organizations were established for the rehabilitation of the Kashmiri refugees 

throughout the country, in general, and in the Frontier province, in particular. 
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In Frontier province, the Jamaat-i- Najia
46

 was formed for the promulgation of the 

Shariah and its first annual conference was held in March 1947.
47

 The organization 

was a legacy of Haji Sahib of Turangzai based in Uthmanzai Charsadda. It became 

active in the promotion of Kashmir jihad from 1947 to 1951 in areas of FATA, 

Peshawar, Mardan and Swabi. The provincial government also supported the Jamaat-e 

Najia in this regard and Haji Muhammad Amin was authorized to issue permits of 

arms to Mujahideen. The Jamaat-e Najia was engaged itself in organizing conferences 

and meetings for the promotion of jihad in Kashmir and the enforcement of Shariah 

Laws in the Frontier province. The unity in aims and objectives between the Jamaat-e 

Najia and Deobandi Ulema under JUS, brought unanimity in these organizations and 

they endeavored as allies towards the imposition and institutionalization of Shariat 

principlesin the country. The second annual session of the Jamaat-e Najia was held in 

April 1948 under the headship of Badshah Gul-1, at Company Bagh, Mardan. The 

prominent Ulema who participated were; Haji Muhammad Amin, Maulvi Sahib of 

Ghorghashti, Maulvi Abdul Halim, Maulvi Ghulam Khan and Maulana Ahmed Ali 

Lahori.
48

 The Ulema, while addressing the audience, urged them to cooperatewith 

Mujahideen in Kashmir in material and for the rule of Shariat Laws in the country. 

The Jamaat-e Najia actively participated in the war in Kashmir and dispatched 1000 

men to Kashmir on the war fronts for jihad.
49

 Moreover, Haji Muhammad Amin, 

while touring the villages, Shiva, NaviKally, Turlandi, Tarakai, Sheraghund, 

Rashakai, in District Mardan, issued [20, 140, 60, 40, 50,] permission chit to the 

interested individuals for jihadin Kashmir and directed them to register themselves in 

the concerned police stations, respectively.
50

 As mentioned earlier,Jamaat-e Najia and 

JUS were allied, therefore, a branch of the former was openedat Peshawar in April 

1948by Haji Muhammad Amin, Maulana Abdul Qaiyum Popalzai, and other 

Ulema,
51

The local Ulema were elected as the office bearers of Peshawar branch of 

Jamaat-e Najia.
52

 The services of the „Najia‟ organization were acknowledged by the 

people and the government of Azad Kashmir alike. The Azad Kashmir Government 

acknowledged the services rendered by Jamaat-e Najia in jihad of Kashmirby 

bestowing the title of „Fakhr-i- Kashmir‟ on Haji Muhammad Amin, the leaderof the 

organization.
53

Maulana Ayub Jan Benori, the ex- President of JUS, who belonged to 

madrasa „Dar-ul UloomRafiul Islam,Bhanamarhi (Peshawar) issued a 

pamphletstressing on the importance of the jihad in Kashmir.
54
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The Jamiat-ul Mahajirin-WalAnsar was another organization established in Peshawar 

in April 1948
55

 however, this organization was not affiliated with JUS. The Decree of 

Maulana Nasir-ud- Din Ghurghushti, declaring the Kashmir Jihad as legitimate under 

the Islamic Laws of Shariat, circulated in the end of 1949, in Peshawar through 

posters, also stressed on co-operation with Pakistani Government.
56

  Moreover, Pir of 

Manki also motivated the Pakhtun masses, addressing at Muncipal Park, Mardan to 

offer sacrifices and also referred to the issues of Palestine and Hyderabad.
57

 The 

President of Jamiat-ul Ulema (Congress), Maulana Sayed Gul Badshah met with 

Badshah Gul-1, on April 10, 1948, and complained about the incident of the removal 

of the official flag of JUS (Congress).
58

 As JUS was banned by the provincial 

government, therefore, while Gul Badshah was in prison, other members of JUS 

revived the Majlis-i- Ahrar in NWFP. On June 26, 1948 a meeting of the Provincial 

Majlis-i-Ahrar was held at the office of the organization in Peshawar, where office 

bearers
59

 were elected and resolutions were adopted expressing sympathy with 

Muslims in Palestine and refugees of Kashmir. The party members were directed to 

extend their support to official or non- official relief committees to help the Kashmiri 

refugees. The meeting also demanded the enforcement of Sharriat and the lifting of 

restrictions on the possession of the arms. During the same meeting, a reception 

committee was formed for the convening of „Sharriah Conference‟ in September 

1948.  

On the visit of Quaid-e Azam, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, in April 1948, to Peshawar, 

SahibzadaMiftah-ul Haq, a member of the Frontier JUI, issued printed posters in Urdu 

demanding the imposition of Shariat, in the light of the resolutions adopted by the 

Frontier Provincial Assembly.
60

 The General Secretary of Frontier JUI, Sayed Sultan 

Shah issued printed posters in Pashtu titled as “Another Test for the Muslims” and 

„The Declaration of jihad‟ circulated in Peshawar in June 1948 stressing Jihad in 

Kashmir with men and money. 

Although, the Deobandi Ulema from JUS were tortured, imprisoned by the provincial 

government, however, they supported the war in Kashmir for their religious 

obligations as Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani-President of MJUI and Maulana 

Shams-ul Haq Afghani (the founding member of JUS in pre-partition period), had 

issued a „fatwa‟ in that regard.
61
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2. 3. The Road Map for Institutionalization of Shariat Laws in Pakistan and 

Deobandi Ulema: The Passage of ObjectivesResolution and the Role of Pukhtun 

Ulema in NWFP. 

As discussed earlier, the Jamaat-i-Najia had been formed to struggle for the 

promulgation of Sharriat in Pakistan and particularly in the Frontier Province. 

According to the founder of Jamaat-i-Najia, Haji Muhammad Amin, the aim of the 

organization was to secure the enforcement of the laws of Sharriat in Pakistan.
62

 

The Jamaat-i-Najia, the Majlis-i-Ahrar, the JUS and Frontier-JUI, a supplementary 

organization of FPML led by Pir of Manki in collaboration with other Pirs and 

Maulana Shakirulla, held conferences, meetings, public gatherings (as majority of the 

Pakhtuns were non-educated, the Ulema would have to talk to them in-person) and 

mobilized the Frontier people for the enforcement of Sharriat laws in the country. On 

April 23, 1948, the Ahrars organized a joint meeting at Jamia Masjid Hangu. 

According to Maulana Hazarvi, the meeting was attended by all pro- Islamists from 

Muslim League, the Ahrars, KK and Ulema from defunct JUS in order to exert joint 

pressure on the provincial government for the enforcement of Sharriat‟ laws.
63

 

Likewise, on March 14, 1948, a meeting of the Muhajirin was held at Government 

Special School (Khalsa High School), Peshawar, under the presidency of Major 

Khurshid Anwar. The aim of the meeting was to highlight the hardship of the 

Kashmiri refugees to the government, where Maulana Abdullah Shah (Mazara, 

Peshawar) optimized that (Shaikh-ul Islam) Maulana Usmani would promulgate the 

Sharriat Laws in Pakistan.
64

 

Maulana Abdullah Shah (Mazara) from Frontier-JUI addressed a “Mushaira” (a poetic 

symposium) held under the auspices of District Muslim League, Peshawar. The 

metioned Maulana recited a few Verses from the Quran and then criticized Khans, 

Arbabs and Nawabs for their indulgence in luxuries and stressed on the importance of 

Islamic laws. Moreover, Mian Muhammad Shah, the president of the meeting, 

concluded that only the enforcement of „Sharriat Laws could make a real Pakistan. 

On March 18, 1948, a deputation
65

 of the JUI met Pir of Manki at Peshawar, where a 

conference was held at his residence, participated by Arbab Muhammad Sharif, MLA 

and Arbab Abdul Ghafoor. At the conference, the following resolutions were adopted. 

1. The opinion of the people and the Assembly members should be sought for the 

promulgation of Sharriat in Pakistan.  
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2. The services of reputed Ulema should be hired in the Constituent Assembly for 

drafting the Sharriat Laws.  

A meeting of the JUI was convened at its office in Peshawar.
66

 The meeting first 

offered its gratitude to the Khan Qaiyum Ministry for ordering the prohibition of 

Liquor and other drugs in the province. Further, it recommended a panel of three 

Ulema, to function as Advisory Committee
67

 for the introduction of Theology 

curriculum in the provincial schools. Moreover, a sub- committee
68

 of Ulema was 

constituted to draft Shariat Laws and to present it in the next meeting of the Jamiat.
69

 

The Ulema of Frontier JUI were very conscious about the representation of Ulema in 

the Constituent Assembly (CA) of Pakistan. Therefore, on the eve of 1946 elections, 

Maulana Muhammad Shuaib (Vice President of Frontier-JUI) had written a letter
70

 

addressed to Quaid-e Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah and had suggested that Ulema like 

Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani and Maulana Azad Subhani might be elected to the 

Constituent Assembly.
71

 Pir of Manki, also moblilised the Pukhtun masses at 

Municipal Park, Mardan, stated that when Quaid-e Azam came to village Manki on 

his invitation in 1946, he requested Quaid-e Azam to sign a declaration of enforcing 

the Sharriah Law in Pakistan but Quaid-e Azam was not openly declaring Pakistan as 

an Islamic State due to the propaganda of the Hindus. He further asserted that the 

same was signed by Arbab Abd-ur RabNishtar and Khan Abdul Qaiyum at Manki.
72

 

Further, he added that he went to Karachi and consulted the „Sharriat Bill‟ with 

Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani who informed him that the latter had already 

prepared the draft of the bill and had also submitted before the Constituent Assembly 

(CA). The Assembly could not take out time for considering the Bill.
73

 

The other religious organizations including Jamaat-e-Islamihad also launched a 

systematic literary movement directed towards the educated Muslims for the 

promulgation of Sharriat laws in the country by publishing posters, handbills,
74

 

articles, pamphlets, booklets and other written material for the awareness of the 

Legislative members as well as common masses. Further, a pamphlet published by 

Jamaat-e-IslamiSuba Sarhad, circulated in Nowshera and Peshawar, in March 1948, 

titled as, „Jamaat-i IslamikiTaraf se Pakistan main Dawat-e Aam‟ (A General 

Invitation to the people of Pakistan from Jumat-e Islami). The main theme of the 

pamphlet was to prepare the general public for offering sacrifices for the speedy 

enforcement of the Sharriat laws in Pakistan.
75
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Deobandi Ulema from Frontier province were enthusiastic about the 

institutionalization of the Shariat principles into the constitution. Therefore,in January 

1949, before the passage of Objectives Resolution‟ Haji Muhammad Amin, a disciple 

of Haji Thurangzai and Amir of Najia party met Maulvi Tamizuddin, president of 

Pakistan Constituent Assembly (PCA) regarding “the legislation of Shariat Law in 

Pakistan and the latter assured him that the matter would be discussed in the April 

session.”
76

 

All these efforts of the Frontier Ulema and Maulana Shabir Usmani culminated in the 

passage of the Objectives Resolution by the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan (CAP) 

on March 12, 1949
77

 welcomed by all the circles of Ulema in the Frontier Province. It 

also motivated the Ulema to strive hard for the implementation of their agenda. In 

NWFP, the JUS, its affiliated Jamaat-i-Najia, JUI and Pir of Manki were altercating 

for the enforcement of Islamic laws not only in the Frontier province but also in the 

whole country. A meeting of the Jamaat-e Najia was held on April 14, 1949, at village 

Navi Kaley, Mardan, attended by various Ulema.
78

 Maulvi Abdul Halim, General 

Secretary, Jamaat-i- Najia welcomed the passage of Objectives Resolution. Moreover, 

he asserted that it became possible due to the efforts of Jamaat-i-Najia as the latter 

had sent a written demand to the effect carrying the signatures of 1.6 m supporters. 

The other Islamic groups also celebrated the departure towards the destination of 

complete Islamization in Pakistan.
79

 

Hence, the initial four years of post- Independence were very crucial for the people of 

Pakistan, in general, and in the Frontier province, in particular for their demands of 

Sharriat Laws in Pakistan. The passage of „objectives resolution‟ in 1949 from the 

Constituent Assembly further reinforced those demands of Shariat in the country. 

2. 3.1. The Institutionalization of Shariat Laws in Pakistan: Ulema's 

Collaboration in Karachi Convention (1951). 

Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani, “the MJUI
80

 chief stated that in Pakistan, as for as 

possible, a system based on justice and Sunnah of the Prophet (PBUH) will be 

enforced.”
81

 Earlier during Pakistan Movement, “The 'slogan of Islam' had been used 

to rally the support of the Muslims for the creation of a new independent state which 

could serve the economic and religious interests of the Muslims of South Asia.”
82

 

Here, the researcher will briefly highlight the basic thematic and practical 

structure of Pakistan. The thematic or ideological structure came from the 
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synthesis of modern educated elites and the traditionalists, as Iqbal and Jinnah 

came with the western educational background whereas Maulana Shabir Ahmed 

Usmani came from Deoband. On the practical side, both the civil and military 

establishment came from Aligarh or other modern educational institutions with no 

representation from traditional institutes. Further, the political fabric in rural 

West- Pakistan was in the hands of landlords cum politicians. Hence, there 

existed a vast breach among the various pioneering structural groups in Pakistan. 

Eventually, the attitude of the leadership of Muslim League in Centre and 

particularly, in the Frontier province was not pro-Islamic or pro-Ulema. The 

leadership of MJUI was serious towards the Islamization in Pakistan; therefore, 

after Pakistan‟s achievement the leadership of the latter became instrumental to 

Islamize both the polity and society of Pakistan.
83

  Consciously, the Ulema from 

MJUI headed by Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani, Pir of Manki Sharif and 

Frontier JUI were supporting Muslim League governments at the Centre and in 

Frontier province, respectively, for Islamization and imposition of Islamic 

principles of Shariah which were their main objectives and which motivated them 

for joint efforts towards the establishment of a pro- Sharriat group within the 

Muslim League.
84

However, these demands of MJUI and other religious 

organizations (the defunct JUS and Jamaat-i-Najia) from Frontier province were 

ignored and denied by the nexus of modern Muslim nationalist reformists of Muslim 

League and the government elites. AltafGauhar has commented about the then 

bureaucracy in Pakistan thus; “they were the first living specimens of what Lord 

Macaulay had set out to create.”
85

 The resultant hot debate about the nature of 

Pakistan‟s state whether a „theocracy‟ or „secularism‟ followed.
86

 Thus, due to the 

efforts of the above- mentioned nexus, the drafting of the constitution was delayed 

and the British instrument of India Act of 1935 was adopted as an interim constitution 

with “essential modifications.”
87

 

The rule of Islamic laws or the promulgation of Sharriat laws in the new established 

country was a pre- requisite demand of the Pakhtuns in the referendum campaign in 

NWFP, therefore, “the Allama along with the Pir of Manki Shaif, a prominent Muslim 

Leaguer from the NWFP, began to form a Shariah group in the Muslim League.”
88
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2.3.2. Ulema's Collaboration at Karachi Convention (1951): The Role of Ulema 

from NWFP. 

After the demise of Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani, the first controversy that arose 

between the government executives, the legislators and the Ulema was on the 

acceptence of “Ulema as the final authority to decide what was repugnant to Islam”.
89

 

Eventually, the pro- Islamic Shariah recommendations of the Board of Talimat-i- 

Islami were discarded in the Interim Report submitted in the CAP on September 7, 

1950. To launch an agitative movement against the Interim report, to pressurize the 

legislators of the CAP for the inclusion of the Islamic principles of Sharriah into the 

future constitution and to bring consensus among the ulema on the matter, Maulana 

Ihtisham-ul Haq Thanwi (1915- 1980) mobilized the Ulema from all schools of 

thought by inviting some thirty-one prominent Ulema from the whole country to 

attend a convention held on 21- 23 January 1951 at Karachi under the auspices of 

MJUI.
90

 Although, the Convention proved a victory for Ulema as they remained 

successful for bringing 22 Islamic principles for the state apparatus of a Muslim 

country. Though, "the 1951 convention of the ulama unanimously passed a resolution 

that contained their concept of the basic principles of an Islamic state."
91

  However, 

the modern educated legislators and government machinery discouraged the Ulema‟s 

efforts. Maulana Shams-ul Haq Afghani, Haji Muhammad Amin (Jamaat-e Najia) and 

Pir of Manki Sharif were the delegates from NWFP who participated in the 

convention. 

2.3.  The Anti-Ahmedia Movement of 1952-53: The Role of Frontier’s Ulema. 

As discussed in the last chapter, the prominent Deobandi Ulema in Frontier province 

like Maulana Muhammad Yousaf Benori, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, Maulana 

Abdul Qaiyum Popalzai and others were propagating against the Ahmedi/ Qadiani 

sects from the platforms of JUS and Frontier Majlis-i-Ahrar-i-Islam (FMAI) even in 

British period.   

2.3.1. The Anti-Qadiani/Ahmedia Movement and Deobandi Ulema in Frontier 

Province. 

After independence, the Ahmedi sect became active for the propagation of the 

teachings of Ghulam Ahmed and it was claimed that Balochistan would be the future 

destination of the sect.
92

 The influence of the Ahmedi sect in the bureaucracy and 

their political claims alarmed the Ulema and they started to organize themselves for 
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launching a movement against the Qadianis. Consequently, Anjuman Tahafuz-i-

KhatmiNabuwwat was formed against the Qadianis in Punjab and NWFP. Moreover, 

some Ulema mainly from Ahrar and JUS also revived their demand of „the exclusion 

of the Ahmedis from the fold of Islam and to declare them as non- Muslim minority‟ 

and added to the twenty- two Islamic principles adopted in the Karachi convention of 

Ulema.
93

 

The Ahmedis also extended their disseminating activities to NWFP and they used 

academic institutions for that purpose. Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmud Ahmed, the 

Ahmedia leader came to Peshawar in April 1948, where he held meetings at Edwards 

College and addressed the students.
94

 He also visited Mardan and stayed there at the 

house of Mian Ghulam Hussain, addressed the audience, discussed the partition 

process and the issue of the Kashmiri refugees. While on the way to Mardan, he along 

with his 100 followers stayed at Risalpur, Nowshera and intended to inaugurate an 

Ahmedia center at Nowshera. Maulana Abdul Qaiyum Popalzai promptly responded 

and held a meeting at the Jahangirpura office of the Ahrar in Peshawar. Addressing 

the audience, Maulana Popalzai maintained that Ahmedia organization was 

misleading the Muslims; therefore, the provincial government should impose a ban on 

the missionary activities of the above-mentioned organization. He further, added that 

both, Maulana Ghulam Ghos and Hakim Abdul Salam, would also be invited to 

launch a movement against the Ahmedis.
95

 Noor-ul Haq, Secretary of the Ahrar‟s 

Peshawar, collected a sum of Rs. 50/ 55 for Anjuman Tahafuz-i- KhatmiNabowat. 

Maulvi Abdul Qaiyum Popalzai also directed to send a pamphlet containing demands 

for the declaration of the Ahmadis as a minority community and the removal of 

Zafrullah Khan from his office and it was issued by the Majlis-i- Ahrar, NWFP to the 

Punjab.
96

 

A meeting of the Ahrar was held on 9/4/1951, under the presidentship of Maulana 

Abdul Haq, in which it was decided that members would be sent to Lahore for 

participation in the commemoration of the „Yum-e Nijat‟ against the Ahmedism. It 

was also decided to collect subscription for publishing a book against Ahmadi 

culture.
97

 

On May 6, 1951 a public meeting was held at Jamia Mosque, Nowshera, where 

Maulana Ghulam Ghos criticized Sir Zafrullah Khan for not offering the funeral 
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prayers of the late Quaid-e Azam because the former did not believe him to be his 

leader. 
98

 

Al- Shahab, a booklet, written by Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani, in which anti- 

Ahmedi sentiments had been discussed, was circulated in the Frontier Province in 

1951. In the background of that booklet, Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani has 

discussed that during the reign of King Amanullah Khan in Afghanistan, Nimatullah 

Khan, a convertor to Ahmadism, was sentenced and stonned to death on August 3, 

1924, by the Afghani Ulema on the charge of apostasy. It contained a detailed 

discussion about the punishment of the apostasy in Islam, and especially conversion 

to Ahmadism.
99

 

On May 25, 1951, a meeting was held in Thal, under the headship of Maulana Abdul 

Haq, Akora. H. Muhammad Amin, Turangzai, Sahibzada Fazl Haq, Karbogha, Qazi 

Habib-ur Rehman, Bannu, Maulvi Muhammad Akber, Thal and Maulana Ghulam 

Ghos, Baffa were the prominent participants. Maulana Ghulam Ghos maintained that 

Ahmedis were the off- springs of the British and added that Kashmir issue would have 

been solved long before if Sir Zafrullah Khan were not the Foreign Minister.
100

 In 

May, 1951, a delegation of Ahmedi preachers, Maulvi Inayatullah, Maulvi Ghulam 

Hussain, Sheikh Nur Ahmed, Ch: MohdIshaq, Maulvi Ghulam Ahmed and Maulvi 

Akrab Ali visited Nowshera, Mardan, Abbotabad and Peshawar in the Frontier 

Province, which irritated the Pakhtun Muslim masses, in general, and the Ulema, in 

particular, and thus initiated an anti- Ahmedi mobs in different areas of the province. 

In early June 1951, a meeting was held under the presidency of Pir Mukamal Shah in 

Mardan, where about 35 Ulema, including Maulana Shuaib. Maulana Abd-ur Razaq 

and others bitterly criticized the Ahmadi missionary visit to the Frontier Province and 

Mardan. 

Regarding the atrocious attitude about the government, Maulana Popalzai, while 

addressing at Mosque Qasim Ali Khan, on July13, 1951 maintained that whosoever 

raised his voice for the cause of truth, he would be behind the bars.
101

A booklet which 

contained anti- Qadiani literature was issued by MaktabaTahafuz-i- Khatm-i-

Nabuwwat (TKN), Peshawar for information.
102

 The Ulema observed „Demands Day” 

in July 1952 in the Frontier Province for declaring Qadianis as minority in Pakistan 

and also the removal of Sir Zafrullah Khan from his port- folio of Foreign Ministry.
103
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In Tehsil Charsaddah, during the July 1952, the following Ulema, Maulvi Illa-ud-Din, 

Maulvi Abdul Aziz, Maulvi Abdul Qudus, Sheikh Mahmud-ul Hassan of D. I. Khan, 

were mobilizing the public opinion against Ahmedism.
104

 The Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- 

Tank, D. I. Khan also circulated the demands made at the All Parties Convention held 

at Lahore, endorsed by four members of the Frontier Provincial Assembly.
105

A poster 

with the title, „Musalmanan-e Pakistan KaApniIslamiHakumat Se Mutaliba‟ (The 

demand from their Islamic government) in Urdu was circulated by Qazi Najm-ud- 

Din, Maulana Abdul Latif,  and forty other members of JUS, of Tehsil Kulachi in 

July, 1952. The poster enumerated the following three demands.
106

 

1. The Ahmedis should be declared as separate non- Muslims minority community.  

2. Sir Zafrullah Khan, the foreign Minister should be dismissed and another Muslim 

be nominated as Minister.  

3. To assure the Muslim sentiments, Ahmedis and their open preaching conferences 

must not be allowed. 

The Ahmedis were also responding analogously to their opponents in Frontier 

province. A hand-bill in praise of Choudhry Zafrullah Khan, the Foreign Minister and 

in negation of the verdict against Ahmedism by Mufti-e Azam of Egypt was ambient 

in Peshawar. That competition or battle of poster chalking was deteriorating the law 

and order situation in the whole country, in general, and in Frontier Province, in 

particular. Riots and mob violence was observed in the entire Punjab province and in 

District Mardan of Frontier province.  

Ironically, the major provocation was made by the Punjab government in July 1952, 

when the latter imposed restrictions on the preaching of the finality of the prophet, 

Muhammad (SAW). The Frontier‟s government of Khan Qaiyum also arrested the 

Ulema from JUS and Ahrar Party which was severely responded in all major cities of 

the province: Peshawar, Charsadda, Abbottabad, Shinkiari and Bannu. The agitators 

protested against the provincial governments of Punjab and NWFP and condemned 

the moves of both the governments. Anjuman Tahafuz-I Khatm-i- Nabowat also 

denounced the provincial ministries for their ill deeds in its meeting held in July 1952 

at D. I. Khan under the headship of Maulvi Abdul Haq of Tank. The other Ulema,
107

 

A small printed booklet published by the Department of Publication, Majlis-i- Ahrar 

Peshawar, asking various questions from the Ahmadi Khalifa, tending to impeach the 
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bona fides of Ahmadis.
108

Jumat-e Ahmadia Peshawar responded, publicized a printed 

hand-bill in Urdu, Ahrar Kia Hain? The critical views of various Newspapers and 

Muslim League about Ahrars were also enlisted.
109

 

A meeting of Ulema was held on July 14, 1952 in Shabqadar, at Adda mosque, 

presided over by Maulana Sahib Haq. Ahmedism was condemned and Maulvi Fazal 

Karim, Maulana Hamidullah Jan of Katozai demanded the removal of Sir Zafrullah 

Khan on the ground that the Kashmir issue could not be solved as long as he was the 

Foreign Minister.
110

 Moreover, it was reported that the Anti- Ahmadia propaganda 

and the demand for removal of Foreign Minister was mounting in virulence and 

intensity in the Frontier Province.
111

 As affliated party with JUS, Haji Muhammad 

Amin, the founder of the „Jamaat-e Najia‟ endorsed the stance of Majlis-i- Ahrar on 

Ahmedism in the Frontier and in rest of the country.  

The nature of the agitation was transforming from religious to political as all 

religious- cum- political parties and groups came together and formed a religio- 

political alliance at the centre and the provinces.
112

 A „Tablighi Conference‟ was held 

on August 22, 1952 in three sittings at Shinkiari, Mansehra under the auspices of 

Jamiat-ul Ulema Shinkiari. Maulana Ataullah Shah Bukhari, and other Ulema from 

Punjab, also participated in the conference. Maulana Ghulam Ghaus commented on 

the anarchy in Mardan and Lahore. He also criticized the imposition of section 144 cr. 

P.C. by the Punjab government. In November 1952, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus directed 

the establishment of district level organizations of Anjuman-i- Tahafuz-i- Khatm-i- 

Nabuwat (ATKN), in all the districts of the Frontier province. He further appealed 

that the political prisoners such as Abdul Ghaffar Khan, Sayed Gul Badshah, 

president of JUS and others, should be released. The provincial Amir of Jamat-

iIslami, Maulvi Fazal-e- Mabood was propagating his 9- point demand in the province 

whereas the Ahrars and Ulema of JUS were facilitating the united docket. In this 

connection, a week (November 14- 21) was observed as, „Demands Day‟ in the 

province as well as in the whole country.
113

 However, in NWFP, the Jinnah Awami 

Muslim League,
114

 headed by Pir of Manki and the red- Shirts abnegated from anti- 

Ahmedi campaign. The Anjuman-e- Tahafuz-i- Khatm-e- Nabuwwat in various cities 

such as Peshawar, Mardan and Mansehra ---appealed to join and observe the All 

Pakistan strike on March 1, 1953 announced by the All Muslim Political Conference 

(AMPC) at Karachi.
115
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On the suggestion of Maulana Abdul aziz , the president of Majlis-i- Ahrar and joint 

secretary of ATKN, Mardan, some 60 Ulema gathered under Maulvi Rehmat Shah on 

March 5, 1953, in Jamia Masjid, Takht Bhai (Mardan) to form another organization of 

Ulema, Jamiat Ulema-i- Rabbani. As the leading religious political leaders, Seyed Gul 

Badshah, President of JUS, Haji Muhammad Amin (Jamaat-e Najia) and others were 

behind the bars, whereas Maulana Ghulam Ghos went underground to save his arrest. 

Moreover, the provincial government had imposed Section 144 Cr. P. C in Peshawar 

and was very oppressive towards the anti- Ahmedi agitators and its political 

opponents alike, therefore, the centre of agitation shifted to the Hazara District.  The 

following Maulvis, Abdul Salam, at Nowshera, Abdul Qaiyum Popalzai (Peshawar), 

Fazl-e Haq, Abdul Jamil and Shahzada (Charsadda), Abdul Hai Sum, Dr. Haroon, 

Muhammad Shah, Adul Ghani, in Hazara District, while Haji Sarbiland, the successor 

of Haji Muhammad Amin, Maulvi Sardar Ali, preacher of ATKN, Mardan were the 

prominent Ulema who protested actively against Ahmedis / Qadianis in the Frontier 

province. In early March 1953, Haji Faqira Khan (Malikpur, Hazara) intensified the 

Anti- Ahmedi propaganda in Hazara District by initiating a „Civil Disobedience 

Movement‟ and offered their arrest at Mansehra Police Station.
116

Moreover, Faqira 

Khan proscribed the Pukhtuns of the Frontier, (in correlation with the people of the 

Punjab) for their indifferent attitude towards the anti- Qadiani Movement in the 

province. Maulana Shakirullah, an ex- member of FPJUI, then the Awami Leaguer, 

stressed Maulvi Muhammad Shah, Maulvi Rehmat Shah and Haji Abdul Hanan to 

mobilize the public during Anti- Ahmedi Agitation but the latter declined because the 

people were apathetic as they were engrossed in their routine problems of deficient 

victuals. Moreover, the government had exploited the tool of police so efficiently that 

people eluded any political move during the Ministry of Qaiyum Khan. The Ulema of 

the Frontier province were stopped from voicing their grievances against the 

government during Friday Sermons under the close observation of the Intelligence 

Agencies.   

Pir of Manki, who was also the Vice- President of MJUIP, his political colleagues in 

Jinnah Awami Muslim League and members of defunct FPJUI, were reluctant to 

adhere to the Movement.
117

 Maulana Abdul Bari Jan, Secretary of JUS, in connection 

with Maulana Abdul Bari of Sherpao and Maulana Abdul Halim, Umerzai, of Jamaat-

i-Najia, agitated on March 11, 1953 during the Anti- Qadiani movement and delivered 
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pro- ATKN speeches at the Babu Khel Mosque of Sherpao, Tehsil Charsadda.
118

 

Moreover, Maulana Abdul Bari also criticized the government for the killing of 

students during the students protest for their demands at Karachi, Lahore, Sialkot and 

Rawalpindi.  

In a secret meeting held on March 19, 1953, under Maulvi Shams-ud Din, a 

committee of the ATKN was formed at Haripur.
119

 The passive role of the Prime 

Minister, KhwajaNazim-ud Din, was condemned by Maulana Shahzada of Turangzai, 

Qazi Sahib of Umerzai, Maulvi Aziz-ur- Rehman, and Maulvi Abdul Bari severely 

criticized Major General Azam Khan for his authoritarian behavior.
120

  Further, on 

April 17, 1953 Maulana Abdul Bari of Jamiat-ul Ulema, demanded for the early 

acceptance of the anti- Ahmadia demands. Moreover, Maulana Abdul Haq defended 

the Khatm-i- Nabouwat agitation and demanded release of arrested Ulema. 

An unexpected development took place on April 22, 1953, when a sitting provincial 

minister of Muslim League from Hazara District also criticized the Ahmedis and 

demanded for the removal of ChaudheriZafrullah Khan from the central cabinet of 

Pakistan. He was addressing the public meeting held in the honour of Khan Abdul 

Qaiyum Khan on his transfer to the central cabinet. In April 1953, Maulana Abdul 

Qaiyum Popalzai was charged u/s 17 of the Public Safety Act and was trialed in the 

court. Due to the strong protest of Ulema, Maulana Popalzai was released on July 1, 

1953.
121

 

The anti- Ahmedi movement of 1953 had focused mainly the following three main 

objectives:
122

 

i. The totality in faith, i-e,“Khatm-i-Nabuwat,”the last prophet hood of Muhammad 

(SAW) should be ensured constitutionally.
123

 

ii. The Qadiani should be ousted from the fold of Islam and declared as “non- Muslim 

Community.” 

iii. Sir Zafrullah Khan and other Qadianis serving at important positions should be 

terminated. 

The government rigorously pressed the Ulema, the Majlis-e Ahrar was banned after 

the trial through Justice Munir Commission and the movement could not achieve any 

of its objectives. 
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Conclusion: 

Pakistan was the natural destination of the AIML and its associated organization, 

AIJUI, later MJUI. After independence, the Khaksar and Ahrar Party also became 

analogous to Pakistan. Though JUS was not in favor of the partition on the sectarian 

lines like its mentor JUH, however, in the new situation it started to digest the 

partition and to concentrate on the accomplishment of its previous programme in the 

new Muslim country and its related Ulema organized themselves in the annals of 

Ahrar, Jamaat-i-Najia and JUS. Interestingly, though Ulema from JUS and JUI had 

divergent political views, latter these organizations stood in unanimity for the 

„Shariat‟ demand and its institutionalization in the country and particularly in NWFP. 

These Ulema also took various initiatives to ensure the Islamic identity of Pakistan as 

idealized by the founding fathers of Pakistan during the last phase of the 

Independence struggle. They also involved themselves in various movements to 

safeguard the solidarity of the new established country, Pakistan. Pakhtun nationalist 

KK could not assimilate itself within the new reality of Pakistan and it continued its 

adventure for Pukhtunistan. However, the involvement of Afghanistan and its Ulema 

under JUP into the matter resulted in KK‟s divestment from the support of the local 

Ulema of JUI, JUS and Jamaat-e Najia. The latter as an affiliated organization of JUS 

championed for the cause of Kashmir in the province and voiced along with Pir of 

Manki, Ahrar and JUS for the promulgation of Sharriah laws both at the central and 

provincial level. These Ulema celebrated the passage of the „Objectives Resolution‟ 

by the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan (CAP) through the efforts of Maulana Shabir 

Ahmed Usmani and struggled for the triumph of Karachi „convention‟ of Ulema in 

1951. The unanimity and collaboration of Ulema achieved in the Karachi convention 

was later employed in the anti- Qadiani movement of 1952- 53 for ousting the 

Qadianis from the fold of Islam and the declaration of Qadianis as a non- Muslim 

minority. The anti- Qadiani movement echoed both in Karachi and NWFP became 

intense in the Punjab which further culminated on the imposition of Martial law in 

Punjab and the proscription of Ahrar by the Federal Court Commission known as 

Justice Munir Commission. 
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Chapter 3 

The Organization of Deobandi Ulema in NWFP (1947- 1955): The 

Multan Convention of 1956. 

 

The Ulema have not always been insensitive to the need of 

organization. There have been several attempts at finding a 

forum for themselves. 
1
 (I. H. Qureshi, 1974)  

In this chapter, the researcher will argue that although the Deobandi Ulema in NWFP 

had transformed in post-independence period towards their active role in the 

provincial as well as national politics in Pakistan, however, the leadership of JUS was 

imprisoned and the rest were ramified by Khan Qaiyum‟s government on the eve of 

the elections for provincial assembly in 1951. Also, the central government dispersed 

the Ulema due to their involvement in the Tehrik-i- Khtm-e Nabuwwat of 1952-53 

whereas the Majlis-i- Ahrar was banned in the light of Justice Munir‟s Commission 

report. That discouraging attitude of both the central and the provincial governments 

motivated these Deobandi Ulema for their organization under the banner of JUI in a 

convention held in October 1956 at Multan, West Pakistan. 

After Pakistan‟s achievement, the leadership of MJUI under the headship of 

Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani became active for its Islamic scheme of Pakistan. 

JUS and other Deobandi Ulema in NWFP also became active demanding for the 

imposition of „Shariat principles in the country and also in the Frontier province. 

Khan Qaiyum not only rejected their demands for Shariatization but also 

projected his own designs in Frontier province. MaulanaFazl-urRehman, the 

president of JUI (F) argues that during the early post- independence period, the 

DeobandiUlema under JUS were tortured, molested and thus; dispersed by the local 

authorities in order to dislodge the religious sentiment of the Pukhtuns.
2
 

3.1. Government, Politics and Ulema in NWFP: A Brief Survey (1947-1954).  

After taking oath
3
 as the chief minister of NWFP, Pakistan, Khan Abdul Qayum 

banned the popular organizations, the Khudai Khidmatgars' Movement (KKM) and 

JUS
4
in September 1947. Later, Abdul Ghaffar Khan, President of KK, and Maulana 

Gul Badshah, President of JUS were imprisoned. Khan Qaiyum started to manipulate 

the provincial politics by either converting his opponents into the circles of FPML or 
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utilizing the provincial police against them.
5
 In 1948, the provincial government 

intensified the inclusion of the ex- KKM into the annals of Frontier Muslim League 

while ignoring the pro- Manki
6
 sentiments. Consequently, Faqira Khan and his 

colleagues in Mansehra also switched over and joined the government.
7
 

Khan Abdul Qaiyum Khan was authoritarian and lacked flexibility towards his 

political opponents. “He did not tolerate opposition whether within the Muslim 

League or outside.”
8
In the end of September 1947, some volunteers of National 

Guards, the militant organization of Muslim League attacked and stoned the office of 

JUS (pro- KK), at Chowk Yadgar, Peshawar.
9
The Deobandi Ulema from JUS were 

dispersed due to the intolerant attitude of the provincial government.
10

Khan Qaiyum, 

further utilized the Pukhtunistan stunt against his opponents, the KK and the Ulema 

from JUS. In 1950- 51, Khan Qaiyum directed the Special Branch of the provincial 

police to inquire about the Ulema from JUS.
11

 The police submitted the report 
12

 in 

1952 and consequently, hundreds of Ulema were arrested on the charge of their 

involvement against the provincial government and in the Pukhtunistan issue.
13

  

Sahibzada Abdul Bari Jan, General Secretary of JUS clarified that, “Ulema from JUS 

had never been involved in any anti-Pakistan activities.”
14

 Even the loyal and pro-

government group of Pirs and Ulema
15

 in Frontier Muslim League were not only 

ignored but tormented and arrested for voicing against the government. Consequently, 

Pir of Manki, parted ways with FPML and formed his own organization, the Jinnah 

Awami Muslim League [JAML, later Awami Muslim League, (AML)]. Many civil 

society members also protested against the attitude of the provincial government, 

however, the latter did not yield to such outcries. In 1953, after moving away of Khan 

Qaiyum to the federal cabinet, the nefarious attitude of the latter with the opponents 

and the manipulation of the political workers in the Frontier province came to an end. 

It was during the early of 1955, that the Deobandi Ulema initiated their re-

organization in the Frontier province.  

3.2. Khan Qaiyum, Politics and Ulema’s Organizational Transition in NWFP. 

The following political developments influenced Pir of Manki for his organizational 

transition who had once contributed towards the synthesis of the local Ulema, Pirs 

and the Frontier Muslim League during the referendum campaign in the province.  

a. In April 1948, the provincial government of Khan Qaiyum electedSardarAsad 

Jan on the seat of Constituent Assembly of Pakistan (CAP) vacated 
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byMaulanaAbul- Kalam Azad was repudiated by pro-Manki elements in the 

province. The pro-Manki group argued that the Khan had no match with Pir of 

Manki.
16

 

b. In the mid of 1948, the Frontier Muslim League convened an Organizational 

Conference at Company Bagh, Abbottabad where „Kashmir Relief Committee‟ 

was formed.
17

 However, Sultan Muhammad from Peshawar criticized the 

provincial ministers for their partiality and favoritism towards party members, 

friends and family members.
18

 

c. In July 1948, the provincial government of Khan Qaiyum arrested Ghulam 

Muhammad Khan of Lundkhwar. The family of the seized memberalleged that 

the arrest of the latter was an explicit example of the authoritative and 

reciprocating attitude of Khan Qaiyum.
19

 

d. Moreover, some circles demanded that Pir of Manki should be elected to the 

Constituent Assembly whereas Pir Sahib of Zakori was nominated to be inducted 

into the provincial cabinet, but the provincial government simply ignored those 

demands.
20

 

e. Ironically, Badshah Gul-1
21

after his arrival to Peshawar from Kashmir jihadfront 

was welcomed and introduced
22

 by Pir of Manki within the circles of provincial 

Muslim League; however, Khan Qaiyum manipulated the intra-party politics in 

the Frontier Muslim Leage and the former was facilitated to the office of the 

Provincial Muslim League Organizing Committee by over passing Pir of 

Manki.
23

 That abominated Pir of Manki and he started to strengthen his political 

status among the Pukhtun masses.
24

 

A rift
25

 in the Frontier Muslim League became evident in a meeting of the Provincial 

Organizing Committee
26

 held in December 1948.
27

 

The rivalry of the above mentioned groups within the FPML became public
28

in early 

1949. Finally, the pro- Manki group emerged as „Popular Muslim League Party in a 

convention held at Peshawar and Nowshera
29

later, „Awami Muslim League‟ (AML). 

Pir of Manki also invited Ulema from JUS
30

to join AML and requested their support 

for the enforcement of Sharriat Laws in the country however, the above mentioned 

Ulema reciprocated that the Pir Sahib should contact their Central leadership of 

Majlis-i-Ahrar in that regard.
31
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In 1951, the provincial elections were announced which intensified the political 

scuffle between major political forces in the province. Pir of Manki labeled 

allegations of corruption,
32

 nepotism
33

 against the provincial ministry while Khan 

Qaiyum condemned the formation of the AML. However, on the one hand, Khan 

Qaiyum managedto diffuse thepublic influence of Pir of Manki by mobilizing the pro-

government Ulema under the headship of Maulana Badshah Gul-I. On the other hand, 

Khan Qaiyum disperesed the Ulema from JUS by declaring the latter as anti-

Pakistan.
34

 

3.3. Government, Politics and Organizational Efforts of Deobandi Ulema in 

West Pakistan.  

After the achievement of Pakistan, the AIJUI formed in 1945 at Culcattawas 

reorganized and renamed at the residence of Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani as 

Markazi Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam Pakistan (MJUIP)
35

 in 1947.
36

 The Ulema 

under the leadership of Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani and Pir of Manki Sharif 

were supporting Muslim League governments at the centre and the Frontier 

Province respectively. The rule of Sharriat was their main objective; therefore, 

they jointly endured to establish a pro- Shariat group within the Pakistan Muslim 

League.
37

 However, the attitude of Muslim League‟s leadership both at the centre 

and in the Frontier province was not supportive.  

3.3.1. Ulema from JUS, their Organization and Khan Qaiyum’s Provincial 

Government in NWFP. 

As discussed earlier, the Khan Qaiyum provincial government was patronizing 

pro-government Ulema from Frontier JUI as the latter was affiliated with FPML. 

On the other hand, Ulema from JUS were maltreated in the immediate post-

partition period in the province. Interestingly, differences emerged between Pir of 

Manki and Khan Qaiyum, therefore, Maulana Shakirullah
38

 struggled on the 

directions of Maulana Zafar Ahmed Usmani for the re- organization of JUI in the 

Frontier province as JUI pro-Manki group. However, the efforts of Maulana 

Shakirullah were thwarted due to the various hurdles created by the Khan Qaiyum 

government in that regard. 

To consolidate his political position, Khan Qaiyum encouraged another group of 

pro- government Ulema around him by offering them positions such as Pesh 

Imams (leaders offering prayers) and Khatibs (the orators who deliver religious 
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educational speech and Khutbaduring Fridays‟ prayers) in the Auqaf department, 

therefore, “A special cell of “Mazhabiat” was established in the Auqaf to appoint 

Imams and Khatibs of mosques.” 
39

 Interestingly, “under the NWFP Charitable 

Institutions Act of 1949, the Khatibs were appointed as government servants. [Thus] 

Being public servants, they were required not to take part in any political 

activity.”
40

On the other hand to liquidate the political support of Pir of Manki in 

the religious circles, Khan Qaiyum encouraged the involvement of Badshah Gul-

I
41

 in the affairs of provincial politics. 

On the eve of 1951elections in the Frontier province, Khan Qaiyum utilized 

Badshah Gul-I to organize a pro-government JUS.
42

 In March 1950, a meeting of 

the pro- government Ulema was held at the residence of Badshah Gul-I in 

Peshawar
43

 where sub- committees were formed to tour various districts.
44

 About 

the status of Sharriat principles in the country, they were told that Pakistan was an 

Islamic country.
45

 

The Ulema
46

 after touring the area for the promotion of the pro-government 

organization of Ulema, met under the presidency of Maulana Badshah Gul-1, at 

his residence on April 20, 1950.
47

It was decided in the meeting that on May 1, 

1950, the new pro-government Jamiat-ul Ulema would be established.
48

 

Consequently, in 1950, there were mainly three platforms of Ulema in the 

Frontier province. They were:  

1. The first group was of pro- government Ulema headed by Maulana Badshah 

Gul-I, along with Maulana Abdullah Shah (Mazara, Charsada), Maulana 

Midrarullah, Maulana Muhammad Shuaib (Mardan) and others.
49

 

2. The second group was mainly the mystic Sufis and pirs headed by Pir of 

Manki Sharif, other prominent members were; Pir Zakori, Maulana 

Shakirullah (Nowshera), other Ulema and Mashaikh mainly from Mardan and 

Nowshera. Pir of Manki wanted to absorb his allied Ulema into his party, the 

AML.
50

 

3. The third group was headed by Maulana Syed Gul Badshah of Mardan, the 

President of JUS however, in those days the latter was in jail. Maulana Abdul 

Bari Jan of Uthmanzai was the General Secretary of JUS and Maulana Ayub 

Jan Benori was the secretary of Peshawar Jamiat. As JUS was defunct 

therefore, Ulema from ex-JUS were mainly assembled in the circles of Majlis-

i-Ahrar-i-Islam (MAI) during those days.
51
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As Khan Qaiyum was a political rival of KKM (Red Shirts) and its affiliated 

organizations, therefore, he harassed those pro-KK and pro-Manki Ulema who 

had participated against the British authorities during the „Civil Disobedience 

Movement‟ of 1930s and, later they struggled for the imposition of Sharriat laws 

in the province.  In 1951, the Khan Abdul Qaiyum government in NWFP directed 

the special branch of provincial police to enquire and submit accordingly a survey 

report about the leading Mullahs (Ulema).
52

 The report submitted in early 1952 

contained a consolidated information about 240 Ulema, their activities, sectarian 

background, brief biography, political affiliation, history of protest and agitation 

against the government and their inclination towards the „Pukhtunistan 

Movement‟ in the entire province with the attached tribal areas. It was on the 

basis of above information about the Ulema that Khan Qaiyum effectively 

dispersed the Ulema and suppressed the anti-Ahmedi Movement in the Frontier 

province in 1953.
53

 

As mentioned above the Central leadership of MJUI had given the task to Pir of 

Manki for the re-organization of the party in NWFP. However, the differences 

emerged between Pir of Manki and Khan Abdul Qaiyum which culminated on the 

split in FPML and the formation of Awami Muslim League (1949). Consequently, 

the re-organization of MJUI went into the background due to the entanglement of 

Ulema against the exacerbations of Khan Abdul Qaiyum in the Frontier 

province.
54

 

Hashmi has quoted Mufti Mahmud as, “In 1942, the Ulema of pro-Congress JUS 

and the KKM had jointly launched „Quit India Movement‟.”
55

Mufti Mahmud 

further asserts that, “the early post-independence years were very crucial for the 

JUS…. due to the government‟s atrocious policy, the Jamiat-ul Ulema could not 

be re-organized for seven years.”
56

 

Maulana Syed Gul Badshah, President of JUS, after bearing seven years of 

imprisonment was released in 1954. After his release, he became very concerned 

about the re-organization of the JUI in Pakistan, in general, and in the Frontier 

region, in particular.  

Maulana Gul Badshah in a letter
57

 addressed to Maulana Abdul Haq had 

complained about the unfriendly attitude of the Karachi based Ulema and 

expressed his ignorance about the extension of any invitation to him from the 

leadership of MJUI, Karachi.
58

 He has highlighted the services of the Ulema of 
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the Frontier province as:“I am proud on my colleagues who enjoy the confidence 

of the masses and are known as Ulema-i- Haq.”
59

 In post-partition period, the 

government tortured the Deobandi Ulema in various ways. However, they were 

benevolent to Pakistan and struggled for the security and solidarity of Pakistan.
60

 

The Khan Qaiyum government demanded these Deobandi Ulema to be flatterers 

and subservient to the authorities but they refused.
61

Khan Qaiyum wanted to meet 

me (Maulana Gul Badshah) on February 3, 1948, in that regard but I refused.”
62

 

The Ulema of Madani School organized the Jamiat-ul Ulema in June 1948 at 

Gujranwala but it also dispersed shortly as the government agencies were after 

them.”
63

 

Maulana Gul Badshah informed Maulana Abdul Haq that he also met Mufti Shafi 

and Maulana Abd-ul Matin Khatib in Karachi and persuaded them to organize the 

Jamiat in the Frontier province, “I told them that it was not easy to struggle 

politically in the environment of the Frontier.”
64

 

He also tried to convince them that their organization was politically popular in 

the Frontier region. “We would be affiliated to you and would manage as we have 

active political workers and would also convene an all Pakistan Convention of 

Ulema at Peshawar. But it did not seem favorable to them as they wanted their 

alliance with Maulana Muhammad Shuaib and Maulana Midrar-ullah.”
65

 He 

further maintained that, “If the Ulema from JUI have informed us about the visit 

of Maulana Muhammad Shafi and Maulana Muhammad Matin to the Frontier, 

then we would have organized a provincial programme for them as we had done 

for the Ulema from JUH in the past.”
66

 

In 1955, Maulana Gul Badshah and his colleagues initiated the re- organization of 

JUS in NWFP and formed Jamiat Ulema-i-Mardan and Jamiat Ulema-i- Hazara, 

respectively.
67

 

In another letter addressed to Mufti Shafi, Maulana Gul Badshah expressed as: 

“Occasionally, I come to know about your organizational activities which are in 

accordance with the present demands….JUS has also initiated its re-organization 

afresh...You would have known from the press that the Jamiat branches in Distric 

Mardan and Hazara have been formed. In Mardan, 108 organizational meetings 

were held. The Peshawar visit is due from March 29 and would continue to 
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Ramadhan 15 and Inshallah (if Allah willing) the jamiat organizations would be 

formed in Peshawar Division soon. It is our ardency to be attached with JUI, both 

on sectarian as well as institutional level (Deobandi)... We are planning to contest 

the coming elections from the platform of JUI.”
68

 

However, the ambitions of Maulana Gul Badshah to be enrolled in the annals of 

MJUI
69

 were materialized at the Multan convention held in 1956. 

3.2. The Organizational Transition of Frontier’s Deobandi Ulema (JUS): The 

Multan Convention and Revival of JUI in 1956.  

Maulana Mufti Mahmud, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, Maulana Shams-ul Haq 

Afghani and Maulana Syed Gul Badshah from the Frontier province became 

instrumental for the progressive role of Ulema in Pakistan‟s polity. Interestingly, the 

Deobandi Ulema mainly from Punjab and the Frontier region were also the followers 

of Maulana Hussain Ahmed Madani and having affiliation with JUH led by the latter. 

The “letter of Maulana Madni to Maulana Lahori to concentrate his energies on 

Pakistan ….finally unfolded their political program”
70

in Pakistan, therefore, JUS 

continued its previous programe of Shariatzation in Pakistan under the banner of JUI.  

The above mentioned Ulema revived JUI in a convention held in October 1956 at 

Multan under the headship of Maulana Ahmed Ali Lahori popularly known as 

Maulana Lahori.
71

 

About the re-organizational activities of the Frontier Ulema, Maulana Ayub Jan 

Benori has asserted that, “it was during 1955 when an un-familiar Maulvi came to 

Dar-ul Uloom Sarhad, Peshawar. That Maulvi introduced himself as Mahmud and 

stated that he was sent by the senior Ulema of the Jamiat for the re- organization 

of Ulema at one platform.”
72

 At that time Maulana Ayub Jan Benori was Nazim 

of the local Jamiat in District Peshawar.
73

 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud from Southern Frontier, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus 

Hazarvi from Northern and Maulana Gul Badshah from Central Frontier believed 

in the role of Ulema in Politics and were struggling for the revival of the 

organization of Ulema under JUI in Pakistan, in general and in NWFP, in 

particular. Ulema like Maulana Ubaidullah Anwer had acknowledged the efforts 

of the Ulema from NWFP for the re-organization of Ulema on the platform of 
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JUI. He has asserted that, “Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, 

from the Frontier province struggled for the re-organization of JUI under the 

supervision of Maulana Ahmed Ali Lahori and remained successful.”
74

 

As discussed earlier in the last chapter, JUI was in such a predicament that it was 

not active in the politics of Pakistan due to certain factors. Pirzada has concluded 

that there was no such controversy in the country in 1956 and “the sole motivation 

behind the re- organization of JUI at Multan Convention for Maulana Lahori, Mufti 

Mahmud and Maulana Ghulam Ghaus and other Ulema was to establish a Madani 

Political School in Pakistan.”
75

 However, the prevailed political facts and realities in 

the country suggested that the aim and objective of these Ulema was to consolidate 

and strengthen the progressive role of Ulema in national politics, in general, and in the 

politics of NWFP, in particular. Thus, keeping in view the above mentioned discourse 

of these Deobandi Ulema on various national and provincial issues in its historical 

context
76

one could comprehend the organizational transition of these Ulema and 

would understand their struggle for their re-organization in 1956 at Multan: 

a. First, in 1954, the Government had established a „Marriage Commission‟ on All 

Pakistan Women Association (APWA)‟s demand with a single Alim, Maulana 

Thanvi as its member.
77

 The Commission completed its report on June 1, 1956 

and published by the government in the „Gazette of Pakistan, Extraordinary‟ in 

August 1956.
78

 However, the   controversy arose due to “Commission‟s Report” 

apprehended these Ulema and they not only admonished the above mentioned 

report but also sought a platform fit for their expression regarding religious 

reformation both for the guidance of public and the government alike.  

b. Secondly, the second “Constituent Assembly of Pakistan”
79

 concluded their draft 

of constitution and was promulgated by Governor General Iskandar Mirzaas “the 

Constitution of Pakistan 1956” and took his oath as the first President of Pakistan 

under that constitution. Although there were a number of Islamic provisions in the 

constitution, yet there was a clause which the Ulema, particularly the Deobandi 

Ulema considered as an open gate towards apostasy. Another Article which stated 

that no law would be formed repugnant to the Holy Quran and Sunnah, however, in 

its explanatory sub- clause it was added that this Article would not affect any 

Article or clause of the Constitution. Inclusion of such clauses in the Constitution 

cautioned the Ulema and they urged for a unified and active platform from which 
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they could voice their concern regarding Islamic State and suggest the Islamic code 

of life to the Pakistan‟s society.
80

 That stance of Ulema was also supported by 

Iqbal as Jawed quotes that, "the ulama should form a vital part of Muslim 

legislative assembly, helping and guiding free discussion on questions relating 

to law."
81

 

c. Thirdly, all the professionals, technocrats and communities had their own 

socio- political organizations to deal with the government through these 

channels. Therefore, the Ulema as a religious class also felt that an 

organization of Ulema was inevitable as there was a threat to the religion. 

Therefore, it was not only the formation of „Madani Brand‟ political organization 

as asserted by Pirzada but a scaffold for the Ulema, in general, for their expression 

and unity.
82

 

d. Fourthly, a meeting of the Advisory Council of JUS headed by Maulana Syed 

Gul Badshah was held in September 1956 and nominated eight members 

delegation to participate in the Multan Convention but later on from Mardan, 

Peshawar, Hazara, D. I. Khan, Kohat and Bannu 30 more Ulema participated in 

the convention, so from 36 to 38 Ulema represented the Frontier region.
83

 

Thus, Mufti Mahmud under the guidance of Maulana Lahori invited some 170 

prominent Ulema
84

from all parts of West Pakistan, Sindh, the Frontier region (Ex- 

NWFP, ceased to exist after the promulgation of One Unit Order), Balochistan, 

Karachi, Punjab and Bahawalpur to the Qasim-ul Uloom Multan for consideration 

over the organization of the Ulema. On 8-9 October 1956, (MJUIWP) or JUI
85

 

was formed.
86

 It was decided during the Convention that the Jamiat would be 

extended to East Pakistan, later.
87

 A sub- committee of the following Ulema was 

formed including Maulana Shams-ul Haq Afghani (Turangzai, Peshawar), 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud (D. I. Khan), Maulana Mufti Muhammad Abdullah 

(Multan) and Maulana Abdul Wahid (Gujranwala), for drafting the constitution of 

the MJUI, West Pakistan.
88

 The new office bearers of JUI were: Maulana Ahmed 

Ali Lahori-President, Maulana Mufti Mahmud-Vice- President and Maulana 

Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi-General Secretary. The convention and the executive 

committee adopted various resolutions.
89

 The new office bearers and other Ulema 

worked with such devotion and commitment that within a period of one year 

(Nov. 1956- Nov. 1957) about 300 branches had been established in West 
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Pakistan.
90

 Interestingly, with the promulgation of Martial Law in 1958, more 

than 2000 branches had been functional under the central organization of JUI.
91

 

Maulana Arkani has asserted that the Convention held at Multan in 1956 and the re- 

organization of JUI had no connection with the MJUI working under the headship of 

Mufti Shafi.
92

 However, in a letter addressed to Maulana Abdul Haq, Mufti Shafi has 

asserted
93

 that, “Since I remained aloof for a long time from active politics with no 

connection with any political party. Last year (1969) when the MJUI was revived 

against the threat of socialism in the country, I did not accept any office position. 

However, I remained in the executive and advisory council for that limited 

objective.”
94

 This evidence denounces the claims of Maulana Sidique.
95

 Further, it 

was also a fact that those Ulema led by Maulana Zafar Ahmed Usmani and Maulana 

Thanvi did not participate in the convention of 1956 despite they were invited to 

attend.
96

Moreover, the presence of Mufti Mahmud, Maulana Lahori, Maulana Khair 

Muhammad Jalandheri and others in the 1956 Convention who were also among other 

Ulema in the MJUI in 1954 indicates that the Frontier Ulema did not confiscate the 

office of JUI, rather, the Amir (President) Mufti Hassan directed to hold the fresh 

elections of the party and new office bearers were elected.  

Therefore, the Convention of 1956 was not a plan of Ulema from “Madani school” to 

confiscate the leadership of JUI as alleged by some Ulema from the Thanvi group, 

rather, they were concerned towards various challenges and the subsequent activism 

of JUI in the polity of the country. It was in such circumstances that the Thanvi group 

of Ulema of former MJUI did not oppose them “for their unanimity among the 

Ulema”
97

 and became dormant till August 1969 when they revived their organization 

as Markazi Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam MJUI, (Thanvi group) against the “pro-Socialist 

Ulema.”
98

 The other group, mainly the Ulema from Frontier and Punjab were termed 

as JUI (Hazarvi group).  

After the Multan Convention in 1956, the Ulema from the Frontier region were 

among the first to organize the district and provincial hierarchy of the Jamiat for 

which a schedule was devised, according to which on October 28, a branch of JUI 

for District Hazara was formed.
99

 Moreover, the prominent Ulema from the entire 

Frontier region were included in the provincial Advisory Council.
100
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Though, on the eve of Pakistan‟s creation in 1947, the Madani group (JUS) 

supported MaulanaUsmani in the referendum held in NWFP for Ulema‟s unity. 

However, despite some sincere Ulema were present on both sides who cherished 

for a united front of Ulema, yet, the pre-partition legacy of two political schools 

of thought within the Ulema of Deoband, the Thanvi group (pro-Muslim League) 

and the Madani group (Pro-Congress) could not unite to form one organization in 

Pakistan. Even in the elections of 1970, the above mentioned groups contested the 

general elections from opposite platforms, MJUI and JUI (H), respectively. 

However, JUI (Hazarvi) remained successful in NWFP and secured various seats 

in the National and provincial Assemblies. 

3.3. Aims and Objectives of JUI or (Markazi Jamiat- Ulema-i- Islam, West 

Pakistan, MJUIWP).
101

 

A sub- committee was appointed to draft a complete constitutional document for JUI 

during the convention in 1956. However, those constitutional suggestions (27 articles) 

were later amended in 1968, 1970 and 1976, respectively.
102

The official name of the 

organization was approved as, Markazi Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam, West Pakistan 

(MJUIWP) with its office at Lahore. The sub- committee headed by Maulana Shams-

ul Haq Afghani drafted the following aims and objectives of JUI.  

These ten aims and objectives were formulated in 1956 however they were 

subsequently amended in 1968, 1970 and 1976 as Jamiat‟s constitutions:  

a) To bring all the Ulema of Islam at one common platform, to struggle for the 

methodical growth of Islam and to guide the divided Muslim detachments into a 

united squad. 

b) To safeguard the Islamic rituals and the sanctuary of Islam, the Arab Peninsula, 

the Makka and Madina. 

c) To guide and strive the common Muslims in political, economical, social and 

religious facets of Islamic life in the light of Qur‟an and Ha‟ddis.  

d) To eventuate the Islamic polity in Pakistan and to go all out for the establishment 

of the true Islamic Judicial system in order to tackle the Inhumane capitalism on 

one hand and faithless communism on the other hand and be blessed by the 

spontaneous social system of Islam. 
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e) To struggle for the evolvement of a comprehensive educational system in 

Pakistan that could not only induce the apprehension of Allah, the day of 

judgment and the consciousness for the basic pillars of Islam but it also would 

breed in them, to spread virtues and abandon the evil practice. 

f) To encourage the Muslims of Pakistan to buckle up for any oblation in the way of 

Allah, and to bear in them the essence of national integrity, defense and probity. 

g) To develop in Muslims of Pakistan the homogeneity of Platonism and execution 

in such a way that they could restrain from provincialism, regionalism, 

ethnological and linguistic parochialism. 

h)  To solidify relations with International Muslim community or Muslim Ummah 

for religious consolidation and to evangelize of Allah‟s message. 

i) To flounder for the freedom of tenant Muslim countries and for the Muslim 

minorities in other non- Muslim countries to spend honorable Islamic 

subsistence. 

j) To make efforts for the revitalization and expansion of the various Islamic 

institutions like mosques, madariss, libraries and orphanages. 

k) To sojourn all kinds of anti-Islamic, dissolute and deceptive propaganda through 

oral, literary and other legal endeavors. 

The party has struggled for all the above- mentioned objectives for the past twenty 

years, however, it could not unite Ulema of various sects including Shias, Barelvi and 

Ahl-i- Hadis on one common platform,
103

as its predecessor JUH, had during pre- 

partition era. This unification of Ulema was however, achieved during the “anti- 

Ahmedia Movement” in 1974 and during the “Movement of Nizam-e- Mustafa 

against Bhutto” in 1977, under the headship of Maulana Mufti Mahmud, General 

Secretary of JUI. Interestingly, the descendent JUI (F) has also achieved that 

unanimity among various religious political groups    

Membership: The party membership was first restricted only to men according to its 

1956 constitution, however, latter in the amended constitution of 1976, the women 

were also allowed to be members of the Jamiat but they were not allowed to contest 

the elections for party positions. The constitution of JUI also has not discussed the 

election of women to various positions in the party nor did it prescribed any 

formulation of parallel or separate women organization or women wing within its 
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primary, district, divisional, provincial, and central as well as “Ansar-ul Islam” 

organizations.  

Any adult Muslim (man and woman) irrespective of sex can become member of JUI 

provided as: 

They acquiesce with the aims and objectives of JUI. 

i. To pay Re.1, as membership fee for a period of three years. 

ii. To pledge that they would abide by the party‟s discipline as well as for the success 

of party‟s programme.  

iii. To fill out the membership form or to sign with the consent of the Amir (president) 

in the membership register.  

Although according to the party constitution, the elections to the party offices will be 

held after every three years. However, the election process was just a formality, as the 

senior Ulema who would have struggled for a long time in the circles of JUI would 

elect to the office. For instance, Maulana Gul Badshah was a president of JUS in the 

Frontier province during pre-partition period remained in the office after the revival of 

JUI at the Multan convention in 1956 till his death in 70s‟.  

Conclusion: 

In August 1947 Khan Qaiyum, after taking oath into the office as chief minister of 

NWFP, initiated to manipulate the provincial politics. He not only pushed hard the 

KKM, Ulema from JUS and other political opponents of the provincial government in 

the province but also exploited the Pukhtunistan stunt. It was alleged that Khan 

Qaiyum tortured, excruciated the Pukhtun masses and Ulema by utilizing the 

provincial police against them. The leadership of JUS and Khudai Khidmatgars were 

put behind the bars and excluded the pro-Manki elements from FPML. Maulana 

Badshah Gul–I was utilized to dislodge the Ulema and Pirs in the province. To break 

up Ulema‟s unity, Khan Qaiyum encouraged factionalism among the Ulema on the 

eve of provincial elections of 1951. The government motivated the pro-government 

Ulema by awarding them through jobs in provincial Auqaf department. After 

Maualana Gul Badshah, the President of JUS was released in 1955; he initiated to 

augment the organizational activism of Mufti Mahmud in NWFP. After imposing one 

unit for parity with East Pakistan, the Deobandi Ulema from West Pakistan faced 
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challenges regarding the status of Islamic principles in Pakistan‟s Constitution of 

1956.  The efforts of the Deobandi Ulema hailed from Frontier region for their 

organizational transition resulted in the revival of MJUI. Thus; a new excursion 

towards Ulema‟s destined „Islamic Pakistan‟ was inaugurated at a convention held in 

October 1956 at Multan. On the part of these Ulema, they also transformed from their 

regional reputation under JUS and became familiar as representatives of a central and 

national level political party in West Pakistan. 
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„Marriage Commission Report‟ the so called Mujtahidin (Even don‟t know (little) about the Quran and 

the traditions of Muhammad (SAWS) have distorted the Islamic Concept of the issues… and if Ulema 

did not come forward for the guaidance of the Muslims and opposition to the so called Westernized 

group and if apostasy prevailed under the banner of Islam, then the Ulema would be responsible 

indirectly and could never rescue from the grab of Almighty Allah. Ibid, also Kamal, Pp- 59- 61 
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Chapter 4 

The Deobandi Ulema and Ayub’s Regime: JUI’s Transitional 

Role in Martial Law and Ayub’s Presidency (1958- 1969). 

In this chapter, the researcher argues that the Martial Law regime of Ayub Khan 

transformed the Deobandi Ulema in the favour of the Martial law government. The 

leadership of JUI enrolled for an organizational transition and entered into electoral 

politics from its own platform of Nizam-ul Ulema. JUI was also labeled for its 

antipodal politics during those days. On the one hand, it antagonized the Ayub‟s 

modern Islamic scheme with religious fervour, while on the other hand, the Combined 

Opposition branded JUI as the benevolent of Martial Law government for its pro-

Ayub stance during presidential elections in 1965. In post-Taskent period, Ulema 

from JUI metamorphosed towards popular and alliance politics. These Ulema 

articulated unanimity, collaboration and consorted the Democratic Action Committee 

(DAC) of combined opposition against Ayub Khan. Mufti Mahmud advocated the 

Ulema‟s twenty two „Islamic principles‟ as basis for the future Constitution during 

Ayub‟s Round Table Conference (RTC). However, after the failure of the RTC, JUI 

came up with anti-establishment and anti-capitalist identity concatenated with its 

canvassed slogan of “Islamic Constitution” in the general elections of 1970, 

particularly in NWFP. 

4.1. The Formation of Nizam-ul Ulema: It’s Activism in Pakistan’s 

Politics (1958-1962). 

The prevalent political intrigues, anarchy and the political calamity in both the wings, 

East and West Pakistan were in worst condition during the late 1950s.  

As Noor Ahmed has asserted, “The situation in the Assembly house worsened as early 

as in September 1957, when the deputy speaker, Shahid Ali of Awami League was 

hit..., [and] died of that injury.”
1
 

The Muslim League was suffering from a critical downfall where Fatima Jinnah had 

refused to lead the Muslim League after the demise of its president Sardar Abdur Rab 

Nishtar and Khan Abdul Qayum, (the former chief minister of NWFP) was elected as 

the President of Muslim League.
2
 JUI, West Pakistan in its post-formation period was 

active on grassroots level as it was fore sighting the general elections in the near 
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future. However, the assassination of Dr. Khan Sahib
3
 and the perverted situation 

encouraged the military to intervene as, “there was no alternative to it except the 

disintegration and complete ruination of the country.”
4
 The Constitution of 1956 was 

abrogated; the political parties and its leadership were outlawed under the Martial 

Law rules of „PORODA.‟ 

When Ayub Khan came into power in October 1958, he requested the Ulema for their 

support in a conference held from May 1-3, 1959, at Dar-ul Uloom Islamia Tando 

Allah Yar, Hyderabad 
5
 and the Ulema not only welcomed Ayub Khan to their circles 

but also extended their support towards him.  

This attitude of Ayub Khan encouraged the Ulema in general and the Deobandi 

Ulema of the Frontier area [it was a part of West Pakistan due to One Unit imposed 

during 1955] in particular, and they initiated for the organization of Ulema in the new 

set up of martial law. The idea of the “Nizam-ul Ulema” was originated in a meeting 

of the Ulema of defunct JUI of Frontier region held at Mardan under the chairmanship 

of Maulana Gul Badshah where they considered the establishment of a new 

organization of Ulema due to Martial law restrains in the country.
6
  

In order to proclaim the Islamization process in the country and to resist the 

government and non- governmental organizations from their anti- Islamic enterprise, 

the leadership of defunct JUI endorsed the proposal of the Frontier Ulema for setting 

up a new organization of Ulema for the reformation of the Muslim society in 

Pakistan.
7
 Thus, a grand meeting was convened at Shiran Walla Gate, Lahore, and 

formed the association of Ulema named as, “Nizam-ul Ulema, West Pakistan.”
8
 

Nizam-ul Ulema was designated at the religious matters with in the western province 

of the country and could not be extended to East Pakistan. At the end of the meeting, 

various recommendations
9
 were adopted by the Ulema and sent to the President 

Muhammad Ayub Khan for his consideration. The Ulema who were nominated to the 

executive council, were 19 in number in which four belonged to the former NWFP.
10

 

The branches of the new organization were extended to various parts of West 

Pakistan. In the Frontier region Nizam-ul Ulema was formed, first at Mardan on 

August 2,
11

 then at Peshawar on August 29 and in D. I. Khan on November 20, 

1959.
12
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At first Nizam-ul Ulema, extended its support to Ayub Khan for his innovative and 

reformative programme including the introduction of an Islamic Constitution in the 

country as the statements of President Ayub Khan and his ministers were very 

encouraging in that regard.
13

 However, their reliance and expectancy from the 

government faced a setback as the latter initiated its own agenda of “imposed modern 

Islam” through ordinances (MFLO) and establishing various institutions for the 

implementation of that agenda. Thus; the Ulema also began to assemble in to 

animosity of governmental modern scheme.
14

 

Meanwhile, in November 1959, these Ulema also formed another important religious 

organization for the tutelage of the Arabic Madrasa system in the country. The new 

organization under the title of “Wifaq-ul Madariss”
15

had to reform the religious 

education and its examination system. Later, these madaaris indirectly, served as vote 

bank for these Ulema and they started to command the socio- religious sentiments in 

the area. These old players (active Ulema in politics) hailed from Frontier region 

came to prominence in the circles of newly established organizations of Nizam-ul 

Ulema and Wifaq-ul Madariss. These Ulema actively participated on the grass root 

level during the elections of Basic Democracies (BD) and paved for their future role 

both in NWFP and in Pakistan. 

From 1959 to the early of 1962, Ayub Khan lingered upon his scheme of 

constitutional reforms backed by his bureaucracy. On March 1, 1962, he promulgated 

his new constitution by declaring it as, “a blend of democracy with discipline.”
16

 

These Ulema promptly objected to the interference of government in to the “Waqff 

Amlaak” (donated properties) of the Au‟qaf department and resisted the government 

for its exploitation.
17

 

4.1.1. Nizam-ul Ulema’s Repudiation of Ayub Khan’s Modern Islam and 

Constitution. 

The consolidating tactics of Ayub Khan encouraged the latter to oust Iskander Mirza 

(1898-1969) from his scheme. The team
18

of the Martial Law Administrator motivated 

Ayub towards “new centralized form of government” as well as a new constitution.
19

 

Ayub Khan declared publicly on December 2, 1958 that the new constitution would 

be framed after consulting with the experts.
20

 Meanwhile in March 1959, Ayub Khan 

formulated his presidential directive, titled as “outlines of our future constitution” 
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which “were discussed and adopted at the Governor‟s Conference,”
21

 held at Karachi. 

The government also popularized the idea of the inclusion of Islamic principles in the 

new proposed constitution.
 22

  

4.1.2. Nizam-ul Ulema and Ayub Khan’s Commission on Constitution.  

The new Martial Law Government formulated its scheme of drafting a new 

constitution
23

 as well as Basic Democracies
24

 of about 80000, Basic Democracies 

(BDs), in both the provinces and which would act as an electoral college for not only 

the Presidential election but also to the election for members of the parliament.  

The elections for BD members were held in January 1960 and elected Ayub Khan as 

President of Pakistan.
25

 The commission circulated a long questionnaire in the form of 

a booklet in English, Urdu and Bengali for soliciting the public opinion. In response 

to that questionnaire of the commission, Nizam-ul Ulema constituted a Board of 10 

Ulema in which six Ulema
26

 belonged to former NWFP. The Ulema not only objected 

to the qualification of the members of the commission but also to its procedure. The 

Board of Ulema also demanded the inclusion of Ulema as members in the 

Constitutional Commission.
27

  

Meanwhile the government encouraged the pro-government Ulema to circulate "the 

Decree of 19 Ulema” in favour of its constitutional scheme. However,  in May 1960, 

Maulana Ghulam Ghuas Hazarvi (Maulana Hazarvi) announced that as those Ulema 

ignored the suggestions of Nizam-ul Ulema, therefore, the latter had no connection 

with "the Decree of 19 Ulema."
28

 Further, Nizam-ul Ulema augmented the earlier  

recommendations drafted by the committee of Maulana Shams-ul Haq Afghani, Mufti 

Mahmud and Maulana Gul Badshah in June 1958 at Mardan in response to the 1956 

Constitution.
29

 

Though, Constitutional Proposals of Nizam-ul Ulema were welcomed by the masses 

and the religious class in the country. However, these proposals were ignored by 

Ayub's constitutional commission.
30

 

4.1.3. Nizam-ul Ulema and the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance (MFLO). 

It was during the end of 1961, that the Ulema sensed the changed behavior of the 

government regarding the role of Ulema in state affairs. The President Ayub Khan 

made a statement that although the new Constitution would be based on Islamic 

principles of Qur‟an and Hadith, but instead of the Ulema‟s perception, a government 
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Institute would be established for that interpretation of Quran and Hadith.
31

 In 

antiphon Nizam-ul Ulema, severely objected over the government‟s policy of 

establishing „commission of the experts‟ for the interpretation of Quran and Sunnah.
32

 

Therefore, the Ayub government put an iron hand on hard religious organizations, 

particularly against Jamaa‟t-e Islami (JI) which was resisted by Deobandi Ulema from 

the platform of Nizam-ulUlema. 

The first move of the Government was the promulgation of the Muslim Family Laws 

Ordinance (MFLO)
33

 which was vigorously objected by Nizam-ul Ulema and initiated 

a systematic resistance against the Martial Law government both inside and outside 

the assemblies.
34

 To protest against the MFLO, Nizam-ul Ulema organized various 

meetings of its executive councils both on central level
35

 and in Frontier region.
36

 

Following the meetings of the executive bodies, Nizam-ul Ulema convened various of 

meetings
37

 where a large number of Ulema persuaded the government to nullify the 

MFLO.
 38

 Nizam-ul Ulema was successful in its agitation and the government 

anounced a suspension MFLO for three months.
39

 

4.1.4. Activism of Nizam-ul Ulema in Electoral Politics. 

The elections to Basic Democracies (BDs) were held in 1960 and the elections to 

National and two provincial assemblies held in 1962. The Ulema actively participated 

from the platform of Nizam-ul Ulema during the elections for the BD members and 

got victory in District Hazara, Mardan, Peshawar and D. I. Khan. It was the first 

adventure of Ulema at the grass root level of active politics in the West Pakistan, 

which resulted in positive implications for the politics of JUI in the coming future. 

The first episode of the “controlled democracy” was the elections to Basic 

Democracies held in the early of 1960. These elections were on non- party basis 

whereas the Ulema of defunct JUI, contested the elections under the banner of 

“Nizam-ul Ulema.”
40

 After the elections for BDs, Nizam-ul Ulema was eager to 

cooperate with the government for its agenda of Islamic reformation and religious 

education. However, the government's moves, such as the imposition of MFLO and 

the appointments of experts, instead of Ulema to the Islamic Research Institute 

discouraged the latter.    

To draft the new Constitution and to lift over the Martial Law, the government was 

intended to hold elections for the legislative assemblies of both units (East & West 
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Pakistan) as well as the Central Assembly in the mid of 1962. Nizam-ul Ulema also 

intensified its struggle to enter into the parliamentary politics
41

 and resolutely 

campaigned for its candidates to both, National Assembly and Provincial Assembly of 

West Pakistan.
42

 

The elections for BD members and afterwards for National and Provincial Assemblies 

in Pakistan during 1960s was the expression of “controlled democracy in Pakistan” 

as, “the people delegate their rights to choose the president and the members of the 

national and provincial assemblies to 80,000 representatives called Basic 

Democrats."
43

 

The Ayub Khan‟s claim of “fair and just”
 44

 elections was endorsed only by Nizam-ul 

Ulema as Mufti Mahmud (Vice-President of Nizam-ul Ulema) was elected to 

National Assembly and Maulana Hazarvi (General Secretary of Nizam-ul Ulema) 

made his way to Provincial Assembly of West Pakistan.
45

 During the oath taking 

ceremony, both Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi made 

interesting additions to their oaths 
46

 and voiced against the corruption, exploitation, 

ill governance and Westernization of the previous governments.
47

 Outside the 

assembly, Nizam-ul Ulema demanded for the free foreign policy and persuaded the 

public masses and government officials to practice the Islamic tenets.
48

 

4.2. Restoration of Party Politics in Pakistan: Activism of JUIWP (Nizam-ul 

Ulema) in the Electoral Politics of West Pakistan. 

In June 1962, the Martial Law regulations were relaxed and new „Constitution of 

1962‟ was introduced with “Unity”, “Political Stability” and “Modernization” as new 

remedial and innovative concepts for its wider approval in the country. With the 

promulgation of the new constitution, the government restored  party politics in July 

1962. The leadership  of Nizam-ul Ulema promptly restored JUIWP (JUI) and 

convened a grand convention
49

 in Lahore where elections of the new office bearers
50

 

of JUI were held.
51

 

Following the central organization, the Ulema of Frontier region also intensified its 

organizational activities in the Pakhtun area as the elections were imminent.
52

 

Maulana Gul Badshah, the Amir of Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam Sarhad (JUIS), issued 

circulars to the presidents (Amirs) of all the districts of the former NWFP as, the 

Jamiat had decided to contest the next elections to the Basic Democracies (BD) in the 
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entire region.
53

 Moreover, the Ulema of the Jamiat were advised to educate the masses 

about the worth and use of their vote during the Friday sermons.
54

 

A group of Ulema in Mardan, opponent to JUIS headed by Maulana Midrarullah, 

President of Jamiat- ul Ulema, held a meeting on March 7, 1963. It was demanded in 

a resolution adopted during the meeting that the MFLO should be repealed and 

suggested a committee of Ulema to safeguard the rights of the women.
55

 

The efforts for making Jamiat as a political force were also in progress. The regional 

Amir of the JUIS was Maulana  Gul Badshah who devotedly worked continuously for 

the promotion of the cause of the Jamiat in the region. The Chitral chapter of Jamiat 

Ulema-i- Islam was formed with its office bearers
56

 in April, 1963. 

During the year of 1964, the main concern was to boost the primary or initial (village) 

organizations of Jamiat, the Union Council, Tehsil and District organizational tiers in 

all the districts of the former- NWFP.
57

 JUIS also transformed its policy of repealing 

the MFLO and appealed for amendment in the ordinance. JUIS also sympathized with 

Abdul Ghaffar Khan demanding his release along with other political prisoners of the 

area. 

Maulana Gul Badshah also persuaded the Ulema-i- Muthahida,
58

 of Tehsil Swabi, 

headed by Maulana Abdul Shakoor at their village, Bamkhel, to join JUIS but the 

latter turned down the invitation on the plea that they wanted to maintain their 

separate entity.
59

 In February 1964, the government announced the general elections 

of BDs to be held during the same year. The Markazi Jamiat decided to contest these 

coming elections because it was going to be the Electoral College for the Provincial 

and National Assemblies. 

Meanwhile, the defunct Jamaat-e Islami formed another organization and titled as 

Jamiat-i- Itehad-ul Ulema (JIU). Qazi Abd-ur Raziq (Shergarh, Mardan) became its 

regional president while Nisar Ahmed, its Nazim-i- Ala.
60

 The formation of Peshawar 

branch of JIU was formed on March 10, 1964 and also in Mardan with Maulana 

Gohar Rehman, as Nazim-i- Ala.
61

 JIU launched its election campaign from Oghi in 

April 1964, condemning the MFLO. Qazi Abd-ur Razaq stressed the audience to join 

and support JIU for the introduction of Sharriat in the country.
62

 

The central as well as the local leadership of JUIS were serious towards the elections 

of the local bodies in frontier region as they were aware about its importance in the 
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parliamentary politics in the country.
63

 The leadership of JUIS were also cognizant 

about the role of party organization in BDs elections. Therefore, the organizational 

activism of the leadership of JUIS was observed in 1964 in Peshawar,
 64

 Mardan 
65

 

and Kohat. Besides the election campaign of JUI, the organizational efforts were also 

carried in order to strengthen the party.
66

Maulana Muhammad Usman, Amir JUI, 

Tehsil Nowshera convened a public gathering at Taru Jabba on September 19, 1964 

for the continuation of the election campaign. Maulana Abdul Qayum Popalzai and 

Maulvi Aziz-ur Rehman dwelled on that the un- Islamic legislation was only due to 

the false representation of the public in the legislating bodies. Maulana Popalzai, 

therefore, encouraged the people to vote for the honest people during the coming 

elections. He also condemned the alliance of the political parties under the banner of 

the United Front for their opposition to the JUI. Mufti Mahmud also toured the area 

along with Maulana Gul Badshah for the inspiration of the people to vote for their 

candidates so that Islamic laws might be introduced in the country.
67

 

The other political parties, the Pakistan Muslim League, the Council Muslim League, 

the Nizam-i- Islam Party, were also active in mobilizing the public for the upcoming 

elections in the region.
68

 Maulana Nimatullah, President of JUI for District Kohat 

toured the entire district including Hangu for getting the support of masses for the 

contesting candidates of JUI in the elections. He also presided over an electoral 

meeting at Hangu where office bearers of the Hangu Jamiat were elected.
69

 On the 

other hand, the Khaksars in the area were mostly affiliated with pro- government, 

Pakistan Muslim League.
70

 

In September and October 1964, Mufti Mahmud, Maulana Hazarvi, Gul Badshah, Pir 

Mubarak Shah and Sahibzada Abdul Bari Jan vigorously propagated the JUI‟s 

„Islamic mission‟ in all the major cities of ex- NWFP including Peshawar, Mardan, 

Bannu and D. I. Khan during their election campaign. A two days conference of JUI 

was also convened at D. I. Khan in which Maulana Abdul Qayum Popalzai 

appreciated the spirit of the people of the area for Islam. Other Ulema stressed the 

people to vote for honest members for the imposition of Islam in the country.
71

 

Although, despite a vigorous struggle on grass root level during the local bodies 

elections, JUI, could not succeed to elect a substantial number of the BDs and other 

members to the parliament from its platform. 
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4.3. Government, Opposition and JUI: The Presidential Elections of 1965 

and Ulema’s Collaboration for their Own Presidential Candidate. 

After JUI‟s victory in Sylhet during the referendum held in 1947, it gradually 

disintegrated in the post-independence period in East Pakistan. Despite its 

reorganization and revival in West Pakistan the Deobandi Ulema in Eastern Wing 

of Pakistan allied themselves with the Nizam-i- Islam Party.
72

 

4.3.1. JUI’s Inauguration in East Pakistan. It’s Quest for Ulema’s Collaboration 

in Pakistan. 

In 1963 Mufti Mahmud was at Dacca for the sessions of National Assembly and had 

familiarized himself among the Ulema of East Pakistan for his anti- government 

stance. Chaudheri Adalat Khan, a Pakhtun based at Chittagong and pro-Deobandi 

Ulema was instrumental for convening a gathering of Ulema‟s „Conference‟ in 1963 

at Chittagong, in which Chaudheri Muhammad Ali,
73

 a leader of Nizam-i- Islam party 

and his mentor Maulana Muhammad Yousaf Abbasi participated from West 

Pakistan.
74

 After few days of the Chittagong visit, Mufti Mahmud called on Hakim 

Mahmud Zaffar at Dakka. There, Mufti Mahmud urged the Ulema of East Pakistan 

for their unity and political identity in the country.
 75

 Mufti Mahmud also motivated 

the Ulema of Sylhet to establish a branch of JUI East Pakistan.
 76

  

To achieve collaboration for their own presidential candidate in the coming 

presidential elections, Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Hazarvi visited Sylhet in 1964.
77

 

At Dakka, it was decided that Ulema from both wings would gather at Lahore and 

would finalize the presidential candidate. 

4.3.2. JUI’s Quest for Collaboration among the Ulema in Both Wings of 

Pakistan. 

JUI was solo fighting against the government when the schedule of presidential 

elections was announced. Although it tried to form a “Dini Mahaz” a “Religious 

Front” by combining its likeminded religious organizations in the election, however, 

its efforts were frustrated by the government. The Combined Opposition alleged that 

Mufti Mahmud had facilitated the government in the passage of the second 

amendment to the constitution. However, JUI rejected such allegations.
78

 Mufti 

Mahmud pointed out in an article published in its organ weekly “Tarjuman-i- Islam” 

that, “the opposition including Jamaa‟t-e Islami and Nizam-i- Islam Party voted in 
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favour of the first amendment despite the fact that there was an un- Islamic clause.” 
79

  

According to Mufti Mahmud, “that clause paved towards the heresy and apostasy in 

the country and that he was alone to oppose in the assembly.”
80

 

The Presidential Elections was an extensive political development when the Martial 

Law‟s regulations were relaxed in 1964. The five parties, Awami League, Council 

Muslim League, Nizam-e Islam Party, National Awami Party and Jama‟at-e Islami 

jointly formed an alliance, the Combined Opposition (COP) termed by the 

government supporters as, ”Jugtoo Front.”
81

 The COP nominated Miss Fatima 

Jinnah
82

 as its Presidential candidate against Ayub Khan.  

The counterparts of Mufti Mahmud in East Pakistan, headed by Maulana Shams-ul 

Huda Faridpuri announced that nominating a woman for the position of the head of 

the state “would amount to ignoring Islamic principles”
83

 Contrary to JUI's stance, the 

Jamaat-e Islami, an opposition party and Ghulam Ahmed Parwez (a pro- government 

modern Muslim scholar, editor of “Tuloo-e Islam”) declared the candidature of Miss 

Jinnah in accordance with “Islamic Sharriah.”
84

 

Meanwhile, JUI announced that as both the presidential candidates did not meet the 

standards of their organization, therefore, JUI would contest the elections by 

nominating its own candidate.
85

 To achieve collaboration among the Ulema of both 

wings of the country, Maulana Hazarvi and Mufti Mahmud visited Dacca, Sylhet 

districts in East Pakistan to consult the Ulema in that regard.
86

 The JUI delegation 

arrived on October 29 and discussed those nominations with the Ulema in Karachi. 

The Deobandi Ulema achieved unanimity among themselves and a coalition under the 

title of “Dini Mahaz” (Islamic Front) was formed.
87

 A convention of Islamic Front 

was held on November 22 at Lahore under the headship of Maulana Abdullah 

Darkhwasti, president of JUI, where eight persons were nominated as presidential 

candidates and were advised to meet on November 27- 28 at Lahore for further 

consultation. Meanwhile the Election Commission announced that the nomination 

papers would be received till November 26, 1965.
88

 

In first round, the election commission scheduled the election campaign in West 

Pakistan according to which the four presidential candidates, Ayub Khan, Miss 

Fatima Jinnah, Mian Bashir Ahmed and Syed Kamal had to address the BD members 

and in East Pakistan in the second round. The most crucial question that came out of 
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the election campaign for the common masses was not the election itself but rather the 

epitome of presidential or parliamentary system in the country. 

JUI neither supported Miss Jinnah as the earlier considered her candidature as un- 

Islamic, nor it supported Ayub Khan.
 89

 

Meanwhile, the Combined Opposition appealed JUI for its support against Ayub 

Khan.
90

 However, JUI boycotted the polls and Ayub Khan was elected as the new 

President. JUI termed these elections as fair while combined opposition declared that 

election as vicious. After the presidential elections were over, JUI accelerated its 

election campaign for the General elections to the National and provincial assemblies.
 

91
 

Interestingly, Ayub Khan secured the support of Ulema during his presidential 

elections by announcing that the constitution could be amended according to the 

wishes of the masses, however, the elections of Ulema to the legislative assemblies 

were made formidable.
92

 Though, various Ulema from JUI contested the elections for 

national and provincial assemblies with the party‟s manifesto of “Manshoor-e 

Mahmud.”
93

 However, JUI could not secure even a single seat either in National or in 

provincial assembly.
94

 

To get the support of Ulema from East Pakistan against the Westernization in the 

country, for the reformation of the system and society, MFLO, Family Plaining, 

audacity and insolvency, a delegation of Ulema from JUI visited East Pakistan from 

March 13 to 22, 1966 where conferences of JUI were held at Sylhet and Dacca and 

six-point programme in response to Sheikh Mujeeb was presented to Government.
95

 

In the Elections of 1970, the JUI contested from both wings of the country. In East 

Pakistan it gave its tickets to various candidates but could not achieve any remarkable 

success against Awami League. 

4.4. The Antagonism of (Deobandi Ulema) JUI to MFLO: Its Antipodal 

Politics and President Ayub Khan. 

The subsequent ordinances of Basic Democracies in 1959 and of Muslim Family 

Laws in 1961 gave a glimpse of his agenda.”
96

 Field Martial Ayub Khan initiated his 

reformative mission, he also tried to bring reformation in Islam through modern 

Ijtehad
97

 based on rationality and reason in Islam advocated by his religious advisors, 

Ghulam Ahmed Pervaz,
98

(1903-1985) and Dr.Fazl-ur Rehman (1919-1988). Ayub 
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Khan delegated that responsibility to them and appointed the latter as the director of 

“Islamic Research  

Institute”
99

 (IRI) to achieve certain objectives.
100

 The Institute had to research in 

Islamic sciences and was issuing four Magazines in four different languages.
101

 

To discuss the importance of an innovative religious thinking in the country for which 

the institute had been formed, Dr.Fazl-ur Rehman
102

, in an article, rejected the Ulema 

and maintained that, “it is thus obvious that the traditionalists on principle allow no 

fresh thinking on Islam.” Further he argued that, “the Aligarh‟s services to the 

Pakistan Movement are incalculable but they certainly do not belong to the domain of 

religious thought as the teaching of Islam and Islamic theology was left to the 

representatives of the Traditionalists”, therefore, “Abu‟lA‟la Maududi (founder of 

Jamaat-e Islami) attracted fairly wide attention on the part of the educated public 

during the nineteen- thirties.” But due to his; “opposition of Pakistan Movement the 

young intelligentsia of the upper classes could not accept him”
103

…..Moreover, to 

conclude his argument, he maintained that, “since government were disappointed in 

these organized religious forces they tried to turn for advice to other intellectuals 

around”
104

 

The Deobandi Ulemas severely resisted the innovative and enlightened modern Islam 

advocated by the government „officials of the Islamic research institute and the 

Advisory Council on Islamic Ideology. When JUI was restored in August 1962 as 

Markazi Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam, West Pakistan (JUIWP), it held rallies, gatherings 

and conferences throughout the country in order to compel the government to 

withdraw the above-mentioned ordinance. Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Hazarvi were 

instrumental in this regard. 

In 1963, JUI
105

and its affiliated organization the Jamaat-i- Najia
106

 in Peshawar and 

other areas of the Frontier region adopted various strategies to persuade the 

government for repealing the MFLO: 

a) Obtaining peoples‟ signatures or thumb impressions
107

 in support of repealing 

the MFLO.
108

 

b) Sending telegrams
109

to the president and Speaker of National Assembly and 

Law Minister to influence them about the popular demand of repealing the 

family laws.
110
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c) Influencing and persuading the members of the National Assembly (MNAs)
111

 

from different areas of the Frontier region.
112

 The aim of these Ulema was to 

get their support for Mufti Mahmud, as the latter was the sole representative of 

JUI in the National Assembly. 
113

 

d) Holding conferences :To intensify their agitation, the JUIWP announced to 

hold conferences at Peshawar
114

 on March 1, 1963 and at D. I. Khan on March 

3 for which posters in Urdu were distributed by Nasrullah Khan Awan, 

Nazim-i- Ala, JUI, Peshawar city and Abdulatif, Nazim, JUI, D. I. Khan 

respectively. 

e) Besides the above mentioned activities, these Ulema from JUI on the other 

hand motivated the Ulema in Peshawar to observe Fridays as protest day on 

the other.
115

 

However, the bill introduced by JUI for the repeal of MFLO faced rejection in the 

National Assembly as JUI had only one MNA to support the bill which was greatly 

resented in the Frontier region.
116

 That resentment was translated in the elections of 

1970 when Pukhtun masses elected majority of JUI's candidates into the National 

Assembly for  Islamic legislation. MNAs were elected 

4.4.1. JUI’s Collaboration with Ayub's Government during the Indo-Pakistan 

War of 1965. 

In September 1965, Indian Army made a surgical strike in mostly the border areas of 

Lahore and Sialkot fronts in West Pakistan. The Pakistani troops responded promptly 

and interred into the Kem Karan, an interior border village of Amritsar, India. Though 

Pakistan was an ally of the U.S led block and had the membership of South East Asia 

Treaty Organization (SEATO) and Central Treaty Organization (CENTO). However, 

both the alliances refrained to extend any help to Pakistan in that Indo- Pakistan 

conflict as, “SEATO announced in the first days of the war that the Indo- Pakistan 

hostilities were outside its jurisdiction.”
117

 Besides security ties of Pakistan with the 

Western Allied countries, their neutrality was a blow for Pakistan‟s war hardware 

supply for which the latter had total dependency on the Western countries, 

consequently Pakistan suffered for its ammunition reservoirs.  

The aggression of Indian forces unified the nation internally and even the opposition 

setaside their differences and extended support to the Martial regime. JUI
118

 also 
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came to help the government at that juncture of need. “Jihad Conferences”
119

 were held 

on August 23- 24, 1965 at Toba Tak Singh and Sukkar where Maulana Abdullah 

Darkhwasti announced that, “helping the Kashmiri Mujahidin is our religious 

obligation”
120

On August 27, a “Kasmir Committee” was formed at Multan with Mufti 

Mahmud as its president.
121

Moreover, the district Jamiats were asked by Maulana 

Hazarvi on the directions of Mufti Mahmud to establish the supportive funds and to 

collect funds for the „Mujahidin‟ in Kashmir. Appeals were made to the government 

that thousands of Pakhtun fighters were ready to help their Muslim brethren in 

Kashmir. Maulana Hazarvi criticized Maulana Maududi‟s stance on the foreign 

policy
122

 and extended JUI‟s support to the government by stating that “our enmity to 

government is not for power but for the writ of Islamic laws in the country.”
123

 

Maulana Hazarvi and Maulana Darkhawsti visited Quetta and Mastung from August 

17- 22, where JUI was organized in Balauchistan
124

 with its provincial office at 

Quetta.
125

 

In Tall, Kohat a meeting was held under the headship of Maulvi Muhammad Qasim. 

The meeting adopted a resolution which endorsed the jihad Decree of the 

“Revolutionary Council” in Kashmir.  

In September 1965 meetings were held fordeveloping unanimity among the Ulema 

regarding their activism in Kashmir jihad. That unanimity was translated in the 

formation of an alliance, the “United Islamic Front” (UIF)
126

 which comprised JUI, 

Majlis-i- Ahrar, Majlis-i- Tahaffuz-e Khatm-e Nabuwwat, and Ahl-e Sunnat. TheNine 

members “Action Committee” was formed with Sheikh Hassamud- Din as its 

convener.
127

Besidescash in Jihad and National defence fund, the local organizations 

of JUI also collected blankets, oil and other commodities and were dispatched to the 

Mujahidinand the war-ravaged people of Kashmir. 

The announcement of cease-fire was not welcomed in the country asJUI and the 

masses were convinced of Pakistan‟s victory in the war andalso the leadership of JUI 

had no confidence about the Indian claims during the war. Moreover, the leadership 

of JUI was not aware about the true status of Pakistan in war-fare. Thus, JUI 

continued its jihad campaign by convening the„Jihad Conferences in the country.
128

 

The government was also appreciative of the efforts rendered by JUI and Mutahida 

Dini Mahaz (MDM) or United Islamic Front (UDF) during the war days.
129

Maulana 

Hazarvi criticised the role of US led countries during the war and demanded that 
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Pakistan should not rely on their aid. Mufti Mahmud was also critical about the role of 

UNO and Security Council for the self-determination of the Kashmiri Muslims.
130

 

After the war, the coalition of religious parties, the MDM which had been established 

during the war days was further strengthened by forming the United Jamiat-ul Islamia 

(UJI).
131

 The government and the Deobandi Ulema came close to each other during 

the war days.  In November 1965, a delegation of UIF comprising of Mufti Mahmud, 

Maulana Hazarvi, Maulana Kausar Niazi (Anjuman-i- Tahaffuz-i- Pakistan) and 

Sheikh Hassam-udb Din (Majlis-i- Ahra-i- Islam) met with president Ayub 

Khan.
132

Moreover, the government‟s foreign policy was appreciated and it was 

recommended that the relations with Islamic countries should be strengthened.
133

 

In that situation President Ayub flew to Tashkent for Indo-Pakistan negotiationson 

bilateral issues including Kashmir arranged by Russian President Kosygin. However, 

the resultant agreement was not welcomed in Pakistan, in general and some 

individuals within the negotiating team of Ayub Khan, in particular.
134

The opposition 

demonstrated anti- Tashkent agitation which was pressed by the government 

forcefully, a number of politicians were imprisoned which further deteriorated the 

situation.
135

 

Though the Tashkent declaration was seriously resented in the country and the 

opposition completely rejected it. However, the leadership of JUI as well its official 

organ
136

 were“optimistic and positive”
137

 about the Tashkent declaration. 

During the post-Tashkentchanged politics in Pakistan JUI also transformed, though 

gradually, from its pro-government stance to anti-Ayub identity.
138

Moreover, the 

rational and modern interpretation of Islamic tenets byDr.Fazl-urRehman and Ghulam 

Ahmed Pervaz were condemned by JUIand the government was warned to address 

such anomalies about Islam in the country. The Frontier JUI also organized the 

meeting of its Advisory Council under the headship of Maulana Syed GulBadshah on 

February 27
139

participated by thirty Ulema from Mardan, Kohat, Bannu, Hazara and 

Peshawar districts. The Advisory Council approved all the resolutions passed by the 

Central Advisory Council.  The antipodal politics of JUI was evident from the attitude 

of the DeobandiUlema from JUI, as they on the one hand supported the Ayub‟s 

government not only during the wardays but also backed the Tashkent agreement.On 
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the other hand these Ulema were protesting against the MFLO and family planning as 

the former considered it as un-Islamicin the country.”
140

 

4.5. Post-Tashkent Politics and JUI’s Transition towards Popular Politics: The 

Anti-Ayub Movement and its Role during Round Table Conference. 

The gradual transition of JUI from its pro-government
141

 stance to Anti-Ayub in the 

post-Tashkent politics was reinforced by mismanaging the opposition by Ayub‟s 

advisors and the attitude of the authoritarian bureaucracy while handling opposition‟s 

agitation
142

 in West Pakistan, in general, and in, East Pakistan, in particular. As 

discussed earlier, the government was overlooking the resentment of Ulema, masses 

and their religious sentiments in the country.
143

 

4.5.1. The Prospects which Contrived JUI’s Transition from pro-Government to 

Anti- Ayub. 

From early 1966, an invisible un- rest was creeping over the war-ravaged people in 

Pakistan. The peasant, lower labour class and particularly, the low- paid government 

servants were suffering due to price hike in the daily commodities. The crisis 

gradually surfaced in the next two years (1968 and 1969) as riots, strikes and turmoil 

became daily routine in the country. The former Foreign Minister, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto 

had resigned from the Ayub cabinet in the mid of 1966, made his way into the 

Pakistan‟s politics. In November 1967, Bhutto formed a leftist proletariat party, the 

Pakistan People‟s Party (PPP) which got momentum in 1968.
144

 He managed to 

convince the lower class by canvassing them a bright future, mainly in West- Pakistan 

and motivated them with the idea of sharing wealth through “socialism” which helater 

coined as “Islamic Socialism.”
145

 

The agitation of DeobandiUlema from JUI in antagonism to MFLO was strengthened 

by the appearance of a book authored by Dr.Fazl-urRehman.The views of thelatter, 

shared in his book “Islam”
146

became a hot issue in Frontier region
147

and other parts of 

the country among the religious circles.
148

Maulana Syed Gul Badshah, (Amir, 

Frontier JUI) also condemned S. M. Zafar, Minister for Law and Dr.Fazl-ur Rehman 

for their liberal „Dialogue on Sharriat.‟
149

 

In early 1967,
150

JUI intensified its struggle(first in Karachi, then it was shifted to 

Rawalpindi) against Dr.Fazl-ur Rehman, the director of IRI against the promulgation 

of his proposed innovative Islamic laws in the country.
151

 Mufti Mahmud directed all 
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the subsidiary branches of JUI to stage an extended agitation against the Muslim 

scholars of IRI for their innovations in Islam. In response to Mufti Mahmud appeal, 

turbulence and uproar was observed during the Eid-ulFitar celebrations in the 

country.
152

 

The Central Working Committee held its meeting on February 5, 1967 under the 

headship of Maulana Abdullah Darkhwasti, Central President of JUI and discussed 

various issues including the controversy among the DeobandiUlema over moon 

sighting at Multan.
153

 

In the mid of 1967, the Arab-Israel war broke which affected the religious sentiments 

of both the Pakistani masses and Ulema alike. These Deobandi Ulema, particularly 

Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Hazarvi supported Jamal Abdul Nasir 
154

 for his Arab 

Nationalism in antagonism to Israel‟s supporting Western Block. These Ulema were 

anxious for Nasir‟s victory and the defeat of the latter transformed the identity of 

these Ulema from pro-establishment to anti-establishment.
155

  

Meanwhile, in February 1968, the IRI hosted a four day “International Muslim 

Conference”
156

 held at Rawalpindi, in celebrations of 1400
th

 anniversary of the 

revelation of the Holy Quran.
157

 Maulana Yusaf Benori and Maulana Mufti Mahmd 

from JUI also participated in the conference.
 158

  The Ulema from JUI considered that 

conference as a part of Ayub Khan‟s modern, enlightened and cosmopolitan Islam 

which he and his advisors were advocating.
159

 However, the Declaration of the 

conference emphasised that “Islamic thought keeping strictly within the confines of 

the Holy Quran”
160

 should be encouraged.  

JUI had a close and direct contact with the masses in rural areas of West Pakistan, in 

general, and in Frontier region, in particular. Therefore, it was concentrated mainly in 

the Frontier region. However, it was less visible to its counterpart Jamaat-e Islami and 

Nizam-i-Islam Party in national and International media during those days. The 

contributing factor might be that JUI had a minimal contact with the educated class 

through the national print media. Consequently, it could not procure the desired 

recognition from the national and international scholars of repute. 

 4.5.2. The Politics of Confrontation: The Role of JUI in Anti- Ayub Agitation. 

Though, Sheikh Mujib-ur Rehman of Awami League in East- Pakistan was a potential 

opponent of Ayub Khan but his nomination in Agartala Conspiracy case had put him 
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behind the bars. The opposition in West- Pakistan was also divided with their limited 

programs. Ziring has analyzed that a report of Pakistani Planning Commission, 

published in New York Times on December 1, 1968, that despite the high claims of the 

Pakistani experts, the economic growth
161

 in the country was not co- related with the 

social change, which resulted hatred among the masses for the military establishment 

during the last years of Ayub era.
162

 Thus; due to worst socio-economic situation in 

the country, the demonstrations, strikes and street crime against Ayub Khan became a 

routine matter in both wings of the country. To achieve their goals, the opposition also 

dragged students from their campus environment into the street politics which 

transformed the political agitation into a violent confrontation. Despite to calm the 

situation, the coercive strategy of the commanding authorities further aggravated the 

chaos in the country.  

The last seven months of Ayub‟s era were very crucial for both the masses and 

democracy in Pakistan. However, the entrance of students into politics witnessed a 

liquidation of oppressive Martial Law rule in the country. However, the beneficiaries 

were not the politicians. The power remained with military because Ayub Khan 

apprehended Awami League in East Pakistan with its separatist‟s tendencies as a 

threat to the solidarity of the country. 

In the mid of 1968, the political situation in the country became worst. The leftist and 

regionalist political forces were challenging the government in both wings. 

 Contrary to its previous stance of expressing allegiance with the government, JUI 

was in transition to active popular politics. In the summer of 1968, JUI organized a 

three days conference, held at Barun (outside) Mochi Gate, Lahore where a large 

number of Ulema and masses participated from both wings.
163

 The Lahore Conference 

was innovative on the part of Ulema as thousands of Ulema made a procession in the 

benevolence of the labourers and the peasants.
 164

 These Ulema also demanded for the 

equal distribution of wealth to all individuals in Pakistan in accordance with the 

Islamic principles.
 
That transition in the policy of JUI towards the labourers and lower 

class was however, condemned by a group of Ulema and termed JUI's Ulema as the 

„socialist Ulema.‟
 165

 

The agitation of Ulema
166

  against the director of IRI resulted in the removal of Dr. 

Fazl-ur Rehman.
 167

 The removal of the director of IRI motivated these Ulema 
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towards their goal of Islamizing the Pakistan.
168

 The government tried to pressurizes 

these Ulema and arrested Maulana Hazarvi, and Maulana Shafiq-ur Rehman. 

However, Maulana Muhammad Daud and other Ulema in Rawalpindi and (Markazi) 

Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam Sarhad (JUIS) in the Frontier region
169

 protested and rebuked 

the government for its atrocities against the Ulema.
 170

 

To intensify its demand for the imposition of Islamic laws in the country, JUI 

announced to observe Jummat-ul Widah (the last Friday of Ramzan) as “Yum-i- 

Nizam-i- Islam” on December 20, 1968.
171

 However, the local administration and 

police ruthlessly attacked and flagellated students, workers of NAP and Ulema 

including Maulana Ubaidullah Anwer, Vice- President of JUI.
172

 The incident was 

condemned in the whole country 
173

 and brought JUI close to PDM and other political 

parties of the opposition.
174

 The government tried to pacify the situation and Ayub 

Khan came to Governor House, Lahore on December 31, 1968. He stated that every 

Alim was respectable to the government and urged the Ulema to bring unanimity 

among themselves on a document of such Islamic laws acceptable to all sects of 

Muslims.
175

JUI promptly responded to Ayub‟s suggestion and Mufti Mahmud 

reminded the President to impose the 22 principles of 31 Ulema agreed in Ulema‟s 

conference held in January 1951. 

The agitation of PDM for the introduction of parliamentary system in the country was 

augmented by the strikes, boycott and agitation of the government servants, the 

doctors, teachers and protest of students which resulted in political turmoil in the 

country. The last episode of police violence against JUI stumbled and pushed the 

government on its back foot.
176

 Thus; Ayub Khan was compel to compromise with the 

opposition by announcing various indemnities.
177

 

In the early of January 1969, the opposition parties of PDM invited other parties, 

NAP, JUI and Sheikh Mujib‟sAwami League (AL) for devising a joint venture 

against the government. Representatives from each party met at Dacca and after three 

days discussions finalised a document suggesting the formation of “United Front” 

under the title of „Democratic Action Committee‟ (DAC).
178

 The DAC was 

constituted “with its object of establishing full and complete Democracy”
179

 and the 

opposition parties jointly decided the boycott of the forthcoming presidential 

elections. JUI was determined for collaboration and partnership with the opposition 

parties against the government. JUI announced its association with all the opposition 
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parties in its meeting of East- Pakistan council held on January 5, 1969.
180

JUI, 

however, did not merge into PDM as claimed by different religious organizations
181

 

rather it only supported the agenda of the DAC.
182

 The government‟s quest for non-

democratic attitude became so unpopular among the masses that any pro- government 

stance of a political organization or person became unacceptable.
183

 

Though, JUI‟s pledge for the provision of the Islamic Constitution was not endorsed 

by other parties from the opposition, however, it joined the DAC to restore the 

parliamentary system in the country on one hand and to substantiate the joint efforts 

of the united opposition on the other hand.
184

 Here it seems that JUI had compromised 

its long demanded shariatization to its pledge for collaboration with the opposition 

and complete democracy in the country. Interestingly, it did not merge into the PDM 

rather it supported their struggle for restoration of democracy in the country.  It 

clarifies their commitment with the democratic values of equality and social justice 

enunciated in the constitution of JUI. The Frontier JUI fully supported the stance of 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud at Dacca, East Pakistan.
185

 

4.6.3. The Round Table Conference (RTC) of 1969: The Role of JUI. 

Though, Maulana Bhashani from Eastern wing and Bhutto from Western wing did not 

yield to the resolution of DAC at Dacca. However, the DAC increased its political 

pressure on the government. On February 14, a country wide strike called by DAC 

was observed which paralyzed both wings of the country. Resultantly, Ayub Khan 

initiated the politics of compensation and announced various incentives for the masses 

and the political parties. However, the public and students were not pacifying. 

Meanwhile, Ayub Khan called for a Round Table Conference and desired to meet 

with the politicians for the resolution of their various demands. 

To make RTC a success, JUI demanded the government to release all political 

prisoners including more than hundred workers of JUI and particularly Sheikh Mujib 

as without Sheikh Mujib and his party, the RTC would be a failure. The leadership of 

JUI further maintained that only Islam has the potential to preserve the solidarity of 

the country.
186

  

 Consequently, Ayub Khan was compelled to announce the release of Sheikh Mujib, 

Bhutto and Abdul Wali Khan and withdrew the „Agar Tala case‟. To make the Round 

Table Conference‟ a success, he also announced on February 21 that he would not 
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take part as a candidate in the next presidential elections, scheduled in the end of 

1969.  Due to reluctance of DAC, the negotiations which were first scheduled in 

February extended to March 10- 13.  

Mufti Mahmud persuaded Ayub Khan and leadership of all other political parties 

around the table for amending the constitution and the provision of Islamic principles, 

the 22 points.
187

 Moreover, in response to the Article of the Constitution of 1962,“that 

the president would be a Muslim,” therefore, he pledged that the proper definition of 

“Muslim” should also be incorporated in the constitution through an amendment to 

prevent the non- Muslim from becoming the president. However, no party including 

the PDM partners, Nizam-i- Islam Party and Jamaat-e Islami supported those 

demands of Mufti Mahmud. RTC was concluded to accept two demands of the 

opposition, the parliamentary system and the recognition of adult universal franchise 

in the future elections.
188

 

Though, the RTC could not achieve all its objectives,
189

however, the acceptance of 

the parliamentary system in the country made Ayub Khan to repeal both, his reforms 

introduced in his entire period including his well calculated presidential system to 

Pakistan‟s polity. Importantly, some Islamic provisions discussed in the RTC, latter, 

sought their room in the new constitution of 1973 for the new Pakistan.  

Conclusion: 

The intervention of military to assist the civilian administrators as their co-partners in 

the government transformed the earlier as the „continued share holders‟ in the polity 

of Pakistan. The organizational transition of JUI under Nizam-ul Ulema in the new 

political atmosphere of Martial Law and the Deobandi Ulema mainly from the 

Frontier and Punjab region not only motivated them to re-organize on the grass root 

level but also facilitated them to penetrate intothe electoral politics of West Pakistan. 

The public support from Frontier region enabled Mufti Mahmud to enter into National 

Assembly and Maulana Hazarvi to provincial assembly of West-Pakistan. Nizam-ul 

Ulema activated in the changed political scenario and involved in electoral politics to 

endure for the repeal of the MFLO through their positions in the national and 

provincial assemblies. In the end of 1962, JUI replaced the Nizam-ul Ulema after the 

restoration of political parties in the country. JUI struggled against the 

institutionalization of Ayub‟s constitution, MFLO and certain innovative moves of 
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Ayub's branded modern Islam. Though, JUI struggled to bring its unanimous 

presidential candidate against Ayub Khan in the presidential elections, however, after 

its failure it boycotted the elections and did not support Miss Jinnah. Interestingly, 

JUI also extended its full support to the government during the war of 1965 and the 

Tashkent‟s agreement contrary and opposition alleged JUI for its antipodal politics. 

Opposition also alleged that Ayub‟s regime was benevolent for both, JUI and the 

government alike as somehow, the latter facilitated the former. However, the changed 

situation during post-Tashkent politics in the country transformed JUI and the gradual 

transition of the latter from pro-government stance to anti-Ayub became evident in the 

end of 1968. Though Ayub Khan attempted to pacify the Ulema and public religious 

sentiment by ousting Dr. Fazl-ur Rehman from the government and exhausted his 

„innovative scheme of modern Islam.‟ However, that tardy decision could not prevent 

JUI from its anti-government position. Meanwhile, the restlessness of war-ravaged 

peasants, labourers in both wings of the country was channelized by Awami League 

in East-Pakistan. The newly established leftist PPP challenged the government in 

Western Wing through strikes, street agitation and riots. The authoritarian behavior 

and mishandling of the opposition, the arrest of Mujib-ur Rehman and the 

involvement of students in politics aggravated the constrained situation in East 

Pakistan. Meanwhile, the transition of JUI towards popular politics was also 

mishandled by the local authorities in Lahore. Thus, JUI sought collaboration with the 

opposition circles which resulted in opposition‟s „DAC‟ that compelled Ayub Khan 

for negotiations through RTC, however, exhausted in failure. Interestingly, though 

Mufti Mahmud‟s stance over the 22 Islamic principles as the basis of the new 

constitution was rejected in the RTC, however, JUI embodied those principles into its 

election manifesto in 1970 elections. Ayub's regime encouraged JUI towards its 

successful collaboration with the local Ulema and the Pakhtuns masses in the Frontier 

and Balochistan areas during the elections of BDs on grass root level.  JUI's adoption 

of various strategies brought Ulema and the masses on its platform which encouraged 

the earlier to claim collaboration and partnership with other political parties and 

engaged to ascertain the dynamics of power politics in Pakistan's polity. Later, JUI  

successfully launched its election campaign of 1970 elections with its slogan of 

“Islamic Constitution.”   
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Secretary, Nizam-ul Ulema) Maulana Aziz-ur Rehman (President, Nizam-ul Ulema, 
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 Mufti Mahmud while taking oath added that, “we would not keep it stagnant but would 

amend it in accordance with the Quran and Sunnah through the powers delegated by the 

constitution to us,” while Maulana Hazarvi added, that he would not be abide by “those 

laws repugnant to Quran and Sunnah. Moreover, Mufti Mahmud offered his 
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 On June 28, 1962, a grand meeting of Nizam-ul Ulema held in Lahore where about 

fifty thousand public participated in the gathering under the headship of Mufti Mahmud 

where various resolutions were adopted The meeting was held outside Mochi Darwaza. 

The important resolutions were: 1. Free Foreign Policy based on Islam and National 
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1964, that the masses should be advised to elect honest and pious candidates and not the 

gamblers, drunkards and adulterers. Moreover, Maulana Abdul Bari Jan and Maulana 

Aziz-ur Rehman visited Tangi and Shabqadar areas for re-organization, enlisting the 

masses in JUI and to get their support during the coming BD elections.  
55

 SBR, File S. No. 1400, B. No. 76, (1963) Record and Research Centre, Directorate of 

Archives and Libraries, KP, Peshawar. 
56

  The office bearers of JUI, Chitral were:  1. Maulana Muhammad Azam of 

Shahgaram- President, 2. Muhammad Nadir Khan- Vice President, 3. Maulana Abd-ur 

Rauf– Vice President, 4. Maulana Nurullah- Nazim-e Ala, 5. Muhammad Wazir- Naib 

Nazim-e Ala, 6. Maulana Muhammad Buzarg- Naib Nazim-e Ala, 7. Maulana 

Muhammad Hafiz of Darsand- Treasurer, 8. Ghulam Ishaq of Murdhir- Publicity 
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Secretary. SBR, File S. No. 1400, B. No. 76, (1963) Record and Research Centre, 

Directorate of Archives and Libraries, KP, Peshawar. 
57

Amir-e Sarhad (the Frontier president) Maulana Gul Badshah was instrumental for the 

establishment of the initial organizations of Jamiat in the following villages, Dhaki 

(Tangi), Shabqadar, Regi, Palosi in District Peshawar, Maneri in Swabi, District Mardan, 

Kulachi in D. I. Khan, Shaikhan, Akberpura, Khush Maqam in Tehsil Nowshera. SBR, 

File S. No. 1419, B. No. 78, (1964) Record and Research Centre, Directorate of Archives 

and Libraries, KP, Peshawar. 
58

 The members of Ulema-i- Muthahida were formerly the members of pro- Muslim 

League, JUI on the eve of the creation of Pakistan. 

59
 There was another faction of Ulema in Shabqadar area, Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Doaba. These Ulema did 

not affiliate themselves with JUI and claimed their separate identity. Though there were various groups 

of Ulema active in the politics of ex-NWFP, however, Ulema belonging to JUI were more influential in 

the Frontier region. 

60
 The members were: Hakim Fazal Rehman, Qazi Abdul Aziz and Maulvi Abdul 

Momin, from Mera Swabi. In the early of March, the following Ulema Maulana 

Rehmatullah, (Balakot), Maulana Azizullah (Bailian), Maulana Abdul Khaliq (Dab, 

Mansehra), Maulana Pir Muhammad Shah (Phalian), Maulana Abdul Razaq (Istada), 

Maulana Habib-ur Rehman (Balakot), Ghulam Murtaza (Dhara), Maulana Hamayun 

(Haripur), of Hazara district decided to join the new organization of JIU. 
61

 Where Qazi Habib-ur Rehman of Gulbela became the president of the union of the 

Ulema, Peshawar, Maulana Fateh Alam as Nazim-i- Ala, respectively and members for 

the adivsory council were also nominated. Members of Majls-i- Mashwariat (council of 

Advising): Maulana Qudratullah, Khair Abad, Maulana Fazl-i Wahid, Peshawar, 

Maulana Dost Muhammad, Maulana Sami-ul Haq and Maulana Salamatullah, 

Nowshehra. 

62
 From the above evidence, it is clear that both the groups of Ulema, the JUI and JIU in the Frontier 

region were manipulating the Shariatization as slogan during those elections in 1964.  

63
 JUIS launched its campaign for the local bodies general elections from Bannu where 

Maulvi Muhammad Jan, Amir of District Bannu Jamiat, stressed that the coming 

elections of the BD members were obligatory for the Jamiat as the elected local 

councilors would constitute the electoral college for further election of the Provincial and 

National Legislatures, while addressing the workers of Jamiat at Sarai  Naurang. 

Maulana Nematullah, Amir of Kohat District at Gangal khel, Qazi Abdul Qayum at 

Muhammadzai, Maulvi Muhammad Naim at sheikhan, Kohat and Maulvi Muhammad 

Usman at Taru, Nowshera urged the people to elect the Ulema and other religious people 

as their representatives during the coming General elections as the presence of Ulema in 

the assemblies has become an obligation. Maulana Nematullah further added that if the 

religious minded representatives would be part of the legislation and would deliver 

accordingly. SBR, File No. 1419, B. No. 78, Record and Research Centre, Directorate of 

Archives and Libraries, KP, Peshawar. Ibid. 
64

 Meetings of JUIS, District Peshawar were convened on the directions of the president 

of JUIS which held on March 1 and 6, 1964 respectively under the headship of Maulana 

Abdul Salam attended by prominent Ulema. Maulana Gul Badshah, Maulana Abdul 

Qayum Popalzai (Mufti of Frontier), Sahibzada Abdul Bari Jan, Maulana Ayub Benori, 

Maulana Muhammad Hussain, Maulana Imam Shah, Maulana Abdullah Jan, Nasrullah 

Jan Awan, Salar Gul Muhammad, Safdar Ali, Maulana Muhammad Yaqub Qasmi, 

Maulana Muhammad Usman, Maulana Abdur Rahim, Maulana Shams-ul Haq, Syed 

Chan Shah and Abdul Haq. The organizational matters as well as the prevailed political 

situation in the country were discussed during the meeting. After the meeting a resolution 

was adopted as, “ This meeting appreciate the announcement of China Prime Minister 

about the Kasmir and enunciate it as the success of the Pakistan‟s foreign policy. 

Moreover, this meeting applauds the freedom struggle of Kashmiri Muslims.” Weekly,  

Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 7, Issue no. 10, (March 13, 1964), 5 
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 The Jamiat of Tehsil Swabi designated a sub-committee headed by Maulana Abdul 

Hanan to arrange a two days conference of Jamiat in April 1964, at Jamia Masjid, 

Maneri Payan.  Maulana Gul Badshah during his election campaign tour in Mardan and 

other districts of the Frontier region motivated the Pakhtun masses to vote for the JUI‟s 

candidates for the imposition of the Islamic laws in the country. 
66

 The election for Mechni Halqa, Peshawar was made during an election meeting held 

on September 9, 1964. Maulana Sami-ul Haq of Dalazak was elected as president, 

Abdullah Jan of Pir Qila, Vice- President, Ahmed Shah of Angoor korrona, Nazim-i- 

Ala, Syed Mahmood Shah, Naib Nazim and Maulana Muhammad Sharif as Tresurer. 

Weekly, Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 7, Issue no. 34, (September, 1964), 7 
67

 The JUI through its workers also exhorted for the publicity of Weekly, “Khudam-ud 

Din &Tarjuman-i- Islam, its official organ, among the masses. 
68

  The NAP was a defunct party, banned and not permitted to contest the B. D member 

elections on party basis. 
69

 The following were elected as: Fakhr-ul Islam of Hangu, President, Maulvi Abdul 

Jabbar- Vice President, Maulvi Muhammad Rafiq- Secretary, and Nooran Shah as 

treasurer. 
70

 , SBR, File S. No. 1419, B. No. 78, (1964) Record and Research Centre, Directorate of 

Archives and Libraries, KP, Peshawar. 
71

 Weekly, Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no.7, Issue no. 39, (October 16, 1964). 1, 2- 7 
72

 Weekly Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore, East Pakistan Issue, Vol. No. 9. Issue No. 12, 

(April 1, 1966), 9- 11 
73

 The Ulema detested Chaudri Muhammad Ali due to the fact that the wife of the latter 

was an active member of All Pakistan Women Association (APWA), which the Ulema 

considered responsible for the MFLO. Therefore, the Ulema had reservations about 

Chauderi Muhammad Ali for certain reasons. Weekly Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore, Vol. 

No. 9.Issue No. 12, (April 1, 1966), 9- 11 
74

 Adalat Khan was also very impressed of Mufti Mahmud, so he invited him in that 

gathering of Ulema but the latter could not attend the meeting. However, Mufti Mahmud 

visited Chittagong just after the Conference, met there with Adalat Khan, Hakim 

Mahmud Zaffar and other Ulema. The Ulema stayed there for five days where he 

addressed various gatherings of Ulema and made them acquainted with the political 

enterprise of MJUI in West Pakistan. The Ulema of Chittagong were fascinated by the 

political wisdom of Mufti Mahmud and they felt warmness for JUI and its mission. It 

was due to their inclination towards JUI that 100 persons became the members of its 

official organ, weekly, Tarjuma-i- Islam, Lahore in Chittagong.  
75

 In the public meeting held at Masjid Chowk Bazar, Dakka where Mufti Mahmud 

spoke against the MFLO and family planning. Mufti Deen Muhammad Khan and 

Maulan Shams-ul Haq were also present on the occasion. 
76

 Maulana Reyasat Ali Muhaddis- Ameer, Hafiz Abdul Karim- Naib Ameer, Maulana 

Bashir-ud Din- Member, Maulana Ashraf Ali- Nazim, Maulana Muhammad Ali- Naib 

Nazim, Maulana Shams-ul Islam- Organizer. 
77

 There Mufti Mahmud explained the Jamiat‟s policy about their candidate at Kulna, 

Kishwar Ganj and Dakka. He denied both the presidential candidates, Ayub Khan and 

Fatima Jinnah and stressed that from their deeds both were not pro- Islam, therefore, the 

JUI wanted to nominate their own candidate which was endorsed by majority of the 

Ulema in East Pakistan. Prominent Ulema of East Pakistan, like Maulana Abdul Wahab 

(Madrasa Hizari, Chittagong), Pir Abdul Latif (Kulna), Maulana Reyasat Ali (Sylhet), 

Mufti Deen Muhammad and Maulana Shams-ul Haq (Dakka) and also Ulema from 

Rangpura, Rajshahi participated in the meeting. Weekly Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore, Vol. 

No. 9.Issue No. 12, (April 1, 1966), 9- 11 
78

 An important meeting of the central Advisory Council of JUI convened on July 5-6, 

1964 in which the allegations of the opposition were rejected about the voting of Mufti 

Mahmud in the favour of government‟s second amendment in the constitution. There 

were three clauses in that amendment: (a) The presidential election to be held before the 

elections to the assemblies (b) After the completion of the presidential tenure to the 

office, the president would remain in office till the election of the new president. The 

new elected president would take charge from the previous president. (c) If two 

presidential candidates were contesting the election, on the death of a candidate during 
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the election campaign would not provide for other candidate to be considered as un- 

contested, rather the process of the presidential election from the submission of the 

nomination papers would be repeated a fresh. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore vol. 

no. 7, Issues no. 25- 26, (July 10- 17, 1964) 1, 3- 4, 9-10 
79

 The clause was as, „Freedom of religion‟: Every citizen would have the right to adopt 

any religion and to propagate it. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore vol. no. 7, Issues no. 

25- 26, (July 10- 17, 1964) 1, 3- 4, 9-10 
80

 Mufti Mahmud suggested to the clause that “else a Muslim would not be allowed to 

apostate” but the opposition did not listen to him. Moreover, he argued that why the COP 

did not exclude him at that very first occasion. 
81

 The combined opposition parties had a different political background and ideologies, 

therefore, there emerged differences on the candidature of 80000 BDs on party basis, 

elections to which held before the presidential elections in 1964, had the opposition had 

been agreed on the BDs election, they would have given a tough time to Ayub Khan. 
82

 A two days political conference was held in the end of September at D. I. Khan under 

the auspices of JUI, West Pakistan where Mufti Mahmud, Maulana Muhammad Shafi 

and Maulana Muhammad Ramzan opposed Miss Jinnah as a presidential candidate on 

the plea that the latter was a woman. However, Mufti Mahmud maintained that the 

matter would be finalized by the Central Advisory Council of JUI. Daily “Al- Falah,” 

Peshawar, October 1, 1964. 
83

 Other factions of Ulema including Twenty three Ulema headed by Maulana Abdul 

Hamid Badayuni, the president of Jamiat-ul Ulema-i-Pakistan (JUP) in West Pakistan 

also supported Ayub Khan by issuing a “fatwa”(Decree) which declared the candidature 

of Miss Fatima Jinnah (a presidential candidate of the Opposition Front) as un- Islamic 

by stating that, “Islam debars females from becoming head of State. Daily Pakistan 

Times Rawalpindi, September 25, 1964. Also Daily Pakistan Times, Rawalpindi, 

September 27, 1964I 
84

  Daily Pakistan Times, Rawalpindi, September 27, 1964I 
85

 It was decided in a meeting of its Advisory Council on October 7, 1964 at Multan 

under the chairmanship of Maulana Ubaidullah Anwer, Naib Amir of JUI. 
86

 On October 28, a meeting of Ulema held at Dacca where five names were suggested. 
87

 The Front was comprised of JUI, Majlis-i- Ahrar, Ahl-e Sunnat-wal-Jamaat, 

Organization of Barelvi Ulema, Ahl-e Hadis and Tahaffuz-i- Khatm-e Nabuwwat. 
88

 The submission time for the nomination papers was limited to 2:00 PM, at Rawalpindi, 

West Pakistan. That move of the government shocked the leadership of JUI. Thus, in that 

situation of commotion JUI nominated its presidential candidate Raza-ul Kareem, 

Principal City College, Chittagong but due to insufficient time he could not submit his 

nomination papers to the Election Commission and JUI was deprived of its own 

presidential candidate. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore vol. no. 7, Issue no. 46, 

(December 4, 1964), 1- 9. 

89
 JUI held the meetings of both its advisory Council and the Central Working Committee on 

December 20, 1964 at Madrasa Qasim-ul Ulum, Multan where after substantive discussion a resolution 

was adopted which declared as: “That this representative meeting of JUI affirm that since the period of 

the last governments in Pakistan the faithless activities are on its hike.... that as this government has 

imposed MFLO against the tenets of Quran and Sunnah and has also dejected, ignored the agitation of 

Muslims against that ordinance... Moreover, the opposition united front could not provide that after the 

victory, Muhtarma Fatima Jinnah would resign, thus JUI cannot support her in the presidential election. 

Total 49 Ulema participated in the meeting in which 17 Ulema hailed from Frontier region. Weekly, 

Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore vol. no. 7, Issue no. 49, (December 25, 1964), 1, 7, 9  

90
 Nawabzada Nasrullah Khan, president of the “Rahber Committee” of the Combined 

Opposition made a written appeal to the president of JUI in the last week of December 

for support in presidential elections. That invitation of cooperation was presented in a 

meeting of the general council held on December 20,  1964 where it was welcomed 

within the complex situation of the country. The general council appointed a committee 

comprising of Mufti Mahmud, Maulana Hazarvi and Dr. Ahmed Hussain Kamal for 

further consideration. 
91

 Maulana Gul Badshah, the president of JUIS, delivered a speech on the Jummat-ul 

Wida (last Friday of the Holy month of Ramzan) in which he condemned the irreligious 
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activities of various groups under the umbrella of the Government. Further, he also 

criticized the nomination of modernized people like Dr.Balgrami and others to the 

government institutes and the Islamic Advisory Council, who were even ignorant to 

Arabic Language for their modern views about Islam. Maulana Gul Badshah alleged that 

Dr. Balgrami was ignorant to Arabic Language and other Islamic sciences while he was 

appointed as the Vice- Chancellor of the Islamic University of Bahawalpur. Weekly, 

Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 7, (February 12, 1965), 5. 
92

 Mufti Mahmud from D. I. Khan, Maulana Hazarvi from NW- 15 Hazara II, Maulana 

Nimatullah from Kohat and Maulana Mufti Muhammad Shafi from Sargoda contested 

those elections but could not succeed. 
93

 JUI circulated its manifesto as: 1. To Islamize the current anti- Islamic Laws in 

accordance with Quran and Sunnah. 2.(A) To make the constitution more Islamic 

Democratic in order to reckon the qualification of being “Muslim” for the key posts like 

Speaker, Commander in chief and Chief Justice. (B) To enumerate the precise definition 

of a “Muslim” so that the non- Muslim sects could be identified. (C). To repeal that 

article of the constitution which leads to infidelity. 3. To institute a society on the 

principles of democracy, tolerance, freedom of speech, writing and social equality. 4. 

The provision of free and speedy justice. 5. To eradicate the un- justice in the distribution 

of wealth. For more detail see, Weekly, Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issues no. 

10- 11, (March 5- 12, 1965), 10, 1, 6. 
94

 Weekly, Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 15, (April 9, 1965), 7 
95

 In this delegation, other than Maulana Abdullah Darkhwasti (MarkaziAmeer) Mufti 

Mahmud (Naib Ameer) Maulana Hazarvi Hazarvi (Nazim-i- Ala) and Maulna Gul 

Badshah (Ameer-i- Sarhad) were representing the Frontier region. At the end of the visit, 

Mufti Mahmud issued a statement to the press in which he stressed over that only the 

link of Islam could make both the parts united. He also argued that the six-point agenda 

presented by that wing could only be defeated through the bond of Islam.  At the end, he 

presented a six-point programme which was as: 1. The Judicial System of Pakistan 

should be reformed immediately and the Islamic laws should be implemented. 2. The 

diffusion of Westernization and European culture should be stopped and Islamic 

civilization and culture should be flourished. 3. The European simulation should be 

discouraged, and National Dress and National Language should be adopted. 4. The 

MFLO should be repealed. 5. Riba (interest) should be banned. 6. Manufacturing, 

selling, drinking of Liquor and adultery, prostitution should be outlawed and banned. 

Weekly Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore, East Pakistan Issue, Vol. No. 9. Issue No. 12, (April 

1, 1966), 20 

 
96

 Izud Din, Religious Orthodoxy during Ayub Regime. Published in “Daily Dawn” 

Karachi on July 4, 2010. 
97

 About such efforts to innovate Islam in Pakistan, Maulana Manzor Ahmed Numani 

had written to MaulanaShabir Ahmed Usmani on Dhulhijja 20, 1364 A. H. (November 

25, 1945)and had expressed his reservations in this regard. Maulana Muhammad Yusaf 

Ludhyanvi, Al- Imam-ul Mujahid Fi Sabi-lel Allah. In Monthly Al- Bayyanat, Bayad-e 

Maulana Yusaf Benori. (Karachi: Jame'at-ul Ulum-ul Al- Islamia, January, February 

1978), 318- 323 
98

 He was a religious scholar and introduced the rational interpretation of the Quranic 

knowledge. However Pervaz was criticized by the Deobandi Ulema from JUI and 

maintained that he was a non- believer of Hadith.  According to a research study he was 

a member of a religious group Ahl- al Quran. Who according to Ansari “puts exclusive 

reliance on the Quran as sole determinant of Islamic doctrine and practice, and at the 

same time repudiates Hadith while Questioning its authenticity. The contemporary 

representative of this group was Ghulam Ahmed Pervaiz (1903- 1985) who had a 

number of followers among modern educated elite.” Sarfaraz Hussain Ansari, Forced 

Modernization and Public Policy: A Case Study of Ayub Khan Era (1958- 1969) 

Published in Journal of Political studies vol. 18, issue No. 1.http:// www.Pu.edu.pk. 

(Accessed on February 13, 2017) 
99

 It was established by the President Ayub Khan in 1960 but when the constitution was 

formulated in 1962, it was re-formed as constitutional Body under Article 207 of the 

Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan with its own Board of Governors 
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supervising its various activities. Sarfaraz Hussain Ansari, Forced Modernization and 

Public Policy: A Case Study of Ayub Khan Era (1958- 1969) Published in Journal of 

Political studies vol. 18, issue No. 1.http:// www.Pu.edu.pk. (Accessed on February 13, 

2017) 
100

 The director of the institute has enumerated the following aims and objectives of the 

institute as, “this institute is endeavoring to fulfill the demands of creative Islamic 

Research with the best human resourced available in the country.... and of training post- 

graduate scholars in the materials and methods of Islamic research. Fazlur Rehman, 

Currents of Religious Thought in Pakistan in Monthly Journal of “Islamic Studies” 

(Islamabad: Islamic Research Institute, vol. VII, Issue No. 1), 1-7 
101

 (1) “Islamic Studies”, it was a quarterly, English journal. (2) “Al- Dirasat-al-Islamia”, 

a quarterly magazine in Arabic.  (3) “Fikr-o-Nazar”, a monthly magazine in Urdu.  (4) 

“Sandhan”, a monthly magazine in Bengali. Ibid. 
102

 He was at first appointed as Chairman to the Advisory Council on Islamic Ideology. 

The Ulema, in general and JUI, in particular criticized his appointment to the Council. 

Later, the government appointed him as the director of Islamic Research Institute 

however, due to the mounting pressure of the Ulema he was replaced by Allama 

Allaudin Siddiquui as Chairman of Ideology Council. Maulana Gul Badshah president of 

JUIS welcomed the appointment of Allama Allaudin Siddiqui as the new chairman of the 

Advisory Council on Islamic Ideology as the Jamiat‟s leadership was very antipathetic to 

Dr. Fazl-e Rehman due to his so called modern version of Islam. Maulana maintained 

that JUI had launched a very stern movement for his removal. Maulana Gul Badshah 

affirmed that his removal was the result of their struggle. Weekly, “Tarjuman-i Islam, 

Lahore” vol. no.5, Issue no. 33,(August 17, 1962).  
103

 As time went on, Maududi tended to rely more and more on the lower middle classes 

to gain followers. These classes possessed very little of modern education and, therefore, 

intellectual activity of any calibre could not be expected of them. 
104

 He pointed out that such intellectuals were: (1) Late Director of the Institute of 

Islamic Culture, Lahore, Khalifa Abdul Hakim (1959), (2) A retired government servant 

and editor of monthly Tulu-i- Islam, Ghulam Ahmed Pervaz.  
105

 During those days MJUI was struggling for the repeal or amendment of MFLO and 

for imposition of the Shariat laws in the country. However, on the other hand Jamaat-e 

Islami was struggling for the restoration of „Fundamental Rights, the repeal of „Basic 

Democracies and the Introduction of Adult Franchise‟ in the country.  
106

 It was active, though on a limited scale in the Frontier region against the MFLO and 

for the promulgation of Sharriat Laws in the country. The Najia organization held its 

meeting on May 16, 1963 at Mujahid Abad, Peshawar in connection with the death 

anniversary of late Haji Muhammad Amin, the founder of the Jamaat. Maulvi Sarbiland 

deplored the government for the MFLO and its failure in imposition of the Sharriat Laws 

in the country. He further, asserted that in 1948, a resolution demanding for the 

enforcement of Sharriat laws in the country was signed by 1624000 Muslims from ex- 

NWFP signed the resolution and was sent to Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan, Speaker of the 

Pakistan Constituent Assembly. However, the then government ignored such demands. 

Likewise, the present Martial Law government also ignored the signed resolution of 5 

lacs Muslims including 1000 BD members of the Frontier Region for the repeal of 

MFLO. 
107

 For this purpose, JUI printed numerous specified forms and circulated in the whole 

country in general and in the area of former NWFP in particular. Maulana Abdul Bari 

Jan, General Secretary of JUI, ex- NWFP and Maulana Aziz-ur Rehman of Dhaki, 

Peshawar received specific forms for distribution among the people of the area in general 

and the Ulema in particular. Maulana Abdul Qayum Popalzai, Maulvi Muhammad 

Hussain, Maulvi Abdulatif, Maulvi Abdul Wadood Maulvi Fa zal Haq, Hafiz Abdul 

Rashid and others also received those forms for the above-mentioned campaign. Ibid. 
108

 The people of Mardan, D. I. Khan and Mansehra Sub- Division sent the people‟s 

signed prescribed forms to the President of Pakistan, Speaker of National Assembly and 

Law Minister of Pakistan for the repeal of MFLO. 
109

 Moreover, the Ulema of Tall, Hangu, Kohat, Charsadda, Peshawar and Mardan also 

sent Telegrams requesting the President of Pakistan as well as Speaker of the National 

Assembly for repealing the MFLO. Mufti Mahmud, the single member of JUI in the 
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National Assembly also struggled for the repeal of the laws. The Amir-e Jamaat-e Najia 

of Shabqadar, Haji Sher Muhammad went to D. I. Khan to handover the prescribed 

forms signed by about 300 Basic Democrats to Mufti Mahmud for the move in the 

assembly to repeal the laws in question. The JUIMardan, during a meeting held on 

March 6, 1963, nominated Muhammad Ayub, Abdul Kari, Qazi Matiudin and Maulvi 

AbdulAzia for the Anti- MFLO campaign in District Mardan and the adjacent areas of 

Akora and Jahangira. The meeting also appealed the Provincial member of JUI, Maulana 

HazarviHazarvi to render his services in repealing the un- Islamic laws. 
110

 Maulana Abdul Haq of Akora Khattak also persuaded the President, Speaker of 

National Assembly, Law Minister and Mufti Mahmud of JUI for repealing the MFLO by 

sending telegrams to them. SBR, File S. No. 1400, B. No. 76, (1963) Record and 

Research Centre, Directorate of Archives and Libraries, KP, Peshawar. 
111

 Maulana Hazarvi, General Secretary of JUIWP, also member of Provincial Assembly 

of West Pakistan, in a meeting held at Mansehra encouraged the Ulema and masses to 

persuade their representatives in the National Assembly to support the efforts of Mufti 

Mahmud in the parliament for the repeal of MFLO. Moreover, he demanded the 

enforcement of Shariat laws for the eradications of the evils rampant in the country 

Special Branch Reports (SBR), File S. No. 1400, B. No. 76, (1963) Record and Research 

Centre, Directorate of Archives and Libraries, KP, Peshawar. 
112

 Therefore, on March 4, 1963, Maulana Gul Badshah president, of JUI, former NWFP, 

headed a delegation of 50 Ulema of Mardan, met Col. Abdul Ghafoor and Begum Zari 

Sarfarz (MNA) and requested him to make their efforts for the repeal of the MFLO. Both 

the representatives assured the delegation of their full support in this regard but Begum 

Zari Sarfaraz was reluctant as being the representative of the women. However, the 

delegation of Ulema assured her of their un-conditional support for the welfaire of the 

women. In other districts of the Frontier region, the local Jamiats met their concerned 

representatives accordingly. Ibid 
113

 The Deobandi Ulema from JUI, submitted the collected forms bearing the signatures 

and thumb impressions of the masses in Peshawar demanding the repeal of MFLO and 

was submitted it as document to Arbab Saifurehman, MNA of National Awami Party 

(NAP) 
114

 A one day „conference‟ was held under the auspices of JUI, Kohat, where both Mufti 

Mahmud(MNA) and Maulana Hazarvi(MPA) participated in the Conference. Where 

resolutions were adopted demanding the annulment of the MFLO and the enforcement of 

Sharriat in the country. Daily Situation Report (DSR) November 3, Special Branch(SB), 

File S. No. 1409, B. No. 77, Record and Research Centre, Directorate of Archives and 

Libraries, KP, Peshawar. 
115

 Maulvi Muhammad Hussain, president JUI, denounced the practice of un-Islamic 

laws and motivated the Ulema, Khatibs in Peshawar to observe February 22, 1963 

(Friday) as “Yaum-i- Ihtejaj” (Protest Day) urging the government to repeal the MFLO. 

Ibid. 
116

 Maulana Abdul Bari Jan, Nazim-e- Ala of Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam, Sarhad issued 

directions to all the local Jamiat presidents(Amirs) to enhance public participation in 

Jamiat activities against infidelity, Ahmedism and other such anti-Islamic activities in the 

country. They were directed to submit their monthly reports of their animations. JUI was 

demanding that the anti- Islamic provisions of MLFO might be repealed or amended. 

Ibid. 
117

 Lawrence Ziring, The Ayub Khan Era: Politics in Pakistan 1958- 1969. (Karachi: 

Paramount Publishing Enterprise, First Pakistani Edition, 2009),62 
118

 Maulana Gul Badshah while addressing a congregation of Pukhtuns at Mardan, 

declared that when President Ayub called the nation during the crisis, the MJUI in 

Frontier region issued Decree (fatwa) of „jihad in Peshawar. The fatwa was published in 

thousands and was circulated throughout the country. He applauded the people for the 

victory of Pakistan. He also appealed the public to cooperate with other organizations as 

volunteers and to make donations in the National Defence Fund. Weekly,  Tarjuman-i 

Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 37, (September 24, 1965), 1, 3 
119

 The „Conference‟ was held under the headship of Haji Hafiz-ud Din, a local Amir of 

the Sukkar JUI and was addressed by Maulana Abdullah Darkhwasti (Amir of JUI), 

Mufti Mahmud(Naib- Amir), Maulana Hazarvi (Nazim-i- Ala) and local leadership of 
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JUI, Sukkar. The conference was attended by a large number of Ulema and local public. 

Various resolutions like „jihad in Kashmir, promulgation of Islamic laws in the country 

and anti- apostasy was adopted. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 

35, (September 3, 1965)1, 
120

 Weekly,  Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 37, (September 24, 1965), 1, 

3 
121

 The committee was comprised of 20 members including the elected MNAs and 

MPAs, and other reputable members of the Multan community. Weekly, Tarjuman-i 

Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 35, (September 3, 1965), 5  
122

 Maulana Maududi had stated that the ”government should not go into the lap of China 

and Russia.” Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 36, (September 10, 

1965),3 
123

 Ibid. 
124

 Maulana Abdullah Darkhwasti, Maulana Hazarvi Hazarvi and other leadership of JUI. 

in the last of August and early of September, toured the whole West Pakistan from 

Peshawar to Baluchistan  for promoting the cause of „Kashmir Jihad. JUI made its way 

into Balauchistan during the Jihad campaign in those days which later contributed 

towards their vote bank in 1970s till date. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, 

Issue no. 36, (September 10, 1965),3 
125

 The Quetta JUI was organized under Maulana Arz Muhammad as president, 

Contractor Abdur Rahim as Nazim-i- Ala and others as members. Rs. 1376 were 

collected as subscription for Kashmir Jihad Fund. Ibid 
126

 These meetings were held from September 13- 17, 1965. The first meeting in that 

regard held at Mumtaz Hotel, 
127

 The Action committee (AC) visited various outlets of Muslims for raising the Jihad 

Fund. The AC visited the Anar Kali Bazar. An advisory meeting was also held at Cloth 

Market. On September 15, the AC visited the Gold Smith Market and raised a fund of 

Seven Thousand Rupees in cheque. On September 16, a delegation of United Islamic 

Front met with the governor of West Pakistan and presented that Cheque. They also 

pressed the Governor that the Government should pledge for three conditions in case of 

any settlement. Maulana HazarviHazarvi, Maulana Ajmal Mian, Maulana Kausar Niazi, 

Sheikh Hassamud Din and maulana Muhammad Ibrahim Balakoti were instrumental 

during this campaign. Weekly, “ Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 37, 

(September 24, 1965), 1, 3 
128

 One such jihad Conference was held on October 5, in Sindh where the Amir of JUI urged the 

masses for the obligation of jihad. Weekly, Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 

41, (October 15, 1965), 1, 7 
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 On October 23, a grand meeting was held at Bagh Bar-un Mochi Darwaza, Lahore 

and was addressed by Maulana HazarviHazarvi along with the central Minister for Law, 

Muhammad Zafar, the provincial minister, YasinWatto, Sheikh Hassam-ud Din, 

president Tahaffuz-e Khatm-e Nabuwwat and other leaders of the UIC. 
130

 Moreover, he demanded the government that every adult citizen and students of 

educational institutes should be given the compulsory military training to be prepared for 

the defense of the country. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 44, 

(November 5, 1965), 1 
131

 The meeting was held at Multan where Mufti Mahmud was elected as president, 

Maulana Qayim-ud Din as Nazim and Maulana Muhammad Ali Jalandhary as treasurer. 

Ibid 
132

 After the meeting, the delegation on November 14, called a press conference at Lords 

hotel Lahore, where Sheikh Hassam-ud Din as spoke person of the delegation addressed 

the conference, “we were four in number and had discussions with Ayub Khan for one 

hour.”   The delegation expressed their solidarity with president that nation was 

unanimous, against the war and other evils, therefore, the recommendations of Advisory 

Council on Islamic Ideology(ACII) regarding liquor, adultery (Zinna) and gambling 

should be approved. The policy of the government about the National Radio and the 

president‟s monthly speech were appreciated. The delegation also stressed revolutionary 

changes regarding educational system in the country. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, 

Lahore vol. no. 8, Issue no. 46, (November 19, 1965),1 
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 Mufti Mahmud presented a cheque of Rs. Five thousand to the president defense fund. 

Sheikh Hassam-ud Din as convener of the UIF added that, “that to maintain the spirit of 

Jihad and unity in the nation, the leadership of UIF has decided to organize the Jihad 

conferences in Lahore, Sargodha, Rawalpindi, Multan, Peshawar, Hyderabad, Sukkar, 

and Karachi in West Pakistan. The leadership of the Front would also visit to East 

Pakistan in this regard.”Ibid. 
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 Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, the Foreign Minister in Ayub Khan Cabinet, was not happy about 

the outcomes of the negotiations and the latter tendered resignation in the summer of 

1966. This later resulted in the emergence of leftist party in West Pakistan, the Pakistan 

People‟s Party (PPP). 
135

 Although opposition had divisions in its circles, however, Nizam-e Islam party, 

Awami League (West Pakista), Jama‟at-e Islami and Council Muslim League patronized 

a National Conference at Lahore which held from February 5-6, 1966 and continued for 

two days but boycotted by Sheikh Mujib led Awami League and the NAP circles. At that 

juncture the Government handled the opposition with an iron hand, blended with other 

factors, the agitation gradually converted into an anti- Ayub movement during the 

subsequent three years. Ziring, 76- 83, ibid 
136

 At its editorial page, the Tarjuman-i-Islam, Lahore emphatically stressed the realistic 

approach about the anticipated outcome of those negotiations. In its publication of 

January 21, 1966, it condemned those who were agitating in the country about that 

declaration. Ibid. 
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 Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore, Vol. No. 9. Issue No. 3, (January 21, 1966), 1 
138

 JUI convened a meeting of its Advisory Body on February 7, 1966 where the religio- 

political situation in the country was analyzed. The religious issues in the country, Jihad, 

the dispute of Kashmir and the „Declaration of Tashkent‟ were discussed. A resolution 

was adopted convicting the government for its irreligious attitude towards Islam in the 

country as it implemented MFLO, Family Planing, restricted the Muslims from Hajj, by 

dropping the age limit to 50 years for hajj.  Weekly, Tarjuman-i-Islam, Lahore vol. no. 9, 

Issue no. 9, (March 11, 1966),1, 3 
139

 The meeting of Frontier Advisory Council was attended by Maulana Syed 

GulBadshah (president, Frontier JUI), Maulana Hazarvi (Nazim-i- AlaHazara JUI), 

Maulana Abdul Bari Jan, Maulana Mufti Abdul Qayum Popalzai, MaulanaAyub Jan 

Benori, Maulana Aziz-urRehman, Maulana Muhammad Hussain, MaulanaFazl-e Maula 

and Malik Abdullah Khan (Peshawar), MaulanaPir Mubarak Shah, MaulanaLutf-

urRehman, MaulanaFazl-i- Hadi and Maulana Abdul Qudus (Mardan), Maulana Jan 

Muhammad, MaulanaHamidullahNiazi (Bannu), MaulanaNimat-u Allah (Kohat) 

Maulana Muhammad Amin Gul (Hangu) MaulanaFazl-e Maula, MaulanaZikria and 

MaulanaAbdulSamad (Charsadda), Maulana Ahmed Abd-urRehman (Nowshehra) and 

Maulana Abdul Wahid, Maulana Hafiz Gul Rahim (Swabi). Ibid 
140

 Maulana Gul Badshah, President of Frontier MJUI, declared the activities of the BDs 

as “un- Islamic as the government had organized the training for the BD members 

commencing from March 7, 1966 in order to guide the latter  regarding MFLO and the 

family planning..Weekly, “ Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 9, Issue no. 10, (February 

18, 1966),8 
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 MJUI was the only political party which not only supported the government during 

the war days but extended its support to the government on the Tashkent agreement as 

well. 
142 The Frontier MJUI appealed the government to tolerate the oppositional stance on 

various issues in the country and to left various restrictions including the Defence Rules 

of Pakistan in that regard. Weekly, Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore vol. no. 9, Issue no. 10, 

(February 18, 1966),8 
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 The Central Advisory Council of MJUI in its meeting held on February 7, 1966 regretted the liberal 

views of Dr. Fazl-ur Rehman, in his articles in the name of “Rational Islam” in the periodicals, “Fikar-o 

Nazar” and “Islamic Studies.” The publication of these periodicals was sponsored by “Islamic Research 

Institute,” first issued from Karachi then from Rawalpindi but the Government had deaf ears to such 

antagonism of Ulema. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore Vol. No. 9. Issue No. 5,  (February 11, 

1966), 3 
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 To become popular among the common masses,he concentrated mostly on students, 

lawyers, the peasants, the lower middle class, comprising mostly of the urban labour 

class in West Pakistan. These classes were frustrated from the prevailed ill governance 

and were in quest of revolutionary change in their economic lives.   
145

 Ziring, 68- 98, ibid. Ideologically, this term caused a catastrophic rift among the 

various groups of Ulema on the eve of the 1970 elections which shattered the authority 

of Ulema on one side and paved for the bisection of the country on another side.  
146

 Though, Dr. Fazl-ur Rehman wrote the book, “Islam” in 1958, during his stay at 

McGill University, Cannada. However, the book was marketed in Pakistan in early of 

1967. Ansari, ibid 
147

 A meeting of MJUI, Kulachi (D. I. Khan) was held on December 16, 1966, under the 

headship of Maulana Qazi Abdul Karim (Naib Amir, Frontier JUI). The MFLO, 

government‟s Family Planning and the role of “Islamic Research Institute” and the book 

of Dr. Fazl-ur Rehman were discussed and condemned by adopting resolutions in that 

regard. In one such solution (1) Dr. Fazl-ur Rehman was convicted for the distortions 

which he attempted in Islam through his book, Islam. To calm the masses, President 

Ayub Khan was requested to remove the above-mentioned scholar from the Islamic 

Research Institute. (2) In another resolution the speech of Altaf Gauhar, Federal 

Secretary Information, was severely criticized, in which he had claimed that every 

individual had the right to interpret Islam according to one‟s own sense of understanding. 

The Ulema declared that Islam was revealed on Muhammad (SAW) and that only that 

interpretation would be acceptable which has been channelled from that source. Weekly, 

Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore, Vol. No. 10. Issue No. 1, (January 6, 1966), 3, 6, 15 
148

 Jama'at-e Islami and Nizam-i- Islam Party were such other organizations which 

condemned the policy of the government in that regard. Ibid 

149
 Maulana Gul Badshah maintained that Dr. Fazl-ur Rehman was Non- believer of Hadith and his 

only task was to distort Islam.. 

150
 Though, Dr.Fazl-ur Rehman wrote that book “Islam” in 1958, during his stay at 

MecGill University, Cannada. However, the book was marketed in Pakistan in early of 

1967. Ansari, Weekly, “Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore”, Vol. No. 10. Issue No. 1, (January 

6, 1966), 3, 6, 15 
151

 The Government wanted the implementation of these laws after its approval from the 

Advisory Council on Islamic Ideology, in the country. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, 

Lahore vol. no.10, Issue no. 1, (January 6, 1967), 3 
152

 In Peshawar, Kohat, Tall, Bannu, Tank, Parachinar, Kulachi and in  D. I. Khan, the 

former NWFP and other areas of West Pakistan like in Jehlum, KhairPur, Gujranwala, 

Jacobb Abad(Sindh) and Kahror Pakka where Ulema protested and observed Eid day as 

“Protest Day”. The agitation also spread to East Pakistan where in Sylhet, Dacca, 

Dahkkan Nagar and Chitol Bazar, agitation was observed. The government was 

demanded to refrain from implementing such distorted Islamic Laws in the country. 

Weekly, Tarjuman-i-Islam, Lahore vol. no.10, Issue no. 4, (February 3, 1967), 9-10 
153

 Though the government had suspended the train services in the country, however, the 

delegates managed to arrive Multan as Maulana Muhammad Umar travelled from 

Quetta, Baluchistan by air. A controversy developed over moon sighting. Despite the fact 

that there was fog and hazy environment in some parts of the country, the Markazi Ruit-e 

Hilal Committee announced to observe January 13 as Eid Day that aroused a controversy 

in the country as a group of Deobandi Ulema including JI objected over the decision of 

the government. The Ayub‟s government imposed its decision and arrested those Ulema 

who were opposing the decision the Ruit-e Hilal Committee. However, the Ulema even 

from JUI were divided among themselves on the issue as Maulana Abdul Qayum 

Popalzai advocated that they were right for celebrating Eid on Thursday. However, the 

Government cracked down against the Ulema and Maulana Haarvi, Nazim-i- Ala of JUI 

and Maulana Ihtesham-ul HaqThanvi were arrested due to their anti- government stance. 

Mufti Mahmud was elected as acting Nazim-i- Ala due to the imprisonment of Maulana 

Hazarvi. Weekly, Tarjuman-i-Islam, Lahore,  Vol. No. 10. Issue No. 6, (February 18, 

1967), 2  
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 Both these ulema had met with Nasir at Cairo while visiting Jamia Azhar in 1963. 

The editorial columns of JUI‟s organ Tarjuman-i-Islam vehemently supported the cause 

of the latter during that Arab-Israel war. Weekly Tarjuman-i-Islam, Lahore various 

issues (June- July 1967). 
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 It was due to the above factor that JUI on the one hand voiced for Islamic Constitution 

and on the other hand it repudiated the capitalist system of the west during its election 

campaign in 1970. 
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 S. M. Zafar enumerated three objectives of the conference; (1) Role of reason in Islam 

(2) Islam and World peace. (3) Islamic Social Justice. Daily, “The Pakistan Times, 

"Rawalpindi, Feb. 11, 1968.  
157

Ayub Khan was suffering from illness in those days, therefore, his message was read 

by Mr. Abdul Jabbar Khan, speaker of the National Assembly of Pakistan to the audience 

in the conference. Total 80 delegates attended the conference in which 18 came from 

Muslim World and other foreign countries. Daily, “The Pakistan Times, "Rawalpindi, 

Feb. 11, 1968.  
158

 These Ulema criticized the sophomoric approach and references from Quran and 

Sunnah in the papers presented by the pro-government scholars, Mr. Jafar Shah and Mr. 

Muhammad Massod. Kamal, 110, ibid also see for detail, Naeem Aasi, Mufti Mahmud: 

Hayaat Aur Khidmaat (Muslim Academy, 1977), 84- 85  
159

 See for details Maulana Muhammad Yusaf Ludhyanvi, Al- Imam-ul Mujahid Fi Sabi-

lel Allah. Monthly Al- Bayyanat, Bayad-e Maulana Yusaf Benori. (Karachi: Jame- at-ul 

Ulum-ul Al- Islamia, January, February 1978), 318- 323 
160

 The conference also demanded for the fundamental rights of the Muslims of Indian 

occupied Jammu and Kashmir, Palestine, Cyprus and other Muslims suffering from 

oppression in any part of the world. Daily, “The Pakistan Times”, Rawalpindi, Feb. 14, 

1968 

161
 Interestingly, Mufti Mahmud in a meeting of the MJUI Advisory Council held in January 1968 at 

KhairPur, had argued that, ”the developmental activities of Ayub period should be gauged in 

accordance with its impact on the market and society alike.... The progress should mean the economic 

development of the nation not devastation.” Kamal, Ehed Saz Qayadat, P-109.  
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 Ziring, P- 98 

163
 The conference was held from May 3- 5, 1968. According to the circles of Jamiat, the 

conference received a warm coverage from national and International media. It was 

reported in Urdu newspapers, like Daily “Tameer”, Rawalpindi, Daily “Jang,” Karachi in 

its May 6 and 8, 1968, issues respectively.  Ahmed Hussain Kamal has asserted that even 

BBC reported it in its transmission. Kamal, Pp-112- 113 
164

 The proceedings of the Conference resulted in the imprisonment of Agha Shurish 

Kashmiri, a journalist cum editor of weekly “Chattan” for his bold stance against the 

oppressive policies of the government. Further, the conference also strengthened the 

organizational potential of JUI as Central All Pakistan organization, comprising of 

Ulema from both wings, was also formed. Maulana Abdullah Darkhwasti was elected as 

the Central Amir, Maulana Mufrt Mahmud as General Secretary, and a vice-president 

from each wing. Kamal, Pp-112- 113 
165

 Maulana Abd-ur Rahim Popalzai, first Amir of JUH in the Frontier province had 

struggled in Ghalla Dehr Movement of peasants against the Khans of Charsaddah and 

Mardan in Charsaddah during Dr. Khan Sahib Government in 1938-39 and had earned a 

name, “Socialist Mullah.” 
166

 The Ulema from JUI, particularly Maulana Yusaf Benori, Mufti Mahmud and 

Maulana Hazarvi time and again criticized the role of the institute. A monthly journal 

“Bayyanat” of Dar-ul Uloom, New Town, Karachi criticized various articles published in 

its journals. Consequently, the protest of MJUI and other Ulema in the country was so 

vigorous that said director of the Islamic Research Institute had to resign. Daily 

“Pakistan Times”, Rawalpindi, December 11, 1968. 
167

 S. M. Zafar, Federal Minister for Law and Parliamentary Affairs was a relative of 

Dr.Fazl-ur Rehman. The earlier maintained that the latter wrote that book while he was 

studying in a Western University. Daily, “Tameer”, Rawalpindi, September 4, 1968. 
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However, Major Aslam Jan, MPA, while exhibiting the book at a press conference 

declared that the book was not published in 1958, as claimed by the author. Rather, it 

was published in 1966. Daily, Tameer, Rawalpindi, September 8, 1968. 
168

The meeting of the Advisory Council of MJUI, Frontier was held under the headship 

of Maulana Syed Gul Badshah at Peshawar in two sessions on September 23, 1968. The 

Ulema of Kohat, Mardan, Peshawar and Hazara attended the meeting in which a ban on 

the book, Islam and a court trial of Dr. Fazlur Rehman was demanded. Further, it was 

stressed that efforts for the imposition of Islamic laws should be augmented. Moreover, 

the atrocities Indian government made on the Indian Muslimwere also condemned. The 

release of the imprisoned Ulema during the movement and to oust those persons from the 

government positions having anti-Islamic inclinations were also demanded..Daily 

“Shahbaz” Peshawar, September 24, 1968. 
169

 Maulana Gul Badshah Amir JUIS, Maulana Abdul Qayum Popalzai, Nazim-i- Ala 

MJUI Peshawar Division, Maulana Abdul Bari, Maulana Pir Mubarak Shah, Nazim 

MJUI Mardan, Maulana Nimatullah, Amir MJUI Kohat, Maulana Lutf-ur Rehman, 

Maulana Abdul Hai, Amir MJUI Hazara, Maulana Muhammad Hussain, Nazim-i- Ala 

Peshawar issued a press note resenting the arrest of the above mentioned Ulema. Daily 

Nawai-i- Waqat, Rawalpindi, September 25, 1968. 
170

 Daily Nawai-i- Waqat, Rawalpindi, September 28, 1968. 

171
 Kamal, P- 119, also Daily “Pakistan Times”, Rawalpindi, December 28, 1968. 

172
 The workers of JUI alleged that banners bearing „KalmaTayyaba‟ carrying by the 

Ulema were torn to pieces. Daily “Pakistan Times”, Rawalpindi, December 28, 1968. 
173

 In Peshawar the Ulema from JUI, students, workers of NAP, and other political 

parties took a large procession from Jinnah Park and protested against the castigation of 

Ulema in Lahore.The government action in Lahore was condemned by the people from 

all walks of life in the country as; first the protestors were peaceful and some of them 

had even not completed their prayers. Second, majority of them were armless Ulema and 

thirdly, as it was the last Friday of Ramzan, therefore, they were in state of fasting. Daily 

Pakistan Times, Rawalpindi, December 27, 1968.  
174

 In Lahore, the leadership of MJUI, Maulana Abdullah Darkhwasti, Mufti Mahmud led 

the agitation while NawabZadaNasrullah Khan, Khwaja Muhammad Safdar, the 

opposition leader in West Pakistan Assembly and the provincial leader of PDM, Mian 

Mahmud Ali Qasuri (NAP), Ahmed Raza Khan (PPP) and a large number of Ulema and 

masses participated in the agitation and condemned that vicious act of the Government.. 

Daily “Pakistan Times”, Rawalpindi, December 28, 1968. 
175

Asi, 88- 89 
176

 Mufti Mahmud moved a resolution at the extraordinary meeting of the Central 

Advisory Council held at Madrasah, Khuddam-ud Din, (Lahore) on December 26, 1968, 

in which he demanded the government to withdraw the University Ordinance but the 

government authorities were stubborn and they were pushing the government to a closed 

street. 
177

 Agha Shurish Kashmiri was released for which the leadership of MJUI had been 

demanding since May 1968, and he delivered his first speech after his release in a 

meeting convened by JUI in his honour. In the same meeting Maulana HazarviHazarvi 

informed the audience about the achievements of JUI in its movement against the 

government. He further maintained that the Government announced that Liqour would be 

banned in West Pakistan. The government would not invite professional dancers to the 

official functions. The Gambling would be banned. The Government also expressed its 

readiness for amending the constitution. Daily “Pakistan Times”, Rawalipindi, January 2, 

1969. Also Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore, Vol. No. 12. Issue No. 3, (January 17, 

1969), 7-8 
178

 Daily“Pakistan Times”, Rawalipindi, January 5- 8, 1969. 
179

 Daily “Pakistan Times”, Rawalipindi, January 8, 1969.  
180

 After the said meeting, JUI also associated itself with the DAC for their joint venture 

against the government . It was unanimously decided by the following eight parties. (Six-

point) Awami League, NAP (Requestionist) Markazi Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam, Nizam-i- 

Islam, National Democratic Front (DNF), Jama‟at-e Islami, and Awami League 
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(Nawabzada Nasrullah Khan) Only two parties of NAP (Maulana Bhashani) and Bhutto 

led PPP remained aloof of the DAC. Daily Dawn Karachi, January 6, 1969. 
181

 A pamphlet was published by Markazi Jamiat in order to elucidate its position. The 

Pamphlet contained as: (1). DAC is totally different and separate entity to PDM. (2). JUI 

has affiliated to DAC not merged in PDM Movement nor has it any connection to the 

eight demands of the eight parties included in PDM. (3) It has no link with the ideology 

of the any component party, organization in the PDM nor has it any appeal for Western 

Democracy or Socialism. (4) JUI is not ready to accept the 1956 Constitution without the 

Islamic provisions to be inserted in it through amendments. (5) But JUI has struggled for 

Islamic style of life and has opted for a vast circle of action for the revival of Islamic 

code of life in Muslim wife, and for which all the other political parties have also an 

inclination.  
182

 The 8 Points of DAC were: (1) A Federal parliamentary system of Government. (2). 

Direct Elections on the basis of universal adult franchise. (3). Immediate withdrawal of 

the state of Emergency. (4). Full restoration of civil liberties. (5). The repeal of all black 

laws in particular the repeal of laws providing for detention without trial and of the 

University Ordinances. (6). Release of all political detunes and prisoners, students, 

workers and journalists including Sheikh Mujib-ur Rahman, Khan Wali Khan and 

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto and the withdrawal of all the political cases pending before 

courts..withdrawal of all species of orders under section 144 Cr. P. C. (7). Restoration of 

the right of labor to strike. (8). Withdrawal of all curbs on the Press including those on 

the grant of new declarations and the restoration of all presses, papers and periodicals 

which have been confiscated or where declarations have been cancelled including the 

“Ittefaq” and “Chattan” and the restoration of the Progressive Papers Ltd. This eight-

point declaration was signed by the leaders of the eight parties. Daily Pakistan Times 

Rawalpindi, Jan. 8, 1969. 
183

 In January 1969, the Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Pakistan (JUP), a Punjab based organization 

of Barelvi Ulema, held a meeting of its executive committee under the chair of Maulana 

Abdul Ghafur Hazarvi and ousted Maulana Abdul Hamid Badayuni, President of JUP, 

“for his unconditional favour towards the government. The Jamiat-ul Ulema-i-Pakistan 

(JUP) also came with its Islamic agenda and declared in a resolution that JUP would 

observe January 17 as „Demands Day‟ and would protest against the government for its 

un- Islamic laws. Daily Jang, Rawalpindi, January 5, 1969. 
184

 Mufti Mahmud was in Dacca to participate in the „Conference‟ convened by MJUI 

East Pakistan. He and Maulana Muhammad Akram also attended various sessions of the 

opposition parties held at Dacca for formation of a “united front.” Mufti Mahmud 

vigorously presented the views of his party regarding the Islamic orientation of the new 

constitution in the country. However, the opposition did not yield to his demands. 

Weekly, Tarjuman-i Islam, Lahore Vol. No. 12. Issue No. 3,  (January 17, 1969), 1-10 
185

 An important meeting of the JUI Peshawar Division was convened under the chair of 

Maulana Syed Gul Badshah in which the political situation of the country was discussed. 

The Ulema present in the meeting expressed their happiness on the convention of MJUI 

at Dacca, East Pakistan, held on January 5, 1969. The meeting offered a tribute to Mufti 

Mahmud for his contributing role during the deliberations of the opposition at Dacca. At 

the end of the meeting a resolution was passed which stated as, “This meeting of MJUI 

Peshawar Division assures the Central leadership of DAC that its programme would be 

chalked out in its true spirit in the region..”Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore, Vol. No. 

12. Issue No. 4, (January 21, 1969), 9 
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 A special meeting of the Advisory Council of JUI, West Pakistan was held on January 

19 at Rawalpindi. This meeting was held under the chair of Maulana Hazarvi and 

attended by the following Ulema, Maulana Gul BadshahSyed Pir Mubarak Shah, 

Maulana Alaudin, Maulana Qazi Abdullatif from Frontier province and Maulana 

Muhammad Akram, Maulana Muhammad Rammzan, MaulanaQari Abdul Sami, 

Maulana Abdullatif, from Punjab. Weekly, Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore, Vol. No. 12. 

Issue No. 5, (January 28, 1969),8 
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Agreed by Ulema from all Muslim Schools of thought and Sects in Pakistan at 

“Karachi Ulema‟s Conference in 1951” 
188

 It is a peculiar feature of Pakistani politics that political party whether belonging to 

right or left wing, claims for such a political system based on Islamic principles in 
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Pakistan. Like, Muslim League since independence has voiced for the politics of Islamic 

principles. Likewise, Bhutto, Maulana Bhashani added another phrase to the political 

culture of Pakistan, which was, “Islamic Socialism”. After the failure of RTC, Air 

Martial Asghar Khan announced for the formation of “Justice Party.” According to him, 

which would struggle for the Islamic social justice. Mufti Mahmud, demanded for the 

provision of the Ulema‟s 22 points in Pakistan‟s polity. However, no single party in the 

conference, encouraged Mufti Mahmud for his notions. Naeem Aasi, pp-96- 102 
189

 The conference was held in the Presidential House at Rawalpindi, however, it could 

not bring any triumph in the polity of the country as Mujib did participate in the RTC but 

his six demands overlapping two additional demands perverted the atmosphere during 

the RTC whereas Bhutto and Bhashani boycotted the conference. 
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Chapter 5 

Socialism, Islamic Constitution and Politics in Pakistan: JUI and its 

Islamic Agenda in NWFP (1970- 1973). 

The Deobandi Ulema ―never been able to dominate 

parliamentary politics on their own strength; and [that] 

Deobandi Islam has come to define the politics and public 

life of the NWFP more than any other political or social 

movement.‖
1
 (Sana Haroon, 2008) 

In this chapter, the researcher argues that on the eve of the first general elections of 

1970 in Pakistan, though there emerged an ideological rift within the circles of 

Deobandi Ulema on the issues of socialism, Islamic socialism and Islamic polity in 

Pakistan. However, Ulema from JUI (Hazarvi) or JUI 
2

 remained successful to 

maintain their unanimity
3
 or unity among themselves and close collaboration with the 

local masses through their interaction with the Pukhtuns in NWFP. Further, they 

articulated anti-capitalist stance and a slogan of ‗Islamic constitution‘
4
 during the 

election campaign. Resultantly, JUI acceded to the public office in NWFP and 

Baluchistan as a coalition partner of National Awami Party (NAP). Though, the 

occasional representation of Deobandi Ulema in parliament could hardly enable them 

to impose their articulated agenda of Islamic state. However, their potential for 

developing unity within their own circles and collaboration with other divergent 

groups expedited their agenda of institutionalizing the Shariat principles or Islamic 

provisions into the Pakistan‘s constitution of 1973. Moreover, JUI interacted to 

influence the parliament for the reformation of Pakistan‘s state and society on the one 

hand. On the other hand, JUI struggled for the Pukhtun‘s reformation by utilizing the 

public office in NWFP. 

Long before the creation of Pakistan, these Deobandi Ulema were active at Central 

level under JUH for the formation of a united platform through which they struggled 

for bringing harmony with its likeminded and close political organizations for 

constituting Islamic legal policy. At local level in NWFP, the Pukhtun Ulema under 

JUS sought for the legitimacy of their Islamic identity through the passage of Muslim 

Personal Law Act in British India. In post-independence period the passage of 

Objectives Resolution encouraged these Ulema to claim unanimously for 
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Shariatisation in the governance of the country. At that stage JUI‘s identity was 

limited to its policy seeking status i-e the Islamization and Shariatization of Pakistan‘s 

state and society by collaborating with the Ulema from various schools of thought. 

Importantly, to consecrate the Shariat principles at the core of the entire legislative 

process in Pakistan, these Ulema under Nizam-ul Ulema sought for positions in 

parliament with public vote. For that purpose, even JUI had to tolerate the 

opposition‘s allegation for calling it as a ‗court party.‘ Importantly, the imposed 

modernization and Islamic innovation of Ayub Khan transformed these Ulema to seek 

for vote and for the implementation of its Islamic policy. Here it is assumed that to 

accomplish its abiding ambition of Islamic Pakistan, the Deobandi Ulema from JUI 

(H) aimed towards the institutionalization of the Islamic Constitution in 1970s. 

Therefore, to integrate all the three models of Strom‘s theory of behavioral 

competitive political parties augmented by normative factors, JUI sought not only for 

vote and office but also moved towards implementing its agenda of Islamic Pakistan 

through seeking a coalition with NAP and other religious organizations under United 

Democratic Front (UDF), Pakistan National Alliance (PNA).  

Besides its Islamic stance, JUI and its allied Ulema were committed for invoking 

democratic principles, political tolerance and partnership with various divergent 

religio-political groups. The potential of these Ulema under JUI to develop 

cooperation within its own circles and with other religious groups and political 

parties. It was evident from the fact that JUI not only collaborated with other Ulema 

from various schools of thought during various movements but also with non- Ulema 

and secular parties like NAP and PPP. JUI signed agreements with NAP for the 

formation of their coalition government in both NWFP and Baluchistan. It also signed 

an accord with NAP and PPP to facilitate and ensure the democratic process in the 

country. JUI also departed its provincial government when Mufti Mahmud resigned in 

protest as Chief Minister, NWFP for the sake of democratic principle against the 

violation of the PPP federal government in the early of 1973.  

 5.1. Socialism, Islamic Socialism and Islam: The Ideological Rift between 

Markazi Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (MJUI) and JUI (Hazarvi).  

Socialism echoed in the late 1960‘s in Pakistan which was not a new phantasm for 

MJUI (it was revived in 1969) and other Pukhtun ‗Deobandi Ulema from JUI (H) in 
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Pakistan. ‗Deoband‘ madrasa had anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist tendencies from 

the very start of its resistance movement against the British government in India. 

After the unsuccessful attempt under the ―Tehrik Reshmi Romal” (Silk Letter 

Movement), Maulana Ubaidullah Sindhi headed from Kabul towards Moscow in 

1920s where Soviet Union after its emergence in 1917, was consolidating its 

communist system. Therefore, Maulana Sindhi was the first ‗Deobandi‘ Alim from 

South Asia who had a direct acquaintance with the socialist environment during his 

exile in communist Russia. Although Maulana Sindhi was a critique of the atheistic 

nature of the communist cum socialist system, he, however, ―urged the Muslims on 

the religious grounds to develop the economic justice which claimed by the 

communism but could not achieve.‖
5
Maulana Sindhi‘s appreciations of Communistic 

‗distribution of wealth was augmented by Maulana Hifz-ur Rehman Sevharwi, 

another ‗Deobandi‘ scholar and leader of JUH.
6
 Sevharwi has traced five common 

principles between Islam and Marxism.
7
 After independence, the ‗Deobandi‘ Ulema 

were struggling under their various organizations (JUS and MJUI) for the creation of 

a Muslim society in Pakistan where Islamic principles of Shariat could be practiced. 

Concurrently, these Ulema were denouncing both the prevailed systems of capitalism 

and socialism. Though, In East Pakistan, Maulana Bhashani with his leftist tendency 

was favouring socialism since independence with a limited following in East Pakistan. 

In West Pakistan, it was first echoed in the National assembly in 1965 before the 

emergence of Pakistan People‘s Party (PPP).
8
 Socialism, (later PPP coined it as 

Islamic socialism) was launched by PPP in 1967 as a popular movement which got 

momentum towards the end of 1968 and the early of 1969. To PPP, the main 

objective behind the creation of the party was the resolution of the restlessness, 

dismay of the labourers, peasants, students and it ―raised its voice for equal 

measures.” 
9

 To attract the above sections of the society Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto 

fabricated the slogan of ―Roti Kapra aur Makan (bread, clothes and house),‖ the main 

tenets of his socialist agenda. Contrary to a limited following of socialist Maulana 

Bhashani in East Pakistan, the PPP‘s mobilization of the people in West Pakistan was 

overwhelming.
10

 JUI also came out for the support of the labourers, peasants and 

other deprived population and held a conference from May 3-5, and then on 

December 20, 1968, at Lahore where thousands of Ulema and general public took a 

procession in favour of the deprived classes.
11

 This transition of JUI from mere 
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Islamic constitutional struggle to the populous politics affected the religio-political 

elites, other Ulema and general masses alike.  

Moreover, in the early of 1969, Maulana Hazarvi emerged as the main exponent of 

‗Islamic Socialism‘
12

 in the lines of Maulana Ubaidullah Sindhi, Maulana Hifzur 

Rehman Sewharvi from Deoband
13

 and Maulana Abdur Rahim Popalzai,
14

 the 

founding member of JUS from NWFP.  

The leadership of MJUI,
15

 Maulana Ihtesham-ul Haq Thanvi, Maulana Zafar Ahmed 

Usmani, Maulana Muhammad Shafi and Maulana Muhammad Khatib Matin who 

secluded to their Madrasa after the revival of JUI in 1956 at Multan, ‗felt a great 

threat from socialism‘ and they aborted their seclusion to protect and guard Islam. 

MJUI struggled for a joint venture against the socialism and it allied itself with 

Jamaat-e Islami (JI).
16

 MJUI, JI and some other allied groups initiated their 

antagonism towards the PPP‘s claims of socialism, later Islamic socialism and 

rancorously attacked the Ulema belonging to JUI (Hazarvi)
17

 for their proclivity 

towards socialism, JUI in turn assailed them for their affiliation towards capitalism 

which in turn initiated a feverous debate among the religio- political parties about 

their respective patronized ideologies on the eve of the elections.
18

 The national and 

local leadership of PPP also gave the impression of supporting the Ulema from JUI by 

issuing routine statements in favour of these Ulema in the national and local press 

during the peak of this tension which encouraged the confusion, quandary and 

suspension among the religious groups about the Frontier Ulema. Consequently, 

MJUI and JI intensified their movement against socialism, Islamic socialism and the 

Frontier Ulema from JUI. However, Maulana Mufti Mahmud categorically refuted 

both the ideologies of socialism and Islamic socialism and maintained that JUI (H) 

was seeking for the imposition of Islamic principles in the country. Maulana Hazarvi 

also revisited his early stance of pro-Islamic socialism and in a press conference on 

January 16 and in various issues of weekly ‗Tarjuman-i- Islam, Lahore‘ dated January 

24, 31 and February 7, 14, contravened his stance about Islamic socialism.‘
19

 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud brought the anti-socialist and anti-capitalist stance of JUI.‖
20

 

Moreover, he appealed the Ulema to unite and devise a unanimous Islamic economic 

system for the nation.
21
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It is interesting to note that in early of 1969 the Pakistani politics emerged as two 

opposing parallel blocks, the right hand political parties mainly under the influence of 

JI and other Ulema (Usmani Faction) became ‗anti- socialist block‘ and PPP and 

Maulana Bhsahani‘s NAP as pro- socialist block. JUI voiced for the Islamic system 

and stressed for the institutionalization of 22 Islamic principles of Ulema and 

definition of Muslim into the constitution. Whereas Mujib‘sAwami League with its 

six points in East Pakistan and Wali Khan‘s NAP were struggling for their regional 

nationalist cause. Eventually, Ayub‘s RTC faced a collapse and the country witnessed 

another Martial Law which also aborted the continued political discourse about 

socialism and other ideologies. However, the Ulema from JUI continued to refute 

socialism. An article of Maulana Shams-ul Haq Afghani, Ishterakiat ke Afkar Par Aik 

Nazar‟ (A Review of Communist Thought) was published in weekly ‗Tarjuman-i-

Islam‟ in which he criticized the socialist theory and practice and maintained that 

socialism could not be an alternative for Islamic system due to its enmity towards 

[Islam as] religion.
22

 The official organ of JUI, Tarjuman-i-Islam, published on April 

11, 1969, promoted the views of both Maulana Ubaidullah Sindhi and Maulana Hifz-

ur Rehman Sevwharwi about the socialism and maintained that only the 

implementation of Islamic system could arrest any anti- Islamic isms including 

capitalism, communism and socialism in Pakistan.
 23 

 

In the end of May 1969, the central leadership of JUI visited NWFP where they were 

warmly welcomed and Maulana Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Abdullah Darkhwasti 

sketched the life of the prophet Muhammad in their speeches at Nowshera, Mardan, 

Peshawar and Kohat.  

In June 1969, JUI emerged with its anti- American identity. After a meeting of JUI‘s 

leadership mainly from Punjab and Frontier region, issued a statement in which they 

alleged that the anti- socialist propaganda was mainly financing by the United States‘ 

capitalist agents. Moreover, JUI appealed to nation to support it for inflicting a 

crushing defeat on both, socialism and capitalism.
24

Maulana Yousaf Benori, who was 

earlier active in the annals of JUS during pre- partition period, also came for the 

rescue of JUI during this hot debate.
25

 

These efforts of JUI for denouncing the ‗socialism‘ were however, not appreciated by 

the Karachi based Deobandi Ulemaand MJUI
26

 was revived in August 1969 by 
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Maulana Ihtesham-ul HaqThanvi. Some elements of MJUI welcomed it in ex- NWFP 

during the early of October. The newly established party initiated its organizational 

efforts soon and MJUI nominated Maulana Mian Mussarat Shah Kaka Khel as 

coordinator for the organization of MJUI in the central districts of NWFP.
27

 

October 1970, was a crucial month as these Deobandi Ulema and some Islamist 

groups entered into a hot debate over socialism or Islamic socialism and the political 

opposition between these groups emanated as political fighting. On October 13, 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud while addressing a press conference stressed that one unit 

should be dissolved and the government should hold elections earlier.In response to a 

question about Islamic socialism he maintained that if an economical system has 

affinity with Quran and Sunnah then it was fair.
28

 MJUI and JI intensified their 

propaganda against the pro- socialist elements in the country
29

and the religious 

politics transformed from political opposition to fatwa brand politics.
30

 The leadership 

of JUI remained busy in educating the people towards the imposition of Islamic 

principles in the country. Mufti Mahmud claimed that including Ulema, legal experts 

and other scholars deprived the country from the [promulgation of] Islamic system 

and accentuated that only Islam has the solution of the labourers and peasants 

problems.
31

 

In the end of November president Yahya Khan abrogated the long demanded one unit 

in West Pakistan and announced the schedule of the elections to be held in December 

1970. Majority of the political forces in the country welcomed the news by launching 

their campaigns and intensified their propaganda for their respective ideologies. 

It is interesting to note that the Ulema from Ahl-e- Sunnat-wal jamaat or Baralvi 

faction realized their factionalism and achieved their unification with the endless 

efforts of Sardar Abdul Qaiyum Khan, the president of Azad Kashmir, however, the 

‗Deobandi‘ factions could not unite, rather their gulf of differences widened with the 

passage of time. In December 1969, the leadership of MJUI decided to take part in the 

election and desired for an election alliance with the pro- Pakistan ideological 

political parties.  

―Kia JUI Socialism Ki Hami Hai‖? (Whether JUI is in favour of Socialism) an article 

published on January 30, 1969 in JUI‘s official organ, „Tarjuman-i-Islam” in which 

through various statements and press conferences published earlier in print media 
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from March 1969 to December 2, 1969, denied allegations about JUI as pro-socialist 

organization. Maulana Mufti Mamud and Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi 

categorically condemned, criticized majority of the ‗isms‘ including socialism, 

communism and capitalism and accentuated for the implementation of Islamic system 

in the country.
32

 

Interestingly, even before the hike of fatwa politics in the mid of the February 1970, 

on January 28, Maulana Mufti Mahmud while addressing to a reception at Lahore, 

referred to the term ‗Islamic Socialism‘ and maintained that, ―if the proponents of this 

term believed in the fundamentals of Islam such as ―Tauheed‖ [monotheism] and 

―Risalat‖ [prophecy], then they were committing the mistake of wrong interpretation 

only but by no means they could be termed as ―Kafirs.‖
33

 

In the mid of February 1970, the above-mentioned fatwa politics witnessed its climax 

and the leadership of MJUI and Jamaat-i- Islami, issued a fatwa (Decree),backed by 

more than hundred Ulema, known as, ‗Aik So Taira Ulema ka Mutaffiqa fatwa (A 

Unanimous Decree from 113 Ulema). The fatwa declared the pro-socialist elements in 

the country, as infidels and unbelievers pointing towards mainly the Pukhtun Ulema 

from JUI (Hazarvi).
34

The fatwa was resented by the Ulema from JUI (Hazarvi) and 

maintained that the fatwa was a product of the political inspirations of some Ulema. 

Though the politics of that period based on fatwas was short lived,
35

 however, it 

brought serious implications in the elections of 1970 for the religious politics in 

Pakistan. 
36

 In April 1970, though a committee of Maulana Shams-ul Haq Afghani, 

Maulana Yousaf Benori, Maulana Abdul Haq and Maulana Nafih Gul was proposed 

for the reconciliation and development of unanimity between the two groups of 

Deobandi Ulema, the MJUI and JUI, however, those efforts ended without any 

resolution.
37

 

 Due to various internal and external factors during the post- 1971 war crisis, Bhutto 

could not launch his ‗socialist scheme in its true spirit for his political reliance on the 

Sindhi-Punjab feudalists in the parliament and according to Harvie, ―In 1971, Hafeez 

Malik described Pakistan's attitude to Socialism as "a glaring contrast" to its 

acceptance by the Afro-Asian world. "Pakistan has not only repudiated Socialism, but 

in the process of her economic and political development, has created an intellectual 

climate conducive to the growth of Capitalism."
38
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Moreover, the Ulema from JUI considered that, ―those raising controversy about 

Islam and socialism were ‗imperialist agents who wanted to divert the attention from 

the Middle East issue.‖
39

 

 5.2. JUI (Hazarvi), its Election Manifesto and Victory in NWFP during 1970 

Elections.  

JUI had launched its election campaign unofficially since the early of 1969, which 

was strengthened with the approval of its election manifesto in August 1969, and was 

intensified during October 1969 under the slogan of ‗Islamic Constitution‘ and 

‗Islamic Identity‘ of Pakistan.
40

 

Although, JUI (H) could not succeed in the achievement of the ‗desired unanimity‘
41

 

among the Deobandi Ulema at national level due to the emergence of the ―Thanvi‖ 

faction as MJUI in September 1969, however, it achieved that objective in NWFP, 

where majority of the Pukhtun Ulema stood for the cause of JUI (H) and expressed 

their confidence in its leadership.
42

 

When the government restored political activities, JUI promptly responded and held 

its provincial West Pakistan‘s meeting on January 1-2, 1970 at Lahore where 200 

Ulema delegations from Karachi (Sindh), Baluchistan, Punjab and NWFP 

participated, where a parliamentary board was elected for the selection of the JUI 

candidates for the elections. Moreover, the election manifesto of JUI was also 

announced.
43

 

In the early of 1970, there were four main political forces in the country. All the right-

wing parties, including various groups of Muslim League, MJUI and JI were 

struggling against the pro- socialist and in the support of western democracy and 

capitalism. The PPP in West Pakistan and Bhashani‘s NAP in East Pakistan were 

perusing their pro- socialist agenda in the country. The third political force was of 

Mujib‘s AL in East Pakistan with its six points pro- regionalist tendencies and the 

fourth force was JUI (H)‘s with its pro- Islamic programme in both the wings.
44
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5.2.1. Activism of JUI (Hazarvi) for Unanimity and Collaboration among the 

Ulema in NWFP.  

After the allegations of pro-socialism against the leadership of JUI from the rival 

camp motivated the Pukhtun Ulema and they escalated their activism by organizing, 

holding corner meetings
45

, door to door visits
46

, arranging large gatherings of the 

people
47

, convening of ‗Aeen-i- Shariat‟(Constitution based on Islamic Shariah) 

conferences
48

, and press conferences
49

 where both the local and central leadership of 

JUI strove hard to bring unity among their circles, to project their party‘s manifesto 

and clarified their position on the issue of socialism. Maulana Mufti Mahmud, 

Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi and other leadership of the party from NWFP 

concentrated on the whole province in general and their respective areas in particular 

for convincing the people about the Islamic scheme of the party.
50

The activism of 

these leaders motivated the Ulema of the area and they expressed their solidarity with 

the programme of the Jamiat.‖
51

 The anti-socialist fatwa of the Ulema from the rival 

camp was also responded in an empathic way by JUI (H) and the party‘s policy 

statement appeared on March 4, 1970 in the national print media.
52

 

JUI was not only active in provincial politics of NWFP but also on central level in 

Pakistan.
53

JUI convened a central ―Aeen-i- Shariat” conference at Shiran Wala Gate, 

Lahore from June 26-29 where delegations of Ulema participated in the conference 

from both wings of Pakistan where a meeting of the central working committee also 

held on the second day. The JUI‘s activism in Pakistan‘s politics from May 1968 to 

June 1970, its organizational issues and its readiness towards forthcoming elections 

were analysed. On the last day of the conference a large procession of Ulema was also 

organized.
54

  Further, all the local, district and provincial Jamiat organizations were 

directed to strengthen their efforts for the awareness of the people towards the aims, 

objectives and election manifesto of JUI in their respective areas. Moreover, an 

‗election branch‘ was also setup at the provincial office of Lahore which monitored 

the electoral activities of all the branches in the country and particularly in NWFP.
55

 

JUI intensified its election campaign from August 1970 and the district organizations 

helped the local organizations in their mass awareness programme through ‗Aeen-i- 

Shariat” conferences and other strategies. Overall, the election strategy of JUI was 

more realistic than other religious groups which were articulating that, ―elections were 
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a crusade of Islam and “Kufr‖ while JUI did not claim such slogans rather they 

concentrated on the miserable condition of the poor, peasants and laborer and 

maintained that the Islamic system [Shariat] has the solution of their problems.
56

 

In September and October, both the local and the central leadership of JUI intensified 

their efforts for the above-mentioned unanimity among the Ulema in Pakistan and 

particularly in NWFP. On September 12, 1970, the Ulema from Akora Khattak visited 

the Kotta, Swabi area to bring harmony among the Ulema and the common Pukhtuns 

towards the Muhammad‘s system in the country where Maulana Sher Ali Shah and 

Maulana Hamdullah of Dagai delivered their speeches.
57

 On September 14, 1970, 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud talked with the journalists in a press conference at Lahore 

and declared that JUI remained aloof from the weird discussion of right or left wing 

and maintained that only his party was after the demand of Islamic system and the 

dominance of common people of the country.
58

 

On September 20, 1970, the leaders of ‗Jama‘at-ul Isha‘atwa- Tauheed-o Sunnah‘ 

including Shaikh-ul Qura‘an, Maulana Muhammad Tahir, Maulana Khan Badshah 

and Maulana Fazal Haq also articulated their unconditional support towards the 

Islamic system and criticised the politics of JI in the country.
59

 

In October, the provincial leaders Maulana Sayed Gul Badshah, Dr. Fida Hussain and 

others visited madrasa ‗Tajweed-ul Qura‘n,‘ Bannu for the election campaign of 

Maulana Sadru- Shaheed, contesting MNA seat on the ticket of JUI where they 

delivered a large electoral gathering of people and stressed that Jamiat would not 

accept any other constitution but ‗Islamic constitution‘.
60

 On October 2, a gathering 

was convened at Peshawar where Maulana Gul Badshah, vice-president JUI, West 

Pakistan declared that, ―Jamiat was determined to eliminate capitalism, feudalism and 

the system left over by the British.‖ Further, he maintained that, ―they will restore the 

supremacy of Islam in the country.‖
61

 Moreover, he asserted that, ―JUI had the 

support of one lac five thousand (105000) certified Ulema besides the massive 

support of the people in the country.‖
62

On October 24, 1970, a one day ‗Shariat 

Conference‘ was convened with Maulana Abdul QayumPopazai in the chair, at Jinnah 

Park Peshawar where Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi and Maulana Gul Badshah 

advocated for the promulgation of the law based on Qur‘an and Sunnah in the 

country.
63
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In an interview Maulana Sayed Gul Badsha, the president of JUI, Peshawar 

Division
64

, declared his party‘s scheme about various issues in NWFP like name of 

the province, Urdu as a national language, the compulsory status of Pashtu in early 

education, the imposition of Islamic system, the annulment of interest based bank-

system, the provision of employment in the province, the rehabilitation of the 

deprived areas of Kohat, Lukki Marwat and D. I. Khan, the merging of tribal areas 

into Pakistan and the denial of labelling the Muslims as non-believers.
65

 

On the other hand, the local leadership of MJUI, like Maulana Muhammad Din 

Ashrafi, Rawalpindi, further alleged that the Ulema from JUI(H) were the puppets of 

the Congress during the British period in NWFP. Further, he, asserted that it was not 

the fight between rich and poor rather between Islam and infidelity.
66

 Though, after 

fatwa politics, the local leadership of MJUI in the country and particularly in Bannu 

and other areas of NWFP vigorously struggled to counter the election campaign of 

JUI (H). However, Ulema from the latter were more organized, active and close to the 

people with a deep sense of unanimity among their own circles.
 67

 Moreover, Ulema 

from JUI (H) were augmented by student leadership from Jamiat Talaba Islam (JTI), 

student organization of JUI. Particularly, Muhammad Aslobe Qurashi, Javed Ibrahim 

Paracha and other leaders from JTI motivated the students from government schools 

and colleges to vote for Mufti Mahmud and other Ulema contesting elections in 

NWFP.
68

 

5.2.2. Election Manifesto of JUI (Hazarvi) and its Candidature in NWFP (1970).    

Although the prefix ―Islamic‖ appeared as a ‗conjoint‘ adjective in the election 

schemes of various contesting religio-political and Islamist parties in the country, 

however, JUI(H)‘or JUI, West Pakistan‘s manifesto
69

 had accommodated more 

Islamic provisions than any other political or religious groups during those elections.  

In the end of October, the government launched an innovative programme to facilitate 

the leadership of various political parties to present their manifesto to Pakistani 

masses through the government run electronic media including radio and television. 

Besides the above features of JUI‘s manifesto, Maulana Mufti Mahmud, the General 

Secretary of JUI (H) had outlined his party‘s scheme on October 29, 1970.
70

 Major 

points of Mufti Mahmud‘s speech and JUI‘s programme based on Qura‘nic scriptures 

were: (1) A collective approach is needed for the resolution of the current division of 
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the Pakistani society into its social, political and economic disparities. (3) Islamic 

laws have the beauty of accountability, no one from the head of the state to a common 

Muslim is above Islamic law, thus would end any transgression. (4) JUI was 

ambitious towards the practicality of the balanced and indiscriminative characteristics 

of the Khilafat system of the pious caliphs which would ensure equality between the 

ruled and the rulers. (4). JUI wanted to bring socio- economic prosperity to all the 

subjects of the country including the peasants, labors and other poor sections of the 

society. (5) JUI wanted to establish the political system based on Qur‘an and Sunnah 

which would also guarantee the superiority of the justice in the courts. (6) JUI would 

operate through the enforcement of fair Islamic ‗modus operandi‘ and thus would 

ensure the internal peace, unanimity and unification among various socio-religious 

and political groups of the country. (7) JUI‘s concern for the unity and unanimity of 

the Islamic world including the miseries of the Indian Muslims, the Kashmir dispute 

and Israel as threat for Arabs was also echoed during the speech of Mufti Mahmud 

and the party‘s programme. (8) Maulana Mufti Mahmud articulated that JUI was the 

successor of the 1300 years mission with its spiritual Divines of Mujaddid Alif Sani, 

Shah Wali Allah, the martyrs of Balakot and the martyrs of the Freedom movement in 

South Asia. 

Hence, ―December 7, 1970, was a unique day for Pakistan. For the first time since 

independence in 1947, the voters were called upon to elect members of a National 

Assembly by direct vote. Ten days later, on December 17, they trekked to the polling 

stations again and elected members of provincial assemblies for each of the five 

provinces.‖
71

 Due to that uniqueness, the major political parties, the Awami League in 

East Pakistan, PPP in West Pakistan and other religious political groups, ―the Islam 

Pasand group‖
72

 in which JUI (H) was more enthusiastic towards the electoral 

concourse and which stood alone for its destination of ‗Islamic constitution‘ in 

Pakistan, however, the efforts of its Pukhtun Ulema leaders were mainly concentrated 

in NWFP. The Provincial Parliamentary Board (PPB) was elected in the meeting of 

the General Council at Lahore on January1-2, 1970.
73

 The provincial meeting was 

shortly followed by the meetings of divisional and district organizations in Bannu, D. 

I. Khan and Peshawar during the first and second week of January, respectively.
74

 The 

party was mobilizing various sections of the Pukhtun society, the Ulema, the general 

Pukhtun masses and the students from both the madrasa and colleges. The student 
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wing of JUI (H), Jamiat-ul Talaba-i- Islam (JTI) was also revitalised during the early 

of 1970.
75

 As the Pukhtuns were backward in education, the Ulema concentrated on 

the people gatherings and individual meetings. The provincial leaders like Mufti 

Mahmud, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, Maulana Sayed Gul Badshah, Maulana 

Sahibzada Abdul Bari Jan, Maulana Abdul Qayum Popalzai, Maulana Amir 

(Bijlighar), Maulana Aziz-ur Rehman and Dr. Fida Hussain were instrumental in 

educating the Pukhtuns towards JUI‘s manifesto and party‘s programme.
76

 Masjid 

Qasim Ali Khan served as the main election office for the party where Maulana 

Muhammad Yaqub-ul Qasmi, general secretary of JUI, Peshawar used to distribute 

the printed posters of the party‘s manifesto. A meeting of the general council of JUI, 

District Peshawar was convened under the presidency of Maulana Aziz-ur Rehman on 

April 17, 1970 at Peshawar where about two hundred Ulema from all the three 

Tehsils, Peshawar, Charsadda and Nowshera participated in the meeting.
77

 In May the 

local leadership of NWFP were intensively remained busy in re-organizational 

activities in various cities including Peshawar where ten local branches of JUI were 

formed at various villages
78

 while the central party leadership concentrated on Punjab, 

continued its struggle for the unanimity among the Ulema and on May 13, 1970, a 

grand religious alliance (Muthahida Deni Mahaz) was formed where 19 religious 

organizations gathered at Lahore under the umbrella of JUI (H) and Maulana Mufti 

Mahmud was elected its president.
79

 During the same month, JUI organised various 

protesting meetings and rallies in various cities of NWFP including Peshawar, 

Nowshera, Bannu and others where Ulema and leaders of Frontier Mazdoor Kissan 

Party condemned a life threatening attack on Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi.
80

  In 

the end of July and the early of August the central, provincial and local District and 

Tehsil leadership of JUI convened various conference meetings and gatherings of 

people starting from southern areas of D. I. Khan, Bannu, LakiMarwat and heading 

towards northern districts of Swat, Maulana Mufti Mahmud, Maulana Sayed Gul 

Badshah, Maulana Lutffur Rehman and others stressed on the promulgation of Islamic 

system in the country.
81

 The central and Frontier‘s provincial leadership of MJUI, 

Maulana Ihtesham-ul Haq Thanvi, Maulana Muhammad Shafi, Maulana Zafar Ahmed 

Usmani, Maulana Musarat Shah and others also convened ‗Shariat Conference‘ at 

Jinnah Park Peshawar and toured the southern and northern districts of NWFP during 

the end of August and early of September where they stressed on their struggle for 

Pakistan and the introduction of Islamic mode of government contrary to socialism in 
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the country.
82

 Following the ‗Shariat Conference‘ from August 28-29 at Peshawar, 

Maulana Fazal Samdani and Maulana Hamdullah Jan from Babra, Charsadda declared 

that they had nothing with MJUI and that the news of their inclusion in the said 

organization was made in their absence. Further, they maintained that they belonged 

to JUI (H).
83

 

On the issue of Qadiyaniat, in September 1970, the divorce judgement of a Qadiyani 

by the civil court at James Abad was highlighted by the party‘s organ and asserted 

that only JUI(H) had included that article of faith as ‗Khatm-e Nabuwat‟ in its 

manifesto.
84

 From West Pakistan, JUI nominated seventy-two candidates from which 

sixteen were contesting the National Assembly seats from NWFP.
85

 

Table No. 1: List of Candidates for National Assembly  

Serial No. Name and No. of the 

Constituency 

Name of the Candidate 

1. NW- 1 Peshawar I Maulana Mufti Abdul Qayum       

Popalzai 

2. NW- 2 Peshawar II Mian Jan Muhammad 

3. NW- 3 Peshawar III Sahibzada Abdul Bari Jan 

4. NW- 4 Peshawar IV Maulana Abdul Haq 

5. NW- 5 Hazara I  Maulana Abdul Hakim 

6. NW- 6 Hazara II MaulanaGhulam Ghaus Hazarvi 

7. NW-7 Hazara III Qazi Muhammad Nawaz 

8. NW- 9 Mardan I MaulanaSayedGulBadshah 

9. NW- 10 Mardan II Maulana Hamidullah 

10. NW-11Mardan-cum Hazara Maulana Abdul Hadi 

11. NW- 12 Kohat Maulana Nematullah 

12. NW-13 D. I. Khan Maulana Mufti Mahmud 

13. NW- 14 Bannu Maulana Sadr-ur- Shaheed 

14. NW- 16 Swat I Maulana Aziz-urRehman 

15. NW- 17 Swat II Maulana Muhammad Afzal khan 

16. NW- 18 Dir Maulana Qazi Abdul Salam 

Source: Pakistan Times Rawalpindi, October 4, 1970. 
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For eighteen National Assembly seats in NWFP, a total of one hundred candidates 

were contesting the elections.
86

 

Table No. 2: List of JUI (H)‘s Candidates for NWFP provincial assembly.    

Serial No. Name and No. of the 

Constituency 

Name of the Candidate 

1. PF-1 Peshawar I Abd-ur Rehman 

2. PF-2 Peshawar II Maulana Muhammad Amir (Bijlighar 

Waley) 

3. PF-3 Peshawar III Maulana Abdul Salam [Palosi] 

Serial No Name and No. of the 

Constituency 

Name of the Candidate 

4. PF-4 Peshawar IV Fida Hussain Shah 

5. PF-5 Peshawar V Maulana Fazl-e Maula 

6. PF-6 Peshawar VI Maulana Aziz-ur Rehman 

7. PF-8 Peshawar VIII Ubaid Khan 

8. PF-10 Hazara II Hafiz Muhammad Jamil 

9. PF-11 Hazara III Haq Nawaz Khan Advocate 

10. PF-12 Hazara IV Haji Abdul Hanan 

11. PF-13 Hazara V Maualana Muhammad Ismaeel Zabeeh 

12. PF-16 Hazara VIII Maulana Qazi Shams-ud Din 

13. PF-18 Mardan I Maulana Pir Mubarak Shah 

14. PF-20 Mardan III Haji Safdar Ali 

15. PF- 21 Mardan IV Jan Bahdur Khan 

16. PF-22 Mardan V Maulana Abdul Hanan 

17. PF- 23 Mardan (and some 

Union Councils of Hazara) 

Maulana Muhammad Iqbal 

18. PF-25 Kohat I Maulana Habib Gul 

19. PF-26 Kohat II Maulana Pir Ghulam 

20. PF- 27 D. I. Khan I Maulana Qazi Abdul Latif 

21. PF- 28 D. I. Khan II Maulana Alla-ud Din 
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Serial No Name and No. of the 

Constituency 

Name of the Candidate 

22. PF-29 (D. I. Khan and 

Bannu) 

Maulana Ahmed Jan 

23. PF- 34 Swat I Mr. Ghulam Muhammad khan 

24. PF-36 Swat III Maulana Abdur Rehman 

25. PF-37 Swat IV Maulana Khair Muhammad 

26. PF- 38 Dir I Sahibzada Fazl-e Wadood Jan 

27. PF- 39 Dir II Haji Muhammad Amin Khan 

28. PF- 40 Dir III Haji Hazarat Shah 

Source: Pakistan Times Rawalpindi, October 8, 1970. 

The table indicates that JUI (H) had nominated 28 candidates for Provincial Assembly 

in NWFP whereas only two candidates were contesting from the platform of MJUI.
87

 

On October 8, 1970, the Election Commission of Pakistan allotted 19 symbols to 

various political parties, according to which JUI (H) or JUI, West Pakistan had to 

contest on the symbol of Date or Palm Tree whereas MJUI was allotted Book as its 

symbol in the proposed elections of 1970. 

As mentioned before in chapter two, there were mainly three socio and religio-

political forces active in the politics of NWFP during British period and in immediate 

years of post-independence. They were; JUS, its affiliated Ulema from Jamaat-i-

Najia, the KK or Red Shirts latter NAP and the governing FPML and its allied pro-

government Ulema and Pirs. However, the latter group further factionalised and Pir of 

Manki Sharif and Maulana Shakiruallah parted ways from FPML by establishing 

AML in 1949. On the eve of the elections of 1970, these socio-political and religious 

groups intensified their election campaign in the province with their respective 

identities. For instance, the Deobandi Ulema of former JUS were now active under 

the banner of JUI (Hazarvi). On the other hand, the former pro- Muslim League 

Ulema from MJUI had reduced to a small group mainly from Mardan and Nowshera. 

Though, MJUI, after its revival in 1969, struggled for an alliance with JI, however, 

the latter wanted to contest those elections with its peculiar pro- Islamic identity. 

Therefore, JI nominated its candidates in all the constituencies except NW-13 for 

National assembly in NWFP. Strangely, the MJUI nominated only one candidate for a 
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seat of National assembly from NWFP, more interestingly; it was for the constituency 

of NW-13 in D. I. Khan where Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto from PPP and Mufti Mahmud 

from JUI (H) were important candidates. Interestingly, the successors of Pir of Manki 

and Maulana Shakiruallah were campaigning in support of NAP candidates in the 

province.
88

 Remarkably, all the major political parties whether the right wingers‘ 

PML (Q), JI, MJUI, JUI(H) and the left wingers‘, the nationalists from NAP and the 

socialists from PPP were claiming for the introduction of the Islamic system in the 

country. However, JUI (H) was more serious about its agenda and claims as it had 

contested the elections on the manifesto of ‗Islamic Constitution.‘ Thus; Maulana 

Sams-ul Haq Afghani finalised the draft of the Islamic constitution in January 1971 at 

Lahore, immediate after the elections in December 1970 and was announced by 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud in February 1971.
89

 

5.2.3. JUI (Hazarvi) and the Election Results in NWFP (1970). 

Ironically elements of regionalism, provincialism articulating for social progression 

and the demand of Islamic Identity in some areas not the claim of the right wingers, 

―Islam in Danger‖ emerged as a product of the general elections of 1970 in the 

country. 

The results of East Pakistan expressing their overwhelming confidence in Awami 

League‘s demand of regional and provincial autonomy, while, ―In West Pakistan, 

where the outcome was less certain, and the contradictions were deeper than in East 

Pakistan, challenges and counter challenges were common……… Mr. Bhutto won five 

and lost one and that too not against a right winger. Mufti Mahmood of JUI-Hazarvi 

was the winner in the D.I. Khan contest.‖
90

 The election results were overwhelming 

for JUI in NWFP as even Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto could not win his 6
th

 seat against Mufti 

Mahmud in D. I. Khan constituency. The Pukhtun masses mainly from Hazara 

[northern Frontier province], Nowshera [the central Frontier province], and 

particularly from Kohat, Bannu and D. I. Khan, [the southern Frontier province] 

conceded to the slogan of ‗Islamic constitution‘ of JUI.   

Interestingly, ―The Frontier voters were the only ones in the country who did not 

show a clear preference for any one party. A surprisingly strong showing was made 

by Jamiat-ul-Ulema-e-Islam (Hazarvi) which secured six seats. These groups of 

maulvis, some of whom belong to the Devband school, are a strange brand of clerical 
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politics. On one hand they denounce capitalism and feudalism and call for a holy war 

against American imperialism. But on the other hand, they have vowed not to 

cooperate with leftists at any cost.‖
91

 

The 1970 election results reflected a very significant aspect of the Frontier politics 

and could be interpreted within its historical perspective.
92

 Hence, the first 

independent elections held in 1970 clarified the political standing of the various 

political forces in NWFP. According to vote statistics, JUI (H) emerged as the 

dominant party obtaining highest votes in West Pakistan, even more than PPP which 

had swept in Sindh and Punjab. It got seven seats in national assembly, six from 

NWFP and one from Baluchistan, however, to its surprise could not achieve for their 

claims in the labor and peasant classes in Punjab and Sindh which according to the 

party was due to the rival propaganda of its religious opponents and rift among the 

Ulema in these two provinces. Interestingly, Qaiyum League, a faction of Muslim 

League, which leader Qaiyum Khan was bitterly criticized for his past tenure in the 

province by both, the leadership of JUI and NAP, captured seven seats, in which three 

were won by himself alone. Moreover,as Khan Qaiyum had manipulated the ‗Khans‘ 

during the immediate pre- and post-independence politics, therefore, he emerged as an 

excellent example of the ―personality cult‖
93

 existed in the Frontier politics. 

Kamal, the editor of ―Tarjuma-i- Islam‖ has asserted that ―during the election 

campaign of 1970, JUI mainly struggled for the promotion of Islamic sovereignty 

through a difficult way of the mobilization of the general public in the country, 

concentrating to beckon the poor peasants and labors under its banner and centralized 

the political arbitration of common social problems which resulted in a great success, 

however, regrettably some religious groups exhausted all their energies in the hostile 

activities against JUI.‖ Moreover, he concluded that, ―the recent election results were 

not the final decision of the Pakistan‘s masses rather, it was mere a change and an 

indication for the final determination. [Inviting all those to the circles of JUI, he 

appealed them that], eventually you can initiate a fresh reorganization from the 

platform of JUI and that would also serve as key to the future prosperity‖
94

 

These results were also significant from the religious perspective of the provincial 

politics as the Pukhtuns in NWFP had elected six Ulema of JUI from total eighteen 

seats from NWFP, to fulfill their long- demanded institutionalization of the ‗Islamic 
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Shariat‘ principles into the state apparatus, the Pakistan‘s constitution of 1973, as the 

Ulema during the election campaign had asked them to send the Islamic experts to the 

constituent body,the National Assembly of Pakistan.
95

 

For local governance, they mainly confided on the ex-coalition partners of the 

nationalists, NAP with thirteen (13) seats and the Ulema, JUI(H) with four (04) seats 

in the NWFP provincial assembly, which meant that the people also wanted them as 

an integrated class in the provincial public office, as well. 

 5.3. The 1971 Crisis and Ulema in Pakistan: JUI-NAP Coalition Government 

and the Management of Public Office in NWFP.  

The delaying tactics in the delegation of power to Awami League despite the fact that 

the latter had clear majority in the house resulted in a grave political crisis in the 

country and the survival of united Pakistan was risked. Mr. Bhutto wanted to adopt a 

unanimous stance of not attending the first session of the National Assembly (NA) at 

Dhaka. Therefore, Bhutto visited Peshawar where he met Mufti Mahmud and tried to 

convince the latter about the ―designs‖ of Sheikh Mujeeb and requested the Mufti for 

boycott of the session but the latter did not yield to him and considered it as 

undemocratic.
96

  

5.3.1. Post- Election Crisis and JUI: The Emergence of Bangla Desh in 1971. 

When General Yahya Khan called for the NA session to be held on March 4, 1971 

where Mufti Mahmud announced to attend the session.
97

 Further, Maulana Mufti 

Mahmud on February 17, warned in a press conference at Multan that the national 

solidarity would be threatened if the NA session was not attended,
98

therefore, 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud not only traveled to Dhaka to resolve the crisis but also 

endeavored for unanimous Pakistan.
99

 

Abdul Wali Khan, the NAP leader from NWFP stood with Maulana Mufti Mahmud in 

that regard and despite the warnings of Bhutto, both, went to East Pakistan to 

participate in the inauguration session of NA, however, their efforts were frustrated in 

failure due to the stubbornness of the involved litigants and the crisis of East Pakistan 

terminated on December 16, 1971, in the emergence of ‗Bangla Desh‘; as a new 

sovereign Muslim state on global map with ninety-five thousand Pakistan‘s army 

officials as prisoners of war (POWs).
100
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Shaikh Mujeeb‘s Awami League was deprived of the government despite their 

majority and Yahya Khan opted for the military‘s intervention in East Pakistan where 

in West Pakistan PPP and Khan Qayum propagated against the majority parties of 

NWFP and Baluchistan for their alleged anti-Pakistan‘s designs of NAP‘s 

Pukhtunistan and Mufti Mahmud‘s affiliation towards Congress before the partition, 

however, the latter disclosed the intentions of Khan Qayum towards Mujeeb‘s six 

points and the issue of Kasmir.
101

It was due to that harsh exchange that JUI preferred 

NAP as its coalition partner.  

The army morale was on its lowest when Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto was delegated the power 

in December 1971. Bhutto assumed power as civil martial law administrator in the 

new Pakistan.  

In new Pakistan, various political parties initiated their efforts towards alliances and 

coalitions as in Balochistan and NWFP the mandate of the people to form the 

government as the was in position to form its government in Punjab and Sindh, where 

as in Balochistan and NWFP, was not JUI announced 

In February 1972, an agreement was concluded between JUI-NAP for the formation 

of a coalition government in NWFP and Baluchistan. In March 1972, a tripartite 

agreement was signed by the three major political parties in the parliament, the PPP, 

NAP and JUI.
102

 The provincial advisory committee or‘ Majlis-e Shura‘
103

 of the 

party endorsed the tripartite agreement on March 10, 1972.
104

 To sum up, the 

agreement facilitated all the three parties, PPP, NAP- JUI to formulate the interim 

constitution, and to end the Martial  Law in the country. According to the accord the 

National Assembly would act as both constitutional and legislative body which would 

draft a new constitution. The agreement also ensured the convening of provincial 

assemblies in the country and the principle of parliamentary majority was accepted for 

forming the governments at both  in the centre and in provinces. That article paved for 

the formation of JUI- NAP coalition governments in NWFP and Baluchistan. 

According to article eight of the agreement, "it was accepted that till the new 

constitution comes into force, a person elected as a member more than one assembly 

would be permitted to retain his seat in both the Houses till the constitution is finally 

passed." That article facilitated Mufti Mahmud  to act as a member of the 

constitutional committee as well to lead  as a Chief Minister of the JUI- NAP 
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coalition government in NWFP. Finally, the accord  ensured the ending of Martial 

Law rule and initiated  the process of democratic governance in the country.
105

   

However, soon after the accord‘s approval from various circles of the respective 

parties, there emerged differences on the interpretation of certain clauses of the 

agreement. One such clause was related to the lifting of martial law in the country. 

Though, the tripartite agreement could not be implemented in its true spirit, however, 

all the three parties realized the gravity of the situation and another agreement was 

concluded between them in April 1972. 

5.3.2. Mufti Mahmud and Management of Public Office in NWFP: The Islamic 

Reformation in the Province (1972). 

The name of Mufti Mahmud was approved as the next chief minister by both the 

provincial Parliamentary boards of NAP and JUI and he sworn in on May 1, 1972. In 

the 42 member‘s house, the coalition had a total strength of 23, supported by NAP 

(15), JUI (5) and one member from CML.
106

 

The aim of JUI was to create an Islamic society, to eradicate the social evils and to 

reform the Pukhtun society in the Frontier province. Therefore, when JUI came to 

power with Mufti Mahmud as its chief minister, he escorted the following Islamic 

scheme of his government.   

Prohibition of Liquor: Stepping towards the creation of a Model Islamic society, 

Mufti Mahmud issued his first order, the ‗prohibition of Liquor‘ in the province, 

immediate after taking oath as the chief executive of NWFP which was followed by a 

formal ordinance issued on May 9, 1972.
107

 The provincial government due to that 

order had to bear annually the loss of 1.8 million as the excise duty. 

Ihteram-e Ramzan Ordinance: Keeping Fasts is obligatory for the Muslims, 

therefore, the government of Mufti Mahmud issued orders to respect the fasting 

month by keeping the hotels, restaurants and other food shops closed and imposed 

fine for any violation in that ordinance. 

The Formation of Ulema’s Board: Mufti mahmud announced that a Board of legal 

experts and prominent Ulema would be established which would recommend both the 

schedule and measure of bringing the provincial laws in conformity with the Qura‘n 
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and Sunnah to the provincial assembly, soon and assured the government officials that 

no political interference would be made during their official duties, however, he 

warned them to avoid any indulgence in activities of corruption and nepotism.
108

 

Urdu as National Language: Urdu‘s status as Pakistan‘s ‗official language‘ was a 

big controversy in East Pakistan and the dismemberment of Pakistan in 1971 was the 

product of both regionalism and linguistic biases. JUI was determined towards the 

national integrity, Pakistani nationalism, therefore, Mufti Mahmud as the chief 

minister of NWFP on May 02, not only discouraged ‗regionalism‘ but declared that, 

―regional and linguistic differences should not be allowed to create a wedge between 

the people….‖
109

 of Pakistan. Despite the fact that leadership from NAP, the Pukhtun 

nationalists were his coalition partners, Mufti Mahmud announced that the official 

language of the province would be ‗Urdu‘ and Pashto would serve as the regional 

language.
110

 

Services for educational Uplift in Frontier Province: The growth of education was 

the mission of JUI as a religious group because Islam has greatly emphasized its 

growth and was considered as religious and moral duty. Maulana Mufti Mahmud not 

only increased the number of institutes in the province but also rendered efforts for its 

standard as well. For admission in colleges and universities, the students were 

required that they could read the Qura‘n.
111

 Further, the government during its less 

than one-year tenure, 118 primary, 10 boys, girls high schools respectively, and three 

girls‘ colleges were established.  Moreover, Mufti Mahmud government allocated 

three million rupees for the students‘ stipend.
112

 

The Reformation of Pukhtun Society: To reform the Pukhtun society, its cultural 

riwaj was a great ambition of the Deobandi Ulema since pre- Partition. When JUI 

conceded the power, it initiated towards the reformation of the local society in the 

Frontier province. For that very purpose it issued the ‗Dowry Ordinance‘ to ban that 

customary practice. Further, the government also banned the ‗gambling, prostitution 

and other social evils, had scrambled into the society.
113

 To ensure its modal Islamic 

society, the government also declared veils, covering as obligation for the female 

while in public. Moreover, to discourage the western life style, Shalwar and Qameez 

(shirt) was declared as official code for dress.
114
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Other Islamic Reforms: JUI‘s government was committed towards the imparting of 

Islamic teachings of Qura‘n to the students in order to form an Islamic society. 

Therefore, the provincial government created hundreds of posts of theology and Qari 

teachers in public sector schools. Riba‟ (interest) was also banned by the provincial 

government. Moreover, to Islamize the Pukhtun culture, the government decided that 

Friday would be observed as the week holiday.
115

 

It is interesting to note that during the Islamization process of Bhutto and Zia‘s 

regime, majority of the above directives of JUI‘s government were endorsed and 

implemented latter during the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

5.4. JUI’s Quest for Political Unanimity and Collaboration against Bhutto: The 

Formation of United democratic Front (UDF). 

―The creation of Pakistan as a separate homeland for the Indian Muslim community 

had great significance for the Ulema who were looking for an opportunity after the 

dissolution of the Mughal Empire in 1858.‖
116

 However, more importantly since the 

dissolution of the Khilafat institute of Ottoman Turks in 1924, the political fulcrum of 

JUH, JUS and later JUI revolved around the imposition and the codification of the 

‗Islamic shariat‘ principles to be embodied in the state apparatus in colonial and post-

independence periods. After Pakistan‘s achievement, despite that the Ulema became 

successful in the passage of Objective resolution in 1949 and later in drafting their 22 

guiding Islamic principles for the constitution of a Muslim state in 1951, could not 

penetrate into the two subsequent Pakistan‘s constitutions of 1956 and 1962, 

respectively. JUI became ambitious and concerned about the inclusion of those 22 

principles into the new constitution.
 117

 To achieve its craved ambition of 

institutionalizing the Shariat principles, JUI got its mandate from NWFP in 1970 

elections.
118

 

As in Pakistan the parliamentary system, election procedures were mainly borrowed 

from the Commonwealth under the Legal Frame Work Order (LFO) of Yahya Khan 

and ―constitutionalism is a well-established Western democratic political 

culture,‖
119

and since, the argument that, ―God is the only legislator‖
120

 was not in 

antagonism to the ―democratic system against the Islamic nature of political 

system.‖
121

 As borrowing from ‗Islamic principles of Qura‘n and Sunnah or shariat‘ 

was JUI‘s main accentuation for its scheme of ‗Islamic Constitution.‘ However, the 
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earlier western democratic aspirants (Muslim League‘s leadership in 1950s) and the 

socialist elements (PPP‘s leadership in 1970s)  within the constituent assembly were 

not inclined towards its demands and as asserted by Dunbar, “At one extreme, the 

ulema demanded an unlimited veto over legislation while, at the other, full separation 

of State and religion was proposed.”
122

 

Therefore, when twenty-four members ‗Constituent Committee‘ was appointed on 

April 17, 1972 in order “to prepare a draft of the Constitution of Pakistan not later 

than the First day of August 1972
123

 for submission to the Assembly.” 
124

 Mufti 

Mahmud as member of that committee intensified the struggle towards JUI‘s goal of 

Islamic constitution. He criticized the non-Islamic nature of the ‗Interim Constitution‘ 

both, within the parliament and outside the parliament.
125

 

Mufti Mahmud while addressing the ―Khatm-e Nabbuwat Conference‖ at Multan 

claimed that the members on the constituent committee from government side, tried 

their best to create obstacles in that regard, particularly, Abdul Qaiyum Khan, the 

federal interior minister vigorously opposed the provision, ‗that the president and the 

prime minister should be ‗Muslim‘, hence, when opinion was sought, it could be 

managed only through a margin of one vote.
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The opposition to JUI‘s Islamic provisions was stern, as Maulana Hazarvi asserted 

that, ―the constitutional committee of National Assembly was seeking guidance from 

‗French Constitution,‖
127

 However, JUI through its NAP-JUI alliance motivated other 

‗Islam Pasand or ‗right wingers‘ including JI, JUP and others in and outside the 

parliament to achieve the required collaboration
128

 for its ‗pro- Islamic‘, pro- 

democratic and pro- provincial autonomic constitutional project, thus, established a 

Grand Oppositional Alliance under the title of United Democratic Front (UDF),and 

after a short period of disagreement of the opposition, the amended bill was passed on 

April 10, 1973 and before adjourning ―the house sine die, Maulvi Mufti Mahmood led 

the prayer for thanks with the whole House standing.‖ 
129

 Although various notion 

words such as Islamic republic, Islam as State religion and other Islamic provisions 

remained only symbolic in nature since Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto and other modern secular 

elites did not want to designate Ulema as the custodian and sole veterans of Islam.
130

 

The government also encouraged factionalism in Ulema, particularly in JUI when 

Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi and others parted away from JUI and formed JUI 
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(Hazarvi), however, these Ulema mainly, Mufti Mahmud as the General Secretary of 

JUI and opposition leader in the assembly, endeavored for their unanimity to 

challenge Bhutto‘s policies inside and outside the parliament. 

 5.5. The Political Divergence between Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Hazarvi: 

The Emergence of JUI (Hazarvi) and JUI (Mufti Mahmud) Factions. 

Kamal has analyzed that though JUI‘s leadership had a unanimous political approach 

however, in those matters related to NWFP, there existed a slight [thematic] political 

diversion over political strategy between Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Ghulam Ghuas 

Hazarvi.
131

 The latter‘s political approach was pro-government which became clear 

during Ayub‘s regime that JUI should not collide with the government and should 

abstain from joining the opposition whereas Mufti Mahmud was of the opinion that 

JUI was a political party, therefore, it should adopt a policy of political maturity and 

thus; was in favor of the opposition‘s unanimous approach towards a misleading 

government.
132

Maulana Hazarvi dissented for the first time when JUI decided to join 

the combined opposition alliance during anti-Ayub movement in the early of 1969. 

Further, after the elections of 1970, Maulana Hazarvi had expressed his displeasure 

over Mufti Mahmud‘s inclination towards NAP.
133

 Maulana Hazarvi was in favour of 

JUI‘s cooperation either with Muslim League (Qaiyum group) or PPP (whichever 

would seek) to support JUI‘s formula in NWFP.
134

 This became evident when the 

differences emerged between NAP and PPP on the interpretation of the tripartite 

agreement.
135

 Mufti Mahmud favored the NAP‘s stance on the issue while Maulana 

Hazarvi condemned NAP for its behavior. It was due to the latter‘s indignation that 

when the meeting of the Frontier provincial advisory council of JUI held on April 5, 

1972 at Peshawar to elect Mufti Mahmud as parliamentary leader in the provincial 

assembly of NWFP. Maulana Hazarvi and Maulvi Abdul Hakim [another MNA of 

JUI from Hazara] did not participate in that meeting.
136

 Both the above mentioned 

Ulema also avoided the joint meeting held on the next day April 6, where on the 

proposal of Wali Khan, Mufti Mahmud was elected as the joint parliamentary leader 

of both the coalition partners. Mufti Mahmud sworn in as the chief minister of NWFP 

on May 1, 1972 and after accepting the provincial public office, he deserted the 

party‘s position as General Secretary. On the proposal of the Central Working 

Committee (CWC or advisory council) of the party, Maulana Hazarvi was elected as 

the next General Secretary of All Pakistan JUI (APJUI). However, on September 4, 
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1972 a meeting of the Party‘s CWC held at Multan where Mufti Mahmud was re- 

elected as the General Secretary of JUI. Both, Maulana Hazarvi and Maulvi Abdul 

Hakeem remained absent in the meeting. Despite the resentment of Maulana Hazarvi, 

he did not revolt openly and during the entire period of JUI- NAP provincial 

government in NWFP (about nine months) he remained in the party.
137

 

It was after the resign of Mufti Mahmud from his office as chief minister and his 

efforts for unanimity of the opposition, the formation of an alliance under the banner 

of United Democratic Front (UDF) against Bhutto‘s undemocratic attitude that 

Maulana Hazarvi not only criticized Maulana Mufti Mahmud for his resentment over 

the inclusion of JI in the UDF but he and his other colleagues parted ways with JUI 

and formed a group, JUI (Hazarvi) where Maulana Hazarvi became its president.
138

 

Awan (2009) has analyzed the differences between the two leaders as that Maulana 

Hazarvi was against the NAP- JUI coalition for his past experience of pre- partition 

period with the alliance of JUS- KK (later, NAP). Ghani Khan, a son of Abdul 

Ghaffar Khan (leader of KK) had married a Zoroastrian lady which was religiously 

resented by a group of Ulema including Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi. Moreover, 

he was a staunch antagonist of JI, its leader Maulana Abul‘Ala Maududi, for his 

certain beliefs and ideas and did not want to collaborate with the latter. Therefore, 

when JI was invited for inclusion in UDF, Maulana Hazarvi parted ways and formed 

his own group and joined Bhutto to influence the government towards promulgating 

the Islamic system in the country.
139

 On the other hand, Maulana Mufti Mahmud, as 

General Secretary of JUI, asserted in a statement published on August 31, 1972 that 

Hazarvi was no more in the party. Maulana Khwaja Khan Muhammad tried to 

arbitrate between Mufti Mahmud and Maulana Hazarvi and to bring the latter into JUI 

but could not succeed.
140

 

Conclusion: 

On the eve of the elections of 1970, there emerged two opponent groups of Deobandi 

Ulema on the issue of Socialism and Islamic socialism. The MJUI established by 

Maulana Usmani was revived by Maulana Ihtesham-ul Haq Thanvi in 1969 and 

MJUIWP revived at Multan convention in 1956 was registered as JUI (Hazarvi) with 

the Election Commission of Pakistan. Interestingly, Ulema from JUI (H) who were 

mainly concentrated in NWFP were campaining for ‗Islamic Constitution in the 
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elections. MJUI and Islamis‘s JI emerged under the banner of ‗Islam Lover or Islam 

Pasand group of Ulema in antagonism to the socialist PPP and its alleged ally, JUI 

(H). That ‗ideological confrontation‘ not only factionalized the Deobandi Ulema in 

the North- West Frontier province but also pioneered the culture of fatwa politics in 

Pakistan‘s polity on central level. Importantly, JUI (Hazarvi) vigorously invigorated, 

articulated its slogan ‗decretum of the Islamic principles‘ in the country‘s system 

along with ‗Islamic Constitution‘ among the Ulema and the Pukhtun masses. JUI (H) 

canvassed its political agenda in such ardency during its election campaign in the 

whole country, in general, and in NWFP, in particular, that a lucid unanimity was 

achieved in the election results. In NWFP, JUI emerged as the third largest party in 

the National Assembly of Pakistan. Also in those elections, JUI emerged as a mature 

and developed political party. Its stance also changed and it became active for the 

formation of coalition partnership with other political parties and hence; sought for 

the public office in NWFP. During post- election crisis, JUI‘s leadership struggled for 

a united Pakistan however, the latter failed due to the indifferent attitude of the 

various parties involved in the issue. After the post- war crisis in the mid of 1972, JUI 

made its way into the provincial public office in NWFP with NAP as its coalition 

partner. Mufti Mahmud as Chief Executive of NWFP imposed numerous Islamic 

reformations and these Ulema attempted to revive the early Islamic spirit into the last 

quarter of the 20
th

 century where Masjid (mosque) became the executive Centre of 

Frontier‘s Pukhtun Muslim society. In new Pakistan, JUI stood for the revival of both 

the Islamic and democratic values along with the institutionalization of Islamic 

Shariat principles into the constitution and it collaborated with its coalition partner 

NAP. To achieve political unanimity against the centralization of Bhutto‘s policies, 

JUI even imperiled its own circles for the establishment of United Democratic Front 

(UDF). Consequently, UDF proved devastative for the party‘s unity and Maulana 

Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi and his followers parted ways and JUI got split into JUI 

(Hazarvi) and JUI (Mufti Mahmud) factions. However, the unanimity of Ulema and 

other political parties under UDF institutionalized the articulated Islamic provisions 

into the constitution of Pakistan. Importantly, upon entering into confrontational 

politics under UDF, JUI (Mufti Mamud, MM) struggled for the unanimity inside and 

outside the parliament. Likewise when the issue of Ahmedism re-emerged in 1974, 

JUI (MM) supported in the formation of the Action Committee of APMTKN for the 

totality in faith, i-e the last prophet hood of Muhammad (SAW).  
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 (1) The provincial partner would cooperate JUI‘s constitutional proposals in National 

Assembly. (2). The coalition partner would support the Ulema‘s and expert‘s board to 

adopt the current legislation into the Islamic body. (3) To constitute the Islamic board for     
135

 See for detail Sohail Ahmed Awan, Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi: Mazhabi-wu- 

Siyassi Khidmaat (Aik Tehqiqi Dastavez). (Lahore: Maktaba-i-Jamal, 2009) Pp. 232- 234 

and Hafiz Momin Khan Usmani, Umara-i-Jamiat. (Lahore: Maktab-i- Al Hassan, 2017) 
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 Kamal, p- 147 
137

 Kamal, p- 147 
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 Maulana Fazl-ur Rehman, son of late Maulana Mufti Mahmud, in an interview 

asserted that only Maulana Hazarvi and his few fellows (Maulana Abdul Hakim Hazarvi 

and Maulana Shams-ud Din) deserted the party while majority of Ulema stood behind 

Mufti Mahmud in the main stream party of JUI (Mufti Mahmud).An interview of the 

researcher with the successor of Maulana Mufti Mahmud, Maulana Fazl-ur Rehman, the 

President of JUI (F) on February 21, 2019. Also, Aasi, ibid. 
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Chapter 6 

Islamization, Democracy and Zia’s Martial Law in Pakistan: JUI and 

its Role from Frontier’s Perspective (1973- 1980). 

―After the 1971 civil war, Islam appeared to decline as a political 

issue in Pakistan. By the late 1970s, however, this trend had been 

reversed.‖
1
 (William L. Richter, 1987)   

In this chapter, the researcher will argue that after supporting its ―Islamic 

constitution‖
2
 in 1973, JUI further endured under the opposition alliance of United 

Democratic Front (UDF) and successfully supported the second amendment 

unanimously in antagonism to Ahmedism in Pakistan‘s National Assembly in 

September 1974. Afterwards JUI raised its status from provincial capacity in NWFP 

to national eminence, formed and led Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) during the 

elections of 1977. Moreover, JUI's led ―Nizam-e Mustafa‖ movement culminated on 

the imposition of Martial Law in July 1977 and aborted its ambition for the ―Prophetic 

Order‖
3
 in the country. Consequently, JUI transformed and joined hands with the PPP 

for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan under a new alliance, Movement (for) 

Restoration (of) Democracy (MRD) against General Zia‘s regime in 1980-81, 

however, the party suffered from factionalism and JUI (F) and JUI (Darkhwasti, later 

S) factions emerged.
4
 

6.1. JUI and its Politics in NWFP (1973- 1974): A Brief Summary. 

In early 1973, Mufti Mahmud resigned from chief minister ship of NWFP in protest 

due to the allegations of the involvement of the federal government in the provincial 

politics and the deterioration of the law and order situation in the two provinces, 

NWFP and Balochistan. JUI‘s repudiation from the provincial government initiated 

the decline of Bhutto‘s rule in Pakistan. From March 1973 till the mid of 1974, the 

opposition‘s struggle in general and JUI‘s, in Particular, ventured to address ―the 

problems of provincialism, identity, tolerance,‖
5
 in Pakistan‘s "democracy."

6
 And 

more importantly the true spirit of democratic principles‘
7
 of federalism in Pakistan in 

terms of centre– province relations, as Mufti Mahmud, chief minister of NWFP had 

retaliated his government in response to the ‗dictatorial steps of Bhutto.‘
8
 Soon JUI 

sought for political alliance against the Bhutto‘s government under the banner of 
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United Democratic Front (UDF), achieved the institutionalization of some Islamic 

provisions into the constitution which were discussed in the last chapter. In May 

1974, the leadership of JUI criticized the government for rigging the bye-election at 

Forte Sandeman, Balochistan.
9
 JUI mobilized its workers and Mufti Mahmud alleged 

the provincial government for worsening the law and order situation in NWFP.
10

 

Mufti Mahmud also refuted the propaganda of the federal government against the 

NAP leaders and condemned the Army Action in Balochistan for creating a similar 

situation persisted in East Pakistan in 1971.
11

 

JUI under the banner of UDF remained active against Bhutto‘s regime for its 

atrocities which the latter made against the opposition and the masses of Balochistan 

and NWFP. In response to Federal government‘s decision of sending Army troops to 

Balochistan, the opposition launched Civil Disobedience Movement
12

 As discussed 

earlier, the non- democratic attitude of Bhutto contrived JUI and other opposition 

parties in antagonism to government. On May 29, 1974, a grave sectarian incident 

occurred in Punjab which encouraged JUI to motivate the masses and other religious 

organizations for launching a mass movement in pursuance of its brawled objective
13

 

of ousting the Ahmedi/ Qadiani sects from the fold of Islam. Haq has assumed that 

after the institution of these Islamic principles, later these principles were translated 

into "rigid laws" of blasphemy in the country. 
14

 However, JUI later, achieved that 

objective through a vigorous constitutional muckrake of Ulema under the UDF 

alliance.
 15

  

6.2. JUI and ‘Anti- Qadiani Movement’ of 1974: The Majlis-i- Khatm-i- 

Nabuwwat and the Role of Frontier’s Ulema. 

The claim of last prophet hood of Muhammad (SAW) was abiding articulation of JUI 

since long. The failure of Tehrik-i-Khatm-e Nabuwwat movement launched in 1952-

1953 was though resented by the religious class, particularly by Deobandi Ulema.
16

 

However, these Ulema under JUI were seeking for opportune time to revive the issue 

and to achieve their objective as the latter had promised to resolve the issue in their 

election manifesto in 1970. The students‘ clash occurred on May 29, 1974 at Rabwa 

Railway station
17

 reported in the local print media gave opportunity to JUI and other 

religious groups from Punjab to launch a vigorous religious movement against 

Ahmedism/ Qadianism in the country. From May 31 to June 2, a strong protest was 
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observed in various cities of NWFP, including Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu, Mardan, 

Dera Ismaeel Khan and Mansehra of District Hazara. JUI organised, convened 

remonstrance meetings and took protest processions.
18

 Anjumn-i-Tahaffuz-i-Khatm-e-

Nabuwwat (ATKN) organization which had pioneered the anti- Qadiani Movement in 

1952-53 was revitalized and its branches were established throughout the country 

with a new zeal.
19

 A public protest meeting was held under the auspices of ATKN at 

Chowk Yadgar, Peshawar where JUI, NAP, JI, Jamiat Talaba-i- Islam (JTI) and 

Islami Jamiat Talaba (IJT) jointly participated.
20

 The students from local colleges also 

rallied a joint protest against the incident. Mufti Mahmud also criticized the 

Mirzais/Qadianis for Rabwa incident and demanded the government to ban the 

Qadiani‘s militant organizations of ―Furqan‖ and ―Jamaat-e Khudam-ul Ahmediya.‖
21

 

The UDF leaders moved a resolution for a procedural debate in National Assembly on 

Rabwah incident however; the Speaker of the Assembly declined the motion on 

technical grounds.
22

Mufti Mahmud while addressing a press conference at the 

Assembly Cafeteria announced that a meeting of Ulema and Mashaikh would be held 

on June 9, at Lahore.
23

 Further, Mufti Mahmud declared that last night a meeting of 

opposition‘s heads was held and presented five unanimous demands to the 

government.
24

 Through ads published in print media by the Action Committee of 

MTKN demanded from the government and the nation alike to initiate a social 

boycott and denounce the Qadianis as non- Muslim minority.
25

 

The spontaneous reaction of the opposition in NWFP and Punjab provincial 

assemblies, compelled the Punjab government to sense the gravity of the situation.
26

 

The constituted tribunal of Pujab Government had to initiate from June 5, to record 

the evidences, but meanwhile, the agitation spread throughout the Punjab and NWFP 

and reactionary mobs were observed at Gujranwala, Haroon Abad and Rahim Yar 

Khan and all the major cities of the Frontier province.
27

 

JUI, other religio- political parties and organizations jointly came under the banner of 

the ‗Action Committee‘of All Pakistan Majles-i-Tahafuz-i-Khatm-e-Nabuwwat 

(APMTKN), therefore, on June 9, the convention of All Pakistan Khatm-e- 

Nabuwwat was held at Lahore where an ‗Action committee‘
28

 was formed under 

MaulanaYousaf Benori
29

 as its convener. Mufti Mahmud, General Secretary of JUI 

(Mufti Mahmud Group) led the opposition under UDF in the National Assembly 

(NA). Both these Deobandi Ulema hailing from NWFP endured actively from their 
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respective platforms within and outside the parliament. The Punjab Chief Minister, 

Hanif Ramay and also Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto responded to the ultimatum 

and strike call of the ‗Action Committee‘ from APMTKN and announced that the 

‗Ahmedia issue‘ would be discussed in the NA after the Budget Session. 

Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, Maulana Abdul Hakim from (JUI, Hazarvi), 

Maulana Ihtesham-ul Haq Thanvi, Maulana Irshad-ul Haq Thanvi affiliated with 

(Pakistan Awami Ulema Party, PAUP), and Maulana Najm-ul Hassan Kararvi from 

Peshawar were prominent pro- government Ulema and some of them were also the 

members of Islamic Ideology Council. They appreciated the efforts of the 

Government towards the unity of the nation and the Ulema regarding the ―Qadiani 

issue‖ in the frontier province and also in the country.
30

Maulana Yousaf Benori, the 

convener of the ‗Action Committee‘ (APMTKN) in a meeting at Lyallpur (present 

Faisalabad) on June 17, 1974 condemned the Asghar Khan‘s stance on Qadiani issue 

and various resolutions were also adopted.
31

 

Maulana Habib Gul (JUI, Mufti Mahmud), Mr. Muhammad Nawaz Khan (JUI, 

Hazarvi) and Arbab Sikandar Khan, the opposition leader in the provincial assembly 

of NWFP, tabled their movements which were also supported by the treasury benches 

of the PPP.
32

 Thus; the Provincial Assembly of NWFP unanimously adopted the 

resolution demanding the Federal government to amend the constitution for declaring 

the ―Qadianis‖ as non- Muslim minority.
33

 This demand became the ‗popular 

demand‘ where mosques in Peshawar and other cities became the equidistance for the 

protest of the Pukhtuns under the religious fervour of APMTKN in NWFP. On June 

28, after the Fridays‘ prayers, meetings were held in the mosques as ―Yawm-i- 

Mutalibat‖ (Demands‘ Day) where resolutions were adopted for the declaration of 

―Ahmedis‖ as non- Muslims.
34

 

In response to Bhutto‘s suggestions and pressure from the opposition, the Law 

Minister, Abdul Hafeez Pirzada moved a motion in the National Assembly on June 

30, which stated: “that this House do appoint a special Committee comprising the 

whole House including the persons who have the right to speak otherwise take part in 

the proceedings of the House with the Speaker as its chairman‖
35

 and fixed the 

quorum of the Committee as 40 with minimum 10 from the Opposition parties.  The 

Law Minister asked the members of the Special Committee (SC) to submit their 
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suggestions, resolutions and views to the Committee with in prescribed time of 4 

days. After the Law Minister‘s motion, the Combined Opposition under UDF 

including JUI (Mufti Mahmud) faction
36

 and JUP moved their own resolution
37

 in the 

House. The House also formed s Steering Committee comprising of 12 members
38

 

which discussed all the individual and collective resolutions in its meeting held on 

July 5, and which would suggest recommendations regarding the objectionable print 

material of various ‗Ahmedia‘s journals and organizations.
39

 

The protest of ‗Action Committee‘ of MTKN was on its hike in NWFP and the law- 

and order situation which had been deteriorated for the last few months got worsened. 

A series of grave incidents of bomb- blast occurred in Frontier province, where the 

PPP provincial Home Minister stated that, ―explosions are not an extraordinary thing 

for Frontier.‖
40

The issue of ‗Pukhtunistan‘ was also re- emerged in the politics of 

Pakistan and the Frontier province alike, however, Khan Qaiyum, the federal Interior 

Minister exploited the latter while he categorically denied the earlier. PM, Bhutto 

followed the lines of his federal minister. 

Mufti Mahmud and other Ulema from Frontier JUI regularly consulted Maulana Uzair 

Gul,
41

 in Mardan during the proceedings of the special committee in NA.
42

 Maulana 

Mufti Mahmud questioned Mirza Nasar-ud Din and Lahori leader through Attorney 

General, Yahya Bakhtiar in a trial at the Parliament House and categorically proved 

their claims false and void. Meanwhile the Samdani tribunal submitted its inquiry 

report about the Rabwa Railway station to the government in August 1974. Maulana 

Yousaf Benori (APMTKN), Maulana Mufti Mahmud (JUI, Mufti Mahmud) and Jan 

Muhammad Abbasi (JI) in a statement asserted that on the issue of ‗Khatm-e- 

Nabuwat, there existed a complete unanimity among all sects of Muslims and 

appreciated its observance by all in ‗Badshahi Mosque Lahore‘ on September 1, 

1974.
43

 

Finally, on September 7, 1974, the three months long deliberations of the National 

Assembly came to an end and the house, ―resolved the Qadiani issue by amending 

unanimously two provisions in the Constitution and ousted all those from the fold of 

Islam who do not believe in the absolute and unqualified finality of Muhammad 

(Peace be upon Him).‖
44

 From the Treasury Benches, the Law Minister Mr. Pirzada 

asserted that throughout the proceedings and meetings of the ‗Steering Committee‘, 
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―there had been consensus and unanimity.‖
45

Maulana Mufti Mahmud from 

Opposition Benches made an observation and extended full support to the 

amendments whereas Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi also congratulated the whole 

assembly for that historical decision.
46

Maulana Yousaf Benori, the convener of the 

‗Action Committee‘ of the MTKN 

In Mardan, D. I. Khan and other cities of NWFP, the declaration of the National 

Assembly was warmly celebrated by the Pukhtuns. MaulanaYousaf Benori in a 

Mardan District convention of Khatm-e- Nabuwat declared that the decision of the 

parliament regarding the Qadiani issue was historical. Maulana further added that 

during the entire movement the Pakistani nation stood united against the Qadianis.
47

 

Maulana Ayub Jan Benori who was the president of UDF in the Frontier province and 

who had organized a systematic protest during the ‗Anti–Qadiani agitation was re- 

elected as its president in the early of September 1974.
48

 On Friday, September 13 in 

Pakistan in general and in NWFP in particular, the ―Yaum-e- Tashkur‖ celebrations 

were observed with religious fervour. After Friday‘s prayers, the ‗Thanks Giving‘ 

meetings were held in all prominent mosques like Masjid Mohabat Khan, Masjid 

Qasim Ali Khan and other mosques of Peshawar.After a successful campaign, the 

―Action Committee‖ of APMTKN was dissolved on the same day of September 13, 

1974.
49

 

6.3. JUI, its Struggle for the Revival of Islamic and Democratic Principles in the 

Country.  

Although the ‗Qadiani issue was resolved by the unanimous efforts of both government 

and opposition, however, the expectations of UDF about the revival of democratic 

principles in Balochistan and NWFP could not be materialized and PPP managed to form 

its governments in both the provinces. The government harshly treated the opposition 

leaders Wali Khan and other NAP leadership. Maulana Mufti Mahmud remained active 

supporting and struggling for the execution of ‗Islamic and Democratic‘ principles in the 

country. Therefore, the UDF continued its struggle against the Bhutto‘s regime by 

confronting its policies. Even, in the early of 1975, Maulana Mufti Mahmud was 

optimistic towards the relations of government and opposition and wanted to contest 

elections from the platform of UDF
50

 however, that optimism of the opposition was 

exhausted due to the stern policies of Bhutto.
51

 Further, in February a tragic incident of 
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bomb blasting occurred at the University of Peshawar where along with other victims, the 

provincial president of PPP, Hayat Muhammad Khan Sherpao also passed away. The 

government labeled the responsibility over the NAP leadership and ―the National Awami 

Party‘s entire leadership was incarcerated in Jail, including Wali Khan and Ataullah 

Mengal‖
52

 whereas the party and the circulation of ‗Daily Shabaz‟, the official organ of 

the party were banned. JUI‘s  

In the last of April 1975, a meeting of the JUI‘s Central Advisory Committee was 

held at Multan, where the Committee made two demands, the Supreme Court‘s rule in 

the country and new elections under the Judiciary.
53

  The same situation prevailed in 

the country till the early of 1976. In response to governments‘ pre- election plan, 

Maulana Mufti Mahmud suggested a constitutional amendment for the elections to be 

held on party‘s basis however, the government denied such suggestions.
54

 

On the eve of new general elections, the pro- government JUI (Hazarvi) faced a 

setback when Maulana Abdul Hakim (MNA) along with his followers left the party 

and joined PPP.
55

Maulana Faizul Hassan, President JUP also affiliated his party with 

the government and decided to form election coalition with the PPP. On the other 

hand, JUI (Maulana Mufti Mahmud) or JUI (MMM) was struggling for a unanimous 

opposition alliance against the government during the proposed elections and was 

willing to contest the elections under the banner of a united opposition with its own 

election symbol.  

6.4. JUI’s Acclivity from its Provincial Status in NWFP to National Level in 

Pakistan: Its Election Manifesto and Campaign in 1977. 

In the mid of July 1976 JUI (MM), enthusiastically involved for the promulgation of 

‗Islamic system‘ in the country.
56

 In October JTI, the student wing of JUI won union 

elections in University of Peshawar. The central leader and General Secretary of JTI 

in a resolution had demanded on the eve of University students‘ union election and 

had campaigned to observe ‗Friday‘ as the official holiday within the campus and 

later got approved from University Senate.
57

 It was an achievement on the part of JTI 

as JUI was not in power in NWFP, yet the JTI was successful in translating and 

implementing the party‘s manifesto.  
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Mufti Mahmud became the opposition leader in the National Assembly due to the 

confinement of Wali Khan and got a central position in the debates of the National 

Assembly. The provincial leaders of Frontier JUI, Maulana Ayub Jan Benori and 

Maulana Abdul Bari Jan demanded that for free and fair elections; the government 

should release all the political prisoners; should left emergency and to end the long-

lasting promulgated section 144 in the country. Mufti Mahmud in a grand public 

meeting held at Masjid Qasim Ali Khan, Peshawar on October 23, 1976, condemned 

the Women Rights Committee‘s Report (WRCR) and rejected it on the grounds that 

its many recommendations were un-Islamic.
58

In November 1976, the opposition 

pressed the government for the announcement of the election date. Mufti Mahmud, 

General Secretary, JUI toured Mardan and Swabi areas. The Frontier‘s JUI leadership 

including Maulana Ayub Jan Benori, President, Maulana Abdul Bari Jan General 

Secretary, and others welcomed and supported Mufti Mahmud during the tour.
59

In the 

mid of December 1976, Maulana Mufti Mahmud came back to Pakistan after 

performing Hajj at Mecca and became active in politics for bringing unanimity in 

opposition and became uncontested leader in the circles of opposition.
60

On December 

29, 1976, a meeting of the Central Executive Committee (CEC) was held at Islamabad 

under the chair of Maulana Muhammad Sharif Watto, Vice-president-I, and endorsed 

the decision of UDF regarding the new general elections. Moreover, the CEC decided 

to invite the three other opposition parties to join the oppositional alliance. The 

Committee suggested that the opposition ‗Front‘ should establish a vast election 

alliance against the government and announced central
61

 and provincial parliamentary 

boards.
62

 

For waning the influence of the opposition and its demands for the enforcement of the 

Islamic system in the country, the federal government announced on January 08, 

1977, to celebrate Friday as the official holiday from July 1977.
63

 It was interesting to 

note that during the elections of 1970, the Deobandi Ulema were mainly divided into 

two main factions, the Ulema mainly from Karachi under the banner of MJUI and the 

Ulema mainly from Punjab and NWFP were struggling under the banner of JUI 

(Hazarvi).
64

 However, in the elections of 1977, three factions of Deobandi Ulema 

emerged.
65

 The Karachi based Deobandi Ulema joined Pakistan Awami Ulema Party 

(PAUP).
66

 JUI (Hazarvi) and PAUP were mainly pro-government factions and were 

supporting the government in the elections.
67

 The leadership of JUI (MMM) had 

struggled for the last three years against the one party rule of the government.
68

 As 
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JUI had stood for the unanimity of the opposition under the banner of PNA and was 

contesting the elections as the leading party of the alliance. Therefore, except PNA‘s 

affiliated Ulema of JUI, the other factions of Ulema including JUI (Hazarvi) could not 

attract the popular support from the masses in NWFP. 

6.4.1. The Politics of Alliances and the Formation of Pakistan National Alliance 

(PNA):   

As discussed in the last chapter that unanimity among JUI‘s own circles and masses 

for ‗Islamic constitution‘ was the main objective during the last elections of 1970. 

During the previous tenure in public office in NWFP, JUI‘s leadership could not 

promulgate the ‗Islamic system‘ in the country due to various factors. Therefore, the 

leadership of JUI was active for more than three years to achieve that unanimity 

among the opposition circles for the introduction of ‗Islamic social order‘ in the 

country.
69

 From the mid of 1976, JUI and its leadership was activated for the 

enforcement of Islamic order in the country. In October 1976, after his election as the 

General Secretary of JUI, Mufti Mahmud toured D. I. Khan, Bannu, Kohat, Tank and 

Peshawar for strengthening the party‘s organization in the area.
70

In the early of 

January 1977, the government announced the land reforms through its Agriculture 

Reform Bill which was perceived by the opposition as an indication for the early 

elections. On January 7, the government announced that the Election Commission of 

Pakistan would hold elections for National Assembly on March 7 and for Provincial 

Assemblies on March 10, 1977.
71

. The leadership of JUI came forward
72

 for the 

achievement of that unanimity among the opposition circles and struggled for the 

formation of an alliance, Pakistan National Alliance (PNA) which was formed on 

January 10, 1977 at Shad Bagh, Lahore.
73

 At first there were differences over the 

headship of the alliance among the opposition leaders, however, the whole opposition 

parties agreed upon the leadership of Mufti Mahmud
74

 under the PNA‘s sole symbol 

of ‗Plough‘.
75

Importantly, the president of PNA, Maulana Mufti Mahmud in a press 

conference announced that ―the alliance would boycott the National and Provincial 

elections till the ‗normal‘ situation in Balochistan,‖
76

 which was refuted by the 

leadership of PPP and maintained that the opposition‘s was due to the fear of defeat. 

As the opposition was contesting those elections under PNA, therefore, the activism 

of local leadership of JUI (Mufti Mahmud) and defunct NAP and other opposition 

groups were jointly busy in the election campaign but the coverage of the opposition 
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within thenational and local print media was minimum and no newspaper and tv, 

radio was paying any heeds to them.
77

 Even, the official organ of defunct NAP, 

―Daily Shahbaz‖ was banned. Moreover, u/s 144 was intact in Peshawar and other big 

cities of the country, therefore, the leadership of JUI utilized the ‗congregations of 

Friday‘s prayers for the conveyance of their message to the masses. On Jan; 14, 1977 

at Masjid Nosho Baba, Peshawar, Maulana Mufti Mahmud urged the masses ―to take 

judicious use of their votes as the present election was a referendum between ‗Culture 

Laws of the Britishers‘ and ‗Islamic Laws‘.‖
78

 

Maulana Ayub Jan Benori, the president of Frontier JUI was also the president of 

UDF and later PNA in NWFP; therefore, he along with the local leadership remained 

busy in organizational and election meetings.
79

Although, the Election Commission of 

Pakistan had announced various regulations and procedures for the conduction of fair 

and free elections, however, the announcement of uncontested victories of PPP‘s 

candidates including Bhutto from various constituencies alarmed the opposition and 

PNA alleged rigging and violation of rules during those elections.
80

The local 

leadership of JUI convened a public gathering at Jinnah Park Peshawar on Jan; 29, 

1977 where Maulana Mufti Mahmud addressed the gathering and condemned the 

atrocities of the government and asserted that coming to power, the PNA would not 

pay the foreign debt as those were spent on luxuries. He further alleged that the 

government was committing interference and irregularities during the elections and 

pointed out towards the fake news items of Daily ‗Mashriq‘ according to which 

Nasrullah Khan Khattak had been elected un-opposed from NA-5 as Maulana Abdul 

Haq had withdrawn from the election.
81

 The other speakers were: Professor Ghafoor 

Ahmed, Sher Baz Khan Mazari, Qazi Hussain Ahmed, Asghar Khan, Begum Nasim 

Wali Khan and Maulana Ayub Jan Benori. On Jan; 31, Maulana Mufti Mahmud 

addressed an electioneering meeting at Masjid Jaafar Khan, Bannu and declared that 

―participation in politics and forging unity was a Jehad‖.
82

On February 6, PNA‘s 

leader Maulana Mufti Mahmud in a public meeting held at Naser Bagh, Lahore on 

February 2, 1977 launched ‗Hafta-i- Nejat‟ in order to get rid of the Bhutto‘s regime 

whereas the opposition portrayed the nine parties of the PNA as nine stars and nine 

brothers during the entire election campaign.
83

 

In Frontier‘s province, the Ulema‘s stood for the ‗institutionalization of Islamic 

Shariat‘ into Pakistan‘s constitution through the slogan of ‗Islamic Constitution‘ 
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which was the basis of their manifesto during the previous elections of 1970, the 

resultant unanimity of Ulema was explicit in the results of the elections and JUI 

emerged as a political reality in Frontier‘s province. In 1977, the Ulema from JUI 

were demanding the imposition of Islamic Shariat as the ‗Islamic System‘ through 

their manifesto, announced by Mufti Mahmud as PNA leader on February 8, 

1977.
84

The manifest was based on the declaration that, ―if returned to power it (PNA) 

would introduce Islamic social order in the country by changing the laws according to 

the principles laid down in the Holy Quran and Sunnah and enforcing ‗Zakat‘ and 

‗tithe‘ and Islamic punishments.‖
85

  

For the achievement of the unanimity of the masses in favour of the manifesto, the 

Ulema and other workers of PNA jointly struggled and though, Maulana Mufti 

Mahmud who had to tour the whole country as the chief of PNA, he managed to 

address various gatherings in different cities of NWFP, including Peshawar, Bannu, 

Kohat and D. I. Khan.
86

Ulema were not active only in NWFP but in Karachi, they 

were also demonstrating their agitation. A complete strike was observed on the appeal 

of PNA‘s leadership in the whole country.
87

 

Frontier province was the strong hold of JUI and defunct NAP, therefore, in the 

alliance JUI and NAP‘s leaders(NAP was then under NDP) were demanding more 

national and provincial seats in the province. Although the alliance did favour NDP 

by allotting it eight National and 30 Provincial Assembly seats, however, component 

parties of the alliance did not extend any favour to JUI and both the parties were 

allotted 8 seats. Therefore, JUI in accordance to its share, nominated eight (08) 

candidates
88

 for the National and 19 candidates for Provincial Assembly.
89

 

6.4.2. The Elections’ Results (1977) and PNA's Response: The Subsequent 

Events and Ulema’s (JUI) Collaboration in NWFP. 

As the elections approached, the complaints of the opposition about the irregularities, 

rigging and the violation of election rules on government side were multiplied. PNA 

boycotted the elections in Balochistan and appealed to the nation for a complete strike 

on February 27. The government claimed it as, ‗unsuccessful, partial and ineffective‘ 

while the opposition‘s response about the strike was paradoxical.
90

 Ulema during their 

election campaign had consistently motivated the masses to vote in favour of PNA's 

candidates, however, election results were unexpected for PNA in Punjab and Sindh. 
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PNA got total 36 NA seats while PPP remained successful on 155 seats in National 

Assembly.
91

 Maulana Mufti Mahmud congratulated the PNA's leadership in NWFP 

for their victory as  the Ulema and other component religio- political parties got 17 

seats of National Assembly.
92

 The PPP got 5 seats, the ML (Qaiyum) 1 seat while no 

candidate from JUI (Hazarvi), could win a single seat.
93

 Maulana Mufti Mahmud won 

from two constituencies, Dera Ghazi Khan and D. I. Khan. 

PNA rejected
94

  the election results, boycotted the elections for the Provincial 

Assemblies, initiated a vigorous agitation against the PPP Government and demanded 

re- election under the supervision of Army. Later, PNA's protest was transformed into 

an intense movement for the enforcement of the Islamic Shariat under the name of 

‗Nizam-i- Mustafa‟ in the country. For the success of the movement, two mosques in 

Peshawar, Masjid Mahabat Khan
95

 and Masjid Qasim Ali Khan were declared as 

centre of the ‗movement.‘
96

 To suppress the opposition movement, the government 

arrested the leadership of PNA.
97

 However, The arrest of the PNA‘s leadership 

intensified the movement in April and the movement spread to which the government 

tried to diffuse the situation by inviting Pir Pagaro to negotiations, however, as the 

central leadership were in the government custody, therefore, opposition rejected any 

possibility of holding talks.
98

 In May the government shifted all the PNA‘s leadership 

to Sehala Rest House, Punjab. To resolve the crisis, the PNA leadership publicized a 

33 points agenda in which the resignation of Bhutto and holding of new fresh 

elections were the prominent demands. After the intervention of foreign Muslim 

diplomats in to the matter, the serious talks began after the efforts of sardar Abdul 

Qayyum and both the parties came to the table.
99

 

At Dar-ul Uloom Sarhad, Peshawar Maulana Mufti Mahmud announced the success 

of the negotiations.
 100

However, ―The failure of the Government- PNA political 

parleys to resolve the four months worst-ever political crisis precipitated the army 

takeover on July 5, 1977‖
 101

 resulted in the dissolution of both the constitution and 

the parliament.  

Majority of the parties in PNA including JUI (MMM) 
102

  not only welcomed the 

Martial Law rule but Maulana Mufti Mahmud was so optimistic about the intentions 

of the Martial Law government for holding the elections that even a parliamentary 

board (PB) for the distribution of party tickets in D. I. Khan district was 

elected.
103

Further, In August 1977, Maulana Mufti Mahmud became active for the 

organization of the party in NWFP.
104
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The Martial Law government was firstly interested in the accountability process 

against Bhutto and his colleagues rather than the holding of fresh elections.
105

  

Interestingly, JUI also demanded such investigations of corruption against the leaders 

of PPP and an inquiry of Maulana Shams-ud Din's murder in Balochistan. However, 

the subsequent events confirmed that JUI was being exploited by the forces which 

wanted to oust the PPP‘s government. As the Martial Law government strengthened, 

the PNA got disintegrated with the passage of time as TIP and JI were becoming more 

pro- government.  

The situation was further complicated due to the aggression of Soviet‘s forces into 

Afghanistan in 1979, where army troops entered Kabul and millions of Pukhtun 

Afghans migrated to FATA and NWFP in Pakistan. The government then started to 

support various Afghan Jehadi organizations. The US and Saudi‘s support towards the 

Mujahidin and the proliferation of Islamic Arabic madaris further entangled the 

situation and the government further delayed the elections. Maulana Mufti Mahmud 

and other reputable scholars from JUI issued fatwas about the fight of Afghan 

Mujahidin and declared it as ‗Jehad,‘ however, later the Frontier province and the 

whole country faced severereligious and political repercussions.
106

 The confusion 

among the Ulema including Mufti Mahmud about Zia's regime facilitated the latter to 

strengthened his position.
 107

 However, differences emerged between Martial Law 

government and Maulana Mufti Mahmud on the elections of local bodies instead of 

general elections.
108

 Instead of taking part in the local bodies elections, the leadership 

of Frontier‘s JUI initiated the re-organization of the party in various districts including 

Peshawar. 
109

  

In the end of 1979, JUI emerged as the opponent of the ML government for its 

various acts, including the registration of Political Party‘s Act, the promulgation of 

three tier system of laws, the British law, the Islamic Penal laws and the Martial laws 

which empowered the authorities to administer the laws in accordance to their 

discretion and the ‗Zakat‘ ordinance.
110

 

The defunct JUI became active against the Martial Law regime in the early of 1980 

and due to legal restrains it revived Nizam-ul Ulema, an organization which was 

active during Ayub's Martial Law.
111

 Though, majority of the members of the Central 

Working Committee‘ of defunct JUI  were reluctant to initiate a protest program 

against the Zia's Government.
 112
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A convention of defunct leaders of PNA was held on January 25, 1980, at Dar-u 

Uloom Sarhad, Peshawar where leaders from PNA attended and discussed the current 

situation in the country, condemned the Russian aggression in Afghanistan and 

stressed on the united and collective efforts.
113

 It was during that convention that 

Maulana Ayub Jan Benori “suggested that PPP should also be invited to join their 

‗Itehad‘ (alliance)‖
114

 which later paved the way for the formation of another alliance 

―Movement for Restoration of Democracy (MRD)‖ by the opposition parties against 

the ML regime. 

In the early of 1980, the leadership of JUI became active for highlighting the suffrage 

and sacrifices endeavoring by the Afghan refugees in Frontier‘s province and the 

Afghan Mujahidin, respectively.
115

 

However, Mufti Mahmu, the ex-Chief Minister of NWFP became instrumental 

against the Martial Law Government. Subsequently, JUI decided to collaborate with 

other opposition parties including PPP in their Movement for Restoration of 

Democracy (MRD). However, the demise
116

 of Mufti Mahmud retarded the efforts for 

the ―restoration of democracy‖ in the country whereas JUI also suffered from 

―factionalism.‖ JUI formally got divided into two factions, i-e JUI (Maulana Abdullah 

Darkhwasti, later Maulana Sami-ul Haq) and JUI (Maulana Fazl-ur Rehman) or JUI 

(F) on November 8, 1982.MaulanaSiraj Ahmed Din Puri was elected as the President 

and  Fazl-ur Rehman as the Genral Secretary of JUI (F). The present JUI (F) is the 

successor of defunct JUI during Zia regime. 

6.5.  Conclusion: 

After supporting its articulated ‗Islamic provisions‘ in 1973 constitution, the 

leadership of JUI involved in lasted sectarian issue of Ahmedism/ Qadianism. Ulema 

affiliated with JUI and Majlis-i- Tehrik-i- Khatm-e- Nabuwwat (MTKN ) had 

struggled‗ for long to oust Qadianis from the fold of Islam in colonial NWFP and 

Punjab. After Pakistan was achieved, these Ulema wrestled the issue again in 1952-

53, however, Justice Munir‘s Commission outlawed the agitators and the issue 

remained unresolved. When it was re-emerged in 1974, Mufti Mahmud (UDF) 

brought the matter to the parliament for constitutional solution. Mufti Mahmud argued 

the issue in the parliament and Maulana Yousaf Benori as convenor of the ‗Action 

Committee‘ of MTKN remonstrated outside the parliament respectively. The 

parliament as a sub- committee monitored the entire debate between Mufti Mahmud 

and Qadiani/Ahmedi‘s representatives through Attorney General of Pakistan. 
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Eventually, on September 7, 1974 the whole parliament adopted a unanimous 

amendment to the constitution declaring Qadianis as a minority. Maulana Ayub Jan 

Benori as president of UDF in NWFP organized the whole campaign in the province. 

It was a victory for JUI as the latter achieved its promised objective. Therefore, the 

party celebrated Friday September 13, as ―Yaum-e- Tashkur‖ in the whole country 

and particularly in NWFP. JUI organized ‗Thanks Giving‘ meetings in prominent 

mosques of Peshawar, Masjid Mahabat Khan and Masjid Qasim Ali Khan and in 

mosques of various cities in the province. 

Mufti Mahmud, as the opposition leader under UDF struggled against Government‘s 

atrocities and  for the enactment of the democratic principles in the country. Bhutto‘s 

announcement for holding the general elections in March 1977, motivated Mufti 

Mahmud to organize a grand opposition's alliance under the banner of PNA. Mufti 

Mahmud's led PNA transformed the provincial identity of JUI and the latter became 

prominent in Pakistan‘s national politics. 

The opposition‘s allegations about the pre-poll rigging were further multiplied on the 

polling day. Therefore, despite JUI had a united standing and collaboration among the 

Ulema in NWFP, however, PNA boycotted the provincial elections. PNA further 

launched its movement for the re-elections which later transformed into a movement 

for absolute ‗Islamic system‘ or prophetic order under ―Nizam-i- Mustafa.‖ The 

PNA‘s movement got its momentum gradually. However, the movement was 

intensified when the government arrested the agitators which aggravated the situation 

and martial law was imposed in Karachi, Lahore and Hyderabad. 

The internal and external pressure compelled the government to initiate negotiations 

with the opposition. Importantly, when both Mufti Mahmud and Bhutto announced 

the success of the dialogue, Gen. Zia-ul Haq imposed the third Martial Law in the 

country on July 5, 1977. The 1973 constitution was abrogated; the political parties 

and their activism in the country were banned. Interestingly, the component parties of 

PNA including JUI welcomed the Martial Law rule and warmly cooperated with Zia‘s 

Islamic scheme during the early phase. However, that coadjuvancy between JUI and 

the Zia‘s regime could not last long. The delaying tactics of the government for 

holding the general elections frustrated Mufti Mahmud and other leadership of 

Frontier's JUI. Consequently, JUI transformed under Nizam-ul Ulema and decided to 

develop collaboration and cooperation with the opposition parties including PPP for 

launching a unanimous movement for the restoration of democracy (MRD). However, 
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the demise of Mufti Mahmud on October 14, 1980 suspended such efforts of JUI for a 

short period. Meanwhile differences emerged among Ulema from Punjab and Pukhtun 

belt on the election of Maulana Fazl-ur Rehman as General Secretary of JUI. 

Resultantly, JUI split into two groups, later those groups matured into JUI (F) and JUI 

(Darkhwasti, later Maulana Sami-ul Haq) factions. Even currently, both the factions 

JUI (F) and JUI (S) are active in the politics of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (ex-NWFP).  
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(Mianwali), QaziAbdullatif, Mufti Muhammad Abdullah (Multani), Maulana Mufti Abdul Wahid 

(Gujranwala), Qari Saeed-ur Rehman (Rawalpindi), MaulanaManzoor Ahmed Chenoti and 

MaulanaZahid-urRashedi (Gujranwala), mainly from Punjab were opposing such movement, however, 

majority of the members endorsed the plea of Maulana Mufti Mahmud in that regard.  Hafiz Momin 

Khan, Umara-i- Jamiat: Hazrat Sheikh-ul Hind Maulana Mahmood-ul Hassan Deobandi Se Qayed-i- 
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Jamiat Maulana Fazl-urRehman Tak Jamiat-ulUlema-i-Hind Aur Jamiat-ul Ulema-i-Islam ke Umara 

aur Sudoor ka Eman Afroz Tazkera. (Lahore: Maktaba Al- Hassan, 2017), PP- 101- 127 
113

 The following were the participants: Pir of Pagara, Chaudry Zahur Ellahi, Sardar Abdul Qayum, 

Arsahd Chaudri, Nawabzada Nasrullah Khan, Muhammad Zaman Achakzai, Anayatur Rehman 

Abbasi, Yousaf Khan Khattak, Muhammad Khan Jonejo, Muhammad Ashraf, president Bar Council, 

Punjab, Babar Awan and Zahid Hussain keyani. Ibid. 
114

 Ibid. 
115

 Maulana Mufti Mahmud and other leadership of JUI, explicitly spoke on the Russian aggression in 

Afghanistan and its repercussions in the region at PNA‘s convention held in February at Lahore, the 

opening of three days ‗Ijtema‘ held under the auspices of Ahle Sunnat- Wal Jamaat in March 1980, at 

D. I. Khan, in a convention of JTI (a student organization of JUI) held on March 15, 1980 at Lahore 

and in a  ‗Jehad‘ conference held on April 11, 1980 at Queta. Personal History Sheet of Mufti Mahmud, 

File No. 161, Bundle No. 10, (1980) Record and Research Centre Directorate of Archives and 

Libraries, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar. Ibid. 
116

 Maulana Mufti Mahmud, Gen. Secretary of defunct JUI and President of defunct PNA, while on his 

way to Hijaz, Makkah for performing Haj, stayed in Karachi for few days and while at Binori town 

mosque suffered from heart attack and died on October 14, 1980 and his funeral prayers was offered on 

October 15,1980, in D. I. Khan and was laid to rest in his village Abdul Khail. Daily Pakistan Times 

Rawalpindi, October 15- 16, 1980. 
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Findings/ Features of JUI's Politics 

1. The first chapter has analyzed first the organizational transition of Deobandi 

Ulema from violent strategies to non-violent constitutional struggle and second, 

its intervention into the politics of British NWFP to demand the extension of 

political reforms in Frontier province through the 8
th

 annual conference JUH held 

at Peshawar in 1927. Which further facilitated the emergence, growth and 

development of JUS as a religious cum political organization.  

2. Later, JUS came to define its scheme for the reformation of the Pukhtun‟s cultural 

riwaj and accomplished the institution of its religious policy into the Indian 

constitution through the passage of Shariat Application Act of 1937 as Muslim 

Personal Law Act from the Legislative Assembly of NWFP.  

3. Ulema from JUS like Maulana Yousaf Binori, Maulana Ghlam Ghaus Hazarvi 

and Maulana Abdul Qaiyum Popalzai pioneered the anti- Qadiyani/ anti- Ahmedi 

agitation first under Anjuman-i-Tahafuz-i-Shariat, Anjumn-i-Saif-ul Islam and 

finally under the Frontier Majlis-i- Ahrar formed in February 1935. 

4. The organization of JUS (Madani School) in 1939 was revived in May 1940 by 

leading Ulema from JUH under the concept of Muslim unity in India which was 

consequent to the passage of Lahore Resolution in March (1940) with demand of 

a Muslim separate state in Muslim majority provinces.  

5. At that juncture, AIML projected the „slogan of Islam‟ and motivated a section of 

Deobandi Ulema to propagate the idea of Pakistan among the Muslim Indian 

masses including the Pukhtuns which resulted in the formation of AIJUI under 

the headship of Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani in October 1945.  

6. As successor of JUH, JUS did not appeal to Pakistan‟s scheme on the eve of 1946 

elections and campaigned for the candidates of the Congress, Khudai Khidmatgar 

alliance and AIML could not achieve its government in NWFP as it did in other 

Muslim majority provinces in British India.  

7. The involvement of Maulana Shabir Ahmed Usmani (23
rd

 June 1947 to July) 

under the scheme of referendum (6- 17, July) in Frontier province augmented by 

the suggestion of Mufti Kifayatullah, the ex-president of JUH, about their future 

role in Pakistan, motivated the Ulema from JUS under the idea of collaboration 

among the Ulema and the latter implicitly supported the earlier. Thus; the 
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changed political equilibrium in NWFP was expressed in the results of the 

referendum towards Pakistan. 

8. The second chapter discusses the analysis and role of JUS (later JUI) in NWFP 

from 1947-55 with reference to its stand on major national and provincial issues. 

From 1948 to 1952, the involvement of Jamiat-ul Ulema-i-Afghanistan (JUA)  in 

Pukhtunistan issue transformed the religious class including JUS, Jamaat-i- Najia 

(affiliated with JUS) and other local Ulema in government camp manifested their 

national centered politics and attempted to confine within their geographical 

limits contrary to their previous adventure of transnational agenda in the early of 

the twentieth century.  

9. Though JUS was defunct and its leadership was behind the bars however, it 

continued it struggle for the institutionalization of the Shariat principles with its 

affiliated organization of Jamaat-i- Najia and both parties celebrated the passage 

of Objective Resolution. Further, JUS and Jamaat-i- Najia collaborated in the 

development of Ulema's 22 points for governance based on Islamic principles at 

Ulema's convention held in Karachi in 1951. JUS and Jamaat-i- Najia supported 

the Kashmir war in the province.  Ulema from JUS remained active during the 

anti- Qadiani movement of 1952-53 and Maulana Abdul Qaiyum Popalzai was 

arrested and Maulana Hazarvi escaped his arrest.  

10.   The third chapter mainly deals with the organizational activism of these 

Deobandi Ulema since 1947- 1955 at provincial level in NWFP and in 1955-1956 

(one unit) in West Pakistan. After the termination of Khan Qaiyum‟s occupancy 

in the Frontier province, these Deobandi Ulema (JUS) struggled for their 

organization and articulated Ulema‟s importance in Pakistan‟s politics.  

11. In 1955, Maulana Gul Badshah and his colleagues initiated the re- 

organization of JUS in NWFP and formed Jamiat Ulema-i- Mardan and 

Jamiat Ulema-i- Hazara, respectively. Mufti Mahmud, Maulana Hazarvi, 

Maulana Shams-ul Haq Afghani and Maulana Syed Gul Badshah hailed from 

Frontier region and Maulana Ahmed Ali Lahori and others from Punjab were 

enthusiastic towards the progressive role of Ulema in Pakistan‟s polity. 

Resultantly, the Centrum of religious politics was shifted from Karachi to Multan 

and then to Lahore respectively.  

12. The factors which led to the organizational transition of these Ulema were; The 

announcement of the controversial 'marriage commission report' by the 
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government in August 1956, became the immediate cause. These Ulema were 

apprehensive about the report and they sought a platform fit for their expression 

regarding religious reformation both of the masses and the government alike; the 

modern educated class and the British legacy in Civil and Military bureaucracy 

visualized the “Kamalist modern Islam” in Pakistan; whereas the Ulema from 

Madani faction were against such innovative moderate Islam; though these first 

welcomed the 1956 constitution for its Islamic provisions, however, these Ulema 

had some reservations about some clauses in the constitution. Hence,  these 

Ulema urged for united and active platform and organized the Ulema under 

MJUI, West Pakistan in a convention held at Multan in October 1956, however, 

the official organ and the press used to call it as JUI.  

13. The fourth chapter discusses the organizational transition of JUI under Nizam-ul 

Ulema under the new political atmosphere of Martial Law. Which further 

motivated these Ulema who mobilized the Pukhtuns to support their Islamic 

agenda by sending the Ulema into the local and national legislative bodies in the 

new electoral set up of BDs. Though, these Ulema under Nizam-ul Ulema and 

later under JUI expressed their benevolence by supporting Ayub Khan in 

presidential election, in Indo- Pakistan war of 1965 and Ayub's Tashkent 

agreement, however, their demands for repealing of Muslim Family Law 

Ordinance (MFLO) and their constitutional recommendations were not endorsed.  

14. The opposition criticized JUI's antipodal politics and its friendliness towards 

Ayub's government, however, the failure of the latter to comply with earlier 

demands and government's leaning towards western block during Arab-Israel war 

(1967) transformed these Ulema and they involved in anti-Ayub‟s agitation.  

15. JUI joined oppositions‟ DAC in the early of 1969 and challenged the government. 

During the All Parties Round Table Conference held in March 1969, Mufti 

Mahmud advocated the institution of the Ulema‟s twenty-two principles of 

Islamic governance into the constitution. However, the government and other 

participants left over the matter to decide by the next parliament.  

16. The fifth chapter discusses the important features of JUI's politics in NWFP 

during the period from 1970- 1973. On the eve of the general elections of 1970, 

the political controversy among Deobandi Ulema became evident on the issue of 

socialism and Islamic socialism between the two schools of thought, the Madani 

(JUI) and Usmani (MJUI) respectively.  
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17. MJUI was revived by Maulana Ihtesham-ul Haq Thanvi in 1969 and entered into 

an electoral alliance with JI under the banner of 'Islam Pasand' [Islam Lover] 

group. Consequently, the Madani Ulema renamed its party with the election 

commission as, JUI (Hazarvi) concentrated mainly in Frontier province came 

with anti- capitalist stance and campaigned during the elections with the slogan of 

'Islamic Constitution. The Islam Lovers and MJUI opposed the pro-socialist 

Ulema (JUI, Hazarvi).   

18. Despite 'fatwa politics',  JUI (Hazarvi) canvassed its political agenda under the 

slogan of 'Islamic Constitution' in such ardency during its election campaign 

particularly in NWFP, that it emerged as a mature and organized political party in 

the pre and post election period. JUI got total seven (six from NWFP) national 

assembly seats in the election results and became the third largest party(3.98% 

votes) in the national assembly. 

19. After the post- war crisis in the mid of 1972,  through a tripartite agreement 

between PPP and JUI-NAP coalition, JUI made its way into the provincial public 

office in NWFP with NAP as its coalition partner.   

20. Major Reformations of Mufti Mahmud Government:  

 Mufti Mahmud as Chief Executive of NWFP through his Islamic reformations 

attempted to revive the early Islamic spirit in the last quarter of the 20
th

 century.  

 Prohibition of Liquor: Mufti Mahmud issued his first order, the „prohibition of 

Liquor‟ in the province, immediate after taking oath as the chief executive of 

NWFP which was followed by a formal ordinance issued on May 9, 1972. Due to 

that order, the provincial government had to bear annually the loss of Rs. 1.8 

million as the excise duty. 

 Masjid  became the executive Centre of Frontier‟s Pukhtun Muslim society. Mufti 

Mahmud used to sit in the Masjid for disposal of public dealings. 

 Ihteram-e Ramzan Ordinance: As keeping fasts is obligatory for Mslims, 

therefore, Mufti Mahmud issued orders to respect the fasting month by keeping 

the hotels, restaurants and other food shops closed and imposed fine for any 

violation in that ordinance. 

 The Formation of Ulema’s Board: Mufti Mahmud's introduction of Ulema‟s 

Board in NWFP later sought through the establishment of a statutory body of 
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„Islamic Ideology Council which aimed the reformation and examination of such 

legislation repugnant to Qur‟an and Sunnah in the country.  

 Urdu as official Language of the provincial government: Despite the fact that 

NAP, the Pukhtun nationalists were his coalition partners, Mufti Mahmud 

announced that the official language of the province would be „Urdu‟ and Pashto 

would serve as the regional language.  

 Services for educational Uplift in Frontier Province: During its brief 9 months 

tenure, Mufti Mahmud government established 118 boys primary, 10 girls high 

schools and three girls‟ colleges and allocated three million rupees for the 

students‟ stipend. The government created hundreds of posts of theology and Qari 

teachers in public sector schools. 

 For the Pukhtun's cultural reformation, the government issued the „Dowry 

Ordinance‟ to ban that customary practice. The government also banned the 

„gambling, prostitution and other social evils. To ensure its modal Islamic society, 

the government also declared Purdah (veils, covering) as obligation for the female 

while in public. Moreover, to discourage the western life style, Shalwar and 

Qameez (shirt) was declared as official code for dress.  

 Other Reformations: The provincial government banned Riba’ (interest) in 

NWFP and Friday was declared as the weekend public holiday. Thus; Ulema from 

JUI were successful for the predominance of Islamic „theory and practice‟ in 

NWFP. It is interesting to note that during the Islamisation process of Bhutto and 

Zia‟s regime, majority of the above directives of JUI‟s government were endorsed 

and implemented latter during the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

21. After denouncing its provincial governments in NWFP and Balochistan, JUI 

through its NAP-JUI alliance motivated other „Islam Pasand or „right wingers‟ 

including JI, JUP and others in and outside the parliament to achieve the required 

collaboration for its „pro- Islamic‟, pro- democratic and pro- provincial autonomic 

constitutional project. 

22. JUI struggled for the formation of Grand Opposition Alliance under the title of 

United Democratic Front (UDF)  in March 1973. UDF in turn facilitated JUI for 

the insertion of the Islamic provisions into the 1973 Constitution. Mufti Mahmud 

as member of the twenty-four members „Constituent Committee‟ appointed on 

April 17, 1972, intensified the struggle towards JUI‟s goal of Islamic constitution 
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supported by JUP, JI and other component parties of UDF and after a short period 

of disagreement between opposition and the government, the amended bill was 

passed on April 10, 1973 and before adjourning “the house sine die, Maulvi Mufti 

Mahmood led the prayer for thanks with the whole House standing.”  

23. To achieve political unanimity against the centralization of Bhutto‟s policies, JUI 

even imperiled its own circles for the establishment of UDF. Though personality 

driven politics and divergence of opinion contributed towards factionalism in JUI. 

However, Maulana Fazlur Rehman is of the view that factionalism in JUI was the 

result product of the efforts made by the external forces i.e. the Pakistan‟s 

establishment to disintegrate Ulema. [The current deviation of Maulana Sherani 

and Hafiz Hussain Ahmed from JUI (F) in Baluchistan supports the observation of 

Maulana Fazlur Rehman as its timing and context (during anti- establishment 

movement of PDM) are significant]. Maulana Hazarvi was a critic of JI‟s leader 

Maududi‟s Islamic philosophy, Ideology and political role in Pakistan and had 

reservations on the inclusion of JI in UDF. On the other hand, Mufti Mahmud had 

a broad vision whenever it came to politics. Consequently, UDF proved 

devastative for the party‟s unity and Maulana Hazarvi and his followers parted 

ways and JUI got split into JUI (Hazarvi) and JUI (Mufti Mahmud) factions. 

24. The sixth chapter discusses JUI's politics emanating from 1973- 1980.  When the 

Qadiani issue emerged in 1974, Maulana Habib Gul (JUI, Mufti Mahmud), Mr. 

Muhammad Nawaz Khan (JUI, Hazarvi) and Arbab Sikandar Khan, the 

opposition leader in the provincial assembly of NWFP, tabled their movements 

which were also supported by the treasury benches of the PPP. Thus; the 

Provincial Assembly of NWFP unanimously adopted the resolution demanding 

the Federal government to amend the constitution for declaring the “Qadianis” as 

non- Muslim minority.  

25. The movement of Anjumn-i-Tahaffuz-i-Khatm-e-Nabuwwat (ATKN) for 

institutionalization of  the second constitutional amendment was supported by all 

religious cum political groups and JUI achieved its long lasting articulated 

objective with the collaboration of other religious groups i-e totality in faith (the 

last prophet hood of Muhammad) and the parliament declared the Qadianis as a 

minority group. Mufti Mahmud led the movement inside and Maulana Yousaf 

Banori [who pioneered the anti- Qadiani agitation along with Maulana Hazarvi 

and Maulana Abdul Qaiyum Popalzai in British NWFP] led it outside the 
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parliament. JUI celebrated Friday September 13, as “Yaum-e-Tashakur” in the 

whole country and particularly in NWFP where „Thanks Giving‟ meetings were 

held in Masjid Qasim Ali Khan and Masjid Mohabat Khan, the two focal centers 

of JUI's movement in Peshawar.  

26. JUI widened its support base and popularity among the masses through the 

achievement of its broad goals of its election manifesto which in turn helped in 

elevation from its provincial status to national level eminence. Although the 

Deobandi Ulema from JUI were bifurcated since independence, however, that 

bifurcation had little impact on the electoral politics in NWFP till 1980. Despite 

the alleged PPP‟s rigged elections in 1977, JUI lost only one seat in NWFP to its 

allotted eight seats quota under the alliance of PNA and secured seven NA seats in 

the province while it boycotted the provincial elections held on March 10.  

Consequently, JUI came forward under PNA to lead the religious cum political 

movement of Nizam-i-Mustafa which however culminated on the imposition of 

Martial Law. 

27. The early benevolence of all the component parties in PNA towards Zia‟s military 

rule helped the latter to consolidate the regime. However, soon the defunct JUI 

transformed from its contradictory politics towards the restoration of democracy 

in the country. In 1980, JUI sought for unanimity and collaboration under MRD 

alliance against Zia‟s regime. Interestingly, the divergence of opinion, the 

personality driven politics of JUI, its commitment to its brawled Islamic agenda 

and other internal and external normative factors expedited by the establishment 

gave rise to factionalism in the party and JUI disintegrated into current JUI (F) 

and JUI (S) factions. 

28. Importantly, the other aspect of these Pukhtun Deobandi Ulema‟s political 

struggle for Islamization of Pakistan‟s society, in general, and Pukhtun‟s cultural 

riwaj, in particular was whether under JUS or JUI was its domesticity. As there is 

a general perception that from Islamization to Shariatization drive on the part of 

these Deobandi Ulema was not indigenous and sponsored by Saudia. However, 

the above historical evidence does not support the above notion of transnational 

character about the struggle of JUI in former NWFP and rather it was a household 

affair.   

29. Family centeredness or inherited politics is another feature of all the major 

political parties in Pakistan. All the major religious political parties including JUI 
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(except JI) could spare itself of this important feature of Pakistan‟s polity. Quami 

Watan Party of Sherpao, Awami National Party (former NAP), the two other 

parties in the former NWFP and present Khyber Pakhtunkhwa having that feature 

of family centeredness. The above discussion also concludes that JUI (F) and JUI 

(S) both have that characteristic of family centeredness which is also common in 

other regional and national political parties.   

30.  In post 9/11 changed global and national politics in Pakistan motivated Ulema 

from various religious organizations including the two factions of JUI to seek for 

their unanimity which they achieved under the alliance of Muthahida Majlis-i-

Amal (MMA). Resultantly, JUI (F) was successful in forming provincial 

government with Akram Khan Durrani as its own chief minister in NWFP. JUI (F) 

remained the popular party in the Frontier province as the latter has recently 

celebrated its 100 years‟ anniversary during the last of April in 2017 at (Azakhel) 

Nowshera, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
1
 Likewise, on the eve of 2018 elections, the 

restoration of MMA alliance under the headship of JUI (F) in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa (former NWFP)was not supported by JUI (S). Consequently, the 

MMA could achieve minimum seats while JUI (S) was ousted from electoral 

politics with having no single seat in the parliament. The above discussion clearly 

indicates that whenever these DeobandiUlema achieved unanimity in their circles 

they had  defined the politics in the Frontier province. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 In accordance with the 18

th
 Constitutional amendment in Pakistan‟s Constitution, NWFP was 

renamed as Khyber Pukhtunkhwa in 2010. 
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     Conclusion 

The major objective which motivated Deobandi Ulema to involve in the politics of 

NWFP was for religio-political and cultural reformation of the Pukhtuns. Their 

collaboration with the Pukhtuns first under JUS in pre- & immediate post and under 

JUI in post- independence periods inspired these Ulema to translate their religious 

agenda in NWFP. These Deobandi Ulema challenged the introduction of innovative 

Islam in the country and to evince their extended role in Pakistan’s polity motivated a 

section of them [Punjabi, Pukhtun] who shifted the Centrum of religious politics from 

Karachi to Multan and revived MJUI, West Pakistan, [popularly known as JUI] in 

1956.  

The subsequent politics of JUI gave it penetration into electoral politics during Ayub's 

regime and later facilitated Mufti Mahmud's government to implement its destined 

pro- Islamic legislation which influenced the political system in the country on one 

way or the other. JUI has pledged the concept of finality or last prophet hood of 

Prophet Muhammad (SAW) and in socio-cultural context, it has partially achieved the 

reformation of Pakistan's Muslims in general, and the Pukhtuns, in particular. Though, 

JUI has struggled during its entire career to achieve its agenda of Islamic Pakistan and 

has risked its unity in its own circles for the formation of UDF alliance. However, the 

nature of Islamic provisions it constituted into Pakistan's constitution through the 

UDF supported by JUP, JI and other likeminded groups remained symbolic. 

There is a general perception about JUI's politics that though it has opposed the 

civilian authorities vigorously. However, it has remained benevolent with the Martial 

Law regimes. The political parties in opposition alleged that JUI became benevolent 

of Ayub's and Zia's regimes. However, the above historical evidence negate such 

notions. JUI has opposed various steps of Ayub's Martial Law government such as the 

arrest of Maulana Maududi [the leader of JI], the MFLO, the moderate version of 

Islam advocated by Ghulam Ahmed Pervez and Dr. Fazl-ur Rehman, respectively. 

Likewise, JUI welcomed Zia's Martial Law as did by other component parties of PNA 

movement. However, during the last phase of his life, Mufti Mahmud, the president of 

JUI opposed Zia's policies and advocated the democratic principles besides its Islamic 

agenda in Pakistan. It was a major shift of JUI's politics and a kind of compromise on 

its Islamic program in Pakistan's context. However, in the same instance, it has 
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opposed the so called Islamic program of Zia's government. Mufti Mahmud issued a 

'fatwa' declaring Zia's regime as un-Islamic and its issuance of Zakat and Usher 

Ordinance for curtailing the financial support of the Arabic madrasas in the country. 

Though, these Deobandi Ulema suffered from frequent factionalism whether under 

JUS or JUI in pre- and post- partition periods, respectively. However, whenever they 

achieved their articulated organization, unanimity and collaboration within their own 

circles and with other regional and national political organizations, they came to 

define the politics in Frontier province. 
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Appendix- A 

The Chronology of Various Religio-Political Organizations of Deobandi Ulema 

(Deobandi School of Thought) i-e From Jamiat Ulema-i- Hind (JUH) to the Present 

JUI (F) and JUI (S) 

                  Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Hind (JUH), 1919. 

 

                 All India Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam (AIJUI), 1945. 

 

Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Sarhad (JUS), 1927.                    All Pakistan JUI (APJUI), 1947 

 

JUS, (Pro- Congress), (May) 1940.        JUS (Pro- Muslim League), 1937.                   

 (Madani School)      [Maulana Midrarullah, Maulana Muhammd Shuab] 

Markazi Jamiat-ul                                                                                                       

Ulema-i- Islam (MJUI), 1952 

                  Jamiat-ul Ulema-i-Ahnaaf Sarhad     

   (JUAS), 1941  [Maulana Midrarullah, Maulana Wadood Sarhadi]  

                              Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam of Frontier province and Tribal Territory 

   Abdul Shakur Bacha (Bam Khel) [February 1947] 

                          

        [After Pakistan's achievement these  pro- Muslim League Ulema] 
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 [joined hands with provincial government of Khan Qaiyum under the headship of]  

    [Maulana Badsha Gul-I, However, differences emerged and  

           [Pir of Manki formed Awami Muslim League] 

             [(AML) in May 1949]  

Markazi Jamiat-ul Ulema-i- Islam                                                      MJUI, 1969. 

(Thanvi School) 

(MJUI) or JUI, 1956,  (Madani School)        [Maulana Mufti Muhammad 

Shafi  Maulana Ahmed Ali Lahori, Mufti Mahmud                  [Maulana Ihtesham-ul 

Haq Thanvi]  

Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi 

 

 

 Nizam-ul Ulema (NU), 1959.     

                                              

 JUI (Hazarvi) or JUI, 1969 

 

JUI (Mufti Mahmud), 1973                               JUI (Hazarvi), 1973                  

 

JUI (F), 1980             JUI (Darkhwasti), 1981 
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                   JUI, (Both Factions merged), 1985 

 

                        JUI (F), 1990               JUI (S), 1990 

A. JUI’s Membership: 

The party membership was first restricted only to men according to its 1956 

constitution, however, latter in the amended constitution of 1976, the women 

were also allowed to be members of the Jamiat but they were not allowed to 

contest the elections for party positions. The constitutionof JUI also has not 

discussed the election of women to various positions in the party nor did it 

prescribed any formulation of parallel or separate women organization or women 

wing within its primary, district, divisional, provincial, and central as well as 

―Ansar-ul Islam‖ organizations.  

Any adult Muslim (man and woman) irrespective of sex can become member of 

JUI provided as: 

1. They acquiesce with the aims and objectives of JUI. 

2. To pay Re.1, as membership fee for a period of three years. 

3. To pledge that they would abide by the party‘s discipline as well as for the success 

of party‘s programme.  

4. To fill out the membership form or to sign with the consent of the Amir (president) 

in the membership register.  
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B. Organizational Structure of Jamiat-ulUlema-i- Islam:  

The constitution has elaborated the following hierarchy as the organizational 

structure of JUI, per the Party‘s constitutionof 1956, amended in 1968, 1970 and 

1976 as:  

i. According to the party‘s constitution, JUI would have a central organization under 

which there would be provincial organizations of the Jamiat. 

The office holders for the central and provincial organizations of JUI would be: 

Central and Provincial Organizational Structure of JUI: 

Amir (President)- One.  

Naib Amir (Vice Presidents)- Two. 

(The number of vice- presidents were increased to four by amending the Constitution in 

1976) 

  

Nazim-e Ala (General Secretary)- One. 

 

Nazim-(Secretaries)- two 

(Their number were also increased to 4 by amending the constitution of JUI in 1976). 

Khazen-(Treasurer)- one.  

ZilleeSalaar-(District Head of the Volunteers)-One  
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(The name would change from Salaar to Salaar-e Azam, according to the hierarchy of the 

organization).  

Notes: For initial and other lower organizations, there would be no vice president and 

secretary. 

ii. The provincial Jamiat‘s organization would be as, the primary tier (the initial 

jamiat at ward or Union council level), the district tier (at district level) and the 

provincial tier (at provincial level) 

iii. The district Jamiat can establish further organizations. 

iv.  At every level of Jamiat‘s organization, there will be a volunteer organization with 

the name of ―Ansaar-ul Islam‖. 

v.  Every Jamiat would consist of three councils, (1) Majlis-i-Umomi (the General 

Council (2) Majlis-I Shura (the Advisory Council (3) Majlis-I Aamela (Central 

Working Committee)  

vi. The Executive Council. 

The most important and influential body of the party would be its General Council 

(GC). The GC, at any level, primary, provincial or central level, would be responsible 

for the election of the president of that Jamiat. The movement of no- confidence could 

be moved in the meeting of the GC with one third signatories of the GC however,the 

Amir or president could be removed by the two third majority of the total members of 

GC. 

As JUI was a religio- political organization, therefore, the Advisory Council of JUI 

would comprise of one Fourth (1/4
th

) in District, one third (1/3) in provincial and half 

of the members (1/2) at central level would be essentially Ulema. Moreover, an Alim 

means a Muslim scholar, who has completed his training at a regular Arabic 
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Madrassah or has completed his training under a qualified Alim and who could 

produce a completion certificate of the Madrassah or the evidence of an Alim, member 

of JUI, as witness or the Amir (president) could verify by himself. 

Although according to the party constitution, the elections to the party offices would 

be held after every three years. However, the election process was just a formality, as 

the senior Ulema who would have struggled for a long time in the circles of JUI would 

elected to the office. For instance, Maulana Gul Badshah was a president of JUS in the 

Frontier province during pre- partition period remained in the office after the revival 

of JUI at the Multan convention in 1956 till his death in 70s.‘ 
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